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The Series 32000 family.
First. Lasts. All ways.
STILL THE ONLY COMPLETE,
FULLY COMPATIBLE 32-BIT
SYSTEMS SOLUTION FOR AFULL
RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
A32-bit microprocessor isn't just a
purchase. It's acommitment.
It's acommitment by you to aparticular microprocessor architecture.
And it's acommitment to you by the
microprocessor's manufacturer not to
abandon that architecture for some more
"innovative" approach — and abandon
you and your software in the process.
Without the second commitment, you
shouldn't make the first.
And no one has made alarger, longer,
more consistent commitment to 32-bit
technology than National.
FIRST: FULL 32-BIT
ARCHITECTURE
In 1982, we introduced the world's first
commercial 32-bit microprocessor.
Later this year, we'll be introducing
the world's most advanced 32-bit microprocessor, the NS32532,with integrated
data and instruction caches, integrated
memory management, and afour-stage
instruction pipeline.
In between, we introduced five other
microprocessors, including the NS32332, a
hard-working, practical 15-MHz engine
that delivers 2-3 times the performance of
its predecessor NS32032, and not only
offers cache-memory support and bus-error
retry features, but also pioneered the use
of burst-mode memory transfers in microprocessors.With its variable bus-sizing
capability, the NS32332 can address the
needs of over 90% of the applications in use
Series 32E00 is aregistered trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation
UNIX is ametered trademark of AT&T.
VAX is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
01987 National Semiconductor

So you can design products faster, build
revenues sooner, turn profits longer.

•First lamily w1th 32-bit baseline
•Family provides 8,- 16,- 32-bit externals
•Not dependent on 4,- 8 or 16-bit
architectural constraints
•Consistent architecture
allowing advancing
implemenlafions

Integrated cache,
memory management
cachesupport 3-4 Xagain

.

burst transfer
MI I 32/32 Bits 2-3 X

stin

1

1612 Bits

8/32 Bits
Series 32000 Instruction

-

The Series 32000 performance pathway.
An integratedfamily ofCPUs' withfidl upward
and downward software compatibility

today, yet it is fully software compatible
with the next-generation NS32532.
Five years. Seven CPUs. Interfaces from
8to 16 to 32 bits. Performance from 0.75 to
15 MIPS peak (VAX* 11/780 MIPS). And
all without having to re-engineer your
software at any level.
That's remarkable performance continuity And the reason for it is simple:
National's commitment to afull 32-bit
architecture from the very beginning.
Every CPU in our Series 32000* family
shares the same 32-bit internal implementation. The same orthogonal architecture.
The same highly symmetrical instruction set.
So you can spend your time designing
new products, rather than re-designing
old ones.
LASTS: FULL SYSTEM
COMPATIBILITY
Any microprocessor, of course, is only
as good as the tools that help you put it
to work.
That's why our CPUs are supported by
141 other products — slave processors,
peripherals, development tools such as the
fully integrated DB332-PLUS Development
Board, OEM boards, software-support
products — to provide you with acoordinated, integrated, complete systems solution for 32-bit design.

ALL WAYS: FULL APPLICATION
FLEXIBILITY
Ultimately, however, any microprocessor has to be evaluated against asingle
criterion: How well does it meet your costperformance targets in your application.
That's why the Series 32000 family offers
you afull range of design options (including 883C, 38510 and rad-hard military
versions):
NS32008:

8-bit interface for embedded control

NS32016:

16-bit interface for office peripherals

NS32032:

32-bit interface, 24-bit addressing for
cost-effective real-time applications

NS32C,016/ Compatible low-power CMOS versions
NS32C032: with PI) (MA)Ø=350mW
NS32332:

32-bit interface, 32-bit addressing for
real-time and multiprocessing applications and UNIri-based multitasking,
multiuser environments

NS32532:

The next-generation Series 32000
CPU. Ahighly integrated engine
offering 8-10 MIPS average performance, 15 MIPS peak, and employing
unique architectural features for
real-time and multiprocessing
environments.

So you can match your microprocessor
to your needs, rather than having to adapt
your needs to your microprocessor.
All of which means that our commitment to the Series 32000 family gives you
something else you won't find in any other
32-bit approach.
True design freedom. First, last,
and always.
National Semiconductor
Series 32000 Systems Solutions
PO. Box 58090
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8090

National
MSemiconductor
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THE
$17
DIGITAL
TELEPHONE

The low cost, fully featured digital telephone-on-a-chip has arrived!
Mitel's MT8994 and MT8995 D-Phones include all the standard interfaces
to get your advanced digital telephone sets, cellular radio products and
integrated voice/data terminals to international markets fast. Fabricated
in low power ISO-CMOS, these designs operate from a single 5 Volt
supply. On-chip filter codec and speaker phone functions simplify your
design. It's all part of Mitel's family of ISDN interface solutions.
Get all the details today.
United States San Diego CA (619) 276-3421 •San Jose CA (408) 249-2111 •Oakbrook IL (312) 574-3930 •Boca Raton FL (305) 994-8500
Europe Denmark +451-612566 •West Germany +49 711-7701522 •United Kingdom South Wales +44 291423355
Canada 360 Legget Drive Kanata Ontario Canada K2K 1X5 (613) 592-5630 •In 1000 quantity, $ U.S.
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says. "Month-long holiA pill may have been
days always have been
Blithe cruelest month
the rule in France, but
for the English poet T. S.
now this practice has
Eliot, but for the journalspread to Italy, the UK,
ists who write about
and even West Germany.
what's happening in EuIn some cases it took me
rope, the month of Auseveral days to track
gust would have to rank
down the people Ineeded
right up there. That's the
to talk to."
month the continent virtuHowever, John—who is
ally shuts down for vacathe only editor based in
tion, from government ofWest Germany for any
fices to the local bakery.
The old saw is that in AuU. S. electronic-industry
that
gust, nothing moves in GOSCH: Covering Europe isn't publication—adds
Paris, London, or Munich easy in the month of August.
there is something that
made the whole project
except American tourists.
considerably easier than it would have
But that hasn't slowed John Gosch,
our longtime Frankfurt bureau manag- been just a few years ago: the general
er. John's primary assignment is cover- ease of communication from country to
country. "Once Ifinally managed to get
age of late-breaking technological and
business news, but like all our field edi- hold of people, getting—and undertors, he is equally at home on the tech- standing—the information was smooth
nical side of the fence. So when he con- and easy. Everyone has computers and
all the modern communications periphertributed two articles to this issue's
eight-story cover package, "The frantic als to go with them. And, more important," says John, who is fluent in Gersearch for more speed," beginning on
p. 59, the stickiest problem he encoun- man but not in the other European lantered was the fact that he had to do the guages, "everyone speaks English.
"Even in Germany Ihave yet to meet
reporting during August.
Completing the piece on Hewlett-Pack- an engineer who isn't fluent in English.
ard's time-domain reflectometer on p. 81 They have to be. For instance, computer
language is a mixture of German and
didn't present as much of an obstacle as
English, with most of the technical
the roundup on p.62 of what engineers
are doing throughout Europe to increase terms in English."
The two articles by the veteran Gosch
computer performance. For the HP piece,
John had to locate the right people at demonstrate not only his range but also
just one company, but for the roundup that of all our news editors. Mainly, our
he had to find them all over the Conti- longer technical articles are handled by
the experts in New York and San Manent. John surveyed executives in
France, Italy, Holland, Sweden, and the teo, who keep abreast of developments
in aparticular technology or two. But at
UK as well as in West Germany.
"The main difference between cover- Electronics, field editors wear two hats.
In fact, Los Angeles bureau manager
ing the European electronics industries
Larry Waller contributed to the cover
during the summer—and especially in
package while doing his usual quota of
August—and the rest of the year is
news stories and newsletters.
finding the right people to talk to," John
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Starting with ISDN is one thing.
Finishing is something else.
Arn79C401 Integrated Data
It's possible to put together
Protocol Controller.
your own ISDN chip set. SubSoftware made for
scriber controller here, power
supply there, line card device
our chip set.
from somewhere else.
Once you've got hardware,
But why? Advanced Micro
you'll probably be needing
Devices can deliver the whole some software.That's easy AMD
connection.
has everything from low level
The ISDN chip set that's device drivers to ArnLINK, our
LAPD software.
made for each other.
AmLINK implements softWith AM D's five chip set,
ware
interfaces defined in the
everything is included. All
CCITT
Q.921/931 recommendesigned to work together.
And to conform to the CCITT dations. ArnLINK is modular
and it's independent of the
recommendations.
operating system, giving you
Am 7938
added flexibility
-effner
M
%
And, because
MP
POWER
you need it,
WITH
MP
AmLINK
WITH
source code is
AmLINK
Am 79C401
available.
We also
INTERFACE
Am 7901A
provide well
Am 79C30
or
or
documented
Am 79C312A
Am 79C32
ISDN
development
SYSTEM
boards that
come
complete
with demonThe set is so highly intestration
software.
Understandgrated, you won't need extra
ing the capabilities, flexibility
chips for things like dialing
and functionality of complex
and ringing.
ISDN chips has never been
Each of AMD's chips was
designed to take advantage of easier.
Field trial proven.
the most efficient technology
There's
one more good
for its function, including
reason why you should pick
bipolar and CMOS. The set
AMD. Our ISDN chips are in
consists of the Am79C30
field trials with Illinois Bell,
Digital Subscriber Controller,
Mountain Bell, the Deutsche
the Am79C31A1312A Digital
Bundespost and others. The
Exchange Controller, the
chips were certified in field
Am79C32 ISDN Data Controller, and the Am7938 Quad trial test beds. And they're
still in use today.
Exchange Power Controller
Get in touch with AMD for
which works with the
more
information. Then get
Am79C31A/312A. And it won't
your
product
off to agreat start.
be long before we'll have
And
finish.
protocol devices like the

Advanced
Micro Devices CI
Aded.ncen Mon Device. Inc 1987.

901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088
Call toll-free (800) 538-8450 ext. 5000; inside California call (408) 749-5000.
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Stanford Resources'
Fourth Annual

Flat
Information
Displays
Conference
October 27 & 28, 1987
San Jose, California
The primary purpose of this two
day meeting is to provide an
interactive forum where
display users and
suppliers can discuss their
needs and approaches in order
to develop plans for taking
advantage of the Impact of
Flat Information Displays.
This years conference will have
four main points of focus.
O Evolving Display
Technologies
3 Military Display
Market Opportunities
O Emerging Consumer
Applications
CI Flat Panel Use in
Portable Computers
Stanford Resources has
recently completed multi-client
studies on • Military Electronic Displays
• Enhanced-LCD Displays
• Flat Information Displays
Please let us know if you would
like information on these
reports.
Contact International Planning
Information, Inc.
465 Convention Way #1,
Redwood City, CA 94063, (415-3649040) for additional information about
the program and exhibit space.
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Venture capital going into computer-related
deals is still running surprisingly strong;
second-quarter numbers are up more than 6%
over last year, says Technologic's Shaffer
capital going into computerrelated deals is still running surprisVenture

ingly strong. Dick Shaffer, who puts out
the Technologic Computer Letter
from New York, toted it up for the second quarter ended June 30, and it
amounted to an increase over the second
quarter of the past two years. Dick says
$328 million was put into 101 deals, up
over 6% from $308 million last year.
The five largest investments in the
quarter were made in firms working in
integrated circuits or advanced computers. Computer investments: $18 million in
Multifiow Computer, a parallel-processor developer, $16 million
in Tolerant System, a fault-tolerant-computer builder, and $13.4
million in MIPS Computer, a board-computer maker. ICs: GigaBit Logic, a GaAs chip maker, got $14.9 million, and Cirrus
Logic, developers of structured logic arrays, got $11 million.
Cirrus, valued at $70 million, is one of seven chip makers
getting money this quarter. Dallas Semiconductor, valued at
$160 million, got $5 million; Kopin, a GaAs materials and
devices company, received $200,000; Laserpath got $1.2 million
for development of quick gate arrays; Gazelle Microcircuits, a
developer of GaAs ics, got $5.5 million; Mosaic Systems, a
wafer-scale chip builder, received $4.5 million; and Advanced
Power Technology got $5.3 million to develop high-power MOSFETS. Semiconductor entrepreneurs just keep rolling.

Ftime,

orecasts can get you in a peck of trouble. At the same
however, they usually make for good reading.
Nobody knows that better than Egil Juliussen and Portia
Isaacson. Some past forecasts they and others made on
personal-computer sales turned out to be a tad on the
optimistic side. But that hasn't stopped them; now they're
back for another look into the future in their recently
published Computer Industry Almanac. They predict
what a $3,000 office personal computer and a $1,000 PC will
look like in 1991 vs. today's comparably priced models.
Their office machine is something: it will have 10 times
the computing power, 12 times the main memory (8
Mbytes), nearly 100 times the mass-storage capability (80
mbyte hard-disk drive), and a9,600-baud modem. It will run
at two to three mips. For only $1,000 in 1991, you should
be able to get a32-bit processor, 4Mbytes of main memory,
and one CD-ROM drive for entertainment and recreation. So
order me one.
ROBERT W. HENKEL
Electronics/September 3, 1987

THE
SOFTWARE
PROBLEM
SOLVERS

If you were ITT and had to automate
power monitoring and control systems
for telephone power plants, who would
you turn to? And what if you were the
McDonnell Douglas Corporation and
your mission was to automate pharmaceutical manufacturing in space? Or
suppose you were the Allright Parking
Company and had to automate the data
acquisition and distributed control of
alarge number of parking facilities?
If you knew what those companies
know, you would do what they did. You
would turn to FORTH, Inc. because you'd
know that they have the real-time software capabilities that such automation
programs require—as well as Custom
Applications, Software/Hardware Inte-

ITT
Automated Power
Monitoring &
Control Systems

gration, Installation and Training, Ongoing Maintenance, and Hot Line Support.
And if yours is not acustom application, FORTH, Inc. also offers its powerful family of polyFORTH software and

FORTH, Inc.
The Software
Problem Solvers

McDonnell Douglas
Au:omated
Pharmaceutical
Manufacturing in Space

related hardware products. These interactive development tools are compatible
with the most popular computers from
microprocessors to super-minis.
So, for applications-oriented
products or expert help with your automation project, do what the major corporations are doing. Turn to FORTH, Inc.,
the "software problem solvers" who
understand such real-time applications
as process control, robotics, digital signal
processing, machine vision, data acquisition and analysis, and networking.
FORTH, Inc. gives you the option—
product or custom services. FORTH will
do it all for you, or provide you with a
product to solve your problem. You make
the decision.

AI!right Parking
Automated
Data Acquisition
&Control

Your Company
How Can We
Help You?

Cost-Effective

0

Solutions
For Programming
Real-Time Process Control

Mal

D Please send me your brochure that describes
the polyFORTH family of products and
your custom services.
DI
have an application in mind, which
is

IMB

Name/Title

Company 'Division

Address

City

State

O Have asalesman call me.

FORTH, Inc.

Zip

Phone

FORTH, Inc., 111 N. Sepulveda Blvd., Manhattan Beach, CA 90266.
Phone: 800-55-FORTH. Inside California: (213) 372-8493.
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Yamaha® is known for its
motorcycles. Its musical #
instruments. Sporting
goods. And audio
equipment.
But when it comes
to LSI chips, boardlevel products and ,
computers,
Yamaha may
be the best
kept secret in the world.

Yamaha CRT and flat
panel display controllers
are in many popular laptop computers.

look like amillion.
But, if all you
want to do is take
advantage of our
highly automated
manufacturing
facilities, that's fine
with us, too.
Just bring Yamaha the
schematic and we'll build it
in quantity. On time and on
budget.
No problem.
Yamaha has the facility to
build the latest in surfacemount boards.
We'd like nothing better
than to show you how well
it works.

Yamaha has no double
standards. It's the only way
we work.
AND YOU CAN BORROW
OUR BEST PEOPLE IF YOU
PROMISE TO RETURN
THEM.

When Yamaha
enters into an
OEM agreement, we put
our best people
OUR CHIPS ARE YOUR
on the job.
CHIPS.
People ready,
•
• •.1
willing and able
For more than 15 years,
Yamaha
engineers
to stretch your use the latest CAD/
Yamaha has done some of its
imagination to CAM techniques
best work for companies you
to customize the
the limit and
probably know.
functions of achip.
help solve your
If you've heard aCD
design and manufacturing
player lately, you've probably
problems, as well.
heard our signal processing
To put this multi-billion
chip in action.
dollar international company
And if you've gazed into
OUR TERMINALS ARE
to work for you, call
the popular laptop computers,
YOUR TERMINALS.
800-521-9074.
you ve seen the handiwork of
Yamaha can
In California,
our graphics controller chips.
800-544-9939.
probably
put
your
Yamaha manufactures
name
on
a
greatOr write
sound chips. Graphics chips.
looking
terminal
to
our
Communications chips. And
for
a
lot
less
than
National
signal processing chips.
Yamaha
can design
Sales
you'd expect.
Chips that synthesize
and manufacOur
color
Manager,
voices. Go into audio equipture boards with
the latest surface-mount
Yamaha Systems
ment. Home computers. Video graphics terminals
or less sophisare known for high technology
Technology
games. Graphics terminals
ticated assembly techniques.
quality, high
Division, PO. Box
and awhole lot more.
performance and low price.
6600, Buena Park, California
So whatever
90622-6600.
That's why some of the
you design, it's
With your brains and our
best-selling terminals in the
highly likely
guts, there's no telling how
U.S. and Japan are made by
Yamaha
far we can go.
you-know-who.
can bring
your ideas
OUR QUALITY IS
to life.
YOUR QUALITY
You can
Reliability.
order our
It's an attribute that
chips
as
is
or
Many popular CD
players use Yamaha
we can always generally takes years
1)SP chips and
to acquire. But if you
tailor them.
surface-mount,
Enter into apartnership with Yamaha and you have the
flexible circuits.
do business with
And if you
resources and stability of amulti-billion dollarr partner
Yamaha, it's atotally
need full- custom, we do
working on your behalf.
different story
that too.
Whether we're
OUR BOARDS ARE YOUR
making parts for you
BOARDS.
or ourselves, Yamaha
enforces the same
Yamaha can make your
stringent quality controls
next product sound like a
every step of the way.
C 1987, Yamaha Corporation of America, USA
cow. Or its graphics display

@YAMAHA®
stems Technol
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Contactless de-soldering
and soldering with
the Leister-Labor "S"
Hot Air Tool

is
f,

NO 'ELDER STATESMAN' HE,
IBM'S POWERS JOINS CDC
ST. PAUL, MINN.

lobt
1
4•*-40

•

PEOPLE

A

4amallia.

Electronic Temperature Adjustment
from 20 to 600 °C. Electronical
Air Volume Adjustment froml to
150 litres per minute.
For contactless de-soldering and
soldering of SMD- and
DIP-components in 2-4 seconds.

Ask for free brochure UW 70
Brain R. White Co. Inc., 313 Henry Station Road
Ukiah, CA 95482

phone: (707) 462-9795

Farmingdale, NJ 07727

phone: (201) 938-2700
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Coming in the next issue...

SPECIAL REPORT:
PROGRAMMABLE
LOGIC DEVICES
What's down the road for gate
arrays? Will new technologies
allow commodity houses to go
the semicustom route with standard logic devices? This special
report will give you aclear itinerary of what to expect
What's more, our editors will
take an exclusive look at major
new entries in the field. Including
anew family of applicationspecific EPLDs. An exciting new
architecture for higher gate utilization. And ahigh-density, SRAMbased programmable gate array
architecture.
It's an issue packed with information that over 131,000 technical managers and senior engineers will be reading closely for
signposts. Watch for it!

Electronics

fter 28 years in large-system design
at IBM Corp., Don M. Powers was
afraid at age 53 of being bumped to an
"elder statesman" position. "IBM is a
youth-oriented company, and it believes
in taking people young and growing
them. And it uses the older people to
groom the younger ones. That was not
something I was interested in," he
recalls.
So when the offer came earlier this
year from Control Data Corp. to manage
research and development for that company's high-end hardware, software, and
communications products, Powers was
quick to take early retirement from IBM
and packed his bags for Minnesota. He
arrived in St. Paul in May as the new
R&D vice president for Control Data's
Computer Systems Group. Less than
three months later, he's worked out
some definite içleas on where Control Data's mainframe product line should go.
Powers's most recent job at IBM was
director of development at the Kingston,
N.Y., laboratory, where he oversaw work
on both the 308X and 309X projects. But
he is not looking toward the Hudson
Valley for inspiration in his new job. Instead, he's looking just across town toward Control Data's supercomputer subsidiary, ETA Systems Inc., with an eye
toward improving Control Data's synergy with this sister operation.
ETA bases its number-crunching hardware on 20,000-gate CMOS arrays from
Honeywell Inc., cooled to liquid-nitrogen
temperature to obtain performance of
10-billion floating point operations per
second. "That technology [ETA's] is certainly one of the most advanced in the
industry today," Powers says. "One has
to ask why, if you can build asupercomputer with it, you can't use
it in amore general fashion across
the line." And indeed, if Powers
can pull it off, computer users will
see ETA-type technology showing
up in new Control Data mainframes
by 1990.
By that time the 20,000-gate
CMOS arrays used in the current
ETA''' supercomputer design will
have been replaced by next-generation CMOS arrays in the 100,000-to200,000-gate range, Powers predicts.
And while ETA-style liquid-nitrogen
cooling may not be feasible for
general-purpose systems that soon,

the large CMOS arrays still manage to
turn out premium performance when
running in air, he says. "I think we can
really use that technology, and the challenge I've given my people is to show me
why it can't be done."
Meanwhile, Powers says, Control Data
will step up the parallelism in its traditional bipolar-based hardware platforms.
Its high-end Cyber 180 Model 995E uses
two processors, but Powers promises
machines over the next few years that
will link at least four processors, and
possibly more, as away to keep performance advancing in step with the needs
of large-system customers.
Powers plans to emphasize the development of software tools that will let
users more effectively employ the power of next-generation systems using
larger numbers of tightly coupled processors. Another thrust he will champion involves better silicon compilers, simulation techniques, and other methods
to shorten traditional four- to six-year
large-system product design cycles.
All this will involve plenty of hard
work. But Powers, a Coeburn, Va., native, says he is up to the challenge. He's
been involved in large-system design
ever since 1959, when he joined IBM following graduation with a BSEE degree
from Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
After nearly 30 years of working with
mainframes, Powers retains his enthusiasm for tackling the tough problems
that go with developing large systems.
"This job gives me an opportunity to do
that, and to stay young." How long
does Powers expect to stay at Control
Data? "Probably about 10 years," he answers, "unless I'm having too much fun
to quit."
—Weslep J. Irersen

POWERS: He'll put CMOS in Control
Data's high-end computers.
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Because you demand maximum
reliability in the latest stateof-the-art components; cost
effective and delivered on time,
clearly your choice is Cherry.
Take acloser look. Send for catalog.

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
3600 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60087. (312) 360-3500
Switches •Automotive Deyices •Electronic Components
Displays •Printed Circuit Boards •ICs •Keyboards

MOTOROLA

Apple picked our brains.
And so did hundreds
of other companies.
Before millions of people
picked Macintosh" Apple®
picked Motorola's M68000
Family—the brains behind one
of the most successful computer
products ever launched.
Now Apple has tapped the
brainpower of the Motorola
MC68020 microprocessor for
the Macintosh II, bringing the
high performance of agraphics
workstation to business desktops everywhere.
72% of all 32-bit systems ever
shipped included at least one
MC68020. That's more than half
amillion high-performance
systems.
The high-performance
business solution.
The MC68020 is not just the
overwhelming choice in
workstations—it is now setting
new performance standards in
the office—where it is essential
to the computation, graphics
and communication necessary
for interconnected systems.
While Apple's choice of the
MC68020 was asmart move,
there's no license on genius:
the '020 is the microprocessor
of choice in advanced
business system
designs by such

The Brain Trust Where M68000
microprocessors predominate.
Engineering Workstations
Apollo, Hitachi, HP Sony, Sun,
Tektronix.

industry leaders
as Altos, Alpha
Micro, Casio, C.Itoh, Fujitsu,
Honeywell Bull, NEC, NCR,
Olivetti, Plexus, Ricoh, Sanyo,
Sharp, TI, Toshiba and UNISYS.
The graphics solution.
The M68000 family helped
Apple implement the visionary
"point and click" graphic workstyle that has driven productivity
up while driving training costs
way down. Businesses of all
sizes are discovering dramatic
productivity increases in office
computing through innovations
such as desktop publishing.
The software solution.
Among programmers and
designers dedicated to creating
the best, most innovative applications, the M68000 architecture has been the leading
choice by far—with over seven
million M68000 systems
installed since 1979.
Meanwhile, the MC68020, on
the market now for three years,
is already backed by two billion
dollars worth of 32-bit software.
This is more 32-bit software
than all competitive products
combined!

Laser Printers
Apple, Canon, HI? IBM, QMS,
Ricoh.
Departmental Computers
Fujitsu, Honeywell Bull, NEC,
NCR, UNISYS.
PBX and Telephone Systems
AT&T, Northern Telecom,
Siemens.
Fault Tolerant Systems
IBM, NCR, Stratus, Tandem.
Supercomputers
Alliant, BBN, Caltech, Fifth
Generation.
Factory Automation
Allen-Bradley, ASEA, Bailey
Controls, GM, Mitsubishi,
Square D.
Join the Brain Trust.
Challenge us to persuade you
of the sound business and
technical reasons to join the
M68020 Brain Trust. Write to
us at Motorola
iAi_
Semiconductor
V
Products Inc.,
On
P.O. Box 20912,
--J
;
Phoenix, AZ
85036.

vu're
our
n-ln
te m.

Apple is aregistered trademark and Macintosh
is atrademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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On Voyager 2, TO-5 electromechanical relays made by Teledyne Relays
have spent eight years in deep space.
And are still operating perfectly.
And this is only one example of
the extraordinary reliability of TO-5
electromechanical relays from
Teledyne Relays.
This reliability is the reason why
the TO-5 has become the industry
standatd. And it's the reason designers
keep specifying it for use in advanced

technologies from space probes to
weapons systems. From flight controls to test equipment.
In the 24 years since we invented
the TO-5 Relay technology, we've
supplied millions of relays to a
very demanding market; because
Teledyne's TO-5 electromechanical
relays are not acompromise.
If you are working on adesign
which calls for unquestioned reliability, work with us. For applications

on or under the sea. On or above the
earth. Anywhere you need superior
performance. Put our quarter century
of experience to work for you.
Because—when there's no acceptable failure rate, there's only one
acceptable choice—Teledyne Relays.

leTELEDYNE RELAYS
Innovations In Switching Technology
Circle 16 on reader service card
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1986 Teledyne Relays

12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 •C213) 777-0077
European Hqtrs: Abraham Lincoln Strasse 38-42, 6200 Wiesbaden, W. Germany •06121-768
Belgium Sales Office 181 Chaussee de la Hulpe, 1170 Brussels •(2673-99-88
U.K. Sales Office: Heathrow House, Bath Rd., Cranford, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW5 9QP •1-897-2501
Japan Sales Office: Taikoh No. 3Building, 2-10-7 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo, 15O Japan •(3) 797-6956
France Sales Office: 85-87 Rue Anatole-France, 92300 Levallois-Perret •1-7587160

How to overcome
technology hurdles
in 1988.
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In the October 15th issue,
the editors of Electronics
magazine get ajump on the
year ahead as they review
the state-of-the-art of major
technologies.

Special Issue.
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V

generation of PS/2 chip clone

In it, our editors will examine

manufacturers as our editors report

trends in computers and software,

on the newest entries into the field.

microsystems, semiconductors,

It's an issue over 131,000 techni-
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tions and data communications,

neers will race to read. And awin-

CAD/CAM/CAE, test and mea-
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mer electronics.
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1988? You'll find out all the answers

the architectural and legal hurdles

in our annual Technology Outlook

that must be overcome by the new
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Our EL displays perform best
where you need EL most:

...the front line.
If you need genuine, full-military electroluminescent (EL) displays, you are reading the
right ad. Every display we offer is designed
from the ground up to meet the toughest
military specifications such as MIL STD 810C,
etc.
Key features are shallow depth, complete
on-board electronics and power converter,

multiple interfaces and options such as touch
entry, enclosures, etc. Custom sizes and interfaces can be supplied to meet your specific
application.
If you don't need full military temperature
ranges, we can reduce the cost of the
display—yet retain a high level of ruggedness
and performance—by substituting some components with selected commercial parts.

Need "front line" keyboards too?
We've got 'em. Custom military
TEMPEST keyboards.
•Full-travel
•Nuclear hardened
•Submersible
•Multiple interface options
For more information on these products, contact your local IEE
representative now or call Stuart Siegel at (818) 787-0311, Ext. 237,
Our 40th year of supplying tough products for tough customers!
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INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS, INC
Military Products Group
7740 Lemona Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91409-9234
Tel: (818) 787-0311 • Te/ex: 4720120 IEE PPD
FAX .(818) 902-3723 (G2/G3)
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NEWSLETTER

FAA PLANS TO REQUIRE AIRLINERS TO INSTALL COLLISION-AVOIDANCE SYSTEMS

ii

A

passenger planes with 10 or more seats will be required to install one of

three T/CAS Traffic Alert/Collision Avoidance Systems by 1993, if the
Federal Aviation Administration has its way. The agency has published a Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking in the Federal Register in August, and companies in the
airline and avionics industries now have four months to respond to the notice. At
least one FAA official expects the industries to complain that the notice does not
afford them enough time to install the systems in the 4,500 affected planes. The
ruling would require all air carriers with 30 or more seats to install a T/CAS-2
system within three years, while commuter craft with 10 to 30 seats would have
five years to install the less advanced T/CAS-1 system. Larger carriers would be
encouraged to upgrade to T/CAS-3, which is currently under development, when
such systems become available in the mid-1990s. T/CAS-1 generates traffic
advisories on the relative range, bearing, and altitude of aircraft that pose a
potential threat to aplane's safety. T/CAS-2 adds avertical maneuver advisory to
T/CAS-1's capability, instructing pilots whether it is safest to stay level, climb, or
descend, and at what rate to proceed. The FAA Technical Center in Atlantic City,
N. J., is currently completing engineering work on T/CAS-3, which will add a
horizontal maneuver capability to the T/CAS-2 system.
E

ANTI -DIGITAL -AUDIO -TAPE RECORDER BILL MOVES CLOSER TO LAW

A

bill that would outlaw the manufacture and sale of digital-audio-tape recorders unless they are equipped with a device that prevents copying of
prerecorded music has cleared its first hurdle on the way to becoming a law.
The Digital Audio Recorder Act of 1987, which would remain in effect for three
years, got through the House Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness in August, and the House Energy and Commerce
Committee is expected to act on it this month. A second version of the bill is in
the Senate Communications Subcommittee. The recording industry opposes the
introduction of DAT recorders in the U. S. because it claims the technology
could be used to pirate existing recordings. But hardware manufacturers have
refused to bow to such pressure, and one company—Marantz Co. of Chatsworth, Calif.—says it will introduce a DAT recorder in October [Electronics,
June 11, 1987, p. 24]. Meanwhile, a National Bureau of Standards study on
the copy-code system's effect on DAT audio quality may well determine DAT's
fate. The House bill includes a provision to remove the requirement should the
Secretary of Commerce conclude that the chip degrades sound quality.
D

HP PORTABLE PCs FINALLY BELLY UP TO THE IBM STANDARD

H

ewlett-Packard Co. will at long last fully acknowledge the IBM Personal
Computer standard in its portable PC offerings later this month, when it
will ship a pair of systems that offer the functionality of IBM Corp.'s desktop
PS/2 model 30 in a briefcase-size package. The HP Portable, introduced in
early 1984, and early HP desktops were not IBM-compatible; the more recent
HP Vectra desktops do meet the IBM standard. The new Portable Vectra CS
Personal Computers are similar in packaging to IBM's clamshell-design Convertible, but the Palo Alto, Calif., company did not squeeze down the keyboard, instead providing a full-function keyboard with a numeric keypad. HP
also made room inside the case for four option slots compatible with PC/XT
slots but requiring smaller cards. The base model has two 1.44-Mbyte 31/
2-in.
floppy-disk drives; on the model 20, a 20-Mbyte hard disk replaces one
floppy. The low-end unit, priced at $2,495, includes 640 Kbytes of memory
and runs 10 hours on a battery charge. The model 20 sells for $3,595 and
runs four hours per charge. Both weigh 17.6 lbs. Their 8086-compatible
CMOS processor from NEC Corp. runs at 7.16 MHz.
D
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ELIPTRIZEIPS NEFSLIVITER
IS JAPAN'S SUPERCONDUCTIVITY INITIATIVE REALLY SUPER?

JInternational Superconductivity Center and other high-profile programs, may
apan's superconductivity research effort, which includes the creation of an

be less than it appears to be. The Ministry of International Trade and Industry
has changed its policy and is no longer funding large-scale applications development programs as it has in the past, but instead is focusing on smaller
contract grants for basic research. MITI's strategy is to control the rights to
research that it funds. Patents coming out of large-scale development historically belong to the research facility, but patents derived from contract research
belong to the government. The Science and Technology Agency, however, is
funding some major materials research programs—including one for asuperconducting magnet with a 40-tesla field and another for an electron-beam
microscope with aresolution of 1À.
D
BRITISH TELECOM—DU PONT TEAM COMES ON STRONG IN OPTOELECTRONICS

Asharp eye on BT&D Technologies Ltd., which melds the optoelectronics

nyone tracking the fast-growing optoelectronics market should keep a

expertise of two heavyweights, British Telecom plc and the Du Pont Co. of
Wilmington, Del. BT&D market-development manager Colin S. Munday has
set out to capture more than 10% of the market, which he figures will grow
from $420 million this year to just over $1 billion by 1991. The company will
ramp up production at its chip-making facilities in Ipswich, UK, this month
and next; it already has samples of couplers, "logic-to-light" transmitter modules, and "light-to-logic" receiver modules for 1.3- and 1.5-p.m wavelengths.
BT&D is also developing other products, including a25-dB optical amplifier. 0
IGNORANCE IS NOT BLISS, SAYS REPORT ON U. S. ENGINEERING
ngineering curricula and engineers in the U. S. are ignoring foreign tech-

Enology and innovation, to the detriment of the U. S. economy and technol-

ogy base, says areport prepared for the National Science Foundation by the
National Academy of Engineering. The report warns that by not keeping
abreast of developments abroad, the U. S. technical community risks losing its
place among world leaders in electronics and other technologies. Technological protectionism, moreover, "is not a sustainable path ... since technology
inevitably diffuses." The report credits Japan's willingness to learn from others
for its rapid rise in engineering expertise. More than 13,000 Japanese students attended U. S. universities in 1984, but only 730 Americans went to
study in Japan. The report stresses that the NSF, other organizations, and
corporations must encourage international technical cooperation for the U. S.
to regain its competitive edge.
D
MOSTEK PUTS ITS DELAYED 16-BIT MICROCONTROLLER ON HOLD AGAIN

T

,

22

Mahe pending merger of Thomson Semiconducteurs SA and SGS-Microeleti tronica SpA is starting to affect Thomson Components-Mostek Corp.—at
least in one instance. The Thomson subsidiary's 68HC200 16-bit microcontroller chip, which has already been redesigned once and just made its
second debut in April, is now being shelved again, while details of the merger
are completed. The 68HC200 could find its way back to the market for athird
try in 1988, however. Managers at Mostek's Carrollton, Texas, operation are
polling customers to determine if there is demand for the chip even though it
has no alternate source. The part has evolved from an n-channel design in
1983 to its current CMOS implementation, which has higher processing
speeds and a modular die layout for easier tailoring into custom microcontrollers [Electronics, April 2, 1987, p. 22].
D
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We're the noise professionals L

•

CREATING THE RELIABILITY OF'
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.

tz:1 o
• •9,
ESS-6255
Automatic test equipment designed
to simulate the electrostatic discharge
which may occur between a charged

THAT'S OUR MISSION

ELECTROSTATIC
DISCHARGE SIMULATOR

POWER LINE
DISTURBANCE DETECTOR

A testing machine designed to simu-

Connected to the power supply line,

late electrostatic discharge which

NDR-544 monitors supply voltage

may occur between acharged body
such as human body and electronic

fluctuations (simultaneously on AC

equipment.

tions, and impulse noise.

line and DC line), frequency varia-

ELECTROSTATIC
DISCHARGE SIMULATOR
FOR SEMICONDUCTORS

IMPULSE NOISE
SIMULATOR

body and asemiconductor. Presetting the voltage to be applied, the

Test equipment designed to deter-

number of pulses, and the pins to

mine electronic equipment tolerance

which the voltage will be

to transient signals which may su-

applied allows

perimpose on the power supply

testing to be car-

lines.

ried out with a
high degree of accuracy.

ESS-9106

NOISE COUNTERMEASURING
EQUIPMENT
This model is provided to take pro-

LIGHTNING SURGE
SIMULATOR

per noise preventive measures for
P.C.Bs loaded with CPU, I/O and

Test equipment designed to simulate lightning surges which

may

RAM.
It consists of impulse noise gene-

damage low voltage control circuitry.

rator, electric potential

This equipment facilitates surge test-

unit and counter plane.

ing (such as FCC Part 68, paragraph 68-310) by superimposing a
transient signal directly onto the

measuring

VOLTAGE DIP
SIMULATOR
Test equipment designed to simu-

power supply line.

late a momentary voltage drop or
the momentary power failure which
may occur on a commercial power

NOISE CANCELER
TRANSFORMER

NOISE
CANCELER

A transformer

Devices used to

designed to pro-

reduce noise on

tect against

printed circuit

impulse, lightning

boards. These devices

surge, and electrostatic

can be mounted on printed

discharge.

circuit boards in the same
manner as

supply

line and

adversely affect

sensitive electronic equipment.

IMPULSE NOISE
FILTiR
A high performance filter to suppress

integrated circuits, or

mounted on loaded printed circuit
boards as an additional element.

power-line noise which may adversely affect the operation of electronic equipment.

These filters also

prevent noise produced by the equipment from superimposing signals on
the power supply line.

In addition to the above-mentioned,
please contact a Noise Laboratory's Sales Engineer to discuss your specific requirements.

It1
4 ;NOISE.
/

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.

2662-1. NOBORITO, TAmA-KU, KAWASAKI CITY. KANAGAWA PREF. 214 JAPAN TEL (044) 933-4311 TELEX 3842777NOISEL FACSIMILE (044) 932-4511
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Overnight delivery is only half our legend.

The other half is quality. At Data
Translation, we ride herd over the quality of
everything we make. All Image Processing,
Array Processing, and Data Acquisition boards
Image Processing
Model

Resolution

DT2851
Frame Grabber
DT2858
Processor
DT2803
Frame Grabber

Real-Time
Processing

Real-Time
Frame Grab

Software

sw

512x 512x8

Price
$2995.
$1695.

ko

$1495.

FFT".
256x256
Image

Software

Price

3.9s

10°

$4995.

s/

256x256x6

Array Processing
EFT*
1024 Point
Real

Model
017010
Floating-Point
Array Processor

FFT ''
1024 Point
Complex
41ms

23ms

*All execution speeds are real-world, not theoretical, and include overhead times.
Data Acquisition (24 EioardsTotal)
Analog
I/O

Digital
I/O

12-bit &
16-bit

Throughput

Software

Price

012801

se

V'

go"

13.7-27.5kHz

ke

$295-$2070

DT2821

V

V

be'

45-250kHz

1.
°

$1345-$2995

DT2811

V'

we

12-bit

20kHz

e'''

$199-$745

Series

and software for the IBM PC are pre-tested and
pre-burned in. We deliver products that meet
our tough quality control standards, making our
return rate the lowest in the industry.
So phone us by mid-day for overnight
delivery.
After all, why should you wait weeks to
start important projects when Data Translation
can have you sitting tall in the saddle
tomorrow?

CALL (617) 481-3700.
To learn more,
see us in Gold
Book 1987, or call to
receive our first-ever
1987 3-Book Set, including 1987 Catalog, Product
Summary Price List, and
Applications Handbook.

DATA TRANSLATION®
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 01752 (617) 481-3700 Tb z951 646
European Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., 13 The Business Centre, Molly Millars Lane, Wokingham, Berks, RG11 2QZ, England Tlz 849862 (#D)
International Sales Office: Australia (61) 2-662-4295; Belgium (32) 2-7352135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2) 2-253689; China (408) 727-8222, (86)8-721-4017; Denmark (45) (02)
187188; England (44) 734-79383; Finland (358)-90-372144; France (33) (1) 69-28-01-73; Greece (30) (3)152-7039, (30) (1) 361-4300; Hong Kong (852) 3-318585; India (91) 2-231040; Israel
(972) 3-324298; Italy (39) 2-81821; Japan (81) (3) 502-5550, (81) (3) 375-1551, (81)(3) 355-1111; Korea (82) 778-0721; Malaysia (60) 3-36299; Morocco (21) 9-30-6949; Netherlands (31)
70996360; New Zealand (61) 2-662-4295; Norway (47)(02) 559050; Peru (51) (14) 31-8060; Ph ill ipines (63)818-0103; Portugal (351)1545313; Singapore (65) 271-3163; South Africa (27)
12469221; Spain (34) 14558112; Sweden (46) 8-7617820; Switzerland (41) 17231410, (41)22360830; Taiwan (86) 2-709-1394; West Germany (49) 89809020.
Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, Inc.
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XILINX JUMPS PLD DENSITIES WITH 9,000-GATE ARCHITECTURE

X

ilinx Inc. 's latest SRAM-based programmable-logic-array architecture
boosts densities as high as 9,000 equivalent NAND gates—which means
a quantum leap in the complexity of designs that PLDs can handle. The
9,000-equivalent-gate density is three to four times that of any PLD available,
and it adds punch to the PLDs' threat to conventional logic arrays that require
design cycles of months instead of weeks. Unlike semicustom gate arrays,
PLDs don't have to be sent to the vendor's facility for masking; they can be
programmed electrically by the user. The first device is the XC3020, which
has a 70-MHz toggle-rate and will allow densities of up to 2,400 equivalent
NAND gates. Fabricated using a double-metal 1.2-µ,m CMOS process, the
XC3020 is now available in sample quantities and will be in volume production in early 1988. Pricing in 10,000-unit quantities will be under $20. The
2,400-gate device will be followed later this year with a 9,000-gate device.
During 1988 the San Jose, Calif., company will fill out the family with logic-cell
arrays of 2,700-. 4,000-, and 6,000-gate densities.
0

16 -GIGABYTE DISK SYSTEM TO COST ONLY A THIRD AS MUCH AS ITS RIVALS

L

ook for competition to heat up in the mass-storage market for mainframe
computers with the launch of a 16-gigabyte storage system from Amperif
Corp. that costs as little as $10/Mbyte—about one-third the per-unit cost of
systems from IBM Corp. and Control Data Corp. The 9000-IIB uses Fujitsu
Ltd.'s 1-gigabyte, 8-in. Swallow 5 disk drives to attain its price advantage
without skimping on performance. Besides 16 gigabytes of rotating memory, it
has a 32-Mbyte memory cache and up to 90 Mbytes of system memory.
Using a proprietary caching scheme, Amperif has reduced cache access time
to 0.5 ms and raised cache and system-memory transfer rates to 9 Mbytes/s.
The rotating storage has an average seek time of 16 ms, a 3-Mbyte/s datatransfer rate, and a space-saving footprint of only 12 sq. ft.—one-fifth the floor
space required for an IBM 388-/3380E system. In another technology breakthrough, the 9000-IIB's controller lets up to eight central processing units
simultaneously access and share data when used with a Unisys 1100-series
mainframe, says the Chatsworth, Calif., company. Available now, the 9000-1IB
with 16 gigabytes of rotating memory and two controllers costs $150,000. A
32-gigabyte, dual-cabinet system costs about $600,000.
C:

AMD'S SRAMs USE HALF AS MUCH STANDBY POWER AS THE COMPETITION

H

igh-speed memory designers can save up to half the power in standby
mode over competing chips with Advanced Micro Devices Inc.'s 64-Kbit
CMOS static random-access memories. The power edge is significant in
military applications, where 70 to 80 of the devices might be packed on a
single board, or in extending battery life in commercial applications using
battery backup, says the Sunnyvale, Calif., company. The Am99C164 and
Am99C165 are organized as 16 K by 4 bits. They feature standby-mode
current drains of 0.3 mA in the military versions and 0.1 mA in commercial
versions, compared with 0.6 mA and 0.15 mA, respectively, for the competition. In the operating mode, the standard-power versions consume a maximum of 605 mW, and the low-power versions consume 20% less. The third
chip, the Am99C88H, is an 8-K-by-8-bit device tailored for cache-memory
applications. The chips complete AMD's high-speed 64-Kbit SRAM family.
Commercial versions boast 35-ns access times; military chips have 45-ns
access times. Available now, the Am99C164 has chip-enable and writeenable controls and costs $25.50 each in 100-unit quantities. The Am99C165
adds an output-enable mode and costs $28.30 each. The Am99C88H cachememory chips are $20 each.
0
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PRIMUCTS NEWSLETTER
TRIMMER CAN SURVIVE A 300°C SOLDER BATH
n injection-molded, proprietary thermoset-plastic package gives

AInc.'s Model 3314 trimming potentiometers the structural integrity to survive
Boumes

20-second dips in 300°C solder baths. Competitive trimmers experience 50% to
100% failure rates at temperatures above 270°C. The Model 3314's survivability
lets printed-circuit-board manufacturers who want to move into the market for
surface-mounted products use their existing double-wave soldering systems,
instead of having to invest in vapor-phase and infrared systems that operate at
a lower temperature. Because trimmers have moving parts and therefore are
more susceptible to heat failure, they have blocked extensive use of doublewave soldering in surface-mount production, says the Riverside, Calif., company. Since the Model 3314 is just 4.45 mm square and 2.55 mm high, it permits
dense board designs and allows boards to be stacked closer together than with
conventional trimmers, which are 5mm high and take up twice the board area.
The devices are available in 17 resistances from 10 Sl), to 2 Ma with a
tolerance of ±1%. All versions cost $1.09 each in quantities of 1,000.
D

ALPHA DATA'S FIXED DISK TRIPLES DATA-TRANSFER PERFORMANCE

Tnew turn.

he race for faster data-transfer rates for fixed-disk storage devices is taking a
Using eight parallel channels instead of single-channel access,
Alpha Data Inc.'s 520-Mbyte Atlas 520 drive achieves 15 Mbytes/s—more than
three times the rate of conventional systems. Multiple-channel drives have been
tried before but have fallen victim to disk-flaw problems: if one channel encounters aflaw, the others must wait while it runs through an error-correction scheme
that wastes milliseconds. The Chatsworth, Calif., company sidesteps that problem
with 76 recording heads, four of which are spares. During factory test, the
locations of disk errors are stored in programmable read-only memory. Then
data that would have been written on aflaw is transferred to an unflawed area
read by one of the spare heads. Since the reallocation is performed at electronic
rather than mechanical speeds, the average disk-access time is 18 ms. The longterm average access is less because of the exceptionally large number of heads.
The Atlas 520 fits into astandard 19-in. rack. It is available 90 days after order
for a projected price of $15,000 to $20,000.
0
AT&T ISDN CHIP REPLACES A BOARD-LEVEL PRODUCT, COSTS 75% LESS
T&T Co.'s newest addition to its integrated-services-digital-network product

Aline replaces aboard-level product that requires far more space and costs

at least 50% to 75% more than this single-chip solution. The T7252 interfaces
a digital local switch, PBX, multiplexer, or concentrator to ISDN, an evolving
system that will tie voice, data, and video signals into asingle high-speed digital
network. Another advantage the T7252 offers designers is versatility. While the
board products had to be customized for each given switch, the T7252 is fully
programmable, allowing it to be used with equipment from multiple vendors.
Available now, the T7252 costs about $14.50 in 1,000-unit lots.
D

FIBER-OPTIC MULTIPLEXER QUADRUPLES CHANNELS ON ONE DUPLEX CABLE
yinterfacing with four IBM Corp. 3174 or 3274 cconunications control-

Blers instead of one, Pilkington Communications Inc.'s model 3128 fiber-

optic time-division multiplexer quadruples the number of channels available
over aduplex fiber-optic cable. Each of the cluster controllers handles up to
32 terminals. The model 3128 handles cable faults by performing automatic
rerouting and can distribute messages among the controllers, says the Simi
Valley, Calif., company. It also interfaces with the Telex 274 controller. Available now, the multiplexer sells for $2,650 and up.
D
26
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We admit
our engineers don't
come up with solutions
by themselves.

We wouldn't want them to.
At ITT Cannon, our best
solutions come from astrong
working relationship with
our customers. As your project
partner, we customize our
interconnect designs to fit
your specific needs— unlike
some companies who merely
modify existing connectors
for aquick answer.
When Cannon engineers
get involved with your project early on, the collective
exchange creates better ideas
and in turn, better products.
That's why strategic partnerships are pretty important
in our book.
Not only with our
customers, but among our
own engineers worldwide
In fact, our North American
divisions regularly exchange
data with our Cannon counterparts in Europe and Asia,
creating an international network of information available
to all our customers, multinational or local.
Strategic partnerships.
Customized solutions. Part
of the new story at Cannon.
Talk to us.

Worldwide Headquarters
10550 Talbert Ave.,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Or call 714/964-7400

ITT CANNON
Were

progress.
Not excuses
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THE ADVANCED
FAMILY WITH A

C. 1987 Samsung Semiconductor. FAST is atrademark of Faimhi Id Semiconductor Corporation.

CMOS LOGIC
DIFFERENCE:
It is available now.
Samsung 54/74 AHCTilvanced C1105
logic family is available in production quantities
now And you can get samples, free. This means
you can design our logic into your product, now.
And move into production, now. No waiting.

Design in the Performance You Need
Our 54/74 AHCT advanced high-speed CMOS
logic family gives you speeds and drives equivalent to, or better than, ALS, and can be used as
direct plug-in replacements for ALS and FAST'
In fact, 24mA drive is guaranteed for bus drivers.
54/74 AHCT achieves advanced bipolar
performance with wider supply and temperature
ranges. In addition, it offers the superior noise
immunity rail-to-rail
output voltage swings
PROPAGATION DEL AY POWER PERFORMANCE '
and the low input
7> 1
I
currents of CMOS.

Il

Pin For Pin
Replacement
Samsung AHCT
CMOS logic family,
with 157 part types,
has the most compre0102 04
2 4 10 20
hensive selection
AVERAGE POWER PER GATE I
AIM
of standard logic
functions, so you can
replace your ALS or FAST with our much lowerpower CMOS part, right away.
And our 54/74 AHCT does not have a
premium price tag. In fact, it costs the same as
ALS. Which means you'll actually save money
in your system cost because of lower power
requirements and improved reliability
Circle 29 on reader service card

CMOS LOGIC KS74AHCT Part Types
Gates and Inverters

Flip-Flops

00
01
02
03
04

20
21
22
27
30

73
74
76
78
107

399'
534
564
574
670'

05
08
09
10
11
12
14'

32
51"
58
86
132'
133'
266

109
112
173'
174
175
273
374

794'
821'
822'
823'
824'
825"
826'

Buffers& Line
Drivers

377'

125'

75'
77'
259
373
533
563
573

12e
210
240
241
244
365
366

367
368
465'
466'
467'
468'
540
541

Latches
793'
841"
842'
843'
844'
845'
846'

Transceivers, Registered
Transceivers
242'
243'
2.65
640

643
645
646
646
651'

652'
658'
659'
664'
665'

190
19 1
192
193
390'
393

590'
59V
592'
593'

Counters
160
161
182
163
168
169

148'
154'

1
s•
Maitivibrators
12.3.

151
153
157
158
251

253'
257
258
352'
353

Shift Registers
164
165
166
194
195'

299'
595'
596'
597'

Arithmetic Circuit&

Decoders/Encoders
42'
138
139

Multiplexers

238
239

423'

280'
51e
519
520'
521
522
679'

680'
682'
684'
686'
688'
689'

'Pert Types Available in 04—All Other Part Types hallable Now

So call Samsung today Or send us the
convenient coupon below. Well send you free
samples, our data book and reliability report.
Youll find out 54/74 AHCT is real. Samsung
says so.

ig

SAMSUNG
Semiconductor
CMOS Logic Marketing
3725 N. First Street, San Jose, CA 95134-1708
(408) 434-5400

54/ 74 iHUT is real.

(
1k
iVISUNG SAYS SO.
I My 54/74 AHCT application is:
Yes, send me two each of the
▪ up to three 64/74 AHCT product
▪ part types I
have listed here.
•

5e74AHCT

(2 ea)

•

54/74 AHCT

(2 ea)

• 54/74 AHCT

(2 ea.)

•
II

DSend meyour high-performance
CMOS logic data book.

▪ DSend me your 54/74 AHCT
▪ reliability report.
Have asalesperson call me.

>hue:

,
>,„, /
„.m .
Address:

CItyiState/Zip:

Iblephorte:

• Send coupon to: Samsung Seruiconducto; CMOS Logic Marketing,
II 3725 N. First Street, San Jose, CA 95134-1708.

Stimulate experiments
with real-time analog
waveforms reproduced
from your actual
captured data!
Connected via the GPIB
interface, the Nicolet Model
4094 digital oscilloscope
teamed up with the Nicolet
Model 42 arbitrary function
generator provides
instantaneous waveform
storage and generation.
8001356-3090
or 608/273-5008

Nicolet Test Instruments Division
P.O. Box 4288
5225-2 Verona Road
Madison, WI 53711-0288

Nicolet Digital Oscilloscopes
Incoming signals digitized by Nicolet's high accuracy 12-bit, 10 MHz digitizers
or high speed 8-bit digitizers allow you to see things you've never seen before. Zoom
expansion to X256 allows you to see the details in waveforms composed of up to
16k points. Cursor readout of measurement values, continuously variable pretrigger
positioning, and built-in disk drives all contribute to Nicolet's tradition of
measurement power and ease of use.

Nicolet Programmabl
Function Generators
Outgoing signals are accurately generated from the 12-bit by 2k arbit
waveform memory in the Model 42. Real-time duplication of the captured signal
can be produced at speeds up to 1µSec per data point.
Continuous, triggered, gated, and burst output modes are possible. Aunique
feature, arbitrary sweep, allows you to accurately program the output frequency.
Standard waveforms (sine, triangle, square, sawtooth, pulse), 10 mVp.
p to 20Vp.
p
amplitudes, are all available at speeds up to 4MHz.

Nicolet

"Instruments of Discovery"
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Electronics
PENTAGON IS ABOUT TO BET
$75 MILLION ON 'INSTANT' ASICs
THIS FIVE-YEAR EFFORT COULD REVOLUTIONIZE THE WAY ASICs ARE MADE
DAYTON, OHIO

Department wants the
ASIC manufacturing line of the future now, and it is casting a$75 million
challenge at the U. S. semiconductor industry to build it. The new initiative is
known as Microelectronics Manufacturing Science and Technology, and if the
Pentagon winds up with even part of
what it's hoping for, the result could
amount to nothing less than a revolutionary change in the way that military
application-specific integrated circuits
are manufactured. Making the program
even more significant would be the
eventual transfer of technology to the
commercial sector.
Proposals are due Sept. 28 on the fiveyear MMST program, which has a
strong chance of getting additional
funding as the project progresses. The
effort will be paid for by the Air Force,
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, and perhaps other DOD
agencies. An initial contract or contracts
should be awarded next February.
FAST AND FLEXIBLE. The MMST focus is
on extremely flexible, quick-turnaround,
low-volume military ASIC fabrication,
unlike the proposed Sematech chip-manufacturing consortium, which will concentrate on high-volume memory-chip
production methods [Electronics, May
28, 1987, p. 33]. And at a pre-proposal
bidders' meeting held in late August at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in
Dayton, Ohio, MMST sponsors laid out a
wish list for a futuristic chip-factory
demonstration that surprised many contractors by its aggressiveness.
"The extreme view of what they're
looking for is that you walk up to the
factory and a robot hand reaches out
through the air lock, takes your tape,
and tells you what time to come back
that afternoon for your chips," observes
George A. Anderson, director of the
Very High Speed Integrated Circuits
submicron program at Honeywell Inc.'s
Solid State Electronics Division in
Plymouth, Minn.
And as noted by Ronald Bruce, manager of government programs at the
United Technologies Microelectronics
Center, Colorado Springs, Colo., "It's
Mahe Defense
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going to take teaming by three to five loop, real-time control, the facility would
have expert systems making all process
major corporations to respond to this,
adjustments, based on inputs from yetbecause no one company can do it all"
to-be-developed sensor technology. It
(see "Bidders scramble to get their acts
might integrate any of avariety of adtogether," p. 32).
vanced resistless or dry-resist processIndeed, the requirements list for the
ing techniques, some of which exist tochip-fabrication line the Air Force expects
day in the U. S. only in a few governto have at the end of the program holds
ment and university laboratories.
back nothing in its aggressive use of highWafers would be held in acontrolled
risk technology. "Essentially, what we're
atmosphere from start to finish, perhaps
trying to do is take a new approach to
cleanliness, and also to capitalize on a moving through a vacuum line and a
series of load locks from one processing
number of rather innovative processes
chamber to another. Any so-called in
that have been demonstrated separately in
the laboratory to see if they're integrata- situ "selected area processing" or "limited reaction processing" technique
ble into anew kind of process line," says
might be employed in each chamber. A
Richard A. Reynolds, director of the
focused laser spot on the order of 1gm
Darpa Defense Sciences Office.
in diameter could be used in appropriate
Reynolds and other top program brass
chamber atmospheres to promote differare reluctant to discuss their objectives in
ing localized reactions on awafer, causdetail, citing security, among other concerns. But conversations with potential
ing deposition or etching, for example,
bidders and sources close to the project or writing discretionary metalization
patterns directly, without the need for a
turn up the following picture.
resist or masking process. The same
The DOD is looking for a military
ASIC fabrication capability essentially kind of things could be done using ion
free of people and paper. It would em- beams or electron beams.
The envisioned MMST approach probaphasize extreme flexibility and fast
bly would not be suitable for high-volturnaround on dense military ASICs
ume manufacturing efforts such as that
with minimum geometries of 0.5 gm and
smaller. Operating totally under closed- planned by Sematech. But it should be
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ideal for promoting the Air Force's
goals: extremely fast turnaround on
high-yield first-pass wafers, and high
flexibility for short runs of low-volume
military devices, program sponsors say.
"They want days for processing turnaround, where we now talk weeks,"
notes one potential bidder.
Further, the MMST fab line would allow back-to-back mixing of low-volume
wafer runs of differing processes, such
as CMOS and bipolar silicon, without
equipment changeover. And ideally, it
would not be confined to silicon. "This
is agreat opportunity to really make a
revolutionary change in the way we go
about fabricating microelectronics, because this would be applicable to gallium arsenide, mercury cadmium telluride—or even superconductors, if anybody ever learns how to make ceramic
thin films that have high Vs [temperature coefficients] and then eventually
learns to make tunneling Josephson
junctions on them," according to Darpa's Reynolds.
What's more, Reynolds adds, "If this
works, it could substantially reduce the
cost of asubmicron fab facility and also
reduce the size of the facility that you
could build that would be viable."
Roughly speaking, the MMST approach
might reduce by half the square footage
required for a comparable chip fabrication capability that uses today's state of
the art, he says. It would also reduce
the cost per square foot by afactor of
four.
-Wesley R. Iversen

BIDDERS SCRAMBLE TO GET THEIR ACTS TOGETHER
A gang of chip makers, defense contractors, artificial intelligence houses, and
equipment vendors are scrambling to
choose sides and decide how to approach
the Defense Department's ambitious
new Microelectronics Manufacturing
Science and Technology program.
Some potential players say they were
caught by surprise last month when the
Air Force asked for proposals. Those
proposals are due Sept. 28. Others, who
knew the document was coming, admit
surprise over the program's scope.
The MMST thrust calls for demonstration by 1993 of a highly advanced military IC fabrication line. If the program
meets its goals, it will require development of arange of risky and unproven
technologies. These include new approaches to cleanliness, novel processing
techniques, and closed-loop real-time
process control, with all their attendant
axpert-system software, new sensors,
monitoring systems, and data-handling
capabilities.
Many believe the program objectives
are, in fact, too broad for any but the
very largest companies to tackle alone.
As aresult, contractors have been burning up the phone lines in recent days as
they feel out prospective teammates.
Executives at Honeywell, TRW, and
Westinghouse all confirm plans to bid
on the effort, though they won't reveal

INTEGRATED OPTOELECTRONICS

THIS POLYIMIDE COULD GIVE
OPTOELECTRONICS A PUSH
Minn. "This opens up the possibility of
O electronic packaging—using
right putting both electrical and optical interconnects on the same substrate."
BLOOMINGTON, MINN.
ptical
into

interconnections

built

compatible materials and processes—
could go along way in pushing optoelectronic technology into real-world applications. Now researchers at Honeywell
Inc. say they have apolyimide material
that promises to do just that.
The material is proprietary, and Honeywell researchers are close-mouthed
about the commercially available starting ingredients they used to create it.
But what makes it different from other
polymers used as thin-film dielectrics in
electronic packaging is that optical
waveguides etched into it can withstand
the high-temperature processes of package fabrication.
"The breakthrough is that we've used
standard electrical packaging material,"
says Charles T. Sullivan, principal research scientist at the Honeywell Physical Science Center in Bloomington,
32

potential partners. And industry sources
say Texas Instruments will bid as an
independent prime contractor, though
the Dallas company itself isn't talking.
The Air Force is encouraging potential prime contractors to involve domestic equipment vendors as subcontractors
or team members, to assure that equipment later becomes available to U. S. industry. "Technology transfer is a very
large issue," says William J. Edwards,
director of the electronic technologies division at the Air Force's Wright Aeronautical Laboratory in Dayton, Ohio,
which is managing the program. "We're
very much concerned about getting
whatever is developed in the program
out to the defense industry and the merchant microelectronics industry."
Another unusual element of the program is the use of the Program Research Development Announcement approach to encourage creativity among
bidders. Unlike the conventional procedure, which involves a formal request
for proposals with a specific statement
of work, PRDA program contracts are
not written until after the proposals are
reviewed. The process allows work to be
tailored to innovative industry ideas, as
well as give and take on program goals.
Bidders may submit proposals for all or
part of aproject, and the Pentagon can
choose all or part.
-W. R. I.
goes up," says John D. Crow, manager
of optoelectronic interconnect technologies at IBM's Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N. Y.
Crow blames residual solvents and
trapped water within the material.
These liquids can boil out, creating voids
and pinholes that act as light-scattering
centers in the waveguide.
As arule of thumb, waveguides suitable for integrated optics must exhibit
light loss of 1dB/cm or less, researchers say. IBM last year reported on

Also, the waveguides can be bent
through 90° corners without substantial
optical attenuation, providing for extremely dense optical interconnect routing, Sullivan notes.
Until now, polyimide waveguides fabricated by others, including IBM Corp., have shown
suitable low-loss operational
characteristics after low-temperature processing. The problem comes in trying to keep the
optical portions stable when
temperatures are raised to the
300°-to-350°C levels needed to
completely cure the material for
stable electrical operation and
subsequent soldering.
"There's a host of good organic light guides that just go SULLIVAN: 'The breakthrough is that we've used stanto pieces when the temperature dard electrical packaging material."
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waveguides formed in polyimide that exhibited 0.31 dB/cm losses after drying
at 90°C. "And we were able to take it up
to about 200°C and still have a pretty
good light guide, with losses in arange
around 0.5 dB/cm," Crow says. At higher temperatures, however, waveguide
loss rose to unacceptable levels.
By contrast, Sullivan says, Honeywell
has experimented with temperatures as
high as 350°C and produced optical
losses below 0.5 dB/cm. Losses were as
low as 0.08 dB/cm when the material
was dried at about 100°C. When bent
through a 90° turn, the waveguides
showed losses of about 1dB per corner,

a figure that Sullivan believes can be
significantly improved with additional
work. The Honeywell tests used wavelengths in the 850-nm range.
Honeywell officials are keeping mum
about how they did it, saying only that
the key is the combination of the polyimide used and the interconnect fabrication techniques employed. The material
itself has already been proven for future high-speed multilayer electronic
packaging applications, Sullivan says.
And the waveguide-fabrication techniques are all compatible with commonly used electronic packaging processes,
he says. A thin layer of the Honeywell

material can be spin- or spray-coated
onto virtually any common substrate
material, and the waveguides are
formed using an etching technique.
The Honeywell researcher cautions
that results using the polyimide waveguides are still "fairly exploratory." But
packages using the material could begin
showing up in production optoelectronic
systems within five years, maybe sooner, Sullivan believes. If continued research efforts pan out, "this may very
well have a significant impact on the
potential utilization of optical transmission media in high-density electronic
packaging."
-Wesley R. Iversen

COMMUNICATIONS

A RACE TO DESIGN DECODE CHIPS FOR DBS
W

opted for D-MAC, and the West Ger- a chip set that can decode each standard. The work stems from a C-MAC
ith the first of aseries of Europe- mans D2-MAC.
The differences among the standards
an TV direct-broadcast satellites
design by a small company in Oslo,
scheduled for launch 12 months from
are subtle. C-MAC's sound bursts are
Nordic VLSI. Nordic has licensed Philnow, European semiconductor compaphase-shift modulated; D-MAC's are fre- ips' Elcoma Division and Plessey Seminies are scrambling to develop the new
quency modulated. D2-MAC's data rate
conductors Ltd. to produce the silicon
circuits that will be needed to decode
is 10.125 Mbit and D-MAC's is twice
and the glue chips needed to make a
the satellite signals. The latest entry,
that; as a result, D2-MAC offers the
system. They have built a13-chip decodone with an approach that could win a equivalent of eight sound channels to D- er labeled Multimac (see figure).
MAC's four. Also, D-MAC implementa- THE HEART. Three devices—the control,
large share of the market, is emerging
from an effort that combines the semi- tions provide for encryption and D2- video, and sound chips—form the heart
MAC's do not. Finally, D-MAC is de- of the decoder and are Nordic designs.
conductor muscle of Philips and Plessey
plus the ingenuity of asmall Norwegian
signed to be upgraded to provide ahighPlessey will make them, initially using
definition TV picture using a 625-line
its 2-p.m CMOS process. The remainder
design house.
The home-TV share of the decoder noninterlaced format.
of the chips are a mixture of existing
market, estimated at 1.4 million sets, is
Already, ITT Corp.'s German subsid- circuits from both Philips and Plessey,
attractive enough. But the first big iary, Intermetall GmbH, has announced a along with new designs. For example,
chunk of the market will probably be
D2-MAC decoder as part of its Digivision the analog chip is a dedicated bipolar
for data receivers at the front end of chip set for digital TV. But Philips and design called Macan from Philips, and
mainframe and minicomputer systems.
Plessey have chosen adifferent route.
the teletext decoder is being adapted by
In the UK, companies that must update
The British-Dutch combine will make
Plessey from a production model.
data at widespread offices
daily on a near-instantaneous basis are now using
spare teletext lines. Those
companies—banks, finance
houses, large retail chains,
and the like—should find
the new DBS service, with
its encryption features and
20-MHz data rate, even
more attractive.
But the chip-design job
isn't simple: broadcasters
have not yet defined the
broadcast signal specifications, and to further complicate matters, at least
three standards will be in
use by different satellites.
All are variants of the
original MAC (for multiplexed
analog
components) system [ElectronicsWeek, March 11, 1985,
p. 38]. The Scandinavians
will use aversion called C- UNLOCKING THE DATA. In the Multimac chip set, the control, video, and sound chips are the heart of the
MAC, the British have decoder. The set is being developed by Philips, Plessey, and Nordic, asmall Norwegian company.
LONDON
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In addition to handling C-MAC, the analog chip demodulates the 479-MHz intermediate-frequency signal from a receiver's tuner down to the 20.25 MHz
baseband for D-MAC or 10.125-MHz
base for D2-MAC, slices the data, and
recovers clock and other signal elements
required for the control chip to route
the separate signal elements to the video and audio control chips. The compact-

disk sound chip converts the analog signal to digital. The whole process is overseen by two microprocessors, one 16-bit
and one 8-bit, which are currently supplied by Philips. In production models,
sound chips would be cascaded to provide the required number of stereo
channels for multilanguage sound
tracks or data.
Working models are due by Novem-

ber, says Peter Haywood, Plessey's industrial products marketing manager,
with afinal demonstration model of the
complete board by next March. Working
models should appear by September.
Haywood won't estimate a price. His
only worry now, he says, is that the
satellite launchers prove reliable. "If the
birds fly, then we are in business," he
says.
-Peter Fletcher

AUTOMATIC TEST

MEGATEST AIMS AT 'GAP' IN ATE MARKET
SAN MATEO, CALIF.

Riche only niche in the automatic-testequipment market that showed any
growth at all last year was at the high
end—testers priced above $300,000. But
the market won't stay skewed in that
direction for long if Megatest Corp. has
its way.
The San Jose, Calif., company expects
to cut into sales of the expensive systems with its new $135,000 Genesys II,
which it will start shipping next month.
In fact, Howard J. Ignatius, marketing
manager for the system, believes the
ATE market will be nearly evenly divided between systems above and below
the $300,000 line by 1989.
By comparison, Prime Data, a San
Jose market-research firm, says that in
today's market, 61% of the systems sold
are on the high end. Sales in that segment soared last year to $116 million,
35% above the 1985 level, while ATE
sales overall fell to $175 million, from
$260 million in 1985.
Ignatius believes that the pell-mell race
to produce expensive testers has left a
gap in the market for amoderately priced
system with performance near that of the
high-end models. That's the target of
Genesys II, which offers many of the features of the more costly systems from
such competitors as Advantest America,
Sentry Schlumberger, and Teradyne.
MORE CHIPS. A prime reason for the spiraling cost of testers is the increase in
the number of memory components that
can be tested in parallel. Most of the
high-priced systems can test 32 chips at
atime, and the theory is that test cost
per chip is lowered as aresult.
But there is amechanical limit to this
approach, says Ignatius. Chips can be
tested in two places: on the wafer, by
the manufacturer; or in the package, by
the manufacturer, the purchaser, or
both. "Wafer probers are expensive," he
says. "You can only put four at the optimum, eight maximum, on a given wafer." That leaves 24 channels idle in wafer testing.
"Moreover," says Ignatius, "to test
eight [chips] in parallel requires the
memory maker to put all the input/out34

put pads on one side of each die to allow
probers access to the chips—an added
step that many will not want to make."
While "our competitors decided to
concentrate on the final test area," the
package, Ignatius says Megatest has "a
solution that addresses both" chip and
package testing. The Genesys modular
test head can handle four or eight dice
in parallel during wafer testing. The
head is configured in groups of four
dice to handle 4, 8, 16, or 32 RAM chips,
or 2, 4, 8, or 16 nonvolatile memory
chips in parallel.
In package testing, the Genesys II
can simultaneously test 16 dynamic
random-access-memory chips with capacity up to 16-Mbits long by 10-Mbits
wide. It can also test eight erasable programmable read-only memories or other

nonvolatile memory in parallel.
This capability anticipates a continuing rapid rise in memory-chip capacity.
"We see demand for production testing
of 1-Mbit RAMs and nonvolatile memory
chips today; 2-Mbit nonvolatile memory
chips and 4-Mbit RAMs by the end of
this year; and 4-Mbit nonvolatile memory chips and 16-Mbit RAMs in the next
few years," Ignatius says.
The system also comes with features
that are not commonly found on its
more expensive competitors but which
are in demand for new-generation memory chips. For example, "We have atrilevel driver that allows the test programmer to specify three voltage levels
on the fly: generally available low-level,
high-level, and higher-level voltage up to
20 V," says Ignatius. -Jonah McLeod

IS A WAVE OF CONSOLIDATIONS COMING IN ATE?
All the moves in the automatic-testequipment business aren't being made
in the area of new systems. In adevelopment that could be the first of anumber of consolidations, Teradyne Inc. of
Boston and Zehntel Inc. of Walnut
Creek, Calif., have announced an agreement in principle for the two to merge
through an exchange of stock.
If both boards and Zehntel's stockholders approve the plan, Zehntel, which
provides in-circuit board testers ranging
in price from $100,000 to $500,000, would
become adivision of Teradyne, with no
change in management or in location.
Frederick Van Veen, Teradyne's vice
president, says that the acquisition of
Zehntel's low-end in-circuit board testers
would complement Teradyne's emphasis
on functional-board test systems that are
positioned in the high end of the market,
selling for $500,000 to $1 million.
Van Veen adds that he believes the
Teradyne-Zehntel deal "could well be
the first of several consolidations. You
can't have 40 or so U. S. companies competing with Ando and Advantest in Japan. The U. S. is just going to have to
concentrate its resources to compete
more effectively."
Teradyne has been feeling the pres-

sure. Its revenues have dropped from
$389 million in 1984 to $306 million last
year, and the company has reported
losses in two consecutive quarters in
1987. But it has reported recent new
orders for various test systems from a
rebounding semiconductor industry, and
that might indicate that arecovery from
a devastating three-year ATE industrywide recession may be under way.
Zehntel revenues in fiscal 1987 were
$42.2 million, on which the company had
net income of $1 million. A Zehntel
spokesperson says the company wasn't
seeking to be acquired, "but the Teradyne overture was one we couldn't walk
away from. There's no other company
with whom we match up as well." The
merger is expected to become final by
December.
Another victim of the ATE slump is
GenRad Inc. of Concord, Mass., which
recently closed its Semiconductor Test
Division in Milpitas, Calif. [Electronics,
Aug. 6, 1987, p. 126]. The division was
losing money at a time when GenRad
management is committed to return the
company to profitability next year.
Those officials declined to comment on
possible effects of the Teradyne-Zehntel
merger.
-Larry Curran
Electronics/ September 3, 1987

There's more to board test
than just testing boards.
Today, more than ever, board
test is the key to profitability in
your company.
To keep profits up, your board
tester must keep pace with accelerated
production schedules, advanced technologies, and the demand for higher
yields. You need results today, not
promises for tomorrow!
The HP 3065 board test family
produces results by giving you the
tests you need faster than you ever
imagined. So you get higher board test
yields without delaying production.
Using our automatic in-circuit and
functional test program generators
and links to CAE/CAD workstations,
you can develop the right tests in
weeks instead of months. So you can be
productive faster... and boost profits.
Once your tests are up and running, you can further refine them,
thanks to HP's Q-STAR quality management products and links to final
test. In fact, with our recommended
test optimization process, HP 3065
users are currently achieving yields
of up to 98% .
.. or more!
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There's alibrary of over 4,000
devices. Digital, analog, and full hybrid
test capability. Accommodation of
the latest ASIC, SMD, LSSD and VLSI
devices. Even an exclusive color
graphical debug interface that helps
you find faults more quickly. And HP's
modular architecture lets you add
these advanced features only as you
need them, to keep overhead down.
Combine all this with our deep
vector sets, industry standard sixwire testing, plus HP's Safeguard
InCirc u itTM analysis and 99% Guaranteed Uptime Program, and you have all
you need to help keep your profit picture looking bright today and tomorrow.

Call HP today!
Don't settle for aboard tester that
just tests boards— get the HP 3065
board test family. For more information,
call 1-800-634-TEST. In Colorado, call
collect: 303-669-9325.

HEWLETT
PACKARD
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THINK FAST. TOSHIBA
7Ons
55ns

35ns

25ns

45ns

AREA SALES OFFICES: CENTRAL AREA, Toshiba America, Inc_ (312) 945-1500; EASTERN AREA, Toshiba America. Inc., (617) 272-4352; NORTHWESTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (408) 244-4070; SOUTHWESTERN
REGION, Toshiba America, Inc., (714) 752-0373, SOUTH CENTRAL REGION, Toshiba America, Inc.. (214) 480-0470; SOUTHEASTERN REGION, Toshiba America, Inc., 004) 368-0203; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE, POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK, Toshiba America, Inc., (914)462-5710; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE, BOCA RATON, FLORIDA. Toshiba America, Inc., (305)394-3004. REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES: ALABAMA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc.,
(205) 830-0498; ARIZONA, Summit Sales, (602) 998-4850; ARKANSAS, MIL-REP Associates, (512) 346-6331; CRIFORNIA (Northern) Elrepco, Inc., (415) 962-0660; CALIFORNIA (LA &Orange County) Boger Electronics,
Inc., (818) 712-0011, (714) 957-3367, (San Diego County) Eagle Technic& Sales, (619) 743-6550; COLORADO. Straube Associates Mourtain States. Inc.. (303) 426-0890; CONNECTICUT, Datcom. Inc., (203) 288-7005;
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ArboTek (301) 825-0775; FLORIDA. Sales Engineering Concepts, (3051 426-4601 (305) 682-4800; GEORGIA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (404) 447-6124; IDAHO, Components West,
(509) 922-2412; ILLINOIS, Carlson Electronic Sales, 1312) 956-82d0, NW. Kunr (314) 966-4977; INDIANA, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317) 842-3245; IOWA, C.H. Horn, (319) 393-8703; KANSAS, D.L.E. Electronics,
(316)744-1229; KENTUCKY, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317)842-3245; LOUISIANA, MIL-REP Associates, (713)444-2557; MAINE, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; MARYLAND. ArboTek, (301)825-0775; MASSACHUSETTS.
Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; MICHIGAN, ActiorrComoonents Sales, (3131349-3940; MINNESOTA, Electric Component Sales, (612)933-2544; MISSISSIPPI, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (205) 830-0498; MISSOURI, D.L.E.
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HIGH SPEED STATIC RAMS.
From bit-wide to byte-wide, from 25ns to 7Ons,
Toshiba is the power— and the speed in static RAMS.
When you think fast, think Toshiba.
We have the organizations and the
speeds to meet your requirements. In
the popular 4K x4, we offer a25ns version in the standard 20 pin type and in a
22 pin version with an output enable
function of 15ns. The output enable helps
eliminate bus contention while increasing speed.
We were first with 2K x8devices
which are ideally suited for cache memory applications. We now have a25ns
version in addition to our 35ns offering.
Both are now available in plastic DIPs.
For high speed bit-wide applications,
we are in full production of two versions
of our CMOS 64K x1SRAMs. One with
access times to 35ns, and one with the
lowest standby power in the industry at
only 10012A. Both plastic DIP and plastic
SOJ packaging are available.
A new product introduction is the 16K
x4CMOS static RAM with access time of
25ns. Standard 22 pin plastic DIP and SOJ
versions are available, as well as a24
pin plastic DIP and S0.1 version with
output enable access time of 15ns.
For byte-wide applications we have an
8K x8device with access times to 35ns.
Packaging is 28 pin 300 MIL plastic DIP.
For applications where parity is required,
we have an 8K x9with speeds to 35ns.
This device is also in a300 MW plastic
DIP.

So when you're thinking fast, think
Toshiba. The power in high speed SRAMs.
0

1987 Toshiba America, Inc.

FAMILY TYPE: HIGH SPEED MOS STATIC RAMS
PART
TMM2068AP
TMM2068AP
TMM2068AP
TMM2078AP
TMM2078AP

ORG'N SPEED

PACKAGE

SAMPLES PROD'N

4KX4

45

20P

DIP

NOW

NOW

4K)(4
4KX4

35
25

2013
20P

DIP
DIP

NOW
NOW

NOW
NOW

4KX4
410(4
410(4
210(8

45
35
25
45

22P
22P
22P
24P

DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP

NOW
8/87
8/87
NOW

NOW
10/87
10/87
NOW

TMM2078AP
TMM2018AP
TMM2018AP
210(8
35
24P DIP
NOW
NOW
TMM2018AP
210(8
25
24P DIP
NOW
NOW
TMM2089C
810(9
55
28P SB DIP
NOW
NOW
TMM2089C
810(9
45
28P SB DIP
NOW
NOW
TMM2089C
810(9
35
28P SB DIP
NOW
NOW
TMM2089P
810(9
55
28P DIP
NOW
NOW
TMM2089P
810(9
45
28P DIP
NOW
NOW
TMM2089P
810(9
35
28P DIP
NOW
NOW
TMM2088P
810(8
55
28P DIP
NOW
NOW
TMM2088P
810(8
45
28P DIP
NOW
NOW
TMM2088P
810(8
35
28P DIP
NOW
NOW
TC55416P
1610(4
45
22P DIP
NOW
10/87
TC55416P
1610(4
35
22P DIP
NOW
10/87
TC55416P
1610(4
25
22P DIP
NOW
10/87
TC5541EJ
1610(4
45
24P SOJ
9/87
10/87
TC55416J
16KX4
35
24P SOJ
9/87
10/87
TC55416J
16KX4
25
24P SO]
9/87
10/87
TC55417P
1610(4
45
24P DIP
NOW
10/87
TC55417P
1610(4
35
24P DIP
NOW
10/87
TC55417P
1610(4
25
24P DIP
NOW
10/87
TC5541'7J
45
24P SOJ
9/87
10/87
16K)(4
TC55417J
1610(4
35
24P SO)
9/87
10/87
1055417]
16KX4
25
24P SOJ
9/87
10/87
TC5561P
64KX1
70
22P DIP
NOW
NOW
TC5561P
64KX1
55
22P DIP
NOW
NOW
TC556IP
64KX1
45
22P DIP
NOW
NOW
TC556IJ
64K)(1
70
24P SOJ
NOW
10/87
TC556IJ
6410(1
55
24P SOJ
NOW
10/87
TC5561J
64K)(1
45
24P SO]
NOW
10/87
TC 5569P
64KX1
55
22P DIP
NOW
NOW
TCW19P
6410(1
45
22P DIP
NOW
NOW
TCri569P
6410(1
35
24P DIP
NOW
NOW
TC5562J
64KX1
55
24P SOJ
NOW
NOW
TC5562J
6410(1
45
24P
SOJ
NOW
NOW
64KX1
35
24P
SOJ
NOW
NOW
TC5562J
NOTE: DIP =PLASTIC CDIP =CERDIP SB DIP =SIDE BRAZED CERAMIC
SOJ =SMALL OUTLINE JLEAD PACKAGE

TOSHIBA.
THE POWER IN HIGH SPEED SRAMS.
TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC.

Electronics, (316) 744-1229; MONTANA. Components West, (206) 885-5880; NEVADA, Elrepco, Inc., (415) 962-0660; NEBRASKA, D.LE. Electronics, (316) 744-1229; NEW ENGLAND, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; NEW
HAMPSHIRE, Datcom. Inc.. (617) 891-4600; NEW JERSEY, Nexus-Technology, (201) 947-0151; NEW MEXICO, Summit Sales, (602) 998-4850; NEW YORK, Nexus Technology, (201) 947-0151; Pi-tronics, (315) 455-7346;
NORTH CAROLINA/SOUTH CAROLINA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (919) 467-6319, NORTH DAKOTAISOUTH DAKOTA, Electric Component Sales, (612)933-2594; OHIO, Steffen 8Associates, (216)461-8333; (419) 884-2313.
(513) 293-3145; OKLAHOMA, MIL-REP Associates, (214)644-6731; OREGON. Components West. (503) 684-1671; PENNSYLVANIA, Nexus Technology, (215)675-9600, Steffen 8Associates. (412) 276-7366; RHODE ISLAND,
Datcom, Inc.. (617) 891-4600; TENNESSEE, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (205) 830-0498; TEXAS, MIL-REP Associates, (512) 346-6331. (713) 444-2557, (214) 644-6731; UTAH, Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc.,
(801) 263-2640; VERMONT, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; VIRGINIA, ArboTek, (301) 825-0775; WEST VIRGINIA, Steffen 8Associates, (419) 884-2313; WASHINGTON, Components West. (206) 885-5880, (509) 922-2412;
WISCONSIN, Carlson Electronics, (414) 476-2790, Electric Component Sales, (612) 933-2594; WYOMING,Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc., (303) 426-0890; CANADA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, Components West,
(206) 885-5880; ONTARIO, Electra Source, Inc., (416) 675-4490, (613) 726-1452.
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netic field instead of a manual mixing
process, which would cause oxygen to
dissolve in the wafers.
In the first stage of annealing, the
MIT researchers surround the wafers
with an ambient gas made up of oxygen
and hydrochloric acid and then heat
them to 1170°C. This causes freeCAMBRIDGE, MASS.
roaming interstitial silicon atoms to
It takes hours to clean metallic
be extracted from the top 50 to 100
contaminants from the critical top
p.m of the wafer.
layers of a silicon wafer. Now reAt the second stage the wafer is
searchers at the Massachusetts Incooled to 700°C, and the remaining
stitute of Technology, with help
interstitial silicon atoms in the
from Texas Instruments Inc., are
deeper regions of the wafer disloexploring a promising new method
cate, enlarge, and form microloops
of purifying the material in secthat make up the butterfly defect.
onds. And the method may even be
At the same time, metallic impuricapable of "immunizing" wafers beties begin to precipitate on the miforehand.
croloops.
The most common method for ridDuring the third stage, when the
ding otherwise pure crystalline siliwafer is heated again to 1000°C, the
con of defects is to supersaturate it
contaminants are locked into the
with oxygen before the cleaning
butterfly defects. Since interstitial
stage begins. Then, during athreesilicon atoms move through the latstep annealing process, the metallic
tice in seconds, most of the time is
contaminants gather around oxide
precipitates that form in the nonac- ATTRACTION. In MIT technique, butterfly-shaped deformi- saved between the first and second
stages, says Jacek Lagowski, aretive bulk area of the chip, and so ty in the crystal lattice attracts silicon wafer's impurities.
search scientist in MIT's Electronic
can be removed.
Materials Laboratory.
search scientist at TI's Materials Science
But this oxygen-based "gettering"
The effect is the result of afortuitous
process takes up to 20 hours. To shorten Laboratory in Dallas. "The industry
knows how to produce wafers with a accident: an MIT graduate student who
the time needed, the MIT team collects
the contaminants instead around butter- known amount of oxygen, so we're not was studying the oxygen-based method
in 1984 decided to use some oxygen-free
about to abandon that technique. We're
fly-shaped deformities in the lattice
silicon as acontrol. "The oxygenless wahelping [the MIT group] run experistructure of the silicon itself.
So far, the researchers have managed ments and we're running tests on de- fer was purified; it was very puzzling,"
to purify oxygenless silicon wafers in vices, but mainly we're just waiting for says Lagowski.
To find out why, the group brought in
hours, not seconds. They have also pre- them to produce results." But it is clear
fabricated the "butterfly" defect and that if this rapid, oxygen-free wafer- Osamu Ueda, an electron microscopist
are preparing to test whether it can pre- cleaning process proves repeatable, it from Fujitsu Ltd. Last year Ueda discovered a 1-µm defect in the nonactive
vent impurities from reaching awafer's could greatly improve wafer yields.
TI is supplying the single-crystal oxy- deeper layers of the purified oxygenless
surface layer beforehand.
gen-free wafers. They are being grown wafers that contained the precipitated
"There's a lot more testing to be
-Paul Angiolillo
done," says Graydon Larrabee, a re with a new technique that uses amag- impurities.

SEMICONDUCTOR PROCESSING

A WAY TO CLEAN WAFERS
FAST WITHOUT OXYGEN

SOFTWARE

THIS SYSTEM KEEPS AN EYE ON T&E COSTS
program managers of the new software,
merican Airlines Inc. aims to be- called Capture, say it could equal SaPicome a highflier in the software bre's revenues. They hope to capitalize
business with a package designed to on increased concern by U. S. corporations about spending on
give companies a tighter
business travel, and on
grip on the soaring cost of
new tax laws that are
corporate business travel
changing the rules for aland entertainment.
lowable tax writeoffs.
Although not generally
Capture works with Saconsidered an information
bre, directly logging costs
systems power, American
of booked air flights, hotel
Airlines earns more than
rooms, and rental cars.
$300 million a year from
While trips and entertainSabre, the reservation sysment are being planned,
tem it made available to
costs are recorded on
the travel world a decade
automated T&E workago. The company calls
sheets for computer-crossSabre the world's largest
nonmilitary,
real-time CLARK: "The potential for T&E checks against corporate
policies. After trips are
computer system. Now software is immense."
FORT WORTH, TEXAS

A
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completed, employees enter all incurred
expenses; Capture can again evaluate
adherence to policies, automatically allocate costs back to specific projects or
business units, and prepare reports for
government contracts. The system can
also act as ahistorical data base of T&E
expenditures for use in contract talks
with travel-industry vendors.
BUY AND MERGE. The air carrier acquired the prototype for the product
along with startup Capture Inc. of San
Jose, Calif., last year. That company
was merged with the airline's Sabre
Travel Information Network division
and moved to Texas, near airline headquarters.
The highly integrated data base and
cost-information program is written in a
fourth-generation language, Informix
Electronics /September 3, 1987

4GL, from Informix Software Inc. of
Menlo Park, Calif. Initially, it will run
on departmental minicomputers, licensed for $50,000 or rented for $1,750 a
month. Clark says Capture will first be
available for IBM Corp. computers.
Eventually, new versions will be developed for operating systems from Digital
Equipment Corp. and AT&T Co.'s Unix.
Capture is the first automated system
to place T&E management on companyowned computers. "I think Capture has
taken one giant leap over the hurdles preventing most companies from managing
the third largest controllable cost [next to
payroll and data-processing expenses],"
says corporate-travel consultant Jeanie
Thompson-Smith, president of Topaz Enterprise Inc. of Portland, Ore.

Capture, which becomes available in
October, also places American Airlines
in competition with leading credit-card
companies, which have been cultivating
corporate accounts with T&E-tracking
services and remotely accessible data
bases of charges. For example, American Express Co. in New York last November introduced T&E-expense management services based on its Corporate
Card System, which audits a corporate
client's costs from its computer banks
of charges. Citicorp of New York also
offers corporate credit-card services
with its Diner's Club card.
American Airlines will also compete
with more than 50 personal-computerbased travel-related management packages. These are narrowly targeted at

market niches and do not serve the entire corporate T&E reporting process,
says Philip L. Clark, vice president of
sales and marketing for the Capture
business unit.
"We all realize that it is asignificant
market opportunity. U. S. businesses
spent $112 billion on travel in 1986, and
10% to 14% growth projections will place
it in the range of $400 billion in the
1990s," Clark says. "The potential [for
T&Emanagement software] is immense
and the potential is certainly there to be
as big as Sabre. It is anew and exciting
area for business software. There are
no existing systems, no standards, and
most corporations don't even know how
to deal with this huge problem."
-.I. Robert Lineback

AVIONICS

AIR FORCE'S NEW TWIST ON AN OLD IDEA
Force may be about to return to that
setup for future fighter aircraft—only
gram that would, among other this time, electronically guided.
things, make accidents like the Detroit
The final phase of flight tests began
plane crash of Aug. 16, caused by unde- at Edwards Air Force Base, Calif., last
ployed flaps, a thing of the past. The month. "We're using the same primary
aim of the program, called the Mission- principle [as the Wright brothers]. We're
Adaptive Wing project, is a wing that actually deforming the wing rather than
changes shape automatically.
deflecting flaps and slats to change the
The principle is not new. When the pressure distribution on the wing," exWright brothers achieved mankind's first plains Ronald W. DeCamp, at Wrightpowered flight in 1903, their plane was Patterson Air Force Base, near Dayton.
guided not with today's system of slats,
By automatically minimizing drag and
hinges, ailerons, and spoilers, but with a maintaining peak aerodynamic efficienwing-warping system. Now, thanks to cy for varying flight conditions, the
sophisticated computer control and mod- wing system is expected not only to alern composite wing materials, the Air low for tighter sustained maneuvers
and quicker response to pilot
pitch commands, but to pay diviMANEUVER
dends in aircraft range and gforce pulling ability, says DeCamp. For example, if wind-tunnel calculations prove out, the
computer-controlled wing will
CRUISE
boost range by 25%.
Likewise, an aircraft equipped
with the wing should be able to
withstand higher g forces than
today's fighter jets, which are
(a) MISSION ADAPTIVE WING
typically limited to a maximum
of '1.33 g. But the outboard segMANEUVER
ment of the Mission Adaptive
Wing will be deflected upward
when that g limit is reached.
This will shift pressure to the
inner portion, raising the limit to
CRUISE
about 9g.
The experimental wing, designed by Boeing Military Airplane Co., Seattle, is made with
atraditional aluminum wing box
(b) CONVENTIONAL WING
at its center, so that it can still
be used for fuel storage. But
BENDING TO IT. The computer-controlled twisting wing the single leading surface from
top, would not need the slats and flaps of today's wing wing root to tip and three trailDAYTON, OHIO

Br he Air Force is working on a pro-
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ing-edge surfaces are covered with a
flexible, fiberglass composite material
that mechanisms can bend to change the
wing shape. Under control by apair of
Boeing-built computers that take inputs
such as speed, altitude, and acceleration
from the plane's flight-control system,
the Mission Adaptive Wing can change
its shape up to 25 times per second. In
all, about 40% of the total wing surface
can be deformed.
TEST PROGRAM. The flight tests that began last month will be completed in
about a year, and are the final step in
the program. During an earlier year of
flight tests ending last November, pilots
used manual switches to check out separately each of the system's flight
modes. The current flights will for the
first time test the system operating entirely under computer control, DeCamp
says. Total funding for the wing program has been about $50 million, with
$35 million from the Air Force and the
remainder from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. While
two separate computers are being used
for the flight tests, the system's software is designed for incorporation into
the integrated central computers in future aircraft.
At Wright-Patterson, DeCamp says
that last year's initial flight tests of the
wing system went extremely well, with
performance meeting or exceeding windtunnel predictions. The wing is unlikely
to be retrofitted on existing military
planes, he says. But if the current round
of flight tests goes as expected, "I don't
see any reason why this system won't
be used on our next aircraft." The technology is being considered for use on
the Air Force Advanced Tactical Fighter, planned for production in the mid1990s.
-Wesley R. Iversen
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Motorola M68000
Your high-performance systems require awide
range of microprocessor and peripheral support.
The versatile M68000 Family serves those needs

with product that's well documented, easy to use,
cost effective, easy to get and as varied as your
applications.

,0.11M111111e

al Versatile solutions for the
need to communicate data.

Terminal

Motorola has developed afamily of highperformance communications controllers
called Serial Processing Units (SPUs) based
on amodular design concept.
The MC68605 X.25 Protocol Controller
(XPC) independently generates link-level
commands for X.25 and X.75 networks. It
expertly terminates the Link Access Procedure Balanced (LAPB) at the full 1.544 or
2.048 data rates provided by Ti facilities.
It has passed rigorous Defense Data
Network certification tests, and its
global acceptance is suggested by use
on packet networks all over Europe.
The MC68824 Token Bus Controller
(TBC) is the only single-chip VLSI implementation of the IEEE 802.4 Media Access
Control (MAC) sublayer defined in the
Manufacturing Automation Protocol
(MAP) specification.

Local Area
Network

Modem
This high-performance microcoded communications engine
also supports the real-time
extensions required in MAP
version 3.0, on-chip diagnostics
and MAC-level bridging, and

Modem

elbdal.0110,

al The highest-performance 8/16/32-bit MPUs smooth
the migration path for your products.
real-time factory automation.
M68000 MPUs are also preferred
engines for high-performance artificial
intelligence with large linear addressing
requirements.
Large, flexible 32-bit register set, large

Common internal 32-bit architecture.
Object-code software compatibility. Just
two of the reasons M68000 Family microprocessors from the 8-bit MC68008 to the
32-bit industry standard MC68020 give
your products both the highest performance and
13the smooth12est migration
path.
ioOperating
speeds range
"
from 8MHz
7'

•

8

8«

applications
forthe
to
low-cost
indus- I

43-

MC68000
try's fastest
28MHz
general pur1"
'82
'81
pose MPUs
at 25 MHz.
And, products based on M68000 Family MPUs are the standard for UNIX®
operating systems, CAD/CAM workstations, next-generation office automation,
multi-user/multi-tasking departmental
computers, color graphics as well as for

UNIX is aregistered trademark of AT&T.
HDS-300 is atrademark of Motorola Inc.

MC68010
10 MHz

'83

84

'85

18

'87

18

First Year of Production

linear address space, powerful yet simple
instruction set and flexible addressing
modes all add up to the competitive advantage for your M68000 MPU-based
product. B

implements the recommended standard
MAC-to-physical serial interface.
The MC68184 Broadband Interface
Controller is, with RF circuitry, the broadband modem required for each node of
abroadband MAP network.
In addition to the SPUs, M68000 communications peripherals include the
MC68661 Universal Synchronous Communications Controller, the MC68652
Multi-Protocol Communications Controller, several DMA circuits and avariety
of miscellaneous single- and multifunction devices. A

II Emulate in real time, debug
in record time, with the most
powerful M68000 Family
development system.
Motorola's
HDS-3007"
hardware/software development station
can give you
an important
edge in slashing development time and
moving your
product to market when you design
in one of the industry's leading M68000
family MPUs.
It simplifies and speeds up debugging
and testing of your MPU hardware and
software, and in the appropriate configuration can also provide source-level
debug for even greater development-time
reduction.
Labor-saving features include real-time
no wait-state emulation to 25 MHz, system
performance analysis and "C" language
source-level debugging. Cost efficiency
is achieved with amodular approach that
permits operation with any of the available
emulator modules, including MC68020,
MC68010, MC68000 and MC68008.
There are so many more reasons why
the HDS-300 development station is
the ultimate emulation and analysis tool
for systems based on MC68000 Family
processors. Discover them. C

Peripherals Today
II Create three different high-performance systems with our $98 design kit.
It's worth alot more, of course, but we put the irresistibly low
$98 price on our MC68000KIT so you'll never forgive
yourself if you don't experience the flexibility,
versatility and performance of the M68000
Family.
The design kit has just what you need to
create three M68000-based systems.
Three MPUs include the MC68000 16-bit
general-purpose standard, the
high-performance 16-bit
virtual memory MC68010
and the cost-effective
8-bit MC68008 with the 32bit internal architecture of the
MC68000.
Six flexible family peripherals are included so you can design
for your specific applications.
The MC68440 with dual independent DMA channels provides

DMA control. System timing and parallel I/O requirements are
handled by the MC68230. The MC68901 is amultifunction circuit with asingle-channel UART for data
communications, in addition to an 8-source
interrupt controller, four 8-bit timers and eight
parallel I/O lines.
Three different serial communications
devices, MC68681, MC68661 and
MC68652, complete the parts
complement, and the kit
also contains the documentation you'll want
for converting these highperformance M68000 Family
devices into superior systems of your own design.
The MC68000KIT is available only through authorized
Motorola distributors. Contact your Motorola distributor to
take advantage of this great $98 value. D
reprints and other useful pieces.
The M68KPAK is the M68000 Family
overview, from chips and software to
board- and system-level products.
The M32BITPAK focuses on our tope-the-industry 32-bit products, featuring
the MC68020, of course.
The M68KCOMPAK is oriented to the
extensive M68000 Family communications capabilities. G

Ill M68000 Family now offers surface-mount packaging.
As customers develop the
ability to utilize surface-mount
packages, Motorola is putting
the M68000 Family in"fleaded,
Plastic Leaded Chip Carriers.
Several MPUs and over ahalfdozen varied peripherals are
already available now or later
this year. The MC68000, MC68HC000
(HCMOS) and MC68010 are available now
in the 68-lead package. The MC68008 is

available now in the 52-lead
version.
PLCC-packaged family peripherals include the MC68824
and MC68605 SPUs (84-lead),
MC68440 and MC68442 DMA
devices (68-lead), MC68681/2681
DUART (44-lead), MC68230 Programmable Interface/Timer (52-lead) and
the MC68901 Multifunction circuit (52lead). And this is only the beginning. E

• Heralded Motorola M68000
Family training courses now
available on audio cassettes.

II Literature Packs supply
M68000 Family device and
application information.

Two Motorola-developed training
courses for the MC68000 and MC68020
are now available on audio cassettes. Both
of these low-cost courses also include
course notes
and appropriate technical literature.
Course
MUM is an
overview of
the MC68000
microprocessor: pins and bus operation,
addressing modes, instruction set and
exception processing including interrupts.
Course completion offers you basic familiarity with the MC68000.
Course MITA2 is an introduction to the
MC68020: internal architecture, programming model, pins and bus operation,
addressing modes, instruction set and
exception processing.
MUAI is $60. MTTA2 is $95. The price
for both courses together is $140.
A new course on the MC68030, MITA3,
is available in mid-September at $95. F

M68000 Family product literature has
been assembled into three special, distinct
assortments for differing
interests. They include
brochures, technical
summaries and data
sheets, benchmark
reports, application
notes, technical article

rPlease send me the following information
on the M68000 Family.
M68000 Family Communications
Capability
BDM68000 Family High-Performance
MPUs
Cü HDS-300'" Hardware/Software
Development Station
DDM68000KIT
EDM68000 Family PLCC Packaging
FDM68000 Family Audio Cassette
Training Courses
DLiterature Packs:
M68KPAK (General Family)
2 E M32B1TPAK (Family 32-bit)
3 DM68KCOMPAK (Communications)

• One-on-one design-in help.
Get engineer-to-engineer insight on
designing-in the M68000 Family.

1-800-521-6274
Call toll-free any weekday, 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., MST. If
the call can't cover
your needs, we'll
ces i
have our local
applications engineer contact you.

We're
rn ur
n-in
te m.

MOTOROLA
To: Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036
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Address
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PROBING THE NEWS
HOW DATA GENERAL WENT WRONG
AND WHAT'S BEING DONE ABOUT IT
IT GOT TOO BIG TOO FAST; NOW IT'S SLIMMING DOWN AND FIGHTING BACK
by Larry Curran
WESTBORO, MASS.

F

or Data General Corp., it was the
best of times, it was the worst of
times. Those times for the controversial,
scrappy, yet now troubled minicomputer
maker are not happening now, surprisingly; they occurred in 1984.
That year certainly qualified as the
best of times: it was arecord year. The
Westboro, Mass., company finally broke
through the $1 billion mark in revenues,
growing at an astonishing 41% rate over
1983. Profits did even better, nearly quadrupling. But the year ultimately turned
out to be the worst of times: management
misread the signs, setting in amotion a
series of events that now are pushing
DG into taking draconian measures to restructure in an all-out attempt to get back
on track and recover from the first losing

DATA GEIJERAL'S REVENUES HAVE BEEN FLAT...

.. .AS LOSSES MOUNTED
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FISCAL YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER
SOURCE

year, 20% more employees were hired;
capital spending doubled over two years;
and hundreds of thousands of square feet
of space were added. As a result, DG
increased its production capacity by an
awesome three times and was ready to
turn out $3 billion worth of computer systems annually. But something happened
on the way to market.
•Data General managers overestimated
their own marketing prowess. They were
still outgunned by IBM and DEC when it
came to costly pursuits of end-user business. The company drained its resources
by investing too much time and money on
bids for broad-based business at Fortune
500 companies: its failures included Mobil,
United Airlines, and Ford. In some of
those fights, DG products scored better
technically than did competitors, but the
awards still ended up going to IBM or DEC since
they already had big installed bases at customer
sites.
•Managers were blindsided by the sharp drop in
computer sales in 1985
and didn't react fast
enough. One source who
knows the company well
says its response to the
1985 business downturn
came too late. Then, he
adds, "DG began to cut
its sales force at a time
24.3
when IBM and DEC were
expanding their sales
staffs." The company acknowledges it was late in
recognizing the downturn.
1986
1987*
"We were into our third
1985
quarter [ending June 30,
—
1985] before it was clear,"
says Herbert J. Richman,
-- executive vice president.
---"And while we did begin
to make cuts in the sales
128 9)
force, we're certainly
Í
1104)42)
changing that now."
•DG failed to penetrate
the
fast-growing and
SOURCE DATA GENERAL NC
highly lucrative technical

year in its 19-year history. These measures won't work in time to stem this
year's rising tide of red ink (charts).
DG had abanner year in 1984 primarily
because the computer industry had abanner year. But the company was also making real hay in penetrating the office
automation market. The managers running this end-user assault was aband of
IBM Corp. emigrés, not the original band
of entrepreneurs that had founded the
company, and they believed the huge contracts the company had grabbed away
that year from such competitors as Digital Equipment Corp. and IBM had propelled DG into the major leagues.
To better compete with these giants,
with 5to 46 times DG's revenues, management quickly poured $167 million into
amassive expansion effort. In less than a

DATA GENERAL

NC

•ESTIMATED BY DEAN
WITTER REYNOLDS INC.
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work station market; now the company is
trying to figure out how to play catch-up
to Apollo and Sun Microsystems.
One of the reasons for the poor financial performance was DG's late introduction of a 32-bit minicomputer line. Its
machine was introduced in 1980, two
years after DEC began delivering its
first 32-bit system. Now sales of 32-bit
systems have not come on as fast as
expected, failing to offset the rapidly
declining revenues from 16-bit systems.
Company watchers say DG's troubles
started after it began filling key decisionmaking positions with senior managers
from IBM. DG's cofounders, President Edson de Castro and Richman, long regarded
as strong, hands-on managers, had become far less involved in running the company. De Castro allows he delegated too
much responsibility for plotting the company's course five years ago. "I'm not satisfied with how that worked out," he says.
De Castro doesn't name names, but in
recent interviews at the company the
implication was that much of DG's current plight was attributable to the exIBM managers. The top gun in that
group was Robert C. Miller, former se
nior vice president in charge of the Information Systems Group, who arrived
from IBM in 1981 and departed last
April to become president of MIPS Computer Systems Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif.
[Electronics, April 30, 1987, p.12].
Many observers say that in the early
1980s, the company strayed away from its
roots serving original-equipment makers
and value-added resellers to an "overemphasis" on pursuing the end-user business,
especially the office automation market.
That shift in emphasis resulted primarily
from DG's recruitment of other key senior
executives from IBM. Besides Miller, they
included J. David Lyons, still DG's vice
president for business group marketing,
and David Chapman, who left DG last
year as senior vice president for manufac-

turing to become president and chief executive officer at Cullinet Software, Inc.,
Westwood, Mass. It was under Chapman
that the huge facilities expansion was begunThe drastic measures taken by manage
ment to downsize the company now leave
it "closer to a$2 billion company in capacity," figures Ronald Skates, senior vice
president for finance. In July, it consolidated manufacturing, marketing, field service
and finance operations, closing offices in
Paris, Denver, Milford, Mass., and Hooksett, N. H. Nearly 950 jobs are being eliminated, and $100 million in expenses will be
cut. Analysts agree that these harsh measures have positioned DG to be profitable
in the fiscal year ending September, 1988.
To get sales and marketing back on track,
de (12.stro has put both organizations back
under Richman.
De Castro certainly is running the company as tightly as he ever has. For example, he is personally reviewing and setting
priorities for every R&D program. As he
puts it, "I'm back running the company."
But he admits that he may not have done
it soon enough. Now he is pledged to:
deliver a profit in 1988; return to DG's
roots with a major recommitment to the
OEM/VAR business; make astrong thrust
into computer-based networks; and to be
extremely disciplined before competing for
end-user business that pits DG against entrenched rivals.
The IBM influence at DG certainly
hasn't been all bad. Miller is credited
with directing DG's successful penetration of the office automation market. Its
CEO integrated office software now has
more than 5,600 licenses.
But a former insider at the company
says DG has failed to capitalize on more
of its end-user opportunities because the
end-user part of the business has been
underfunded. "There weren't enough dollars for sales people and for advertising
because of losses elsewhere in the compa-

ny," he adds. The losses included the costs
of acquisitions, the cost of early retirement
of a$150 million debenture, and litigation
costs that approached $100 million. Richman denies that the end-user business was
underfunded. "We probably invested too
much in the end-user business; we should
have balanced that by better sustaining
the VAR business."
And that's exactly what de Castro
and Richman are doing now. They point
to the rebuilding efforts of Ward D.
MacKenzie, vice president and head of
the VAR Marketing and Development
Division, as holding the potential for
substantial market gains. MacKenzie
[Electronics, June 11, 1987, p. 16] is trying to bring more balance in the enduser/VAR revenue split at DG. That
split is about 50-50 now, but de Castro
says the VAR portion "should increase
to more than 50%; DEC has focused on
gaining market share and has lost focus
on the OEM business."
Another source close to DG isn't convinced that it can afford to back the
VAR channel heavily now to the detriment of end-user business. "The VAR
business didn't sustain the company be
fore and it won't now," he says. "They
need both sides of the business; they
can't keep running from one side of the
boat to the other, as they have been."
One analyst cautions against too much
reliance on business that others are not
pursuing. "You can't make a living by
picking up business that IBM and DEC
don't want," says John W. Adams, analyst for Adams, Harkness & Hill Inc.
Adams believes DG took astep in the
right direction with its spring announce
ment of its personal-computer integration
product (DG/PC*I). It will use alocal network to link IBM, IBM-compatible, and its
own personal computers with DG's departmental computers and IBM mainframes.
Networked computing, in fact, has
the highest priority among the compa-

RICHMAN: "We were into our third quarter"
DE CASTRO: "I'm not satisfied with how [delegating authority] worked out."
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before detecting the downturn of 1985.
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CROOK: Networking is an opportunity for
Data General to differentiate itself.
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ny's strategic thrusts. One very large
deal may be in the offing here. De Castro describes the effort, headed by senior vice president Colin Crook, as "incredibly important for the future."
Crook sees it as an opportunity for DG
to distinguish itself by its approach to
standards. DG will support the International Standards Organization's sevenlayer Open Systems Interconnect (OS!)
model, IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA), the Integrated Services
Digital Network (ISDN) approach to
combining voice and data, and whatever
other standards will help to integrate
PCs, departmental computers, and mainframes. Crook stresses that IBM and
DEC have vested interests in promoting
SNA and DECNet. "In contrast, our
strategy is to integrate aggressively
with whatever the customer wants."
One hard lesson for Data General has
been that it may have lost most of its
opportunities in the technical work-station
market. Susie Peterson, analyst for The
First Boston Corp., is "not sure that it
makes much sense for them to make a
big effort in technical work stations. I'd
rather see them go after the medical or
petrochemical markets in abig way."
These are two of the six major end-user
markets targeted by management: banking and financial services, insurance, petrochemicals, health care equipment, manufacturing, and the government DG has
historical strengths and solid account penetration in all of them and each of these
segments is growing, de Castro says.
Over the long run, the combination of
de Castro's leadership, a strong future
product plan, and an improving market
most likely could put DG back on course.
As evidence of the start of amodest market recovery, De Castro cites order increases essentially across all product lines
for the March and June quarters. DG
must hit the market with "another round
of high- and low-end systems in the fall
or winter," declares First Boston's Peterson. De Castro's leadership is pivotal to
the company's success, she maintains. "If
you bet on Data General, you're betting
on Ed as the team leader."
Electronics/September 3, 1987
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THE SECOND BIPOLAR MEETING
LOOKS LIKE A HOT ONE
BIG TOPICS: ANALOG CAD NOISE-IMMUNE LOGIC, 3-ns SRAM, 8-ns PAL
by Bernard C. Cole
years, but they've had the most telling
while the constant-current portion is
is only the second time
impact on large CMOS chips. However,
achieved by the use of adepletion-mode
I around for the Bipolar Circuits and
Sony designers in Atsugi are using CAD junction FET with its gate tied to its
Technology Meeting, but the fledgling to build analog circuits with as many as
source.
conference is already becoming a top 8,000 bipolar transistors aboard. Key to
Speed is apassion in the bipolar comshowplace for advanced bipolar technol- the development, say Sony researchers,
munity and researchers at British Teleogy. Semiconductor specialists who
is the use of a hierarchical design and com Research Laboratories, Martleshow up for this year's meeting, sched- verification technique, plus acircuit-con- sham, have indulged theirs through a
uled for Sept. 21-22 in Minneapolis, will
nectivity comparison tool. For a VCR combination of silicon and germanium.
find plenty to stretch their attention
signal-processing circuit with 8,750 tranHeterojunctions of the two materials,
spans—from analog bipolar computer- sistors, design time using the CAD sys- they found, offer two to three times the
aided-design technology to sub-5-ns 4- tem was 11 weeks to obtain acomplete- speed of conventional silicon devices.
Kbit static random-access memories.
ly error-free chip in the first run. Con- The performance approximates that of
Like older semiconductor conferences,
nectivity verification took only one day,
gallium arsenide, but instead of hard-tothe Bipolar Circuits Meeting is taking thanks to the tools, instead of the 15
handle GaAs, the process involved is
on an international flavor. Of the 54 pa- days it would have without them.
well-understood silicon fabrication. Also,
pers on the program, eight are from
NOISE
MARGINS.
Digital designers
the devices operate over temperature
Japan and nine are from Europe, says
should be intrigued by the noise-immune
and electrical ranges similar to those of
meeting chairman John Shier, a senior bipolar logic family worked out by the
conventional silicon devices—British Teconsulting engineer at VTC Inc., in nearUniversity of Minnesota's electrical en- lecom will report toggle frequencies of
by Bloomington, Minn.
gineering department. It boasts noise
about 20 GHz with relatively wide base
Digital circuits, of course, will get the margins roughly equivalent to those of regions of 0.15 to 0.20 I.Lm, better than
heavy play at the show, but they won't
CMOS—larger than 2V with a5-V logic
those possible with silicon bipolar traneclipse analog work. One standout will
swing—and very attractive simplicity. It sistors of comparable size.
be Sony Corp.'s CAD system for analog
has an output on the gate that employs
The ECL register file to be described
bipolar circuits, which slashes design
a conventional npn junction transistor,
by researchers from Fairchild's research
time for large chips. Also sure to garner but with a constant-current load. This
center in Palo Alto, Calif., is made using
alot of attention is anew bipolar logic results in an output logic swing that is
the company's single-layer polysilicon
family, with noise immunity equivalent very nearly from rail to rail.
technology [Electronics, Sept. 4, 1986,
to CMOS, from the University of MinneBut the transistor and load still form
p. 55]. This 16-layer, 2-gm process feasota. Another major attraction is likely
a poor logic inverter because the -input tures three metal layers and one suicide
to be an ultra-high-speed heterojunction
voltage swing is limited to about 0.7 V.
interconnect layer. The chip has 25,000
bipolar transistor structure, based on a To overcome this limitation, forward-bi- transistors and contains three indepensilicon-germanium combination, from
ased control junctions have been added.
dent I/O ports, two for reading and one
British Telecom Research Laboratories.
The necessary constant-voltage element for writing. Transistor cutoff frequencies
Other highlights of the meeting should is formed from a simple npn structure,
of 5GHz and gate delays of 200 ps result
be a 3-ns, 4-Kbit emitter-couin cycle times of less than 6ns
MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
pled-logic SRAM from West
at a power level of no more
Germany's Siemens AG; a6-ns,
than 6.5 W.
Field
Development
Developer
128-by-18-bit ECL three-port
Siemens of Munich has
register file, from Fairchild
pushed bipolar ECL even closComputer-aided
Tools for designing
Sony
Semiconductor Corp.; and asubdesign
er to its limits with a1-Kbit-bybipolar analog circuits
8-ns ITL programmable-array4bit SRAM having 3-ns access
Devices
Noise-immune logic
logic part from Advanced Micro
University of Minnesota
time and power dissipation of
High-speed silicon Devices Inc. On the process
British Telecom
1.5 W. Developed for cache
germanium transistors
side, there will be a new selfmemory and control-store ap6-ns three-port
Fairchild Semiconductor
aligned bipolar ECL process
plications, the part uses a
register file
from Hitachi Ltd., featuring
scaled version of the compa3-ns 4-Kbit ECL RAM
Siemens
gate delays of 50 ps and less,
ny's ()XIS process [Electron8-ns PAL
Advanced Micro Devices
and faster, denser biCMOS
ics, Sept. 23, 1985, p. 48] that
technologies.
slims feature sizes down to 1.0
Processes
Self-aligned shallow Hitachi
Bipolar circuit designers at
gm. The array comprises 64 by
graft base technology
the meeting undoubtedly will
64 cells organized into a1-Kbit12-V analog/digital
VTC
take a close look at the Sony
by-4 format. Capacitors bebiCMOS
offering. CAD tools have been
tween the collector nodes of
Scaled-down (1.5 pm
Motorola
slowly spreading from digital
and below) biCMOS
cell transistors makes high cell
to analog circuits for several
stability and high alpha-partiMINNEAPOLIS
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ele immunity possible without raising
delay times due to a high collector-substrate capacitance.
The sub-8-ns speed of the TI'L PAL
fabricated by AMD in Sunnyvale, Calif.,
with an advanced bipolar process will
run anywhere from half again to twice
as fast as many commercially available
ECL programmable logic devices. It features aclock-to-output delay of 6as and
an input-to-output delay of 7.5 ns. The
technology is aslot-isolated, double-metal bipolar process that incorporates a
Schottky-diode array. A proprietary
scheme removes two of the usual five
gate-inversion delays in the sense-amplifier buffer area.
In addition to the array of devices,
new twists in process technologies will
be hot topics in Minneapolis. For example, the self-aligned process for ECL
from Hitachi, Tokyo, pushes gate delays
from 66 ps down below 50 ps. To
achieve this record-low gate delay, Hitachi researchers took their standard sidewall base-contact structure and applied
rapid thermal annealing to achieve shal-
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Siemens will describe
a 4-Kbit SRAM that
accesses in only 3 ns
low base and emitter structures and
self-aligned diffusions for shallow graft
bases. The result is anew structure, in
which the graft base has been reduced
from 0.5 to 0.2 p.m, raising cutoff frequencies from 13 to 19 GHz.
The conference emphasizes pure bipolar technology, but researchers are also
keeping an eye on how mixed bipolar
and CMOS can improve density and power without sacrificing speed. Two standouts in this area will be a 12-V analog/
digital biCMOS process from VTC and
second-generation biCMOS technology
from Motorola Inc. VTC's L5-1.1.m biCMOS process has been used to build ring
oscillators with 400-ps switching speeds,
and employs unconventional interconnect materials: platinum suicide, titanium-tungsten, and acopper-aluminum alloy. Bipolar devices bring with them advantages over CMOS alone in driving
long interconnect lines: a buffer fabricated using the process achieves speeds
1.5 times higher than apure CMOS buffer for interconnect metalizations longer
than 2mm.
Motorola's ASIC division in Phoenix,
Ariz., will report that it can scale its 2biCMOS process, currently used in a
gate-array product line [Electronics,
July 10, 1986, p. 67 and Aug. 20, 1987,
p. 87], to 1.5 gm to achieve a 40% improvement in gate delay—about 450 ps.
Scaling to 0.8 um should bring that figure down near 150 ps.
D
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INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER
ROOM-TEMPERATURE HEMTs ARE FINDING HOMES IN RADIO TELESCOPES

Hstarting to find practical use in radio astronomy. Fujitsu Ltd., Tokyo, will

igh-electron-mobility transistors that operate at room temperature are

supply HEMTs for radio-telescope antenna preamplifiers to the U. S. National
Radio Astronomical Observatory this fall. The company is also expecting to
sell some HEMTs soon to the Australian National Radio Astronomical Observatory. Fujitsu supplied 20 antenna preamplifiers with the same HEMT chips
to the Tokyo Astronomical Observatory's Nobeyama Radio Observatory in
March 1986. Some industry sources report that with the help of the HEMTs,
astronomers at Nobeyama discovered new spectral lines—radio signals signifying the presence of a particular molecule—in a "dark nebula." The HEMT
has anoise figure of 1.9 dB maximum at 20 GHz and gain of 6.5 dB when
operated with drain bias of 10 mA and 2V. The device is likely to see use in
military applications, the company believes.
0
SIEMENS AND PHILIPS JUMP INTO DIGITAL-TV-CHIP BATTLE WITH ITT

TSiemens AG and Philips in the Netherlands have together come up with a
he market for digital TV chips is about to heat up. West Germany's

chip set that implements digital functions in acolor receiver, but they have a
lot of catching up to do: Intermetall GmbH of the ITT Semiconductors Group is
supplying such chips to 16 set makers around the world [Electronics, April 5,
1984, p. 89]. Both the Siemens/Philips and the ITT circuits eliminate flicker
and are suitable for the PAL, Secam, and NTSC color-TV transmission standards. The difference is Philips and Siemens use a line-lock system for
synchronization instead of the burst-lock system. With line lock, the pictures
reproduced from video recorders, for example, are more stable. To achieve a
virtually flicker-free image, the Dutch/German set operates with twice the
normal line frequency-31.25 kHz instead of 15.625 kHz—and twice the
frame frequency-100 instead of 50 Hz (or 120 instead of 60 Hz with chips
for the U. S.). Siemens says samples of the set are available now.
D
E-BEAM COULD SLASH TURNAROUND TIME FOR ULTRAFINE-LINE PC BOARDS
nelectron-beam lithography system that writes directly on printed-circuit

Aboards may soon be at work in production lines, providing faster turn-

around than conventional systems and speeding critical products to market. It
can go directly from design data in a computer-aided-engineering system
straight to board fabrication, without first making the master and working-film
masks needed for optical lithography. A prototype of the system, developed
by Mitsubishi Electric Corp. in Amagasaki, Japan, features extremely fine
minimum pattern-feature sizes-60 pm for both lines and the spaces between
them. It can accommodate board sizes up to 500 by 600 mm, with an
alignment accuracy of ±6 i.t.m. And because the resist and laminate materials
used are identical to those used for ultraviolet lithography, the board-processing equipment need not be changed for the steps following lithography. D

SATELLITE TO TEST HDTV BANDWIDTH-COMPRESSION TECHNOLOGY

TCo., both of Tokyo, have just started aone-month high-definition television

he Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK) and Kokusai Denshin Denwa

transmission experiment using an Intelsat telecommunication satellite. NHK
expects the test will hone its bandwidth-compression technology and thereby
help pave the way for international HDTV transmission. NHK's HDTV features
1,125 horizontal scan lines, more than twice the number of the NTSC standard currently used in Japan and the U. S. The test is being run at KDD's
lbaraki Satellite Communications Center, Takahagi.
D
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SIEMENS

Color: white -Size: SO8
Distinguishing feature: coupler
Experts anticipate that by the year
1990 about 50% of all printed circuit
assemblies will be populated with
SMDs. The advantages are obvious:
e double-sided use of circuit boards
• high packing density
• enhanced reliability
• fully automated placement

Despite its tiny SO8 package, this
coupler comes specified with highvoltage strength of 2.5 kVrms.
Large coupling factors, even at 1mA,
make it especially suitable for electrically isolating microprocessors
without the need for extra drivers.

Want to know more about the new
SMD couplers?
Write Siemens AG, Infoservice 12/Z043,
Postfach 2348, D-8510 Fuerth,
quoting 'White SMD coupler".
Circle 152 on reader service card

The new, white Siemens couplers are
SMD all the way They're the first
true SMD couplers in the world and
suitable for all SMD soldering
processes.
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essi

Good news for military
customers who need
highest performance CMOS:
CMOS high speed SRAM.
CMOS high speed PROM.
CMOS high speed PLD.
CMOS high speed Logic.
We offer abroad family of integrated circuits that let you build
faster systems. Systems that run
cooler, that take up less space, that
use less power.
And now it's easier than ever for
you to design us in. We're DESCcertified. And our first JAN parts are
shipping. We offer flexible packaging automation so that you can get
the packaging you need, including
LCCs, pin grid arrays and flatpacks.

5962-87529

_ 042-86859
596247515
5962-86875

Ii

5962 86015

84036

596247539

84132

5962-86873

5962-86846
5962-87002

Twelve drawing numbers moving through the DESC approval channel.

The biggest news: Our SMD (Standard
Military Drawing) program.
We actively support the DESCsponsored SMD program. As aresult,
we have the capability to draft Standard Military Drawings quickly and
efficiently.
The payoff so far: We have twelve
products certified or pending cer-

tification, with many, many more
scheduled in the near future. And we
intend to see that they become JAN
slash sheets as quickly as possible.
Is it important to you to have a
certain part available under the SMD
program? You will find no vendor
more cooperative or better equipped
to help.

4Kx1 SRAM 35 ns.
Our first JAN qualified part, and the fastest JAN 4K
Static RAM available.

And our 1.2 and 0.8 micron processes deliver record performance.
In fact, we're already part of many
military programs with names
like AWACS, B-52, F-111, F-14,
F-16, F-18, HAWK, Space
Shuttle and Sparrow.

Cypress Semiconductor,
3901 North First Street,
San Jose. CA 95134.
Phone (408)943-2666,
Telex 821032 CYPRESS SN) UD.
TWX 910-997-0753.
e 1987 Cypress Semiconductor

For the whole story,
call for our Data Book.
DATABOOK HOTLINE:
1-800-952-6300, Ask for Dept.
1-800-423-4440 (In CA) Ask for Dept.
(32) 2-672-2220 (In Europe)
(416) 475-3922 (In Canada)

e

e

CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR

VERYTHING
HAT WON'T
APPEN TO YOU
ITH TOSHIBA
EGABIT DRA. .
Firstly, you won't be building into your product
apart that is not fully proven. You won't be anyone's

61;

guinea-pig.

e.

Secondly, you won't be left alone to deal with
any problems which may occur during new projects.
Thirdly, you will never come up against empty
promises and hot air but will enjoy good service and

•

advice.
Fourthly, you won't be let down by asupplier

Pi'

who fails to meet your

oyour competitors. For

delivery date, even when

Toshiba was not only the first

the quantities are large and

to develop the 1MDRAM, but

the schedules tight.

also introduced and then

Fifthly, you won't

mass-produced it. That was

be missing out on the most up to date technology as

in 1985 and sin( ethen, Toshiba Megabit Chips have

the new 4MDRAM from Toshiba has passed through

proved themselves repeatedly in practical application.

the development stage.
In fact, you are leaving nothing to chance if
you use Toshiba's Megabit DRAMs and rely on our
know-how. But one thing is certain, you will pull ahead

Bear this in mind. Get ahead of the rest.
In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

TOSHIBA EUROPE (I.E.) GMBH, Neuss, Tel.: 00 49 21 01/1 57-0; München, Tel.: 00 49 89/9280 91-0; Stuttgart, Tel.: 00 49 7152/2 10 61-66 •TOSHIBA UK LTD, Tel.: 00 44 276/6 22 22 •
TOSHIBA EUROPE I.E. GMBH, Paris, Tel.: 00 33148 55/56 56 •TOSHIBA ELECTRONICS ITALIANA S.R.L., Milano, Tel.: 00 39 39/63 88 91 •TOSHIBA ELECTRONICS SCANDINAVIA AB,
Stockholm, Tel.: 00 46 8/14 56 00
Circle 153 on reader service card
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Incredible
Speed!

dot lines/s

Ultra-high-speed High-resolution Thermal Printer
FTP-441MCL001/FTP-421MCL001
Fujitsu has developed the ultra-high-speed
thermal printers, the FTP-441MCL001 and the FTP421MCL001, which can print up to 250 dot lines per
second. Fujitsu's unique pressure support structure
helps the head to print clearly, and the thermal head
makes the printer quiet and unobtrusive.
The FTP-441MCL001 and FTP-421MCL001 print
clearly, quietly, and quickly.
As well as printing hard
copies, they are
useful for data
communication,
instrumentation,
analysis, and
FTP-441MCL001
medicine.

FEATURES
•High printing speed (250 dol lines/s)
•Long service life (30km: 30million pulses) *Clear printing
• Two paper paths (One for thick paper) •Low noise
SPECIFICATIONS
FTP-441MCL001
Printing method
Dot matrix
Effective print width
Horizontal dot pitch
Printing speed
Paper width

FTP421MCL001

Thermal line dot
640 dots/line

320 dots/line

105.6 mm

52.8 mm

0.165 mm (6 dots/mm)
250 dot Imes/s (at 25°C and 60% RH)
114 rrmi

60 mm

Exterior dimensions
(W) X (H) X (D)mm

160 X 40 X 60

107 X 40 X 60

Weight

Approx. 600 g

Approx. 300 g

FTP-421MCL001

FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH:
Arabella Center 9. 0G JA, Lyoner Strane 44-48, D-6000 Frankfurt am Main 71, FR. Germany Phone: 069-66320 Telex: 0411963. Fax: 069-6632122
FUJITSU COMPONENT OF AMERICA, INC.:
3320 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, California 95054-3197, U.S.A Phone: 408-562-1000 Telex: 910-338-0190 Fax: 408-727-0355
FUJITSU LIMITED (Electronic Components International Marketing Div.):
Furukawa Sogo Bldg., 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chrioda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan Phone: National (03) 216-3211 International (Intl Prefix) 81-3-M-3211
Telex: 2224361 Fax: (03; 216-9771

Circle 154 on reader service card
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK
BRITISH AEROSPACE
WINS SATCOM STUDY
British Aerospace plc has won
a £250,000 contract from the
European Space Agency to
study the economic feasibility
of a communications satellite
system for land-mobile-radio
users. The space agency
wants the service operational
by the mid-1990s and plans to
place satellites in elliptical orbits—as are the Soviet Union's
Molniya
satellites—rather
than the usual geostationary
orbit. This will make it possible to use small, simple roofmounted antennas.

type of terminal they use.
Protocol-conversion software
will make this possible.
ASEA TO MERGE
WITH BROWN BOVERI
A new European heavyweight
will join the top ranks of hightechnology companies at the
beginning of 1988 as Switzerland's BBC Brown BoyeniLtd
and Sweden's ASEA AB combine their operations. The new
company, ASEA Brown Boveri, will have 160,000 employees and revenues of some $15
billion. Both companies are
most active in electric-power
generation and distribution
gear, but also produce electronics, automation, and industrial equipment. Goal of the
merger: awider market reach
around the world through
economies of scale.

German company will manufacture the control systems
and deliver them to Rockwell,
which will distribute them,
mainly in Europe. European
sales of what the experts call
"car chassis" electronic systems reached $156 million last
year—roughly $92 million in
West Germany alone—and are
expected to double by 1990.

million); the firm had set a 1
billion DM ($546 million) target
for all of 1987. Profits during
the six-month period were 15
million DM (¡.2 million).
VCR TAPE MAKERS
JOIN IN EUROPE

Three major magnetic tape
makers have joined together
in Europe to counter competition from the Far East that
SEIKO CARD HOLDS
has caused prices of blank vid512 KBYTES OF RAM
eo-tape cassettes to plummet
Hard on the heels of Mitsubi- 60% over the past five years.
In the deal, Agfa-Gevaert AG,
shi Electric Corp., Seiko Epson
Corp. is offering samples of a a subsidiary of West Germa512-Kbyte
random-access- ny's Bayer AG, will become a
memory card that can substi- 60% owner of PD Magnetics
tute for afloppy disk. The 2.4- By, a Dutch tape company
ICL's PARALLEL UNIT
mm-thick card measures 54 by owned by Philips of the NethTO BE DONE BY 1988
86 mm; it carries 16 256-Kbit erlands and Du Pont Co., Wilmington, Del., starting next
static-RAM chips in naked
International Computers Ltd.
tape-automated-bonding for- year. Philips and Du Pont will
feels confident it can meet the
mat. Seiko Epson has priced hold 40% of the new venture.
goal of 1million graph reducits card at 90,000 yen, undertions/s—between 10 and 100
cutting Mitsubishi's 3.4-mm- GERMAN FIRM AIDS
times faster than asuperminiCANON UNIT PRINTS
thick card introduced in early
computer can do them—set
CHINA IN COMSAT
360 DOTS PER INCH
August for 95,000 yen.
for the Alvey 5th Generation
Messerschmitt Bolkow Blohm
graph-reduction parallel com- Canon Inc. is counting on a
GmbH, the German aerospace
puter. The London computer new high-resolution printer to AUSSIE FIRM TO ADD
firm, will cooperate with Chifirm, working with High Level
speed sales of its Japanese3RD CHINESE PLANT
na Great Wall Corp. in China's
language word processor.
Hardware of Oxford and the
DFH-3 communication satellite
Australia's largest printedAlong with the usual 14-in.
University College of London,
project. Under the terms of a
circuit-board manufacturer,
CRT display and two 3.5-in.
has fully simulated the design
Printronics Pty. Ltd., has beat recent agreement, MBB will
and has working prototypes of floppy-disk drives, the Canon
help the Chinese Academy of
system
components.
The 400 has a thermal transfer out U. S. and European comgroup expects to complete a dot-matrix printer with resolu- petitors to win a contract to Space Technology with system
definition and will be responsiparallel processing machine by tion of 360 dots per inch, the build a $10 million pc-board
highest among existing ther- plant in the People's Republic ble for various subsystems,
the end of the year.
such as antennas and the memal transfer printers. The new of China. The plant, to be
chanical part of the solar powprinter is able to reproduce cated at Huang Pu New Port,
SUPERCOMPUTERS
7,455 different characters—in- will be owned by ajoint-ven- er generator.
ON TAP IN JAPAN
ture company in which Primcluding the Roman alphabet,
Anyone in Japan who needs Japanese kana, and kanji char- tonics owns 35% and Chinese
INMARSAT BUYS U.S.
acters—at aspeed of 21 char- companies 65%. It is schedtime on asupercomputer will
DELTA-2 LAUNCH
have a choice of four—two acters/s. The Tokyo firm ex- uled to start up in October
lnmarsat plans to launch one
pects to sell 4,000 of the sys- 1988 and will turn out boards
from Cray Research, one
of its three second-generation
with up to 14 layers. This will
tems a month at 358,000 yen
from NEC, and one from Fusatellites
be Printronics's third pc-board communications
jitsu—on Recruit Co.'s time- each.
joint venture in China.
from a U. S. facility using a
sharing service starting in
McDonnell-Douglas
Delta-2
June. The Tokyo employment SIEMENS, ROCKWELL
rocket. The London-based
agency, which has offered
SIEMENS, BASF JOINT
IN AUTO PARTS PACT
agency has three Inmarsat-2
time-sharing on aFujitsu VPVENTURE TAKES OFF
birds on order from an inter400 since last October, added Siemens AG of Munich and
Paris-based Rockwell Interna- Comparex GmbH, the joint national consortium headed by
a Cray X-MP-216 in April.
Soon, a Cray X-MP-18 and a tional Body Components-Eu- computer venture formed last British Aerospace plc and had
NEC SX-2 will round out the rope have agreed to jointly de- January by West Germany's intended to launch them on
the U. S. shuttle and the Euronetwork. Recruit's custom- velop electronic control sys- Siemens AG and BASF AG
pean Ariane rocket. Because
tems for automobiles. The sys- [Electronics, Nov. 27, 1987,
ers—there are 60 at the moneither now offers near-term
tems will include those that p. 48], is off to a good start.
ment—will be able to access
control sliding roofs, window
During its first six months of launch dates, Inmarsat opted
any or all of the computers
lifters, seat positioners, and business, sales reached 440 for the Delta-2 launch, set for
on the net via an IBM Corp.
car-locking mechanisms. The million Deutschmarks ($240 December 1989.
mainframe regardless of the

Electronics/September 3, 1987
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With the Logic Analysis System LAS
you always have astrong card in your hand.
The modular design of the LAS affords
optimal configuration for your measurement.
The LAS with seven options and µP probes
to match all standard microprocessors is
counted amongst the best of logic analysis
systems.
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8-bit /./P probes:
8080, 8085/NSC 800, Z80, 6502;
6800/02/08; 6809/09E, 8031/51

16 -bit µP probes:
8086/88; 80186/188; 68000/010

32 -bit pP -probes:
on request

RS 232 probe, IEC-bus probe
LAN test probe (Ethernet, 802.3)
Ask for the detailed

data sheets LAS, LAS-Z

Rohde &Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 80 14 69
D-8000 Muenchen 80
Federal Republic of Germany
Telex 523 703 (rus d)
Tel. internat. +(49 89)41 29-0

Circle 157 on reader service card

&SCHWARZ

PM5785 sells for about 9,500 Dutch
guilders.
Philips Industrial & Electroacoustic Systems Division., P. O. Box 218, NL-5600 MD
Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
Phone 31-40-788620
[Circle 706]

21-SLOT BACKPLANE
HANDLES FUTUREBUS
A backplane fully compatible with the
IEEE Standard P896.1 defining Futurebus combines the reliability of multilayer construction with the constant characteristic impedance of buried microstrip signal tracks.
- Available in 10- and 21-slot versions,
the BICC backplane from Vero Electronics Ltd. is one of the first such products

i..

TOPCALL

HIGH PERFORMANCE IN
TELECOMMUNICATION

.
r
•a•a•
j

/

,

-_

available for Futurebus, a link that is
microprocessor- and architecture-independent. The backplanes use high-reliability IEC 603-2 connectors and 6.3-mm
tab connectors for power pick-up.
The products are available now. Price
depends on importing country.
Vero Electronics Ltd., Flanders Road,
Hedge End, Southampton SO3 3LG, UK.
Phone 44-703-366300
[Circle 707].

OP AMPs BOOST
BANDWIDTH TO 2.5 MHz
Two precision operational amplifiers—
one dual and one quad model—from
Thomson Semiconducteurs feature a
small-signal bandwidth of 2.5 MHz, or
2.5 times the performance of the company's standard p.A741 series of op amps.
The bipolar TEB1033 dual-output and
TEB4033 quad-output op amps target
active low-pass-filter applications and
feature an open-loop gain of 100 dB, offset voltage of 1mV, 0.5-mA power consumption, a 60° phase margin, and a
noise voltage of 8nV/Hz at 1 KHz.
Pin-compatible with conventional op
amps, the devices come in 8- and 14-pin
dual in-line and small-outline packages,
as well as in 20-pin leadless ceramic chip
carriers.
The op amps are available now. Export price is 6'7c each in 100-unit purchases for the TE1033 and 88a each for
the TE4033.
Thomson Semiconducteurs, 45 ave. de
l'Europe,
78140
Velizy-Villacoublay,
France.
Phone 33-1-39-46-97-19
[Circle 708]
Electronics/ September 3, 1987

TOPCALL
offers ahighly extensive
grade of telex- and teletex automatior,
representing the experience of amanufacturer who has
consistently invested agreat deal of know-how in developing and
perfecting the telex- and teletex communication as well as the
iaternal distribution of incoming messages.
Thus each electronical equipped office workshop
becomes it's own telex- and teletex sender and ret elver.
TOPCALL covers the whole range of telecommunica'ion -and even a
little bit more:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating and Editing of Textes
Internal Distribution of Textes
Sending and Receiving Telexes
Sending and Receiving Teletexes
Automatic Distribution of Incoming Telex- or Teretexmessages
Combining Telex and Teletex in one System

and integrating
all electronicar office
equipment such as:

A variety of software-solutions
is available, namely:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

EDP-Systems
PABX-Systems
Word Processors
PCs
Typewriters etc.

IBM DISOSS Link Package
CICS TX/TTX Application Package
IBM 5/36, 5/38 Application Package
IBM -PC TX/TTX Application Package
MEMO Link Package

and many others I,ke:
WANG, NIXDORF, XEROX, VAX, SIEMENS, ERICSSON etc.
The TOPCALL can be custom-tailored to the user's exacting needs.
To find out more about TOPCALL's techuslogy
clip the coupon below.

COUPON
to EDE-Elektronik GesmbH & Co KG,
Mosetiggasse I, A-1232 Vienna, Austria
YES,
Iwould like to know more, please send me further free information
Name
Company
PlacerPostcode
Country
Please specify: are you potential enduser
or: interested in EDE's agency in your country

LI
E

Circle 158 on reader service card
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LAN ANALYZER OFFERS
SIX DATA CHANNELS

LCD
COUNTERS
TIMERS Sir
TACHOMETERS

The Model 002 local-area-network analyzer from Nippon Board Computer Co.
Ltd. uses two high-performance microprocessors and six data channels to enhance LAN efficiency by monitoring,
tracing, capturing, and analyzing signals on token ring networks.
Based on Intel Corp.'s 80286 and Motorola Inc.'s 68000 microprocessors, the

Highly
successful small or
miniature LCD electronic counters, now
available as 10 different instruments
including new counters, timers and
tachometers. All with the latest custom
made CMOS technology.

West Germany.
Phone 49-9123-181371

[Circle 710]

OPERATING SOFTWARE
RUNS 3 SYSTEMS

(ACTUAL SIZE)
7000 MINIATURE
MODULES FOR PCB
MOUNTING. 6DIGITS
(5MM HIGH).
OPTIONA IIIEZEI

7110 SELF-POWERED
TOTALISING
COUNTERS AND
TIMERS OPTIONAL
RESET &MOUNTING
BEZEL. 8DIGITS
(8MM HIGH). ALSO
TACHOMETERS FOR
10 TO 30 VOLTS DC:
5DIGITS.

sions are available with leads spaced at
either 2.5 mm or 5mm.
The capacitors can be used in telecommunications, automotive, and other industrial applications. Delivery time is
from 12 to 24 weeks depending on type.
Prices for various models range from
6.60 DM to 150 DM for 100 units when
ordered in 10,000-unit lots.
Stettner & Co., P.O. Box 7, D8560 Lauf,

analyzer runs at 4Mbits/s. Its six-channel filter controls the selection of data
packets. Each channel has a12'7-byte capacity.
The analyzer also supports high-level
protocol analysis for the International
Standards Organization's Open System
Interconnection protocols. It can be expanded to handle Manufacturing Automation Protocol LANs and Ethernet
LANs.
The system includes aplasma display,
a 20-Mbyte hard disk, 1.2-Mbyte floppy
disk, aCentronics parallel interface and
RS-232-C serial interface. Delivery takes
two months. Price depends on importing
country.
Nippon Board Computer Co. Ltd., 1-16-1
Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101, Japan.
Phone 81-3-253-5670

The FlexOS 386 operating system from
Digital Research Ltd. allows users to
run programs based on Intel Corp.'s
8088 microprocessor concurrently with
programs based on Intel's 80286 and
80386 chips.
The DOS system supports Microsoft
Corp.'s MS-DOS 3.2 as well as PC-DOS
programs such as Lotus Development
Corp.'s Lotus 1-2-3. Typical applications
for FlexOS 386 include factory plant
controllérs, point-to-point sales operations and banking transactions.
A FlexOS 386 system-builder's kit including MS-DOS, a C complier, and a
GEM virtual-memory interface for
graphics applications is available now
and costs £995.
Digital Research Ltd., Oxford House, Oxford St., Newbury, Berkshire RG13 1JB,
UK.
Phone 44-635-35304
[Circle 711]

INSPECTION STATION
HANDLES 6-IN WAFERS
A scanning electron microscope from
Jeol Ltd. uses a scanning compartment
large enough to handle an entire 6
-in.
semiconductor wafer to shorten waferinspection time.
Since the position of the inspection

[Circle 709]

63-V CAPACITORS
RATED FLAMEPROOF

MOUNTING. 8DIGITS (8MM HIGH).

DISTRIBUTOR ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

Trumeter Co Ltd, Radcliffe,
Manchester M26 9NX, England
Tel: 061-724 6311. Telex: 667088,
Fax: 061-724 9455
SOL

Circle 159 on reader service card

The Cap-Style series of ceramic multilayer capacitors from Stettner & Co. are
resin-coated rectangular types featuring
a rated voltage of 63 V and non-inflammable coating material according to
specifications UL94-VO. The taped verbeam is controlled by ajoystick, the operator can move it directly to any area
of interest.
Advanced
image-processing
algorithms and the ability to store and manipulate multiple frames provide aclear
image of the target. The JSM-820 is
available now. Price depends on importing country.
Jeol Ltd., Jeol House, Grove Park, Colindale, London NW9 OJN, UK.
Phone 44-1-205-6376

[Circle 714]
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OEMs CAN NOW
OFFER HIGH-END,
LOW-COST 68000
FAMILY COMPATIBLE
PRODUCTS
WITH /6 MIPS
UNIPROCESSOR
PERFORMANCE

By any measure, the 2000 Series
VME" board set recently unveiled by
Edge Computer represents aquantum
leap in 68000-compatible computing.
Designed to fill the microprocessor
high-end performance gap, the EDGE
2000 has driven performance costs
down to about $1K per MIPS (OEM
quantities). The 2000 Series is available in aVME 3high eurocard, 4board set for easy product integration.
The EDGE 2000 is actually aCISC machine that operates with RISC-like
efficiency. The specs are impressive. The uniprocessor version of the EDGE
2000 delivers 16 MIPS sustained performance and 60 MB/sec I/O bandwidth. At 1.4 cycles per instruction, the EDGE 2000's AIT (awrage instruction time) is lower than any other computer on the market today Quad
configurations of the powerful 2000, which supports scalable, transparent
multiprocessing with one to four CPUs, are rated in excess of 56 MIPS sustained performance. The modular 2000 Series is based on aproprietary
high-speed EDGEbus structure that offers 64 bit, 128MB/sec parity protected transfers. Global memory can
CONTINUUM OF COMPATIBLE COMPUTING
range from 8MBytes to 1GByte. Up to
(Pletteet %Wooing)
four standard or proprietary secondary
I/O busses can be supported through
EDGE 2000 Series
System
dual
I/O controllers. In spite of its
Pletermance
incredble price/performance characteristics, the EDGE 2000 features a
60030-Besad Systems
very small footprint (1rw x29'H) to fit
Price
in anormal offre environment.

EDGE SOLVES
COSTLY SOFTWARE
PORTING AND
ARCHITECTURAL
COMPATIBILITY
PROBLEMS

Those OEMs and System Integrators with 68000-based products looking to
develop high-end products outside of the 68000 family must overcome a
number of costly, lengthy software compatibi§ty obstacles. Porting the operating system, utilities and application software for target hardware, designing I/O interfaces and compilers are among the most formidable. The
ongoing costs for support and .maintenance of two architectures are equally
important considerations. 68000-compatible products developed by Edge
Computer let OEMs and System Integrators move ahead with ahigh-end
compatible 68000 architecture to eliminate substantial software porting
expenditures while still maintaining architectural compatibility.

EDGE COMPUTER
FORMS SWISS
SUBSIDIARY

Edge Computer Corporation has formed aEuropean subsidiary in Lausanne,
Switzerland. The new company was established to capitalize on the rapidly
growing European demand by OEMs, System Integrators and Value-Added
Resellers for compatible high-end Motorola 68000-based products. The
subsidiary will be headed by Heiner Krapp, v:ce president of international
operations.

EDGE )*

COMPUTER Alear

Compatible With Your Future

For more information, contact Pamela Mayen Edge Computer Corporation,
7273 E. Butherus Drive, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 602/951-2020. European
Sales Office contact Heiner Krapp, 5, Avenue des Jordils CH 1000 Lausanne
6Switzerland, 41-21-275315.

68000 and VI4E are trademarks oi Motorola Corporation.
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VLSI Part No.

Organization

Functions

Access Times

VT7C122

256 x4

Separate VO

15 ns

VT20C18
VT20C19

2K x8
2K x8

APD; 10 ns OE
12 ns CE; 10 ns OE

20 ns
20 ns

VT20050

1K x4

Separate VO; FC

15 ris

VT20068
VT20069
VT20071
VT20072
VT20078
VT20079

4K x4
4K x4
4Kx 4
4K x4
4K x4
4K x4

APD
12 ns CS
Separate VO; OT
Separate VO; HZ
APD; 10 ns OE
12 ns CS; 10 ns OE

20 ns
20 ns
20 ns
20 ns
20 ns
20 ns

VT20C98*
VT20C99*

8Kx 8
8Kx 8

APD
Fast CE

25 ns
25 ns

VT62KS4*
VT63KS4*
VT64KS4*
VT65KS4*

16Kx 4
16Kx4
16Kx4
16K x4

15 ns CS
15 ns CS; OE
APD
APD; OE

25
25
25
25

ns
ns
ns
ns

APD =Auto Power Down; CE= Chip Enable; OE =Output Enable; CS =Chip Select;
FC = Flash Clear; OT= Outputs Track Inputs During Write; HZ =High-Impedance
Outputs During Write *Samples Available 4th Quarter, 1987.

So long, Cypress. Sayonara,
Toshiba.That goes for you, too, IDT.
And Motorola. And all you other
CMOS SRAM makers.
Now VI SI has some of the fastest
CMOS SRAMs around.
Ware not talking about just one
part here. And one part there.
But awhole family of SRAMs
that blow the doors off anything
from the competition.
Our SRAMs make it easy to

boost performance in your existing
designs because each and every one
is pin-compatible with industrystandard chips.
And we're developing tools to
make them available for ASIC designs.
So phone VLSI Technology at
800-8-SAMPLE for more information and samples. Or write to us at
1109 McKay Dr., San Jose, CA 95131.
And see how you can blow the
doors off your competition.

For afree poster of this ad call 800-8-SAMPLE.

VLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.
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ENTARY THING ICAN
THOGRAPHY STEPPER?
OUR MORE!"
Monolithic Mernories, the
premier manufacturer of
PAL® devices and alarge
varie7.y of memory products,
did what few others could
during the semiconductor
industry slump. They prospered.
Not only did Ml/II offer
the products the market
wanted, they knew how
to manufacture them efficiently. The recent purchase
of steppers from ASM
Lithography helps MM1
continue fine-tuning their
fabrication process.
According to Mr. Kern,
'AS1VIL's specifications
created high expectations
for our first units. We certainly weren't disappointed.
Performance has been
so good, in fact, we've increased throughput by
more than a third.
High production of revenuegenerating devices is determined by many factors.

Among the most important
are increased utilization
and throughput. Areas
where ASML steppers
stand out.
They're fast, completely
automatic, need no tedious
baseline adjustments and
achieve exceptional overlay in global-only mode. Sc
you get more wafer passes
amonth.
'Overlay accuracy and
yields both exceeded our
previous steppers' by half,'
says Mr. Kern. liAs important,
to my mind though, was
uptime -over 90%. These
things are reliable. They're
aterrific addition to our
high-speed production
lines."
A purchase of another four
ASML steppers will help
MM1 continue extending
their product offerings. The
new steppers will be used
in both their CMOS and
Bipolar areas.

"You can believe we'll keep
our latest ASML steppers
just as busy' he adds.
We invite you to find out
more about ASM Lithography steppers. For application notes, case histories,
and our informative 20page brochure, "The New
Standard in Wafer Stepper
Technology," contact us at
any ASML address.You'll
see, ASML steppers speak
for themselves.
ASM Lithography, Inc.
2315 W. Fairmont Drive
Tempe, AZ 85282
USA
602 -438-0559
ASM Lithography, B.V.
Meienjweg 15
5503 HN Veldhoven
The Netherlands
40-580800
ASM Asia
6/F Watson Center
16 Kung Yip st. Kwai Chung
Hong Kong
(0)297961

PAL® is aregistered trademark of Monolithic Memories, Inc,

ASM

Lithography

A joint venture of Philips and ASM International
Circle 55 on reader service card

Introducing
the complete
ISDN device
solution.

Data Formatter (ANT) is
today's fastest single-channel device. It operates at a
maximum serial data rate
of 4Mb/s, more than any
other CMOS data formatter,
yet requires only a5-volt
AT&T, arecognized leader
supply.
in ISDN, is proud to
announce the UNITE'
More of the Basics.
ISDN Family of Devices,
The AT&T T7112 Asynspecifically designed to
chronous Receiver/Transprovide atotal ISDN
mitter Interface (ARTI) is
solution.
the first asynchronous
AT&T gives you all the
interface device to offer onessentials for true ISDN
chip speed matching. This
performance—a complete
eliminates 95 percent of
set of Basic Rate and Prithe software and the 3to 4
mary Rate devices—all in
logic chips normally relow-power CMOS. Just
quired to handle different
what you'd expect from one data rates. And coupled
of the principal architects
with the 17111 ANT, it
of ISDN.
makes avery efficient ISDN
terminal adapter solution.
Basic Rate technology.
Network termination
Our T7250A S/T Interface
functions are handled by
Chip is integrated directly
into phone and computer
our '17252 User-Network
Interface Termination
terminals to deliver full
for Switches (UNITS). It
duplex/digital capabilities
provides afull 1.430 interfrom point-to-point or
face for 2B +Dapplications
point-to-multipoint configin digital switches and feaurations—and conforms
tures aprogrammable,
fully to CCITT 1.430
dual-bus, time-division
recommendations. The
multiplexed highway at the
chip exchanges voice and
system interface.
data traffic at 192 Kb/s over
a4-wire digital subscriber
Primary Rate devices.
loop.
AT&T's LC1046 Digital
Our proven, filterSignaling Interface (DSI)
equipped, T7500 Codec
offers full duplex transmit/
can be directly interfaced
receive interfacing bewith the T7250A S/T
tween either DS-1 or DS-1C
Interface Chip.
cross connects in central
For high performance
office switching and terHDLC formatting, our
minal equipment circuits.
T7111 Synchronous Packet
Finally, the AT&T T7110

Synchronous Protocol Data
Formatter (SPYDER-S)
provides HDLC frame level
formatting for 8timemultiplexed channels with
aserial data rate of up to
2Mb/s. Plus, an on-chip
DMA Controller allows data
transfer without host CPU
intervention.
More Communication ICs.
What's more, AT&T experience is available in afull
line of state-of-the-art Communication ICs, including
X.25 Protocol Controllers,
PCM and High Precision
Codecs, Digital Encryption
Processors, and Clock
Recovery Circuits.
For more information,
call AT&T at 1800 372-2447,
or mail the coupon.
In Europe, call AT&T
Microelectronics in Munich
at 089/95970. In Canada,
call collect at 215 266-2975.
1987 AT&T

AT&T, Dept. LT, 555 Union Blvd., Allentown, PA 18103
In Europe: AT&T Microelectronics GmbH,
Freischützstrasse 92,8000 Munich 81, West Germany
Please send nie literature on AT&T's complete ISDN solution.
D Please have asales representative contact nie.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
Phone

State

Zip

AT&T
The right choice.
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To every
other company
in the world, this is
still amile

With Plessey, the solution is
simple. Only Plessey offers a3-chip
Butterfly solution for ultra high
speed FFT. No microprogramming
is needed to execute the Butterfly
operation in one 50nS clock-cycle.
Plessey's PSDP16112, with two
PDSP16316s, can perform a1024
point complex FFT in just 256µs.
Then the complex results can
be converted to power and phase
by the PDSP16330 Pythagoras
Processor.
All of our DSP chips are
designed for ease of integra-

tion and simplified programming.
Both dedicated and general purpose devices are fabricated in
Plessey's two micron, high speed,
low power CMOS process. Which
also happens to make them up to
DSP Product Family
PDSP
PDSP
PDSP
PDSP
PDSP
PDSP

16112/A 16x12 Complex Multiplier
16316/A Complex Accumulator
16330
Pythagoras Processor
16401/A 2D Edge Detector
1601/A
ALU
1640/A
Address Generator

ten times faster than anything on
the market.
One more thing. Plessey DSP
products are not only the simplest.
And fastest. They're also the
least expensive. Which, to our competitors, may be the biggest problem of all.
Call customer service in
Swindon (0793) 726666. Fax: (0793)
726666 Ext. 250. After-hours Fax:
(0793) 729412. Tx: 444410. In the
United States, call (800) 247-4840 or
(714) 472-0303. Telex '701464.

PLESSEY

Fax: (714) 770-062'Z

Where great systems come from small packages.
We also have sales and marketing centers in: BENELUX Brussels Tel: 02 733 9730 Tx: 22100 ITALY Milan Tel: (2) 390044/5 Mc: 331347
FRANCE Les Ulis Cedex Tel: (1) 64-46-23-45 Tx: 692858F GERMANY (FDR) Munich Tel: 089 23 62-0 lk: 0522197
These are supported by agents and distributors in major countries worldwide.
Plessey and the Plessey symbol are registered trademarks of the Plessey Company plc.
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY
THE FRANTIC SEARCH FOR MORE

S

tandard microprocessors may be running
out of steam. Computer makers accustomed to building their products around
them are now demanding such increases
in performance that these needs are outstripping
what chip makers can deliver with their standard
microprocessors. In the frantic search for more
performance, a growing number of computer designers are abandoning off-the-shelf microprocessors and heading off in three different directions.
Some are designing their systems around one
of the burgeoning number of reduced-instruction-set computer (RISC) chips and others are
reimplementing a standard complex-instruction
(CISC) set with design techniques borrowed from
RISC and mainframe features to get a RISC-like
performance. A small band of designers are
striking out on their own with proprietary designs, while a diehard group is still using standard microprocessors, hoping they will catch up
in this accelerating performance race.
European computer companies, like their U. S.
counterparts, are embroiled in a similar search
for performance and are embracing the same
alternatives. However, the Europeans are jumping more quickly into a commitment to open
systems using industry standards, such as the
Unix operating system (see p. 62).
There are important tradeoffs for each of the
four approaches. For example, many proponents
of RISC accept it as a savior, but its critics dismiss it as apassing fad. Bill Joy, vice president
of research and development for computer and
work-station maker Sun Microsystems Inc., believes the debate between RISC and complex instruction set computers is over and that RISC has
won (see p. 64). In contrast, Phillips W. Smith,
chairman and chief executive officer of Scottsdale, Ariz., supermicrocomputer maker Edge
Computer Corp. says that RISC versus cisc is not
the issue (see p. 65) and that processor designers can achieve the high performance of RISC
with a cisc instruction set. What's more, his
company has done it (see p. 66) with the design
Electronics/September 3, 1987

Impatient with the rate of improvement in the
speeds of standard microprocessors, computer
designers switch to RISC chips, try new kinds
of CISC, or go it alone with their own designs
by Tom Manuel

1. BIG RISC. The Sun 4/260 computer's central processor board carries anew
RISC architecture processor chip that delivers awhopping 10 mips.
59

build a powerhouse machine using a very complex set of instructions—and a 64-bit word size
(see p. 73).
RISC machines tend to do better than popular
standard microprocessors when measured by a
simple formula for processor performance (see
chart, left), in which the time to execute a proT = TIME TO EXECUTE PROGRAM
gram is a product of three parameters: the number of instructions in aprogram, the average numN = NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS IN PROGRAM—
ber of clock cycles per instruction, and the clock
AFUNCTION OF ARCHITECTURE AND COMPILERS
cycle time. The resulting execution time is raw
= AVERAGE NUMBER OF CLOCKS PER INSTRUCTION—
processor performance, with no systems considerAFUNCTION OF ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION
ations—waiting for data from memory or for a
peripheral to respond, for example, or stopping for
C = BASIC CLOCK CYCLE TIME— AFUNCTION
interruptions from other processors—factored in.
OF CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
Extensive benchmarking of systems is required to
complete the performance picture.
One method of comparing performance comes
from aplot of the average number of cycles per
of the Edge 2000 central processing unit.
Joy argues that RISC and software compatibil- instruction and clock speed (see chart, below). It
ity can both be achieved if astandard operating shows that a flood of new processors, both RISC
system such as Unix is used. Joy's proof is that and cisC, are crowding down to the lower levels
his Mountain View, Calif., company did it with a of cycles per instruction. And some also are
pushing to much higher clock speeds. The numRISC processor for the central processing unit in
its recently introduced Sun 4/260 computer (see ber of offerings that outstrip standard microp. 72). Sun can point to aRISC CPU board rated at processors and future microprocessors that will
move into RISC territory give system designers a
10 million instructions/s (see fig. 1).
Some companies, such as Ridge Computer lot to choose from.
However, the choice is not an easy one. The
Corp., have been using RISC architecture long
enough to have developed next-generation pro- four paths to performance have various advancessors. The Santa Clara, Calif., company is tages and disadvantages—enough of each so
readying a superminicomputer that will use a that no one emerges as clearly the best.
A reduced-instruction design will give a compathird-generation, VLSI version of its RISC CPU (see
p. 70). But not every company is embracing RISC ny an advantage over the standard microprocesfor high performance: an upstart startup, Davin sors now available—if the RISC processor is ready
Computer Inc. of Irvine, Calif., is planning to on schedule. The risk of being late with a product—getting to market after competitors or missing aproduct cycle completely—carries ahigh penTHE GUEST FOR SPEED LEADS TO A CROWDED FIELD
alty. Also, if the computer vendor has not been
using astandard operating system, getting proprietary software to run on the RISC machine could
cause such a delay.
MOTOROLA
MC68010
On the other hand, once the architecture and
119831
the software are checked out, aRISC processor is
DEC MICROVAX 1111985/
•
easier and quicker to implement in ahotter tech4 ,
nology than acisc design. Its inherent simplicity
tel&
r,
gives it the edge here.
"fe
-re
The second approach, implementing a standard
0
MC68020
microprocessor instruction set with high-density,
T
119861
— MOTOROLA •
Ce.
high-speed, VLSI application-specific integrated cirMC68020 119851
•
cuits, can also leapfrog standard chips. This direc+-FAIRCHILD
•
.
•
' CLIPPER
INTEL t
80286
MC68030
11986/
tion poses few software risks since compatibilty is
119851
119881
80286
INTEL
— 119831
automatic when the standard instruction set and
80386
119861
operating system that the vendor has been using
•
•
.
•
80386
119871
all along is incorporated. Like the RISC approach,
RIDGE
3200
, NATIONAL
1
this is a semicustom approach, so problems could
—
119861
32532
NATIONAL
AMO
32532 119881
arise if the designers or the design tools are not
•
SUN ! 119881
PYRAMID
Am 29000 --0
_À— - SPARC
• •
— 9000
up to the task. Also, such aprocessor will proba119881
•
IMPS
119871
•
• EDGE 119891
SE ESe
G2000
le 1 INMOS •
bly
cost more than standard microprocessors be_ 119861
11987/
IF
T800
EDGE
I
RIDGE
119871
2000 119881
cause the chip volume for Asics is much lower
119871
i
1
I
I
1
1
than that for standard chips. Yet the performance
10
14
16
20
24
28
34
advantage could be worth it.
CLOCK SPEED (MHz)
The safest approach for system vendors is to

WHAT DETERMINES CPU PERFORMANCE?
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stay with their chosen microprocessor supplier
and ride his price/performance curve. There is
no need to worry about software compatability
as long as the chip supplier remains committed
to its instruction set. The danger here is too low
a level of performance to satisfy every customer's demands. Also, product introduction schedules may be at the mercy of the chip supplier's
delivery performance.
The fourth approach is the most daring of all.
Here acompany leaves awell-trodden path of the
standard microprocessor and blazes a new trail—
in some cases with a new cisc or super ciSc
architecture, in others with avery long instructionword machine, in still others with some radically
different design.
The possible advantages are extraordinary
performance, aprice/performance breakthrough,
creation of adistinctive product for aniche market, or enabling awhole new market to emerge.
Disadvantages include the danger that the high
performance might only be applicable to certain
types of applications. Niche markets can prove
to be too small. Projects could be too ambitious
and either take too long or be abandoned because they don't work.
Taking the first approach—a RISC architecture—are Sun, Ridge, and several other companies. Celerity Computing Inc. is boldly taking
RISC where it has never gone before—to highspeed bipolar circuits. The San Diego superminicomputer maker will up the clock speed of its
new RISC processor by using the emitter-coupled
logic VLSI technology from Bipolar Integrated
Technology Inc. in Beaverton, Ore. [Electronics,
April 7, 1986, p. 35].
At least one company is so confident about
RISC technology that it has made it its line of
business. MIPS Computer Systems Inc. offers its
RISC technology as chips, boards, and systems.
The Sunnyvale, Calif., company has recently introduced achip set, consisting of RISC processor
and floating-point unit, that is rated at 10 mips
[Electronics, Aug. 20, 1987, p. 83].
One RISC pioneer, Pyramid Technologies Inc.,
is striving to keep up. Pyramid, which has been
shipping RISC products since March 1984, is busy
implementing its processor in faster VLSI technology. The Mountain View, Calif., company also
has been moving gradually to multiple RISC engines in its computers. The latest model is a
four-processor system.
A example of specialized RISC is the implementation of the military 1750A instruction set on a
RISC chip by United Technologies Corp. Microelectronics in Colorado Springs [Electronics,
March 19, 1987, p. 97]. The UT150AR operates in
a1750A emulation mode and anative RISC mode,
delivering up to 6 mips in the latter.
The second approach is using standard microprocessors, which are not all that standard these
days. Chips like the enhanced 'RISC microprocessor being built by Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
Electronics/September 3, 1987

CLIPPER MODULE

CPU
FLOATING-POINT
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MEMORY
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MEMORY
CONTROL

MAIN
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I/O SUBSYSTEM

CPU

STANDARD BUS

MEMORY

I
li
I/0

I/O

2. MIPS DENSITY. The small 3-chip module of cache and two processing units

in the Fairchild Clipper compute engine steams up to five mips.

for delivery early next year, for example, combine RISC and big computer features [Electronics, March 19, 1987, p. 61]. The Sunnyvale, Calif.,
company's Am29000 will achieve an impressive
average number of cycles per instruction of 1.4.
National Semiconductor Corp. is getting into
the architectural enhancement act, too. The Santa Clara, Calif., company is using classic mainframe computer techniques to pare the number
of cycles per instruction to 2 in its new 32532
processor. The National designers have embraced the RISC attribute of a large register
set—the 532 has an on-chip data cache that doubles as an equivalent to a large register set of
640 data registers.
Mainframe and supercomputer features in a
small module make the Clipper three-chip processor by Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. stand out.
The big-computer architectural features include
separate instruction and data caches, each with
its memory management unit and abus adapter
for independent input/output subsystems (see
fig. 2). A CPU plus a floating-point unit and a
complete cache system, all in a small module,
deliver up to 5mips of performance.
While the Clipper's average of 6.7 clocks/instruction is not down to the RISC range, its fast 33-MHz
clock speed makes up for that Also, "the Clipper
can be improved by taking clock cycles out of instructions, and we will be doing this," says Gary
Baum, strategic marketing manager for Clipper
products at the Palo Alto, Calif., company.
61

The microprocessor market leaders Motorola
Inc. and Intel Corp. are doing all they can to
help their customers keep performance up. Motorola's newest 68000 family member, the 68030
due out late this year (see p. 87), is targeted for
higher-performance products by most of the vendors currently using the 68020, including Sun.
And Force Computers Inc. has designed an advanced vmEbus interface chip, and a processor
card using it, around a 68020 now and is ready
for a68030 from Motorola's Semiconductor Products Group in Phoenix [Electronics, Aug. 20,
1987, p. 66]. However, industry rumors indicate
that Motorola is about to go public with its
MC78000 RISC processor design, which would
have interesting implications for Motorola's marketing strategy.
Having beaten the Motorola 68030 to market,
Intel's 80386 is already running in many highend personal computers and work stations. Sequent Computers, for one, uses it in its high-end
Symmetry series of multiprocessor computers
[Electronics, May 28, 1987, p. 76]. Intel is working on afollow-on product, but the Santa Clara,
Calif., company declines to give details.

When it comes to proprietary processors, the
Davin BAT 6420 may be the latest one to be
revealed, but it is not alone. The Inmos Ltd.
T800 transputer is another: RISC with a twist
[Electronics, Nov. 27, 1986, p. 51]. It has avery
powerful floating-point unit, four high-speed
communications links, and memory on chip. Both
Multiflow Computer Inc. and Transcept Systems
Inc. have chosen a very long instruction-word
architecture for their Trace supercomputer and
TAAG1 application accelerator, respectively.
The big advantage of a very long instruction
word is the degree of low-level parallelism at the
instruction level. The Multiflow and Transcept
machines have many processing elements and
high-bandwidth data and instruction paths. Each
wide instruction word contains multiple operations. Very long instruction-word architectures
hold out the promise of high processing efficiency since each instruction directs the performance
of many operations in parallel. Each long instruction completes execution during one machine cycle. For users of the Multiflow Trace
machines and the Transcept TACG1, lightning
performance is a reality.
El
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EUROPE BETS ON STANDARDS
TO GET MORE PEFORMANCE
panies are taking the standard commercial elements of their systems and shaping them into
Most major computer vendors are
different architectures. As they do so, the Europeans find themselves embroiled in issues now
abandoning proprietary systems and
under debate in the U. S. Chief among these is
moving to off-the-shelf microprocessors
the debate over reduced-instruction-set vs. comand Unix; aconsensus emerges for RISC plex-instruction-set architectures, where a consensus seems to be emerging in favor of RISC to
boost performance on the high end.
by John Gosch
While the Europeans are divided over some
issues, they are working together on other projects. Their efforts have culminated in the X/
Open group [Electronics, July 10, 1986, p. 121],
in which most of the major European computer
vendors are working to establish standards
based on the Unix operating system.
The support for standards among the leading
European suppliers begins with the strategy of
building systems around the newest standard min its drive for more performance, Europe croprocessor families rather than proprietary
has largely abandoned proprietary designs hardware and architecture. West Germany's Siefor its small and medium-size computers. It mens AG, for example, made a radical shift in
is turning elsewhere, chiefly to the U. S., for early 1982 away from proprietary bus systems
the most advanced technology it can get, stick- and processors made in-house "to astandard miing to the microprocessors, buses, operating sys- croprocessor, a standard bus, and a standard
tems, and other hardware and software that are operating system," says Hans W. Strack-Zimmermann, a senior director at the company's
de facto standards.
At the same time, most of the European corn- Data Systems Division in Munich. Reflecting

I
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Strack-Zimmermann's standards credo is Siemens' family of midrange microcomputers and
supermicros designed around 16- and 32-bit microprocessors from National Semiconductor
Corp., the Multibus I(and eventually Multibus
II), and Unix. The latest members of the family
are part of the new the MX500 series. It includes
the MX500-20, with 4to 8Mbytes of main memory, which serves up to 16 work stations; the
MX500-40, 8to 16 Mbytes, which handles 24 work
stations; and the MX500-60, 10 to 16 Mbytes,
which accommodates 32 work stations.
As it developed its standards strategy, Siemens avoided RISC systems. Strack-Zimmermann
is not convinced that RISC pays off. "The performance increase that RISC provides is not enough
to justify the enormous expense needed to convert development and production to incorporate
RISC technology," he says.
Although virtually all of the European companies resemble Siemens in the use of standard
parts and commitment to Unix, most of them
disagree with Strack-Zimmermann's opinion of
RISC. For example, West Germany's other leading computer company, Nixdorf Computer AG,
fields Targon, aline of computers similar to Siemens' systems in that both use Motorola's 68000
microprocessors and Unix. But at the high end,
the line diverges sharply, depending on RISC processors for more performance.
Targon ranges from professional work stations to fault-tolerant multicomputer systems.
The line includes the Targon/31, which uses a
32-bit architecture based on Motorola's 68000;
the Targon/32, a multicomputer system with up
to eight computers coupled via high-performance buses; and the Targon/35, running at 6.5
mips, which uses RISC CPUS from Pyramid Technology Corp. in Mountain View, Calif.
Wolfgang Raum, head of Nixdorf's Decentralized Systems Division, for one, says that standard microprocessors are fine for systems supporting up to 32 work stations, but they won't
work well for systems that must accommodate
from, say, 40 to 200. Here, fast RISC processors
must be used for more performance, he says.
Similarly, the Italian computer maker Ing. C.
Olivetti & Co. builds personal computers based on
Intel Corp.'s 80386 and minicomputers based on
Motorola's 68020, says Elserino Piol, executive vice
president for strategy and development. But it
also makes apersonal computer, the Archimedes,
based on aproprietary RISC architecture developed
by Acorn Computers in the UK. In operating systems, the company's main thrust is Unix.
In France, Bull has been using RISC architecture
for several years in its SPS9 minicomputer. Bull's
RISC architecture was designed by Ridge Computers Inc. in Santa Clara, Calif. (see p. 70).
Across the Channel in London, Whitechapel
Workstations, the leading European vendor of
high-performance graphics work stations, also
embraces both industry standards and RISC.
Electronics/September 3, 1987

Based on the RISC chip set from MIPS Computer
Systems Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif., the Whitechapel systems support Unix, X Windows, and other
standard protocols and software.
Philips of the Netherlands is also committed to
standard processors and, with the introduction of
its P9000 family, to Unix. Designed around Motorola's 68020, the P9000 family consists of minicomputers functioning as the integrated-system
servers or departmental processors. It has two
implementations: the P9X00 and P9070.
The P9X00 is adepartmental minicomputer system combining the advantages of monitoring and
control features such as are available on a mainframe. The P9X00 has an MPX operating system,
which is a multiprocessor version of Unix.
The P9070 is a high-performance system with
afull implemetation of the standard vmEbus architecture. The CPU includes a 16-Kbyte cache
memory and a floating-point coprocessor. Up to
16 Mbytes of random-access memory and a variety of intelligent disk, tape and communications
controllers are supported.
The P9000 family "is aUnix system following
the specifications for portability defined by the

STANDARDIZING. Siemens uses National Semiconductor processors and the Unix operating system for its midrange MX500.

X/Open group," says Gerd Bindels, senior managing director of the Philips Telecommunication
and Data Systems Division.
X/Open embodies the European commitment
to standards. Its 11 members have defined a
standard software environment built on interfaces to Unix. Their aim is to provide portability,
particularly for applications software, allowing
users to mix and match both hardware and software from different suppliers.
X/Open now numbers four American companies
among its membership—AT&T, Digital Equipment
Corp., Hewlett-Packard, and Unisys—along with
seven European companies. They are Bull, Sweden's Ericsson, Great Britain's ICL, Nixdorf, Olivetti, Philips, and Siemens. Industry watchers expect more companies to join soon.
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IT'S NO CONTEST: RISC HAS WON
mentations only with a simplified architecture:
more complicated Cisc architectures simply
wouldn't fit in any usable area of silicon.
As vice president of research and development
A key point here is that we are in the age of
for Sun Microsystems Inc., Joy, 33, guides the
the microprocessor, so the debate over RISC vercompany's technology thrust, especially in
sus Cisc in micros is adebate over the future of
software. Before cofounding Sun, he was the
computing. At the dawn of the microprocessor
senior architect of the Berkeley Unix operating
age, early microprocessors made personal comsystem at the University of California at Berkeputers possible. The 32-bit processors made work
ley. There he designed and implemented the
stations possible, bringing the performance of
4.1bsd version of Unix. He is also responsible
superminicomputers to the desktop. Now, with
for the virtual memory and networking enpipelined microprocessors and RISC architecture,
hancements in that version of Unix.
extremely fast personal systems are possible.
Work stations as fast as 100 mips will appear in
he Cisc vs. RISC debate is over in the the office in the next five years as the era of
microprocessor world. You do complex- super work stations arrives: machines with very
instruction-set single-chip computers fast processors and powerful graphics.
So in the struggle to keep up with RISC, many
only if you have to.
There are two major categories of potential RISC vendors are improving existing cisc implementausers. Vendors who use the AT&T Unix operating tions by adopting features promoted by all RISC
system enjoy portable software, so they can go to implementations: single-cycle execution, hardreduced-instruction-set computers easily. And ven- wired control, and so on. By focusing on prededors with proprietary architectures and a lot of coding instructions into instruction caches, they
code written in low-level and machine-dependent can achieve a measure of simplicity that RISC
ways must look to using RISC ideas to make their implementations achieve by using fixed-length
machines run faster. But such systems will be instructions and a load/store architecture.
But the CISCs remain more complex than the
more expensive and/or slower than pure RISCs imRISCs. Especially in the next few years, the best
plemented in the same time frame.
A good example of a Unix-based system is technologies will have limitations on the comSun's scalable processor architecture (Sparc), a plexity they allow to be implemented in asingle
chip. So cisc chips will trail RISC chips in perforRISC design with three implementations (see
p. 72). All these implementations are fully com- mance. For cisc to achieve the same perforpatible and run the range of software available mance as RISC often will require aboard, rather
on Sun's cisc 680X0-based work stations. Other than a chip, for the processor.
In the future, cisc microprocessors will bevendors who wish to implement systems using
this processor family can license operating-sys- come more possible in advanced technologies,
tem software and compilers from the silicon ven- such as very dense Cm0S—but at the same time
dors and additional software from Sun and its RISC will have additional silicon area that can be
value-added software suppliers. This is all avail- put to productive use. It's important to remember that, just as there are arange of techniques
able today. So much for any software problem.
Sparc's performance range of 10 to 50 million that can be applied to cisc machines to make
instructions per second is achievable today only them run faster, there are things that can be
with RISC microprocessor technology. We expect done in RISC implementations to run even faster.
it can be extended further by using more ag- So by the time there are ciSC microprocessors
gressive technologies, perhaps with a GaAs mi- running with 1.5 cycles per instruction, there will
croprocessor. Nonmicroprocessor implementa- be RISC microprocessors running two instructions that achieve the same performance will not tions every 1.5 cycles.
We think RISC is ahead to stay, at least until
be cost-competitive with microprocessors. For
the moment, this performance is achievable in something better than either CiSc or RISC comes
the technologies used in the three Sparc imple- along.
BILL JOY

T
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CISC CAN STILL DELIVER THE GOODS

B

eing a slave to fashion is an epithet
usually associated with the salons of
Paris instead of the executive suites of
Silicon Valley. But the current excitement over reduced-instruction-set technology
could result in some companies rushing to this
latest status symbol without doing a "reality
check" to determine if it really is going to fit
their needs.
Like any fashion trend, systems based on RISC
architecture are going to be right for some people but wrong for alot of others. And by adopting some of the RISC characteristics, complexinstruction-set computers can achieve RISC performance levels.
I think that that most of the original-equipment manufacturers debating the RISC versus
cisC issue these days seem to overlook or downplay what is, to me, an absolutely key issue.
OEMs with CISC architectures that try to add to
the high end by going to aRISC machine create
enormous—and unnecessary—problems, especially when it comes to adapting software. This
approach results not only in two incompatible
architectures that have to be supported and
maintained; it also creates two separate lines for
which operating systems, diagnostics, compilers,
high-level languages, and third-party applications
need to be developed and supported.
The ongoing maintenance cost for two separate sets of systems software is extremely expensive. It's very similar to an airline company
buying both DC-10s and L-1011s for its fleet. The
airline will have to stock two sets of parts, train
mechanics in two different maintenance routines,
and so on.
Clearly, the aspect of RISC that has generated
so much interest is the promised leap in performance. On the surface, RISC truly offers that,
although there definitely are penalties in this
approach. Some of the penalties are short-term
and transitory, such as the lack of software and
software-development tools, and of system-level
architecture to harness high-density computing.
But the cost and strain of maintaining two different architectures are not problems that will
go away with time.
This gives rise to the question of whether
there is a way to achieve both objectives. Is it
possible to deliver RISC-like efficiency using a
Electronics/September 3, 1987

PHILLIPS W. SMITH
Brought in as Edge Computer Corp.'s chairman
and chief executive officer in August 1986, Smith,
48, has extensive experience managing growth
operations. He was CEO and president of CAE
Systems Inc., both before and after its sale to
Tektronix Inc. Before that, Smith was the vice
president of marketing at Computervision, where
he was responsible for worldwide marketing activities. Earlier, he spent four years with Bausch &
Lomb and nine years at Lear Siegler.

cisc instruction set? Edge's answer is yes.
Through appropriate design, it is indeed possible
to attain performance in the RISC category without having to abandon the architecture used in
the existing machines of a company's product
line.
Part of the confusion, Ibelieve, is that of the
four tenets usually cited as characterizing RISC
architectures—only two of which are actually architectural issues. The four are fixed instruction
length, aload/store architecture, single-cycle execution, and hardwired control. These characteristics are cited as the unique way in which the
RISC approach is able to reduce average instruction time.
Actually, only fixed instruction length and
load/store architecture relate to the architecture
of RISC. Single-cycle execution and hardwired
control are descriptions not of the architecture,
but of the way the architecture is implemented.
And they can be accomplished in a CISC design
as well as in RISC.
This isn't theory. It's proven, as our new Edge
2000 system attests (see p. 66). That machine
achieves single-cycle execution and uses hardwired control. In addition, it achieves performance levels that previously have been accomplished only through RISC architecture in a superminieomputer. More important, it permits
preservation of a company's investment in its
software base.
The real issue, it turns out, isn't RISC vs. CISC,
but the attainment of ahigh-performance engine
without having to abandon existing software and
without needing to support two different machine architectures. It can be done.
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GETTING MAINFRAME POWER
OUT OF A CISC SUPERMICRO
sustained; and up to 1gigabyte of physical memory. This maxisystem will not be available until
Edge Computer more than doubles the
1989. The first product, a single-processor sysperformance of fastest RISC designs with tem called the Edge 2112, rated at 12 mips of
sustained performance with apeak performance
its complex instruction-set architecture;
of 16.7 mips, will be available for beta test sites
running 68030 code three times faster
in early 1988. By the second quarter of 1988,
production units with one, two, and four processors will be ready, with the most likely applicaby Tom Manuel
tions being large multiuser systems and as the
processing engine in new super work stations.
The Edge production machines will range in performance from 16 to 89.6 mips. The processors
will have a clock cycle of 45 ns. Systems scheduled for early 1989 will have processors implemented in faster circuitry with a clock cycle of
35 ns.
This breakthrough in performance promises to
deliver mainframe levels of performance at the
dge Computer Corp. is about to jump size, power requirements, and cost levels of suway ahead of the competition in the big permicrocomputers. Edge is promising price/perpush for more computer performance formance of $1,000 per mips by early 1989. The
from microprocessors. The Scottsdale, current price/performance leaders among microAriz., company has designed a supermicrocom- processor-based multiprocessor systems are
puter system that wrings faster performance pushing as low as $8,000/mips; run-of-the mill
out of a conventional complex instruction set systems rank at about $14,000/mips. Superminithan others are claiming for the reduced-instruc- computers cost closer to $100,000/mips; maintion-set architectures that are being touted often frames, about $130,000 to $170,000/mips.
The keys to the Edge systems' performance
these days as the performance leaders.
The Edge 2000 implements the instruction set are advances in processor architecture and adof the Motorola 680X0 series of microprocessors, vanced CAWS gate-array technology for the probut it delivers up to seven times the throughput cessor. The high-performance central processing
of other systems built with the same micro- unit is based on two of the four basic tenets of
processors. It also boasts double the perfor- reduced-instruction-set computers: single-cycle
instructions and hardwired control. It also incormance of the fastest RISC processors.
The biggest advantage Edge's design has over porates several mainframe features, such as
pipelining, three kinds of cache, and separation
RISC processors is that its superior performance
can be used to run existing 680X0 programs of instruction fetching from execution. The dewithout change. That means the machine offers sign team also chose a system structure that
builders of 680X0-based systems apainless, cost- uses a proprietary high-bandwidth system bus
effective way to add to the top end of their and very large main memory to accommodate
large applications, hundreds of simultaneous usproduct lines.
Edge is a four-year-old maker of high-perfor- ers, and multiple processors.
To design balanced-performance systems, demance Unix systems based on the 680X0 series
instruction set (see p. 69). It plans to produce a signers must make sure that no one area befamily of products based on the Edge 2000 architecture, ranging from board-level products to TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH is a regular feature of
complete computer systems. Company spokes- Electronics that provides readers with exclumen say the products will be aimed primarily at sive, in-depth reports on important technical
innovations from companies around the
original-equipment manufacturers.
The Edge design team plans a high-end ma- world. It covers significant technology, processchine that will use four processors and deliver es, and developments incorporated in major
up to 112 million instructions/s at peak; 69 mips new products.
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comes abottleneck. Common operations—fetching and decoding inINSTRUCTION
structions from memory and delivOPERAND EXECUTION
FETCH PIPELINE
PIPELINE
ering them to the CPU, getting the
right operands from memory to the
ADDRESS GENERATION
ADDRESS GENERATION
EARLY DECODING
CPU, doing integer calculations, exINTEGER ENGINE
BRANCH CACHE
FLOATING-POINT UNIT
ecuting floating-point calculations,
INSTRUCTION BUFFER
POINTER ENGINE
and transferring data to and from
the peripheral input/output devices—can slow the machine.
INSTRUCTION
OPERAND
WRITE
INSTRUCTIONS
ADDRESSES
ADDRESS
DATA
To break these bottlenecks, the
Edge CPU (see fig. 1) has two pipelines—an instruction-fetch pipeline
INSTRUCTION
LOCAL MEMORY
CACHE UNIT
UNIT
and an operand-execution pipeline,
each with its own cache subsystem.
MEMORY
MANAGEMENT UNIT
It also provided an I/O controller
that works as a bus translator, so
TWO
OPERAND
industry-standard I/o buses such as
CACHES
the vmEbus can be used for peri(SRAM)
pherals. The architecture achieves
BUS CONTROLLER
an average instruction time of 1.4
cycles/instruction—a ratio matching some and surpassing other RISC
11•1111111111111ink....,
EDGE BUS
architectures, which strive for 1cycle/instruction.
SYSTEM MEMORY
Edge also used another of the
basic techniques of RISC, hardwired
control rather than microcoded inDRAM
structions. Borrowing the idea of
hardwired control and the low ratio
VMEbus
of cycles to instructions from RISC
are major contributors to the design's achievement of RISC-level
performance with a complex in- 1. SYSTEM MAP. The Edge 2000 gets high performance from two pipelines, an
struction set. The other architectur- instruction cache, amemory unit for operands, and alarge system memory.
al features, such as the two pipelines and the three caches, also contribute their integer engine, a fast, low-power emitter-coupledshare.
logic floating-point engine, and a separate engine
The instruction-fetch pipeline (see fig. 2) for handling pointers. The local memory unit confetches program instructions and does some ear- tains the CPU's memory management unit, aVMEly decoding of them to set up optimum instruc- bus interface, and the two caches.
tion streams for the execution module. The earThe pipeline's control logic governs the 64-bit
ly-decode feature in the pipeline dynamically re- interface with the instruction pipeline. The opercodes the instructions before sending them off and-address generator produces the addresses of
to the operand-execution pipeline. This recoding the operands required by the decoded instructells the execution pipeline the same things tions. The generator supports all the addressing
about the instructions that a RISC processor is modes of the 680X0 instruction set, generating
told, such as detected changes in the instruction any address in one cycle. Operand addresses go
flow, contributing to efficient hardwired control to the local memory unit to be used to fetch the
of the execution pipeline. Branch and return in- operands for the two execution engines from one
formation about the instruction path is kept in of the two caches, the main memory, or the
the branch cache and return stack within the register stack located within the operand adinstruction-fetch pipeline.
dress generator.
The instruction cache is 32 Kbytes with atwoThe local memory unit, which provides the imset associative organization. It is avirtual cache portant function of getting operands to and from
with a16-byte line. Separate supervisor and user the execution engines quickly, fetches operands
valid bits are maintained for each set and the or stores results to and from either of its two
user entries are cleared on every context caches. The two caches serving the operand exeswitch—the supervisor entries are left valid.
cution pipeline are a 64-Kbyte four-set associaThe operand-execution pipeline (see fig. 3) first tive cache and a448-Kbyte direct cache. Both use
generates operand addresses and fetches operands a copy-back strategy that reduces traffic on the
from its dual-cache local memory unit. The subse- main system bus.
quent execution functions are divided among an
The associative cache stores data from the
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OPERAND
ADDRESSES

INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTION-FETCH
PIPELINF
INSTRUCTION
ADDRESS
GENERATION

EARLY
DECODING
(PROM BASED)

BRANCH CACHE
AND
RETURN STACK

INSTRUCTION
BUFFER

_ TO/FROM
OPERANDEXECUTION
PIPELINE

INSTRUCTION ADDRESSES

2. INSTRUCTIVE.

The instruction pipeline generates and stores

addresses and fetches and starts decoding instructions.

global memory's physical addresses between 448
Kbytes to 1 gigabyte. The copy-back management scheme uses four types of tags for complete coherency control: invalid, read-shared,
read-exclusive, and written-exclusive. The copyback protocol is totally hardware controlled. It is
fast enough to monitor the system bus and keep
all the caches coherent in asystem that can have
up to four CPus—each with three caches—and
four I/O controllers.
The direct cache maps the first 448 Kbyte locations (addresses 0 to 447 Kbytes) of the global
memory's address space directly and singularly.
This cache is also managed with a copy-back
cache-control mechanism with the same tag
types as the associative cache.
The designers intended that the direct cache
provide programs with a large, fast static ran-

3.

BALANCING.

In the execution pipeline, operands are fetched and instruc

tions executed, while three execution engines help balance performance.
68

dom-access memory for storing stacks. The
680X0 instruction set is based on heavy use of
stacks—the Edge engineers measured many
680X0 programs and found that 30% to 50% of
all memory accesses are to and from stacks.
Since programs can direct the machine to move
whole stacks into the cache, this feature speeds
up program execution significantly.
Another key part contributing to high performance is the pointer-execution engine. It consists
of tracking logic for register values, which can
allow an instruction that modifies pointers and
registers to move to the front of the pipeline
without incurring a break in the pipeline flow.
Some of the newest and fastest circuit technology is being tapped by the Edge designers to
implement all of the 68010 instructions and the
most common additional 68020 instructions. For
building most of the CPU, they selected 1.5-µ,m
cmos gate arrays with 30,000 to 50,000 gates
from LSI Logic Inc. One Edge 2000 CPU uses
five gate arrays in four designs. The engineers
anticipate that in future systems they will go to
cmos, which may be standard cells instead of gate arrays.
FAST FLOATING-POINT ENGINE
The fast integer execution engine is implemented as part of one of the system's CmOS gate arrays. For the floating-point execution engine the
designers chose avery fast ECL floating-point unit
made by Bipolar Integrated Technology Inc. [Electronics, Feb. 19, 1987, p. 88]. The floating-point
chip set from BIT is implemented in the Beaverton,
Ore., company's low-power, high-density ECL process and is rated by BIT at 60 million floating-point
operations/s in raw performance.
The balanced Edge 2000 system with its 128MHz system bus is designed to run with a very
large global memory, which is needed for large
numbers of users and big programs. The first
system to be released will accommodate up to 64
Mbytes using 256-Kbit chips on four cards. With a
move to 1-mbit chips each card will hold 64 Mbytes
and the system will go up to 256 Mbytes. With the
availability of 4-mbit chips, asystem global memory of 1 gigabyte will be possible on just four
memory cards—matching the Edge design's 1gigabyte of physical memory address space.
The I/O controllers provide dual channels out
to asecondary bus to keep that part of the total
system in balance. Each I/O controller has a
memory management unit and a direct-memoryaccess controller to map to the system's virtual
memory and to handle direct memory access in
hardware. So the Edge 2000 system looks like a
680X0 system to the disk drives and their controllers, as well as to user software. The I/O
controller acts as a bus translator so that OEM
customers can retain a proprietary or standard
bus structure and preserve their investment in I/
0 subsystems.
D
For more information, circle 480 on the reader service card.
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RACING TO FILL 'THE 15-TO-60-MIPS GAP'
tiny company in the Arizona
desert is getting ready to
A
challenge the leaders in the super-

minicomputer and mainframe segments of the worldwide computer
market. Edge Computer Corp. in
Scottsdale sees a gap in the computer market, and it's racing to
fill it.
Edge's management defines the
gap as aneed for systems akin to
supermicrocomputers in size, power requirements, and cost, but
with performance in the range of
15 million to 60 million instructions per second—performance
that the most powerful supermini:
computers are just starting to deliver and that mainframes have
only recently attained.
Edge plans to deliver on its
price/performance promise using
industry standards. Its current
Edge 1000 series and the new
2000 series (see p. 66) are compatible with the popular Motorola
68000 series of microprocessors—
they use the same instruction
set—and run the latest version of
AT&T CO.'S Unix System V with
Berkeley enhancements and extensions for multiple processors.
This grand strategy is afar cry
from Edge's modest beginnings.
In late 1983, when company president Alex B. Cimochowski and 10
engineers got together to start
the company, their goal was to
build a graphics work station.
That machine was not asuccess—
Edge is no longer selling it—but
the company realized it had a
high-performance processor on its
hands and built a computer
around it. The firm introduced the
Edge 1(now called the Edge 1000)
in March 1986.
Ronald Bernal, director of advanced development and acompany founder, heads the Edge 2000
team. The designers have worked
together since they began creating the Edge 1in early 1984; they
then designed the dual-processor
Edge 1200. They began work on
the Edge 2000 in September 1986.
Now that the design is completed
and board-level products and sys-
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RON BERNAL He is the guiding light in the
development of the Edge 2000 architecture.

tems axe being built, marketing
takes center stage. Phillips W.
Smith, who came to the company in
August 1986 as chairman and chief
executive officer, says, "Edge is sitting on a$1 billion opportunity." He
arrives at that number in a simple
but convincing way.
Smith first looks at what Motorola is selling. He estimates that
Motorola will sell about 1 million
68020s this year. If those go into
systems that sell for an average
price of $10,000, that is a $10 billion market. Assuming that aconservative 10% of that market will
move up into the high-performance gap above the 68020 and
68030, a$1 billion market opportunity emerges.
The marketing strategy put together by Smith, Cimochowski,

ALEX CIMOCHOWSKI. With 10 engineers, he
founded the company in 1983.

and John Sims, vice president of
marketing and sales, is to go after
most if not all of that billion dollar market, focusing on very specific target accounts. "The profile
of our target accounts is very simple, really; they are the originalequipment manufacturers currently using 68000s that are running
out of performance," says Smith.
The Edge marketing strategy is
not limited to OEMS, but they are
the most important first target.
"Systems integrators are a significant opportunity long-range, as are
value-added resellers," says Sims.
But right now Sims is hiring salesmen to get to assigned 68000 system accounts through three contact
points: engineering, marketing, and
executive management. "It's pretty
clear who we ought to be calling
on," Sims says.
Edge is also negotiating anumber of important large OEM agreements for the 2000, notably with
several major European computer
firms, says Smith. But he says
that none of them can be announced yet and he will not say
who the companies are. However,
Ing. C. Olivetti & Co. of Ivrea,
Italy, has indicated that it will
make a significant announcement
in November of a product based
on 32-bit technology from Edge.
Olivetti is also one of the major
investors in Edge. Beside the initial capital funding when the company was founded, venture capital
funding has come in three
rounds—$10 million in March
1984, $6.5 million in May 1985, and
$17.5 million in October 1986. The
company is still privately held, but
current plans are to look toward
an initial public offering in about
the fourth quarter of 1988, market conditions permitting.
Smith's revenue and profit/loss
projections call for nearly $10 million in revenue with a $5 million
loss this year. He expects the
company to turn profitable next
year on $30 million in revenue,
with revenues and profits rising
to $120 million and $18 million respectively in 1990.
-Tom Manuel
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ment over the Ridge 3200, which is a 5-millioninstructions/s machine," says Hugh Martin, vice
president of engineering. So the company
squeezed the 3200's four-board central processing unit down to a single printed-circuit board,
increased the clock rate, and redesigned the processor to handle more operations in parallel.
At the heart of the design are two new cmos
chips: amain RISC integer processor and afloating-point chip. Both are implemented in a1.5-µm
cmoS gate array from Fujitsu and run at 16 MHz.
The integer processor has its own general-purpose registers and load-and-store unit (see fig. 1).
he company that led the way in the "Increasing the clock rate to 16 MHz, by using
move to reduced-instruction-set comput- 1.5-gm VLSI instead of 2.0 1.4,m, provided a 25%
er architecture three years ago is pin- performance boost above the 12 mHz of the exning its hopes on a new RISC model to isting system," says Martin. To further up the
move back up to the front of the line. The 128- ante, Ridge relied on parallelism, which "in efuser superminicomputer is coming in the third fect reduces the number of clock cycles per inquarter from Ridge Computers Inc., which has struction from about 2.5 to 1.3, including floatlately seen its product line getting squeezed by ing-point operations," Martin explains.
"That [parallelism] gets us almost the factor
superminis on one side and high-powered work
of
two in performance," he says. Coupled with
stations on the other.
The computer, as yet unnamed, will provide up the 25% increase in clock speed, "it puts us in
to three times the power of Ridge's existing 64- the area of a 2Y2 times performance increase.
user Ridge 3200 Model 9 system, and will cost Then we also made some improvement in the
$100,000—some $700,000 less than a comparable compilers." The result is a product "just about
machine, Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX 11/785 three times faster" than the previous system.
The design achieves its parallelism by giving
minicomputer. The jump into the supermini camp
marks not only atechnological leap forward but each chip its own set of general-purpose regisalso a major restructuring of the Santa Clara, ters. A program sequence of five instructions—
Calif., company's product positioning. It is sched- floating-point multiply, load, add, store, and increment—shows how the registers achieve this
uled to be introduced late this month.
"We were caught in what Iwould characterize parallelism. A program must be arranged so
as a positioning no man's land, somewhere be- that instructions in a given sequence do not use
tween work stations and superminis," says Law- the same registers; if this condition is met, the
rence Lunetta Jr., vice president of marketing. It instructions can be executed virtually simultawas clear, he says, that Ridge had to go one way neously, rather than sequentially.
"If none of the registers conflict, it would take
or the other, and "we felt we were closer to a
complete solution for the supermini market than us only five clocks to do the five instructions—
one clock per instruction," says Martin. This is
we were for the work-station market."
To make a splash in this market, "we wanted where Ridge's changes to its C, Fortran, and
a solid two-to-three-times performance improve- Pascal compilers become important. "We modified the resequencer of the compilers to minimize the register conFLOATING-POINT
flicts between successive instrucMAIN PROCESSOR
PROCESSOR
tions," Martin says.
'
The results of the parallel regisINTEGER UNI1
ters and the reduction in register
conflicts are dramatically illustratLOAD STORE
GENERAL.
UNIT
ed by a short program sequence
PURPOSE
with five instructions (see chart, opREGISTERS
posite). The total number of clock
cycles for this sequence is reduced
to half of what it would be with
sequential operation.
Ridge is betting that this new
computer will catapult it back into
CACHE
the forefront of the RISC world,
where it was comfortably en1. PARALLELISM. The new RISC computer on its way from Ridge runs its integer and floating
sconced just three years ago. By
point units in parallel; each of the processors has its own set of general purpose registers.

RISC TO HELP RIDGE MOVE
UP INTO SUPERMINI CAMP

T
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PARA LLEL ISM CUTS CLOCK CYCLES
Instruction

Sequential

Parallel

Floating-point multiply

5

1

Load

2

1

Add

1

1

Store

2

1

Increment

1

1

Total number of clocks for
five instructions

11

5

(The clocks for the parallel case assume there are no
register conflicts)

the end of 1984, its first systems were selling
well in the U. S. work-station market to users
who needed high-performance computation with
a low price tag: $75,000 to $100,000. In addition,
the Paris-based computer company Compagnie
des Machines Bull, which owns just under 20%
of Ridge, was selling Ridge systems in Europe,
and the volume was beginning to swell.
But in 1985, the company was stopped short
by two events that threw its marketing plan into
disarray. The first was DEC'S introduction of the
MicrovAx II, and the second was the advent of
work stations based on the Motorola 68020 microprocessor, primarily from Sun Microsystems
Inc. and Apollo Computer Inc. The MicroVAX
brought high-power computing way down in
price, eating into Ridge's market from the top.
At the other end, the 68020 gave work stations
enough power to rival the Ridge 32 Turbo/Rx—
especially since Ridge lacked a good user interface with high-powered graphics and the
networking capability of the new stations.
ENHANCEMENT WITHOUT A DIFFERENCE

The Turbo RX, says Lunetta, was "an enhanced
version" of the original Ridge 32, but it "did not
have the performance differential required to really distance itself in the marketplace." The 64-user
3200, which the company announced in 1986, would
have been the appropriate corporate response, but
it was late and not distinctive enough to lure buyers away from the competition.
In addition, the market was beginning to split
between work stations and superminis. Ridge
products had the hardware characteristics of superminis, but like work stations they were multitasking, single-user machines—and that confused buyers. "By early 1986, we were experiencing fewer sales than in 1985, and the company was clearly at a crossroads," Lunetta says.
And so last summer, Ridge cast its lot with the
superminis—"a major repositioning."
To be competitive in this market, Ridge had to
offer the standard Unix operating system. The
Electronics/September 3, 1987

LUNETTA:

•
'The

company was

clearly at acrossroads."

MARTIN:

"We wanted two to three

times the performance.'•

company was able to quickly pick up the Unix
System 5 adaptation that Bull was offering on
Ridge machines in Europe, and it added the Unix
System 4.2 Berkeley extensions. "The availability of Unix on the system gave us a true multiuser time-sharing system, which we lacked before with the Ridge proprietary ROS operating
system," Lunetta explains.
Now instead of competing with work stations,
the Ridge computers will be working with them as
servers in networks. For example, through ajoint
marketing agreement with Apollo, Ridge machines
will be supported on Apollo's Domain network.
At the same time it was changing its product
positioning, Ridge was also restructuring its senior management team. The restructuring was
sparked by Robert Evans, a general partner in
Hambrecht & Quist, the San Francisco-based
high-technology venture-capital company that is
the major backer of Ridge. In May 1986, Evans
was sent by Hambrecht & Quist to evaluate the
company. Evans subsequently joined the company in July 1986 as chairman and chief executive
officer. The 59-year-old executive had spent 33
years at IBM Corp. and was corporate vice president of engineering, programming, and technology when he left for Hambrecht & Quist.
The company then recruited N. D'Arcy Roche
as president and chief operating officer in October 1986. The 48-year-old Roche had worked at
IBM for 25 years, then was president and chief
executive officer at Soft Switch, asoftware company in King of Prussia, Pa.
In March, Hambrecht & Quist, Arthur Rock,
and Groupe Bull brought in a$12 million round of
financing, raising the company's total capitalization to $31,000,000. The two major investors in
Ridge now own more than 80% of the company—
Hambrecht & Quist 62%, with $12.3 million invested, and Bull at 19.5%, with a $7.2 million stake.
While Hambrecht & Quist has helped with management, Bull is helping Ridge with development.
"Bull has over 40 people doing Ridge-related research and development," Lunetta says. "Already
they have contributed some of the I/O controllers
for our system. And they're doing a new disk
controller that we'll incorporate."-Jonah McLeod
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feel these chips are too slow, as well as too limited
in their ability to handle artificial intelligence, which
they expect will be added to awide variety of work
station tasks. So the company ended up developing
its own RISC chip for the new Sun 4/260 10-millioninstruction-per-second work station.
"The new work station does not replace our
68000-based family, which we will continue to
develop. It extends the high end," says Wayne
Rosing, Sun's vice president of high-end engineering. And users wishing to upgrade to the
4/260 won't have to give up their old software,
for the new system is software-compatible with
hy did Sun Microsystems Inc. adopt a existing Sun products.
proprietary
reduced-instruction-set
The central design concept for Sun's new RISC
microprocessor for its new high-end chip is its scalable processor architecture (Sparc),
machines instead of sticking with the designed to be easily scaled down. "A Cisc archi68020 that fueled its rise to the top of the work- tecture does not scale as well as aRISC architecstation market? The answer is simple, according to ture does," Rosing maintains.
Sun. The work-station superstar believes that comThe current Sparc chip, which delivers 10-mips
plex-instruction-set processors such as the 68000 performance, is an off-the-shelf cmos gate array
family can't keep up with the fast-rising demands from Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc. of Santa
for more performance in work stations.
Clara, Calif. Fujitsu also will be selling the Sparc
Executives at the Mountain View, Calif., compa- chip to other vendors. Next year, the architecny privately came to that conclusion about four ture will be implemented as afull-custom design
years ago. They saw a need for a midrange work in 0.8-µm dual-layer-metal Cmos from Cypress
station family in the $20,000 to $100,000 class that Semiconductor Corp. of San Jose, Calif. This verwould offer speeds of 8 mips in 1987, 16 mips by sion will offer 20-mips performance. A third
1988, 32 mips by 1989, and 64 mips by 1990. For Sparc version will be afull-custom ECL chip from
that rate of change, cisC microprocessors just Bipolar Integrated Technology of Beaverton,
couldn't be upgraded quickly enough, they conclud- Ore. When this becomes available in 1989, it will
ed. A number of RISC microprocessors are now afford performance in excess of 40 mips—in
available from several vendors, but Sun designers fact, BIT claims the chip will offer 50 mips. Sun
expects the succeeding
generation of ECL to produce a Sparc chip capable
64-BIT SYSTEM BUS
of 64-mips performance.
(32-BIT DATA BUS)
(32-BIT VIRTUAL
In addition to the Sparc
CPU,
the 4/260 system
VMEbus
ADDRESS BUS) ---.,
802.3 LAN
VMEbus
(see figure) boasts a floatETHERNET
MASTER
MEMORY
ing point unit that can hit
MANAGEMENT
UNIT WITH
1 million floating-point in1GIGABYTE
1,600-BYVIDEO
structions/s. Another perOF VIRTUAL
1,280-PIXEL
ADDRESS
FRAME
formance enhancement is
VMEbus
BUFFER
the 128-Kbyte write-back
11111111
VMEbus SLAVE
cache. This allows a CPU
128-KBYTE
TIME-OFto write into, as well as
WRITE-BACK
DAY CLOCK
CACHE
extract data and instruc16-KBIT
CPU/FLOATING-POINT
EEPROM
tions, at the high access
UNIT
speed of the cache instead
SCALABLE PROCESSOR
TWO
ARCHITECTURE
of that of much slower dy—
RS-423
(SPARC)
namic RAM.
PORTS
INTEGER UNIT
Sun began looking for
64-BIT DATA/
SPARC FLOATING-POINT
an alternative to cisc proADDRESS BUS
32-BIT PHYSICAL
UNIT
ADORE SBUS
cessors as early as 1983,
when it became apparent
that Motorola would need
TO SYSTEM MEMORY
two or three years to upgrade the 68000 family
FULL HOUSE. Sun's 4/260 uses aRISC chip for an integer CPU and boasts afloating-point unit, a128-Kbyte
from 1 mips to 4 mips.
write-back cache, a 1-gigabyte memory management unit, and other enhancements.
"We drew a technology

WHY SUN DESIGNED
ITS OWN RISC CHIP

W

I
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trend line and saw that, realistically, by 1990 the
68000 family of chips would be running at 10 to
12 mips—not fast enough for many work-station
applications," explains Rosing.
As an example of the sluggish pace of CISC
upgrades, Rosing points to the five-year effort
required to design a VLSI version of VAX—the
MicroVAX II—which was originally implemented
in discrete TTL. Upgrading becomes time-consuming when dealing with an architecture as
complex as that of VAX, which has over 300
instructions with a large number of instruction
formats, he explains. "That translates into lots
of complex control logic and microcode. You
need two to six times as much logic to perform a
function with a Cisc architecture as you do you
to perform the same function in RISC."
Besides avoiding the pitfalls inherent in cisc,
the Sun chip has two main advantages over the
prime commercially available RISC chip, the Clipper from Fairchild Semiconductor Inc. in Palo
Alto, Calif. The first advantage is speed. The
Clipper runs at only 5 mips—half the speed of
the Sun chip. Rosing believes that this moderate
increase in processor speed would not be enough

to lure most technical users
away from 4-mips 68020-based
work stations that can run all
the industry-standard 68000
software not available to a
Clipper-based system.
A second advantage the
Sun chip has over other RISCbased microprocessors is that
it can better implement standard
high-level
languages
(particularly C and Fortran)
and the AI languages Smalltalk and Lisp. "We feel that ROSIN& 68000s will be too slow for
AI is an up-and-coming techmany work-station applications.
nology we need to address
with high-performance computing," Rosing says.
To implement Lisp and Smalltalk on its Sparc
chip, Sun is using design techniques that
emerged from a University of California at
Berkeley research project called SOAR (Smalltalk
on a RISC). These techniques allow Lisp and
Smalltalk programs to run significantly faster
on aRISC processor, Rosing says.
For more information. circle 481 on the reader service card.
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ith everyone's eyes focused on reduced-instruction-set computers, it's
refreshing to find a machine with
an architectural counterview. And
the BAT 6420, carved out by two-year-old Davin
Computer Corp. in Irvine, Calif., is just that: a
general-purpose, 64-bit superminicomputer design that relies on complexity to answer the never-ending cry for more performance.
The $15,000 machine, which will be ready to go
on sale to original-equipment manufacturers later this year, may be the first 64-bit computer
that isn't a mainframe. It boasts 2 Mbytes of
memory, runs under the Unix operating system,
and comes down squarely in the camp of CISC, or
complex instruction-set computers. "The Davin
architecture is about as philosophically far from
RISC as one can get," says the company's
founder, David Methvin, a minicomputer veteran whose Computer Automation Inc. brought
him success a decade ago.
"RISC flies in the face of what we've been
doing for 40 years in the computer business," he
says—namely, moving toward more and more
complex instructions. In Methvin's view, the RISC
crowd has gone down the wrong track by "working under a false premise: that faster execution
speeds are attained through simplifying the operation of the central processor, and that this, in
turn, permits shrunk-down instructions."
RISC gains much of its speed in dedicated tasks
by fetching instructions contained in a cache
memory built with 20-to-30-ns static random-access memories. But it cannot match conventional
machines in a general-purpose environment, beElectronics/September 3, 1987

METHVIN'S CISC BLOWOUT:
A 64-BIT-WORD SUPERMINI!

cause its programs are many times larger and
many instructions must be executed to do such
fundamental tasks as a single procedure call,
Methvin says.
Proponents of RISC admit their architecture
lags the ideal for input/output and communications-heavy uses. But Methvin is more emphatic.
"For task switching, with lots of I/Ogoing on, it
just dies," he says flatly.
In designing the 6420, which is to be the first
in afamily of 64-bit machines, Methvin compiled
mountains of comparative data on RISC VS. CISC.
For example, one study shows the BAT 6420
taking 1.75 to 2.25 µ,s for interrupt context
switching, compared with 9 to 18 1.1,s for a RISC
machine. In another test running comparable
programs, the 6420 required 20,000 bytes of program and a RISC computer 170,000 bytes. In
practical terms, this means the BAT approach
needs only 2,500 memory operations, while the
RISC requires 42,500.
The Davin machine boasts 317 basic instruc73

DAVIDMETHVIN: "The Davin architecture is about as philosophically far from RISC as one can get."

lions, with four data sizes and six data types; RISC
machines generally stay below 100 instructions.
and data size is limited. Most of these 317 instructions occupy three bytes or less, with afew going
to 11 bytes. The advantage of such a scheme is
that programs can be shorter than those written
with repetitive RISC statements.
With its 64-bit word width and the registerintensive organization of its central processing
unit, the 6420 breaks other new architectural
ground. The wide word width attacks the instruction-fetch overhead problem that consumes
a major part of run time in most other comput-

Davin, his new finn, breaks new ground with
aregister-intensive design as well as a64-bit
word, cutting instruction-fetch overhead that
eats up so much run-time on other computers
ers, with their narrower word width, Methvin
says. The new supermini can fetch up to four or
more instructions in one memory cycle, compared with just one in most other machines, so
this cuts the number of fetches-per-instruction
that must be executed to perform a task. Besides these improvements in word width, an instruction pipeline and three cache memories
boost throughput and further facilitate fetching.
One of the most significant features of the
6420 is Methvin's multiple register stacks, which
drastically cut the time required to execute procedure calls, .or jumps, to and from subroutines.
Instead of the conventional single-register stack,
the BAT's CPU has four 256-register stacks.
These, says Methvin, are "organized in overlapped 'windows' of 32 registers each," with
each stack containing 15 windows..
These overlapped, or "sliding," windows are
crucial to reducing the overhead of procedure
calls. In other computers, each call and return
74

must be saved in main memory and then restored in the register. Each save and restore
requires a memory reference, which eats up
computing time. The Davin computer eliminates
this burden, says Methvin, by saving procedure
calls in afour-register window section, which he
calls a "shadow stack." The window slides down
16 registers to overlap the two parts of the procedure (calling and called). This process requires
only three CPU cycles, while standard memory
saves can take up to 20 instructions and as many
as 400 CPU cycles, Methvin says.
The concept of the overlapped register stack
first surfaced about 1980, in research done at the
University of California at Berkeley by a pioneering RISC group. "That's the only good thing
to come out of that bunch," Methvin says.
"By most of the economic and technological
standards of judging the fundamentals of significant ideas, RISC doesn't make any sense," says
Methvin, who admits that his strongly negative
stance has carried little weight in the industry.
"I've been shouting into the wind for years."
He concedes that a small instruction set can
zip through simple instructions, a quality that
makes RISC agood bet for specific, computationally intensive jobs, such as serving as the graphics engine in work stations. But any speed advantage gained in dedicated tasks does not apply
to general-purpose computing, where a number
of heavyweight RISC backers—most notably,
Hewlett-Packard Co.—are trying to make a
mark.
As Methvin explains it, most commercial and
industrial applications are dominated by byte-oriented data; handling this data along with the
communications among large numbers of terminals, lines, or high-speed disks consumes most of
the computing time. And it requires "a superfast, expensive memory—not to mention expensive I/O subsystems," says Methvin.
In software, too, he says, the costs of RISC are
high: "To get the benefits of RISC, an optimizing
compiler is an absolute requirement. It is the
only way to grab hold of the features and control their operation. The reason is that RISC architecture has eliminated the engine for interpreting machine microcode, so even the simplest
instructions have to be placed into both hardwired processor logic and the compiler. This is
an enormously complex and sophisticated job."
With a conventional computer, by contrast, a
simple assembler or microcode engine can do the
trick.
Then, too, Methvin argues, the compilers generally have to be written by the RISC machine
manufacturer, the only source for the detailed
information required to create the compiler microcode. This all but eliminates the possibility for
third-party houses to offer their own versions,
and in Methvin's view it results in higher costs
for users.
-Larry Waller
For more information, circle 482 on the reader service card.
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Neither rain, weak batteries,
rough handling, nor blazing sun
shall stay these wands...

Does your customer's a 'cation
push ordinary scanners beyond their
limits? Relief is at hand. HP's new
family of ultra-dependable, low-current
bar code wands will fulfill their
appointed rounds on loading docks,
in store aisles...any application where
this type of scanner might be used.
And, never has such arugged family
of HP scanners been offered at such
competitive prices.
Supply current is aconstant
3.5 mA without strobing or special
software; switched versions draw zero
current when not in use. High ambient
light rejection permits use m full
sunlight. Available in metal (HBCS6000 Series), plastic or switched
plastic versions (HBCS-5000 Series),
these wands are ergonomically

designed for asure, comfortable grip.
Each is available in three resolutions to scan everything from poorly
printed labels to dense code.
Our industrial models are
repetitively shock-resistant up to 500
G'S with multiple "0" ring seal construction and replaceable sealed sapphire tips. (Use them in the rain!)
Designed for the "real world:
all operate from -20° to 65° Cand
reliably, repeatably read awide range
of inks and contrast
levels over a45°
I
n
'
Al
!
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HP LOW-CURRENT WANDS
angle. Projected
o
hours..
MTBF?
Price:
Over$110
37,000

STROUD WANDS

BAR CODE

uu

to $r23* depending
°
MARGIN
LABEL
on model.
HP wands minimize power drain.
For the hardnumber results on our reliability
testing and data sheets, circle the bingo
number below on the reader service
card.
S. list price in quantity of 100.

For more information call the Hewlett-Packard sales office listed in your telephone directory white pages and
ask for the Components Department. Toorder, contact your nearest HF' distributor. In the U.S.: Almac Electronics,
Hall-Mark, Hamilton/Avriet, or Scinveber. In Canada: Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics Ltd.
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WaferScale
55ns 256K
CMOS V
EPROMs
Shatter théV
Speed Barrier.

16K x 16 in 55 ns.
Designed for 16-bit, word-wide DSP and
microprocessor applications, WSI's 16K x
16 CMOS EPROM (WS57C257) packs
high performance and low power into
less board space.

ion-Stop Performance.
)nly WaferScale can take your
ligh-performance MPU, microcontroller,
tr DSP processor past the conventional
peed limitations of standard EPROMs.
With aline-up of high-density CMOS
PROMs that make wait-states athing of
he past.

32K x 8goes Mil-Spec in 90 ns.
WSI'S very-low-power military 32K x 8
CMOS EPROM (WS27C256F) provides 90
ns access time over the full military
temperature range, and fast standard
CMOS EPROM programming.

In fact, WSI offers the broadest, fastest
family of high-performance military
CMOS EPROMS available. Every WSI
CMOS EPROM can be specified for
enlistment in military applications from
/C/SI's patented 1.2-micron, split gate
advanced warning systems to secure
:MOS EPROM technology makes it
iossible to push 80286s, 80386s, 68000s, digital communications. And WSI
CMS320XXs, MC56000s and similar
mil-spec devices are available in DIP or
>rocessors to maximum speed.
space-saving CLLCC packages.
12K x 8 in 55 ns.
deal for fast, byte-wide applications,
WSI's 32K x 8(WS57C256F) comes
hrough with CMOS low power, high
peed, and fast standard programming.

Break some barriers of your own.
Whether you're piloting commercial or
mil-spec, WSI can take your design
through the performance barrier with the
fastest fleet of high-performance CMOS

EPROMs around. To find out more, call
today: 800/358-9094, extension 234
In California, call:
800/358-0159, extension 234.
Selected WSI High-Performance
EPROMs/RPROMs

Part No.

Commercial Military
Speed
Speed
Type

WS57C256F

55 ris

70 ns

WS57C257

55 ns

70 ns

I6K x16 CMOS EPROM

WS27C256F

90 ns

90 ns

32K x8CMOS EPROM

ws57C65

55 ns

70 ris

4K x16 CMOS EPROM

WS57C64F

55 ns

70 ns

8K x8CMOS EPROM

WS57C49

55 ns

70 [is

8K x8CMOS EPROM

WS57C4913

35 ns

45 ris

8K x8CMOS EPROM

ws57C43

55 ris

76ns

4K x8CMOS EPROM

WS57C191/291

45

ns

50.ns

2K x8CMOS EPROM

32K x8CMOS EPROM

Via FE rfc
47280 Kato Road

Fremont, California 9453 8
(415)656-5400
RPROM is atrademark of WarerScale Integration, Inc.
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('opper-Clad In\ at .

ig,h density surface mounting of
leadless ceramic chip carriers has
created new thermal and mechanical
problems for those working on high
reliability electronic projects.
More and more companies are
addressing these problems by incorporating metal cores as thermal mounting platforms in their printed circuit
board assemblies. The choice of metal
laminate comes down to two: CopperClad Molybdenum
Leadless ceramic chip carrier
or Copper-Clad
Invar. Both do an
Adhesive
equally good job
of solving the
problem of the
coefficient of
thermal expan-

sion (CTE) mismatch between chip
carrier and substrate. But, that's
where the similarity ends.

Dissipating the heat.

Higher packaging densities create
higher watt densities. Dissipating this
heat can be as critical as matching the
CTE of an assembly. The thermal conductivity of Copper-Clad Molybdenum
is comparable to aluminum and much
higher than
Copper-Clad
Multi-layered board
Invar, making it a
superior heat sink.
Compared to Copper-Clad Invar,
CuMoCu Metal Core Board
Copper-Clad
Molybdenum is

25% more conductive in the xand y
axis, and 900% more conductive in
the zaxis!
Comparison of Thermal Conductivity
(BTU/hr-ft F')
Normal Direction
Lateral Direction
(Z axis)
(X,Y Axis)
CMC 120

Copper-Moly-Copper
(13% Cu-74% Mo- 13% Cuy

Copper-Invar-Copper
(20% Cu- 60% Invar -20% Cu)

roviding
echanical rigidity.
lder joint failures also can be
used by vibration, shock, and flex?. Copper-Clad Molybdenum has a
uch higher modulus of elasticity
Comparison of
in Copper-Clad
Modulus of Elasticity
var. Acore of
(x108psi)
:
pper-Clad
olybdenum proles maximum
idity to the chip
nier assembly.

Saving weight and space.
Since it is substantially stiffer and a
better thermal conductor than Copper-Clad Invar, aCopper-Clad Molybdenum core can be thinner and lighter.
That makes it possible to reduce the
overall assembly's weight and size.

Lowering
magnetic susceptibility.
For some applications, magnetic susceptibility is adesign consideration.
Molybdenum is only slightly paramagnetic (4 x 11:16emu/g), whereas, Invar is
aferromagnetic material (100+ emu/g).

per-Moly-Copper
;
Cu -74% Mo -13% Cur
Der-Invar-Copper
;
Cu -60% Invar -20% Cur

'The necessityfor equ palent CTE's
is the criterion for comparison.

Contact us today.

For more information about Copper
Clad Molybdenum, contact AMAX
Specialty Metals Corporation at:
21801 Tungsten Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44117
(216) 692-3990
96, rue de la Metoire
75009 Paris, France
33-1-42-81-91e

Akasaka Win Tower
Main Building
17-22 Akasaka, 2-chome
Minato-ku
Tokyo, Japan 107
81-3-582-9311

AMAX SPECIALTY METALS

AMA)
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The Pacemaker

L560- The One Pumpdown Solution for R&D

L. H. once again offers a versatile compact coating system
with almost unlimited applications.
It sputters: equipped with various RF or DC magnetron
sputtering sources from 3" to 8" 11 diameter.
It evaporates: with different Electron Beam sources or
thermal evaporators for sequential and simultaneous
evaporation.
It measures and controls: the processes are easily
monitored by advanced diagnostics such as: quartz crystal
monitor, optical monitor or efflpsometer.
All this without breaking the vacuum!
And that's not all! The box-coater can be equipped with
aturbomolecular- or cryopump. Suited for aclean room
installation.
Meet the strictest requirements for R & D in optics and
electronics with the L560 system!
For further information, please call CA (408) 436-2822 or
CT (203) 741-2267.
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major problem for communications engineers should evaporate now that Hewlett-Packard Co. is bringing data correlation to optical time-domain reflectometers. Engineers will be able to look miles deeper
into a glass fiber to spot a fault, as well as to
make measurements faster than with any conven- and between 16 and 20 dB for 1,540-nm fiber,
tional instrument.
says Franz Sischka, the head of the 8145 hardThe HP 8145A (see fig. 1) is the answer to a ware design team in Beiblingen. Consequently,
knotty problem: as repeater distance gets longer the HP instrument probes much deeper into a
because of more powerful lasers, lower-loss fibers, line: 70 to 130 km (43 to 81 miles), depending on
and more sensitive receivers, it is becoming increas- wavelength and fiber type, compared with beingly difficult to characterize performance or find tween 45 and 100 km (28 to 62 miles) for present
faults in optical transmission cables. The 8145 ad- units. This range is large enough for even the
dresses this problem by increasing the distance longest repeater distances in today's networks,
over which reflectometers operate by up to 56%, and it "leaves much headroom for future netdepending on the wavelength and fiber type. It works, too," Sischka says.
marks the Palo Alto, Calif., company's entry into
Also impressive is the speed with which the 8145
this business.
takes measurements. When the designers coupled
Short measuring time is as important as dis- their reflectometer to a60-km, 1,300-nm fiber, they
tance. A typical transcontinental cable carries up had results in 8seconds. It took competitive instruto 30,000 phone channels on a single fiber. So a ments hooked to the same fiber 15 minutes to do
fault in the line can be costly, with losses of the job, the company says.
revenue to the operating company amounting to
The accuracy with which the 8145 locates
as much as $100,000 an hour. With its better faults is better than ±3 meters, with a readout
than hundred-fold improvement in measuring resolution of better than ±0.5 meters. Typical
time, the 8145 will help cut such losses consider- accuracy in today's reflectometers is around ±5
ably, the company says.
meters. However, accuracy figures are highly
Although maintenance on fiber links will account variable, depending as they do on the characterfor up to 70% of the instrument's applications, the istics of the cable being measured.
8145 will find many other uses, says Peter Aue,
For all of its benefits and performance characresearch and development section manager at HP'S teristics, the 8145 is not "essentially more expenInstruments Division in Beiblingen, West Germany. sive than competitive units," says Aue. Available
Examples are localizing discontinuities, such as air now, it is priced at $24,000 to $35,000, depending
bubbles and cracks in fibers during manufacture, on whether the user needs to test a 1,300-nm
and verifying performance during installation. Still fiber, a 1,540-nm fiber, or both. Most competitive
other applications involve quality control at cable units cost between $27,000 and $31,000.
makers and incoming inspection at operating comResponsible for the high measuring speed,
panies. In the research sector, the 8145 can check long range, and high accuracy "are anew correout splices and connectors in test links and deter- lation technique and careful design of the analog
mine dynamic range.
parts," Sischka explains. In an optical time-doThe data-correlation technique was worked out at main reflectometer the highest possible backHP Laboratories in Palo Alto. The
8145 that implements it was developed in Belingen.
FIBER UNDER TEST
CODE
Like other optical time-domain reLASER
GENERATOR
flectometers, the 8145 uses signalreflection principles similar to those
employed in radar to find out the
3dB
distance to an object. It sends
CLOCK
COUPLER
bursts of laser light into a fiber,
determines parameters such as signal loss, and calculates the distance
AOC
RECEIVER
to a faulty splice, break, or other
discontinuity in the line.
The new instrument's dynamic
range is 28 dB for 1,300-nm singleAVERAGER
CORRELATOR
DISPLAY
mode fiber and 26 dB for 1,540-nm
fiber. Present reflectometers have
dynamic ranges between 18 and 22
dB for 1,300-nm single-mode fiber 1. PENETRATING FIBERS. Correlation lets the HP 8145A OTDR look deep into fiber-optic cables.
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HP FINDS A WAY TO PROBE
DEEP INTO OPTICAL LINES
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scatter signal level must get to the receiver diode. To meet that goal, the B6blingen team used
high-power semiconductor lasers and driver circuits with extremely low noise in the 8145.
However, peak laser power and pulse width,
which together determine the energy in the fiber, impose limits beyond which the laser output
cannot be raised. Peak power is limited because
any increase beyond the level specified by the
laser manufacturer rapidly decreases laser lifetime. And pulse width is limited because as it is
made longer, the resolution drops.
To overcome these limitations, HP went to its
new correlation technique for the 8145. Where
conventional units use asingle-pulse architecture
in which one pulse is launched and the return
signal sampled in each cycle, the 8145 sends out
pulse trains coded with a proprietary variable
code.
The correlation technique concentrates the information distributed in a train of coded pulses
into a single pulse, one with an amplitude up to
500 times higher than that of other reflectometer
lasers. This, in effect, means the fiber is probed
with 500 times more light than conventional reflectometers put out. That, in turn, translates
into increases in both dynamic range and measuring speed.
The sampled return signal is correlated in a
fast custom-built 32-bit signal processor in real
time. To make correlation work in a reflectometer, the signal-processing hardware must be lin-

ear to within 0.1% over as large adynamic range
as possible—and that includes such inherently
nonlinear devices as semiconductor lasers. HP
achieved this linearity by design-centering techniques that hold down the receiver's sensitivity
to device tolerances and to distortions caused by
the signal-processing circuitry, while optimizing
signal sensitivity. The laser diode is made part of
a feedback loop to prevent degradation effects.
These design measures are another reason for
the 8145's large dynamic range.
LOWERING NOISE

2. SPEEDIER RESULTS. The HP 8145A (top) measures up to 100 times faster

Getting high linearity was not the only challenge facing the HP designers. Fast recovery
from saturation caused by Fresnel reflections
and extremely low noise were other goals.
Clamping techniques achieve the fast recovery
and to reduce noise, the designers went to boxcar averaging in which the line is repetitively
sampled and the results added. That increases
the usable signals by the number of samples.
The noise, however, increases only by the square
root of the number of samples. With averaging,
the receiver's noise level is -105 dB at a 3-MHz
bandwidth (see fig. 2).
But boxcar averaging takes time. In single-pulse
reflectometers, it generally takes 1 second to
achieve a 10-dB improvement in one-way dynamic
range; after 100 seconds, the improvement is 15
dB; and it would take aprohibitive 10,000 seconds,
or more than 160 minutes, to get a20-dB improvement. In the 8145, however, the averaging, and
hence the measuring, time is drastically reduced
by using codes. That means that for a given dynamic range the averaging time is cut by the same
factor by which the laser power is increased. Expressed differently, coding leads to a higher dynamic range for a given averaging time.
Probing with variable code lengths, good correlation techniques, and well-designed analog
hardware are essential for a high-performance
reflectometer. But also needed is sophisticated
software to select the proper codes for a fiber
under test, to suppress nonlinearities, and to
combine the results of partial measurements into
afinal result with an error of less than 0.01 dB.
The Balingen Instruments Software Group
wrote this software for the 8145.
The software experts also came up with soft
keys to avoid alarge number of hardwired keys,
yet retain flexibility. The 8145 is the first reflectometer on the market to employ such a userfriendly man-machine interface, Sischka says.
User-specific soft keys, defined by customer,
make it possible even for the unskilled in the
field to handle the instrument. What's more, the
software group incorporated new features into
the 8145—a recall and compare mode, easy access to an extra mass memory module, store and
recall of instrument settings, and user-selectable
display modes.
-John Gosch

and exhibits less noise than do other OTDRs (bottom).

For more information, circle 483 on the reader service card.
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NOW DINERS CLUB
HOLDS THE KEY
TO BONUS FREQUENT
STAYER POINTS AT HIIION,
INTER CONTINENTAL,
RADISSON, RAMADA AND
SHERATON HOTELS.
From now on, when you use the Diners Club Card, you can earn Club Rewardssm
points good towards exciting gilts and services. Including frequent stayer credit at the
participating hotel ofyour choice. Which can earn you afree room upgrade or even
afree suite. (X you can choose frequent flyer miles on American, Continental, Northwest,
TWA or United* airlines.
So dine with the Diners Club Card. Sleep on it. Rent with it Whatever And watch your
frequent stayer credit grow Or use someone else's card... and miss out on avery suite deal.

'&1111-800-DINERS-I.
Join the Club. The œwards are endless.
0 1987. Citicorp Diners Club Inc.

Frequent lraveler benefits availtIble through the Club Rewarde program. Participating companies subject to change. Club Rewards is a
service available only to Personal Cardmembers of Diners Club from Citicorp located within the 50 United States. Free enrollment required.
Certain terms and conditions apply Free suites available at selected hotels. 'United participation limited to 1986/87 Club Rewards brochure.

The OSCILLOSCOPE that
In the Lab and Now in the Field
Unequaled precision, processing power and digital memory
are all factors that make the LeCroy 9400 the ideal laboratory oscilloscope. Now you can take these features into
the field. By fitting the scope with our new mass storage
facility (center), you can add and enjoy the freedom of
portability, remote control and, of course, an unprecedented amount of permanent waveform storage.
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Powerful dual zoom expansion shows that the glitches in the top trace
actually contain two rectangular pulses.

DUAL 125 MHz DIGITAL

By Showing You the Full Picture

Ill I

Our deep 32 K memories let you record waveforms with
highest fidelity. We ensure better precision and resolution
by giving you the power to expand ahundred times,
revealing the finest details in your signal. Your measurement
efficiency improves because you catch your precious
one-time phenomena much more easily, especially when
trigger timing and signal speed are uncertain. We show
you more so you won't miss the details and you'll get it
right first time.

LeCroy's 9400 offers you 32K deep memories,
sampling rates of 100 Ms/s for transients and
5 Gs/s for repetitive signals, as well as extensive
signal processing such as averaging, integration,
differentiation, smoothing and FFT.

Innovators in Instrumentation

Outperforms All Others
In Signal Processing
The LeCroy 9400 is the only scope that gives you powerful
FFT spectrum analysis. It also performs signal averaging
and many more math functions in both time and frequency
domains. As areplacement to old analog oscilloscopes
and spectrum analyzers, or as anew measurement tool for
your laboratory, the 9400 gives you the answers quickly
and without the need for any external computing.
(
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FFT averaging of apparent random noise reveals a896 KHz signal not
visible in the time domain record (top trace).

...And You Know How to Use it
Time spent learning to operate the 9400 is minimal.
Our digital scope has afamiliar front panel, allowing you
to use the 9400 as easily as your analog oscilloscope.
High speed internal data processing emphasizes the
analog feel. Unlike other digital scopes, waveforms are
presented without noticeable delay on alarge crisp display.
A display so effortlessly readable it keeps your efficiency
up even through those long working sessions.

Free!
To receive your free literature package, or for ademonstration, simply circle the reader service card or call us today.

700 Chestnut Ridge Road, Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6499,
(914) 578-6097
All this with high bandwidth, 8-bit vertical resolution,
± 1% DC accuracy, and aportable mass storage
facility, including an 113MTm lap-top computer, with
720 Kbyte storage on floppy disks.

LaCroy
Circle 166 For Information

Circle 85 For Deuonstration

Make
the impossible... possible!
From an electronic butterfly to a super computer, we transform your concept
into printed circuit board designs that make it possible.
We provide the service, flexibility and automated electronic packaging
expertise needed to make your project a success.
No problem is too tough, or technology too new. Our engineers began working with Emitter-Coupled Logic adecade ago. While others were still learning
ECL, we had already implemented sophisticated design software and
automated systems that controlled multi-layer impedance and minimized
osstalk. Today, our unique, ultrafast ECL router provides your choice of
controlled or 0-stub signal routing. And, our comprehensive
post-routing analysis packages simulate every signal net, so you're
confident of proper operation — before fabrication. Ask Algorex
how we can help you make the impossible... possible!

70 Corporate Drive •Hauppauge, New York 11788 •(516) 434-9400
1Tara Blvd. • Nashua, New Hampshire 03062 •(603) 891-0190
575 Anton, Suite 590 •Costa Mesa, CA 92626 • (714) 540-4121
Circle 86 on reader service card

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

IF

airchild Semiconductor Corp.'s Aspect
emitter-coupled-logic technology is moving to production on schedule, says
Thomas Miller, director of strategic marketing for custom circuits. Following introduction of the 2-gm version of the bipolar process a
year ago [Electronics, Sept. 4, 1986, p. 55], the
Cupertino, Calif., company quickly transferred a
scaled 1.5-µm version to its production line.
And in March, Fairchild introduced its first
commercial product: the Aspect 12k, a 12,269
equivalent-gate ECL array. In the low-power
mode, it features agate-switching current of 150
mA and agate delay of 200 ps. In the high-power
mode, gate delay drops to 120 ps with a switching current of 300 mA.
The second 1.5-pm Aspect product is a 16-by16-bit multiplier introduced in June [Electronics,
June 25, 1987, p. 74]. With a standard-cell methodology built around the Aspect process, the 240by-260-mil multiplier has a guaranteed fallthrough time of 4ns and apower dissipation of
only 6.5 w. The company is offering samples to
interested customers, Miller says.
Aspect is also being used in the fabrication of
afamily of ECL standard-cell-based data-path elements with densities of up to 20,000 gates. In the
works are a series of multipliers, a 32-bit arithmetic logic unit, a 32-bit barrel shifter, and a

UPDATE: ASPECT IS ON
SCHEDULE AT FAIRCHILD
three-port register file. Designed
for use in minicomputers and suFAIRCHILD'S
perminis, the supercells should
RADICAL PROCESS
enter Fairchild's cell library in
FOR BUILDING
BIPOLAR VLSI
early 1988. They may be fabricated as standard parts as well,
says Miller.
Also, he says, Fairchild is
working with several companies
on designs based on the Aspect
12k array. A number of additions to the gate-array family, including a variety of lower-densi- B
ty versions with TTL interface,
are under development and ex
pected to move into production by the end of the
year.
Other products being planned in the Aspect
bipolar process include a variety of analog circuits, including a 400-MHz digital-to-analog converter, a video shift register for graphics applications, and fusible-link bipolar programmable
logic devices.
-Bernard C. Cole
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

I

nthe year since Motorola Inc. first disclosed
details about its new 32-bit microprocessor,
announcements about the competing Intel
Corp. chip seem to have pushed the Motorola
68030 into the shadows.
But executives at the Motorola Microprocessor
Products Group in Austin, Texas, are decidedly
upbeat as they prepare to market the 68030 microprocessor on time [Electronics, Sept. 18, 1986,
p. 71]. Their aim is to meet archrival Intel headon in the competitive personal-computer arena,
where Intel's 80386 is making waves as the microprocessor of choice in IBM Corp.'s Personal
System/2 and is eagerly sought after by the
inevitable host of clone makers. Moreover, they
have two significant design wins to report.
Production of this "superchip," as Motorola
calls it, is on schedule: it will be available this
month in sample quantities and volume production will start in the fourth quarter, says Jeff
Nutt, technical marketing manager for the 68000
family. Over the summer, the company exercised
prototypes in preparation for initial shipments of
16.7- and 20-MHz parts. Nutt says minor adjustments have been made to the 1.2-p.m cmos process to improve yields in the higher-speed range.
The Motorola team took competitive delight in
the glitches that hampered Intel's 80386 early
on. They also believe the personal-computer
Electronics/September 3, 1987

UPDATE: MOTOROLA'S
68030 GOES TO MARKET
market may have been thrown
into a state of confusion by the
lack of software for the new IBM
machines. So now is agood time
for their own vigorous countercharge in marketing the 68030,
they say. It executes software
twice as fast as the three-yearold, 32-bit 68020 and is compatible with the nine years' worth of
programs written for the entire
68000 family.
"We see a place in two markets," says Nutt, citing Motorola's traditional strength in work
stations and the larger but more elusive businessPC area. Importantly, both Apple Computer Inc.
and NCR Corp., which have been using the 68020,
have now committed to the 68030, he says.
The chip's cost will be disclosed soon. Motorola
says pricing will resemble the 68020's pattern:
that chip debuted at $187 and now sells at $135 in
100-piece quantities.
-J. Robert Lineback
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How COMPAQ advanced
personal
COMPAQ announces its biggest
improvement yet to the industry
standard—the new COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386° It reaches far
higher levels of speed, compatibility, performance and expandability than have ever been
possible in personal computers.
At the heart of this breakthrough
is the new high-speed, 32-bit, 16MHz Intel* 80386 microprocessor

Introducing the new COMPAQ DESKPRO

TM

The most advanced personal
COMPAQ is aregistered trademark; COMPAQ DESKPRO 386Tm is atrademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation. Intel' is age giOorod trademark of Intel Corporation. Microsoft' is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Lotus . and Lotus 1-2-3 are registered trademarks: SymphonyTM is atrademark of Lotus Corporation dllasE HI Rm$.. is.a registered trademark of Ashtonlkte. 01986 COMPAQ Computer Corporation, all rights reserved.

advanced-technology
computers
that runs industry-standard
software 2-3 times faster
than ever before. But the
chip is just the beginning of
this story. We surrounded it
with dozens of features and
enhancements to create the
most advanced personal
computer in the world.

then went on to add ahost of
other features. Combined,
they make this the first PC to
offer a true minicomputer
level of performance in aversatile, industry-standard desktop computer.

The winning numbers
Each component
the very best

The new COMPAQ DESKPRO
386 features advanced 32-bit
architecture that processes
Every component has
twice as much information as
16-bit computers in the same
been optimized to
The Intel 80386 microprocessor is faster and
amount of time. Coupled with
take advantage of the
more powerful than its
increased speed
its impressive 16-MHz propredecessors.
and
thepower
8038 6. of
cessing speed, it radically improves the responsiveness of
We offer, for
instance, more storspreadsheets, databases and netage, up to 130 Megaworks as well as the ease of
bytes, with access
multi-tasking.
times 50 to 150 perIt runs thousands of business
cent faster than
programs as well as all the popumost computers.
lar engineering software, achievPlus you get the
ing an unparalleled
flexibility of up to
level of performance,
four storage deand making it areplacevices. But that's
ment for expensive
just the beginning.
dedicated engineering
and scientific workWe give you more
memory. Enhanced
stations.
'color graphics. Even a
And because it's
built-in expanded memso compatible,
there's no other
ory manager that breaks the
640K barrier of current operating
personal comsystems. We improved the keyputer more conboard, quadrupled the capacity
nectable. As a
result, you can
of the internal fixed disk drive
backup to 40 Megabytes and
use industrymade it twice as fast as before,
standard expan-

sion boards to network, communicate with mainframes and minicomputers, or even support several
terminals.
History in the making
The COMPAQ DESKPRO 386
combines superior technology
with COMPAQ innovation to let
you do things once thought impossible or impractical with PCs.
There may be companies that copy
one or two of its features, but it will
be years before they can copy
them all. It's clearly the computer
of choice for today's and tomorrow's most demanding users. From
the company with the highest
user satisfaction ratings in the industry. For the Authorized Dealer
nearest you, or to obtain a brochure, call 1-800-231-0900 and ask
for Operator 27. In Canada, call
416-449-8741, Operator 27.
Industry-standard
software now performs
2-3 times faster than
ever before.

It simply works better.

computer in the world
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PRODUCT SPECIAL REPORT

WHAT'S NEW IN
PACKAGING?

TAPE-AUTOMATED BONDING
PUSHES IN NEW DIRECTIONS
Support grows for setting standards and
anew generation of technology begins to
emerge—evidence that TAB is no longer
the orphan of the packaging world
by Marce Eleccion
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1. ALL TOGETHER.

We

For the VHSIC program, TI is working on multichip TAB,

such as this module that holds four 100-MHz 32-Kbit-by-9-bit static RAMs.
90
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. ape-automated bonding is picking up speed
in its drive to make amark in IC packaging technology in the 1990s. Among the
signs of TAB'
S new strength are a standards-setting campaign and second-generation technology—notably multichip and area TAB.
TAB proponents recognize that the technology
must leap the barrier of nonuniformity, so a
recently formed group is working out standards.
Engineers are pushing beyond superchip packaging to develop multichip TAB,modules that pack
several densely leaded chips into a small area.
They are also beginning to develop procedures
for area TAB chips with interconnect pads in
their interiors as well as along their peripheries.
Interest in TAB started picking up when engineers realized it would be a good package for
high-speed, very large-scale integrated circuits
with hundreds of external leads. It offers ahighly productive, low-cost, and reliable alternative
to wire-bonding integrated circuits to lead
frames and ceramic substrates. It is based on
polyimide reeled tape ranging in width from 35
to 105 mm and with etched copper conduction
paths. ICs are bonded onto the tape and then
packaged: both processes are highly automated.
Although it was pioneered by the General
Electric Co. in 1972, TAB was an orphan technology in the U. S. for many years. It did find a
home in Japan [Electronics, Nov. 11, 1985, p. 26],
where electronics manufacturers saw its potential for providing relatively small, multileaded
packages with interconnects that can be handled
by automated bonding procedures. And now TAB
is finding its place in U. S. electronics.
TAB still has a minuscule share of the market,
but by 1990, it could garner anywhere from 5% to
20% of the total chip interconnection market, says
Bob Applewhite, manager of 3M Co.'s Microinterconnect Systems Division in St. Paul, Minn.
To give TAB a push in the marketplace, a
group of eight companies is supporting a Jedec
standard proposal. It addresses such issues as
the maximum number of outer leads (from 60 to
804) for agiven package size, their pitch (10, 15,
and 20 mils), test pad location and size, and dimensions of the sprocket holes (to assure accurate positioning in test sockets and handlers). All
dimensions and tolerances allow the use of twoor three-layer tape, as well as any future multiElectronics/September 3, 1987

layer tape configurations. The eight companies
are Amp, Apple Computer, Boeing Electronics,
Ford Aerospace, IBM, Indy Electronics, Mesa
Technology, and Rockwell International.
With its multilead capability, TAB is a natural
for modules like the ones Texas Instruments Inc.
is working on for the U. S. Army Electronics
Technology and Devices Laboratory, Ft. Monmouth, N. J. The Dallas company has already
produced two surface-mount modules designed
to hold TAB-connected VHSIC chips running at up
to 100-MHz frequencies. The chips are mounted
directly to a multilayer cofired ceramic substrate, with each module having electrical characteristics matching those of the VHSIC chips
(see fig. 1). The modules use chips developed by
TI, with ceramic packaging from Interamics, San
Diego, Calif., and TAB equipment and tape from
TAB pioneer International Micro Industries, Cherry Hill, N. J [Electronics, Feb. 17, 1986, p. 38].
In the commercial market, Du Pont Electronics' Connector Systems Division in New Cumberland, Pa., offers amultichip memory module (see
fig. 2) for floppy-disk backup and other applications. The credit-card-size module [Electronics,
Dec. 18, 1986, p. 142] contains 16 memory chips
and measures 1/8 in. thick; two smaller sizes are
available. Made by NEC Corp. using imi equipment and processing technology, they are available in three random-access and read-only versions ranging from 32 nits to 1mbit.

overheating and expansion. One way of solving
this problem is to employ single-point bonders
that attach one lead at a time, a method that
Hughes Aircraft Co., Carlsbad, Calif., uses in its
dual TAB and wire bonder. Hughes also employs
single-frame TAB carriers instead of reel-to-reel
film sprocket drives.
Hughes is betting that its system is ideal for
large-area ICs, says Gary Smith, Hughes TAB
marketing manager. But imi's Holt believes that
area TAB will not take off until areliable way of
forming fast, consistent interconnections is developed—and that could take until the end of the
decade, he says. A way must also be found to
prevent the tape film from outgassing when
heated, says Holt, since both moisture and process chemicals can contaminate the chip environment. Another problem with area bonding is the
inaccessibility of inner die bonds for inspection,
and that makes it unacceptable for most military
standards, says 3M's Applewhite.
Most of the larger IC makers and users are
jumping on the TAB bandwagon. For example, TI is
TAB-bonding a 394-mil2 chip with 224 leads into
ceramic chip carriers for its MegaChip Lisp processor. To handle such big chips, imi is developing
TAB with several levels of interconnections for ICs
almost 3in. on a side and with over 2,000 leads.
Another development that's generating a lot

MULTICHIP CONNECTIONS
One development that's helping speed the
spread of multichip TAB is imi's Multitab, which
permits the connection of many chips in the
same plane or substrate. Multitab uses two single-level tapes in a cantilevered configuration
that eliminates the need for apolyimide support
ring while allowing each chip to be tested prior
to commitment to afinal package. The system is
presently being used by an IMI subsidiary, Smart
Card Systems Inc., to fabricate two military access systems, and it may be used to make the
next generation of Du Pont memory cassettes.
As lead counts begin to increase, it is inevitable that I/o pads in the center of the die will
supplement those on the periphery. And TAB
technologists are already devising a scheme to
accommodate this move. Called area TAB, the
process uses tape containing multilevel conducting planes of copper (see fig. 3).
Area TAB may cause problems in the way processing is carried out, however. Since the upper
level of TAB leads must be brought down to the
plane of the die surface, methods must be devised to open up apath through the lower level
of leads without causing shorting and to apply
the bonding tool through the path. This almost
eliminates the use of gang bonders, which are
more suited to single-level planar bonding.
Area bonding also may cause the polyimide
film that supports the leads to delaminate due to
Electronics/September 3, 1987

2. MEMORY PACK. Du Pont is offering three multichip TAB modules to hold
RAMs or ROMs; this credit-card-size module holds 16 memory ICs.
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of interest is the TapePak process for leaded
plastic chip carriers from National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif. TapePak uses a
single-layer tape with no polyimide and with double-thickness pure copper for better thermal performance. Also, it provides on the tape the
"bumps"—built-up input/output pads needed for
bonding. That means the bumps needn't be added to the chip—and that requirement for special
processing of the ics has been amajor roadblock
to the spread of TAB.
Two recent TapePak converts are Motorola
TAB

Next to go commercial could be area TAB
with multilevel conductors to accommodate
interconnection pads in the chip interior
as well as around the penp'hery
Inc.'s Semiconductor Products Group, Phoenix,
Ariz.—second largest lc producer in the U. S.—
and the Delco Products Division of General Motors Corp., Kokomo, Ind. [Electronics, April 16,
1987, p. 24]. Motorola will turn out VLSI packages
with 20-mil centers; Delco won't say what it's
using TapePak for. National itself has implemented an assembly line called Odyssey that incorporates both TapePak and wire bonding to
produce an array of device styles in avariety of
packages [Electronics, Aug. 21, 1986, p. 74].
And IBM Corp. is getting into the act. Although it is using a flip-chip solder-mount technology called the C4 process in its new Personal

1.21elelL1•711"":

System/2, industry sources say the computer giant has begun to develop its own TAB technology. However, Intel Corp. will stick with C4,
says Jeff Katz, director of marketing. Intel has
an IBM license for the technology, which divides
die tabs into three to four rows on the periphery
of the chip to obtain closer pitch spacing.
It doesn't take a super-salesman to tout the
advantages of TAB technology. As line densities
rise to meet the demands of higher-speed circuits, the surface area of VLSI circuits gets
smaller. The mechanical restrictions of wire
bonding, however, require that each die pad be
no smaller than about 4 by 4 mils, with no less
than 2 mils spacing between pads. With lead
counts of some devices now surpassing 300, this
means that a chip would have to be almost 500
mils on aside to accommodate wire-bond pads at
its edges. Such sizes are beyond the capabilities
of most semiconductor processes, which can't go
beyond 394 mils on a side.
That's where TAB comes to the rescue. It permits bonding pads to be reduced to 2by 2 mils
by doing away with the vertical leads necessary
in popular conventional packages. And Fairchild
Semiconductor Corp., Palo Alto, Calif., recently
reached 1by 1mils per pad with 1-mil spacing
for an inner lead pitch of 2 mils [Electronics,
Aug. 20, 1987, p. 32]. With this version of TAB,
chip sizes can be reduced by almost 90%, restricted only by the number of components on the die.
And TAB has additional advantages. For one,
because bonded inner leads are brought out to
wider pitches that are more accessible to probing, circuits on the die can be more easily tested
and even burned-in before being packaged. That
will save the expense of unknowingly bonding
defective chips to a substrate. Since the chip
itself does not have to be directly touched by
surface probes, there's less likelihood of damage
occurring during chip handling.
TAB leads also perform better at high speeds,
primarily because of the rectangular paths that
they offer. Above about 50 MHz, the round wires
associated with chip-and-wire methods begin to
introduce large lead inductances, whereas rectangular cross sections do not. Because of the
lead shape, TAB also provides improved heat dissipation over wire bonding—Fairchild claims a
60% improvement. The improved heat dissipation
and the considerably higher bond strengths of
TAB dramatically improve the reliability of the
chip. And, since the manufacturer specifies the
design configuration of TAB leads, there is more
control over interconnection impedance.
One of the primary advantages of TAB is that
inner leads can be attached to the die and outer
leads attached to the package in a single gangbonding process. As lead counts increase, wirebonding of conventional packages becomes extremely labor-intensive, adding to the cost of assembly as well as increasing the chances of device malfunction through faulty connections. D
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3. MULTILEVEL TAB. Area array TAB on this 3M setup uses tape with multiple
connection levels to provide apath to inner I/O pads on achip.
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"WINNING COLOR...AND IT
:AME OUT OF A SHARP COPIER:
is is an unretouched copy made by Sharp's new full-color copier
Sharp's new full-color business
copier, with its advanced technology, makes all others seem
obsolete.
It captures all the vibrance of
the LeRoy Neiman original. That's
winning color—color that's alive.
And it can reproduce your business documents with the same
astonishing results. From layouts
to computer graphics.
It also enlarges, reduces, copies
slides and makes transparencies.
All in winning full-color at asurprisingly low price.
See an authorized Sharp dealer
for ademonstration. You'll wonder
how you ever got along without it.
For more information, call
1-800-BE-SHARP, or mail coupon.

FREE! A 20 - x30" poster of LeRoy Neiman's "Winning Color"
when you visit an authorized Sharp dealer for afull-color copier demonstration.
CX-5000

Mr. James MacKenzie
EL3
General Manager, Copier Division
Sharp Electronics Corp.
Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, N.J. 07430
Please send me more information on Sharp's full-color copier.

I
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RELIABLE SUPPORT
FOR ISDN
Surviving in the
complex and competitive world of
ISDN will depend
on vital problemsolving capabili- MP1601A 5GHz
Pulse Pattern Generator
ties like quick
response, quick recovery and preventive
checking. This requires comprehensive
monitoring, rigorous testing and exacting
quality control of transmission systems.
Anritsu's accuracy, quality and reliability
are based on decades of experience in
electronics, optical technology and laser
research. Our focus is on the advanced
optical devices and test equipment
necessary for ISDN.
Anritsu excels in optical and digital
communication test systems. We have
shown our commitment to quick response
to practical ISDN applications by introducing high-resolution OTDRs, 5GHz pulse
pattern generators, high-performance
error rate measuring equipment for digital
transmissions, and many more.
Anritsu also designs industrial automation systems, applying lasers in many
new ways. Feedback from every area
enables us to develop ground-breaking
new products.
For any network, one name provides
the reliable support to keep it running smoother...
Anritsu makes you asurvivor.

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION
10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
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The amazing Casio FX-4000P programmable scientific calculator In
power; it's compaCASIO
rable to the most
Functions
Display
highly touted calcuMemory
lators on the market
Formula Replay
Computer Math
today.
Regression Analysis
It offers you
160 total functions, including 83 scientific functions, such as hexadecimal/
decimal/binary/octal conversions,
standard deviation and regression
analysis.
Making it easier to deal with
long computations, its 12 character

alpha-numeric display scrolls to 79
characters and its instant formula
replay feature lets
FX-4000P
you
review, edit and
160
12 Scrolls to 79
replay your formula
550 Step
at the touch of a
up to 79 chr
Hex-Bin-Octal
button. It even has
2Variable
an answer key that
stores your last computed value.
And to make things still easier;
the FX-4000P has a"perfect entry"
system, which allows you to enter and
display aformula exactly as written.
Plus, it has anon-volatile 550
step program memory with 10 program

divisions. This allows 10 different programs to be stored at once.
And it includes up to 94 data
memories, which are invaluable for
statistical analysis.
Finding all this power at your
fingertips is remarkable enough, let
alone at half the price of some competitors. If you can put your finger
on ascientific calculator that gives
you more power at any price, by all
means buy it.

CASIO
Where miracles never cease

Casio, Inc. Consumer Products Division: 15 Gardner Road, Fairfield, NJ 07006 New Jersey (201) 882-1493, Los Angeles (213) 803-3411
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INSIDE MILITARY TECHNOLOGY

C

ontractors building U. S. military aerospace systems are fighting a crisis in
software productivity, and their tactics
may point the way for civilian companies that are facing the same problems. Their
solutions are networks of highly sophisticated
tools. Two of these contractors, GmHE/Hughes Boeing approaches has Nidiffer optimistic that
Aircraft Co. and Boeing Corp., are in the fore- these networks could become the "software facfront in developing complex networked systems tories" that help resolve the military crisis.
Hughes and Boeing say their new developthat integrate the different packages required
for asoftware-writing job and then manage each ment networks are already proving their worth.
Software productivity is notoriously hard to
of those jobs.
The contractors' problems stem from the quantify, but managers at both companies say
mushrooming need to define, write, and maintain that comparing the projected costs of software
military software, which can account for nearly in recent bids on military projects with similar
70% of a system's cost. For example, the Ad- bids in the past is encouraging. "We have revanced Tactical Fighter, which will be built in duced [the cost of software in] our bids up to
the early 1990s, will need 1million lines of com- 40%," says Paul A. Mauro, who manages the
puter code to run its processors, plus 10 million program in the Software Engineering Division at
more for ground-support equipment. By compari- Hughes's Ground Systems Group in Fullerton,
son, the current workhorse fighter, the F-16, Calif. "se has really had positive effects on proneeds only 256,000 lines of computer code for its ductivity." Lloyd Osborn, directer of automation
processors. And productivity isn't keeping pace: and productivity at Boeing Aerospace Co. in Seone Air Force study concludes that the use of attle, says much the same about BASE. "Our
software in military programs is growing 12% a goal of 100% productivity improvement from
year, but software-writing efficiency is improv- 1984 to 1990 is on track and attainable," he says.
Both systems are still expanding. Hughes now
ing only 5% a year.
That's why Hughes and Boeing are pouring operates some 150 work stations (see fig. 1),
time and money into software-development net- mostly Sun Microsystem units, connected to a
works. Hughes's Software Engineering Environ- central cluster of 16 Digital Equipment Corp.
ment, or sE2,and the Boeing Automated Soft- VAX minicomputers. Boeing won't say how many
ware Engineering network, BASE, give individual computers and work stations are involved with
users at work stations access to an assortment BASE (see fig. 2), but will say that it has adozen
of computers and an extensive array of software projects under way, with each project using
tools. These are a mix of
commercial packages and
TO OTHER
tools devised internally for
TO REMOTE LANs
COMPUTERS
APOLLO RING
defining and writing application programs.
The significance of the
INTEL
DEVELOPMENT
networks lies with "their
SYSTEMS
integration, bringing many
tools together," says Kenneth E. Nidiffer. Now a
BACKBONE ETHERNET
fa
consultant at the Software
Productivity Consortium in
GATEWAY
Reston, Va., Nidiffer is a
CLASSIFIED ENVIRONMENT
retired Air Force officer
IBM
AT/370
who was a leader in the
COMPILE
FILE
SERVER
ENGINE
FILE SERVER
drive for better management of software engineering when he was at the Air
LOCAL ETHERNET
Force Systems Command.
"It has not been well recogSUN
SUN
nized that integration [of
SUN
SUN
WORK
MICROVAX
WORK
WORK
WORK
STATION
STATION
software
development
STATION
STATION
tools] is not only a discipline in itself, but abarrier
we are tripping over," he
says. That is why the initial 1. EVER GROWING. Hughes's Software Engineering Environment, or SE 2,now contains 40 softwaresuccess of the Hughes and development products with more being added. It incorporates 150 work stations linked to 16 VAX computers.
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about 20 work stations and two VAX 8700s.
Hughes already has employed sE2 to develop
software for AAS776, an air-defense system for
Egypt, as well as for large sonar, communications, and radar-control projects. Boeing's BASE
has played a pivotal role in developing software
for the Peace Shield air-defense system for Saudi Arabia, the SRAM 2 missile, and for control
systems for small intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Furthermore, the networks are being spun off
into nonmilitary applications. Hughes is using
sE2 in its bid for the new Federal Aviation Administration air-traffic-control system, which requires 1.5 million lines of Ada computer code.
Boeing's BASE has arole in design of the company's next generation of passenger jets.
Of course, writing military software has an
extra dimension of difficulty because the requirements go far beyond defining the system
and writing the programs. For one thing, the
formats for maintaining and changing the programs have to be provided for life cycles of at
least 15 years. Also, Nidiffer says, it has been
clear for years that "software-intensive defense
systems are beset with amyriad of symptomatic
problems" that run the gamut from faulty initial
software design to poor performance caused by
unskilled operating personnel and lack of system-management expertise. Recognition of these
pitfalls paved the way for the integrated software engineering networks. The way to deal
with these pitfalls, he says, is by coordinating
the definition and production of software, and

DISK
STORAGE

IDM 500
DATA BASE
MACHINE

VAX
COMPUTER

ETHERNET

IBM
PC

IBM
PC

VA X
TERMINAI

APOLLO
SERVER

APOLLO
WORK
STATION

...

APOLLO
WORK
STATION

VAX
TERMINAL

MACINTOSH

2. BROAD BASE.

•••

The Boeing Automated Software Engineering Program is

being used on adozen projects, each of which requires about 20 work stations.
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"by bringing the good ideas in software engineering, technology, and management techniques directly to bear on the weapons-system
acquisition environment."
Both Hughes and Boeing began grappling
with the software productivity dilemma adecade
ago. By the early 1980s, they had come up with
interactive development techniques. Then, starting around 1984, both companies set about putting together sets of standardized software engineering tools embedded in networks that primarily serve users at work stations.
Hughes was an early user of the R1000, a
superminicomputer from Rational, Mountain
View, Calif., with software optimized for executing Ada code. The system [Electronics, July 8,
1985, p. 36] can do incremental compilation, amajor timesaver in debugging. It also manages
software, decomposing large programs into manageable subsystems and tracking the interfaces
between those subsystems.
EXPANDING TOOL KITS
Both Hughes and Boeing are working feverishly to devise development tools that support
productivity improvements throughout the entire
software engineering cycle. Hughes's system
contains 40 software-development products—and
the number keeps growing—and Boeing's network has an equivalent number. Both companies
have added several tools that have been recently
developed, both in house and by outside vendors,
into their systems.
Hughes's latest tool is the Design Recovery
System, essentially a reverse-engineering package for existing software. It takes source code
from aprogram and charts its structure in order
to examine and analyze how it was written. The
code then can be converted easily to a structure
compatible with sE2.
At Boeing, several products developed internally are in heavy use. One is a package called
Grace, for Generic Reusable Ada Components
for Engineering. It is an 18-function library created to recycle about 240 lines of Ada source
code. Another is a structured analysis and design system that uses graphics to speed the early part of the development process.
Development tools are only the beginning for
successful networks: just as important are the
integrating software and data bases to connect
the tools. For example, Boeing's BASE automatically transfers graphics and text between the
different tools and converts information into formats required by various military end users.
Hughes and Boeing have financed the new
software systems themselves, to the tune of
about $20 million for hardware alone. They won't
disclose the cost of the software. And that's not
the end of it. Nidiffer points out that to incorporate the improvements already in sight will cost
far more, upwards of $50 million total, "but the
result will be worth it."
-Larry Waller
Electronics/September 3, 1987

Now, you can burn,in
components with watt densities
)up to 125 watts/sq. in.
That means you can dramatically
increase your burn-in yields. And you
can do it at lower cost because
ACCELERATOR Systems* minimize
vapor loss and eliminate heat sinks,
oxidatio and costly component
burn-o
Liquidway.
burn-in-47e6etier
FTS ACCELERATOR systems use
inert dielectric fluid to provide acontrolled, stable burn-in environment.
No more worry about overheating,
which often occurs in conventional air
or nitrogen burn-in systems.
Use FTS ACCELERATOR systems
to burn in awide variety of electronic
assemblies, including GaAs, ECL,
power hybrid, high-voltage products,
unpotted and lidless devices. Even
sensitive TAB devices.

No more .
heat sinks
The superior heat transfer capailitieof
AOC'ELEIWOR systems
hake expensive and labor-intensive
heat sinks unnecessary."Çorriponent
failures due to poor heat kink mounting are athing of the pasnexidation
and chamber hot spots are also
eliminated
Meet MIL-STD-883 requirements
Self-contained FTS ACCELERATOR
systems meet stringent MIL-STD-883
standards. For maximum flexibility,
you can perform several burn-in
runs concurrently.

e

Tur
syltem
Co
lete corn:r-controlled
turn-key systems, i viduall designed to meet your u.
requirements, let you begi
ting as
soon as your ACCELERA
aeives.
When it cornes to respo sive
service and reliability, you can count
on FTS Systems' experience and
leadership in burn-in technology for
ongoing support and technical knowledge.
Call or write today for adetailed
color brochure.

FTS Systems, Inc.

SYSTEMS

Stone Ridge,
NY 12484-0158
914-687-7664

Call TOLL-FREE 800-824-0400
(except NY State)
'Patents applied for.
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Compact 050 centerlines
in apopular D interface.
It's staggeringly simple.

AMP and AMPLIMITE are trademarks tot AMP Incorporated

You need acompact,
lightweight board-to-board
interconnect system that can
meet high-density requirements
and tight budget constraints. With
asimple, staggered-hole pc board
pattern.
Now you have it, in
AMPLIMITE 050 Series
Connectors.
Plugs and headers both come
in horizontal and vertical configurations, so you can combine them

for end-to-end, right angle, and
parallel mating. Low profile (.307")
design allows parallel stacking with
.472" spacing between boards.
And while we've kept the cost
down, quality is still everything you
expect from AMP. Contacts are
phosphor bronze with selective
gold over nickel plating. Housings
are UL 94V-0 rated. And manufac-

turing is to standards that reflect
our corporate quality commitment
and ongoing quality program.
Call the AMP Product
Information Center at 1-800-5226752 for complete information on
the AMPLIMITE 050 Series
Connectors. Or write us, AMP
Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3608.

diking" Fe Interconnecting ideas

Horizontal-mount
plugs and vertical
headers are available
in 30, 34, 40, 48, 50,
60, and 96 positions.
Fork-type receptacles
and tab-type pins offer
low insertion/
extraction force.
Horizontal Connection

Parallel Connection

Right-Angle Connection

Vertical plugs and
horizontal headers
come in 30, 40, 50,
and 60 positions. All
AMPLIMITE 050
Series Connectors
feature polarized
housings, and
standoffs for easy
board processing.
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VITROVAC -

Amorphous cores for
high frequency power electronics

VACUU MS( HMELZ E

VAC offers new opportunities for inductive
components in switch mode power supplies. The performance of amorphous tape
wound cores exceeds, by far, all other core
materials. You achieve:
• High frequency transformers with highest efficiency and smallest physical size.
• High frequency magnetic
with lowest losses.

amplifiers

• RF/ suppression chokes with almost constant attenuation over awide frequency
range.
Use the advantages of VITROVAC. VAC
delivers both ready components anda wide
variety of toroidal cores of amorphous
alloys. For more information, write or call
(201) 494-3530 Today.
M-107e

do Siemens Components,

Agency of

VACUUMSCHMELZE

VACUUMSCHMELZE GMBH
HANAU

186 Wood Avenue South
Iselin N.J. 08830
Telephone (201) 494-3530 •Telex WU 844 491

Federal Republic of Germany

Teletex

Inc.

03112-23700146 VACISL •Telefax (201) 3 213 964
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Defiance to wear: Seitz needle
guides for fast printers
Single or double needle guides, bare or equipped, in ruby or aluminium oxide ceramic. For accurate guidance in high-speed printing.
Test results: athousand million hits and no measurable wear!
Other Seitz-developed and manufactured products: needles,
electromagnets, complete heads.
New horizons for new materials

Division Seitz

comodur to Seit
Products and
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components

in hard

materials

Grand-Rue 27
CH-2416 Les Brenets
Switzerland
Tel. 039/32 11 12
Telex 952 331 seiz ch
Telefax 039/32 18 57

Comdata
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The Crowcard Il works similarly to aone shot logic analyzer. but is designed specifically for the
PC/XT AT bus, ibis allows technicians and engineers to capture real time data by presetting
dip switches on the board. The Crowcard ll can provide the detailed data needed to develop
micros}stem hardware and software. The card automatically Latches the LED displays when
the predetermined bus cycle trigger occurs. User defines if occurrence is DMA or cru
initialized The Crowcard II is another FIRST for microcomputers Rote Applied Physics, Inc. and can be used for
00
noubleslueding ds

Price: $589(

ALSO I
NTRODUCING!!
CROWCARD AT
Based on our popular XT Crowcard model. the Crowcard AT monitors the expanded bus.
Observes power supply voltages, address and data lines. DMA. IRQ. wait stares, address
enable and so on. Runs when your system won't boot diagnostm software or has no video
output. Multicolor LED's are located at top of card for ease of viewing. Hr 1ps reduce
troubleshooeng time and board swaps.
Crowcard X1 5249-/

Package: $489"

Crowcard AT, S299.

DEALER INQUIRIES
WELCOME!
TERMS: COD, PO. CHECK.
VISA/MC

applied physics, inc.

drew ,el
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER
THE PENTAGON WANTS TO FUND PRODUCTION R&D ON IR ARRAYS

Aogy,

iming to give a badly needed shot-in-the-arm to passive infrared technolthe Defense Department is seeking $45.1 million in the fiscal 1988
budget for the IR Focal Plane Array Producibility Initiative. Passive IR systems
will be essential to the development of such advanced military systems as the
Space-Based Kinetic Kill Vehicle, a key component in the Strategic Defense
Initiative, as well as less-exotic weapons systems, such as the M-1 tank and
TOW 3 missiles. The Defense Department says the manufacturing technology
for making focal-plane arrays is lagging behind the development of materials
and architectures, and could threaten to delay future programs. Yields for
focal-plane arrays hover around 1%—far too low for economical production.
The producibility initiative aims to tackle the manufacturing problem in much
the same way as the Very High Speed Integrated Circuits Program has
addressed submicron geometries for advanced ICs: by putting the work in the
hands of experienced manufacturers. Like the VHSIC program, the new
initiative wil: be funded out of the office of the Secretary of Defense, and it will
require that results be in the public domain. GM/Hughes Electronics, Northrop, and Texas Instruments are the most likely participants—and beneficiaries—of the program.
D

SEMATECH WILL MISS ITS DEADLINES

S

ematecl will not meet its self-imposed Sept. 30 deadline for choosing a
headquarters location, and it now appears that its search for top management talent is also falling behind schedule. But organizers of the cooperative
research group say the delays will not affect plans to set up shop by Christmas and to begin producing wafers by mid-1988. They attribute the siteselection delay to the surprisingly high number of applicants. The group
received 58 proposals for 100 sites in 36 states, and has apparently narrowed
that figure down to 14 finalists. Sematech's Site Selection Committee heard
pitches from those 14 in late July, but a spokesman says no decisions on any
proposal have been made. In the search for a pair of top executives, meanwhile, "at least 40 candidates" are vying for two posts—chief executive and
chief operating officer. Sematech's founders had hoped to have a site and
executives in place by late September, but no word is now expected until
October or later. Some things are running on schedule, however—the organization will announce in mid-September its 12 to 14 still-unnamed founding
companies. That should be about the time Congress decides just how much
government funding the project will get.
D

THE HEAT BUILDS ON THE MX MISSILE

T

he Air Force and Northrop Corp.'s Electronics Division are feeling the heat
after ar investigation by the House Armed Services Committee concluded
that the company had mismanaged a contract to produce the inertial measurement unit for the MX missile. The report says the Hawthorne, Calif.,
contractor 'used fictitious companies [and] extraordinary practices that led to
the acquisition of uncertified parts and false certification of test results." The
126-lb. inertial measurement unit determines the missile's position as it relates
to its programmed course. The report adds that the affair "has severely
undermined confidence in the Air Force's ability to manage and oversee
important strategic modernization efforts." Only 5 of the 17 MX test flights
actually used the Northrop IMU that is installed in the nine operational MXs
currently deployed. Of those five, the report asserts, two fell far out of range,
apparently as a result of failures in the IMU. The device contains three
gyroscopes, three sensors to measure acceleration, and other electronic
components. Northrop and the Air Force deny any wrongdoing.
D
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER
ARMY MOVES AHEAD ON MIDRANGE BATTLEFIELD COMPUTERS...

Tconception to procurement. The Army plans to deploy almost 1,200 syshe Army's Combat Service Support Control System is slowly mo vi
ng f
r
om

tems by 1992 for use in such areas as intelligence, fire support, air defense,
and battle planning. Specific capabilities and equipment options have not yet
been set for the five-year, $153.1 million program, nor has an architecture or
software environment been chosen. But preliminary architecture and conceptdefinition work should be done by summer's end at the Information Engineering Command at Ft. Belvoir, Va. A more thorough development effort is set to
begin there this fall. One thing that's clear about the CSSCS system, however,
is that it will be compatible with other Army equipment. The program is part of
the Army's Command and Control System, an attempt to end the proliferation
of unlike computers within Army ranks by specifying asingle common hardware family. That family hasn't yet been set, but arequest for proposals went
out in May and responses are due this month.
D
... AS ITS MOBILE MAINFRAMES GET SMALLER AND CHEAPER

Asystems—the

nother part of the Army's move to automate its battlefield manageme nt
Corps and Theater Automatic Data Processing Service
Center, known as CTASC—is set for afacelift. The program is moving into its
second phase, with the CTASC-1 machines-12 mobile, rugged commercial
mainframes that cost $3 million each—being replaced by as many as 100 or
more next-generation models. The CTASC-2 systems are smaller, more powerful, and, at under $1 million, cheaper than their predecessors. They will fit
into just two trailers, instead of the three required for the CTASC-1s, and will
have twice the memory. An initial order of 64 machines, with an option for 40
or more at a later date, will go to a small or minority-owned supplier this
winter. The first machines are due out by late 1989.
D
GRUMMAN, MARTIN MARIETTA DEVELOP TELE-OPERATED ROBOTS

Tcould be roaming the battlefields of tomorrow if prototype systems now
ele-operated robots for reconnaissance and anti-armor infantry

su pp ort

being developed by Grumman Corp. and Martin Marietta Corp. prove successful. Sandia National Laboratories is managing the development effort for
the Army Missile Command at Red Stone Arsenal, Ala., and it awarded
development contracts to both companies this summer. The robotic vehicles
will be controlled by afiber-optic cable trailing back to aportable control pack
as far as 5km behind. The cable will carry control data and avideo signal
showing what's in the vehicle's path.
D
E-SYSTEMS WILL DEVELOP JOINT-SERVICES RECONNAISSANCE SYSTEM
of a highly classified reconnaissance image-collection and
Development
processing system for U. S. battle group commands is now in the hands

of Dallas-based E-Systems Inc., which this summer beat out General Dynamics Corp. and Lockheed Corp. for the joint-services contact. Coordinated by
the Electronic Systems Division of the Air Force Systems Command, the deal
is so hush-hush that even the value of the pact was not disclosed—the first
time in memory that aprogram was announced without adollar value, says
one veteran command official. The Joint Service Image Processing System
will process images from awide range of reconnaissance systems, including
satellites, aircraft, and ground-based equipment, and then forward them to
battle group commands. Loral Corp.'s System Group in Phoenix, Ariz., and
General Electric Co.'s Automated Systems Division in Burlington, Mass., are
subcontractors for the program.
D
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This astounding new RTV silicone sealant can be
tack free in 3 minutes —yet is noncorrosive!
It's called Sil-Ace. A patented, proven acetone curing mechanism is the secret. You get the
set up speed and excellent properties of acetoxy
curing with the safety and unobjectionable odor
of alkoxy. So no more hour's wait to assure
proper coating and seal.
You can choose from over adozen varieties.
Tack free time ranges from 3 minutes for
MIL-A-46146A Sil-Ace (flowable and non-sag)
to 8 minutes for general purpose flowable.
There are also flame retardant (UL94 V-1)
and electrical conducting varieties. All of them
keep over ayear— without refrigeration!
Yet with all these advantages, Sil-Ace is
competitively priced.
You must learn more.
For full information—and asample of
Sil-Ace —write, Shin-Etsu Silicones
of America, Attn: Mark Huffman,
431 Amapola Ave., Torrance,
CA 90501 Better still,
call now: (800) 544-1745
Silicone

Shin -Etsu Silicones
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COME AND DISCOVER
THE RAW MATERIAL
OF THE NINETIES!
To DI SCOVER TH ENEW TEC HN OLOG IES,
THE NEW PRODUCT
S,

TH OS ETHAT ARE SU RE T
O BE THE "RAW MATERIAL" OFTOMORROW'
SIND USTRY,
COME TO THE SALON I
NTERNATI ONA LDES COMPOSANTS ÉL ECTRONI QU ES87.
THE 5 DAYSOFTHE EXHIBITI ON MEAN 5 DAYSOFMEETIN GS ,
INFORMATI ONAND DI SCOVERY, 5 DAYSTO PLAN FOR NOW!

PARIS NOVEMBER 16-20, 1987
PARC DES EXPOSITIONS PARIS-NORD
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND SUB-ASSEMBLIES:
SEMICONDUCTORS, MICROSYSTEMS, ELECTRONIC TUBES, PASSIVE COMPONENTS,
PRINTED CIRCUITS, HYPERFREOUENCY COMPONENTS, ETC...
ELECTRONIC TESTING AND M EASUREMENT:
ANALYZERS, RECORDERS, TESTS FOR ICS, CARDS AND PASSIVE COMPONENTS ETC...
I
NTERNATIONAL PANELS:
NEW TRENDS IN I
NTEGRATED CIRCUITS.
2ND I
NTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PASSIVE COMPONENTS:

MATERIALS, TECHNOLOGY, I
MPLEMENTATION.
PROFESSIONAL BADGES
ATTHE SHOW ENTRANCE, REGULAR PRICE: 120 FF.
SPECIAL PRE-REGISTRATION PRICE
UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30,1987, REDUCED PRICE: 6o FF.
ORGANIZATION S.D.S.A.- 20 RUE HAMELIN -F75116 P
ARIS -T
EL. (33-1) 45.05.13.17 -Tx 630400F

PLEASE SEND ME

El PRE-REGISTRATION CARD
O EXHIBITION LEAFLET

D PRE-CATALOGUE
1=1 PROGRAMMES OF PANELS AND CONFERENCES

M ROR MS
COMPANY
ADDRESS
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Your window ofopportwity

C&C

Computers and Communications

V70—the 32-bit microprocessor
with the right technology at the right time
The V70 supermicro is your window of opportunity into the 32-bit
world. By moving up now, you can
stake your claim to emerging
markets. And get the benefits of
high integration, exceptional
speed and sophisticated on-chip
functions. All in CMOS.
SPEED
The V70 delivers 6.6 MIPS (max)
at a20MHz clock rate. The sixstage pipelined CPU executes up
to four instructions concurrently.
VIRTUAL MEMORY
MANAGEMENT
The on-chip demand-paged
Memory Management Unit supports 4gigabytes of virtual and
physical memory spaces. And
gives you 4levels of memory
protection.
FLOATING POINT ON-CHIP
The V70 executes basic floating
point operations (IEEE 754) without co-processor.

FAULT-TOLERANT
APPLICATIONS
The V70 helps you design faulttolerant systems with its unique
on-chip Functional Redundancy
Monitor. Use two V70's, one master and one checker. During
each bus cycle, the checker monitors the master and issues mismatch warnings.
ON-CHIP DEBUGGING
The V70 offers three types of debug functions on-chip. V70 users
get full support from NEC, including abroad line of CMOS peripherals, development tools, and
two operating systems—UNIX
system V and our realtime OS.
If you've been looking into
the 32-bit world, it's time to step
through the window of opportunity. With the V70 from NEC.
Find out about it today.
For further inkoniation, please contact:
▪ USA
Te1:1-800-632-3531.
Califerida:1-800-632-3132.
TWX: 810478-6985.
W Europe

EFFICIENT PROGRAMMING
The V70 features 32 generalpurpose registers (each 32 bits
wide) and apowerful instruction
set optimized for high-level languages and operating systems
such as UNIX and MS-DOS.
V70 instructions are fully compatible with the V60. A high-speed
emulation mode gives you compatibility with V20/V30 software.

UNIX ia a trademark of AT & T Bell Laboratories.
MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp

W. Gerisaliy
Te1:0211-650302. Telex:8580800 NE D.
The Netherlands
211040-40-845. Telex 81923 NEC 3 WL.
Swedes
111:08-732-8200. Telex:13838 WECSCAN S.
name
Te1:1-3846-9617. Telex:69909 NEC ET.
Daly
Te1:02-6709108. Telex:31SM DECEIT 1.
DE
Te1:9908 691133. Telex:826711 NEMEC G.

II Asia

Hong Kong
Tea-M-9008. Telex:SIM EMEC EX.
Taiwan
Te102422-4192. Telex. 32372 EXNEC TP.
Singapore
Tel:4819881. Telex:39726 NECES IS.

▪ Oceania Amiralla
Tel:03-287-83SL Telex:MUMS NECBCD.
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY IN JAPAN
AN UP-TO-DATE REPORT

A

fter years of unimpeded growth, Japan's

The picture in the test and measurement

high-technology industry has temporarily

business brightened somewhat in the first half of

stumbled. A confluence of factors have caused

1987 Optical disk consumption is on the rise

some segments of the industry to come to a

thanks to a strong world-wide demand. And

screeching halt while other segments actually

component makers find overseas production the

declined. Two world oil shortages, a saturated

answer to an ever rising yen.

domestic market, and the rising value of the yen

This year's report was prepared by the

have all had a negative impact on the various

Nomura Research Institute in Kanagawa, Japan,

segments. But the hard-hit Japanese companies

under the direction of Shigeaki Kaneyori, who

are taking agressive steps to reverse their

also wrote the components update. The

recent setbacks as this year's report indicates.

Semiconductor report was written by Junichi

The hardest hit were the semiconductor

Inoue and the Telecommunications section by

makers, but the next generation of ICs should

Shinji Yamane. Yasuhiko Arai prepared the

make the market bounce back.
Telecommunications holds a lot of promise now

Computers & Peripherals update while Juro
Toda wrote the Pattern Recognition Technology

that the laws have been liberalized.

section. Hiroshi Fukui wrote the Test &

Decentralization continues to be the trend in

Measurement report, while the Optical Disk

computers. When the pattern recognition

section was prepared by Shin Kusunoki.

technology gets more refined, look for such
items as a Japanese language word processor.

Cover photo compliments of Graphtec Corp.
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ALeader in the Optical Age:
Toshiba DFB Laser Diode
Now transmit tons of data through asingle-mode fiber-optic with
Toshiba's link to the new-age mode of communications. An impressive
lineup of high-performance laser diodes, boasting threshold currents
of 20mA and more than 30dB of side-mode suppression ratio, is the
result of our advanced electronics and opto-electronic technologies.
In addition, long-haul transmission of 2.0Gbps data is easily possible.
And the wide variety of Toshiba systems assures that your specific
needs are met.
Toshiba: the pioneer of laser diodes in the exciting world of
communications, from CATV and TV conference to videotex systems.

PACKAGE
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Chip makers continue to introduce
products despite aharsh economy
manufacturers are busily taking steps
to improve the trade climate. These
basically include establishing new
production plants overseas, improving
existing ones, and setting up
partnerships with foreign manufacturers
for cooperative efforts involving
technology or production. Virtually all of
the big domestic manufacturers
announced some measures of this sort
over the past year.
NEC, for example, is reinforcing its
production of logic integrated circuits
and memories at its Roseville, Ca.,
facility, while Toshiba is embarking on
full-fledged production of 1-Mbit
dynamic RAMs in West Germany, and
Mitsubishi Electric has decided to
produce 256-Kbit static RAMs at its
plant in North Carolina. More extensive
global relationships are also taking
shape.
Toshiba already has partnerships
with Motorola, Zilog, and Intel. NEC is
tied up with Intel, American
Microsystems Inc., Standard
Microsystems Corp., and Zilog, while

or marketing of new products aimed at
capitalizing on the market's great
potential and building a great demand.
Notable in this reagard is the
application-specific IC (ASIC), which
has become a matter of priority with all
manufacturers.
This is an interesting development, in
light of the fact that Japan's
semiconductor industry has in the past
leaned heavily toward the dynamic
RAM and engaged in low-run, highly

Sony has links with Advanced Micro

RAM and announced its entry into the
1-Mbit memory field.

for fiscal year 1987 is forecast to reach

Devices Inc., for production of 256 Kbit
static RAMs and other circuits.

2.7 trillion yen from 2.3 trillion yen in
1986, an increase of 17%. If so, it

the Japanese companies' part is to

In addition, all entrants are vigorously

would represent the first increase in the
last three years.

minimize the effects of the rapid
increase in the value of the yen. It

pursuing development of processors
and graphic controllers for image

At the same time, the pressure put
on earnings with the decline of 256Kbit dynamic random-access memory

cannot be denied, however, that
companies are gradually laying the
foundation for more extensive

processing with their eyes on the bright
prospects for growth in that field.
Meanwhile, they are bracing for mass

prices to about 200 yen is being
alleviated as the price recovers to

international partnerships invoving
technology, manufacturing, and sales.

production of 4-Mbit masked ROMs.
These will store character fonts for use

about 350 yen. However, these
developments appear to derive more
from production adjustments than to

This kind of activity is likely to increase,
especially given the desire of the
manufacturers in other industries to

in Japanese-language word processors
and printers, which are now in demand.
In terms of new types of products, a

any full-fledged recovery in the
marketplace.

enter this field.
The past year saw no downturn in

major trend is the response to mass
production of the 1-Mbit dynamic RAM,

the pace of technological development

which emerged on a full-scale

Over the last two to three years,
Japan's semiconductor industry has
gradually found itself in an exceedingly
harsh environment—an unprecedented
situation. Surplus plant and equipment
investments and the cooling off of the
market around 1984 are the chief
villans. The situation was further
compounded by the rapid deterioration
of the trade climate last year.
While it is difficult to say just what
the decisive blow was, the fact remains
that the industry actually declined for
the three years following 1984—
something hard to believe for an
industry that had enjoyed a steady
healthy growth rate until then. What's
more, the industry has been unable to
find any positive signs to give an
encouraging answer to the question of
the hour: "When will it get back on the
growth track?"

Making progress
Nevertheless, efforts made by various
manufacturers since the start of 1987
appear to be having some effect, at
least as far as the market environment
is concerned. Specifically, production

Even in these straits, all
112

Naturally, part of the motivation on

diverse product lines. The trend is
surfacing in a host of fields. ICs for
displays is a prime example; the display
manufacturers Hitachi, Toshiba,
Matsushita, and Sharp are attempting
to use their dominance to build up an
assortment of products. There is also
NEC and ASCII Corp's development of
a 256-Kbit image-processing memory
for personal computers, Hitachi's
development of a 1-Mbit frame memory
to improve the picture quality and
expand the functions of the video
cassette recorder. And lastly, Sony
finished developing its dual-ported

4-Mbit ROMs

Electronics/September 3, 1987
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beginning last last year. The big
semiconductor manufacturers are
preparing to increase this production
later this year from a monthly volume
of a few hundred thousands of units to
roughly two million chips. NEC, Fujitsu,
Hitachi, Toshiba, Matsushita,
Mitsubishi, and Oki have all announced
products or are delivering them, all
offering their own distinctive features.
There has also been a stream of
other types of new memory devices.
NEC and Mitsubishi, for example, have

each unveiled 256-Kbit static RAM
devices boasting a 35-ns access time;
the 256-Kbit electrically erasable
programmable read-only memory
announced by Sanyo features a read
time of 50 ns.
Besides such devices, there has also
been a succession of announcements
of elements that are to form the focus
of corporate efforts in the future. At the
International Solid-State Circuit
Conference held this February, Toshiba
stated that it was taking aim at a 4-Mbit

erasable PROM, and Hitachi and Sony
made similar statements concerning
the 1-Mbit static RAM. In addition, at
this conference five companies—
Toshiba, Hitachi, Fujitsu, Mitsubishi,
and Matsushita—announced the
development of 4-Mbit dynamic RAMs
or circuit technology following those
made by NEC and Toshiba last year.
Moreover, this year's
announcements are much closer to
being viable products than were
previous ones. In each case, the

Focus on Oki Electronic Devices Group
Systems technology is having a significant impact on the way in which
large-scale integrated circuits are
designed and used. Semiconductors
have become extremely complex,
especially with today's CMOS ASIC
technology, and are much more
than mere components; they are
systems in and of themselves.
To succeed in today's world market for ICs, manufacturers must
adopt the mentality and methods of
systems makers. Semiconductor
companies must be ready and able
to enter into a working partnership
with their customers so that solutions can be found for the unique
problems faced by systems manufacturers.

Gone are the days when an IC

manufacturers,

but Oki

has

been

ume. Today, there is a need to un-

designing and manufacturing systems since the company was founded over 100 years ago and is intimately familiar with the problems

derstand the design problems and

that systems companies face.

end-use environment of systems.
The IC manufacturer must offer systems technology for customer solutions.
The systems market is constantly
changing, and semiconductor manufacturers must change with it, providing an ever-widening variety of
extremely complex devices tailored
to specific systems applications.

Because Oki has gained extensive experience as a designer and
producer of system products, the
company has the unique ability to
design building blocks that improve

A systems orientation would require organizational and procedural
changes for most semiconductor

of new systems, Oki offers a variety

producer could simply manufacture
a variety of commodity products
and expect to sell them in high vol-

the designs of its customers. Oki
brings its systems experience to
bear on its silicon offerings in the
world marketplace.
To help with the implementation
of chip mounting techniques on its
high-speed, high-capacity automated assembly lines. A large percentage of the company's revenues are
reinvested into specific areas of research and development for the
benefit of future systems. At the
company's new research and development laboratories in Hachioji, for
example, Oki is refining its 0.8-µm
CMOS technology and has begun
pilot production of its 4-Mbit dynamic random-access memories.
Oki has long experience with the
problems faced by systems manufacturers. The company has a tradition of developing close, intense
working relationships with increasingly sophisticated systems manufacturers and providing them with
the best, most advanced system

Masao Nogami, president
Electronics /September 3, 1987
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NMB

SEMICONDUCTOR
Our Tateyama plant is the newest,

most -

advanced CMOS VLSI manufacturing base
in Japan. Total computerized operation and
robot control in Class 1 ultra clean rooms
facilitates wafer fabrication to one-micron
geometry. Leading-edge design, processing,
and testing technologies ensure total reliability

ExcellentUltra-Speed
CMOS DRAMs,SRAMs and VRAMs
Memory for High-Speed Processors
Memory has finally evolved to keep pace with processors offering faster and
faster speeds.
And NMB Semiconductor has developed unique DRAMs, SRAMs and video RAMs
powerful enough to support the high-speed processors of today, and tomorrow.
NMB Semiconductors ultra-speed memory span a widening range of applications in
computers, image processing, measurement equipment, and medical electronics
-to name but a few. So, when your requirement calls for the state-of-the art in
ultra-speed memory, turn to the experts. Turn to NMB Semiconductor.

Response

SRAM

DRAM
Organization

Product No.

Access Time
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I tcAc

Product No.
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Access The MaxintriXre)

16K AAA16K4

4KX4

35

64K AAA64K1

6410(1

35/45

DRAM MODULE

Cycle Time
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Mode

Product No.
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Acrens Time(ns)

256KX8/9

70/80/100

256KX1

60/70/80

11/12/13

121/136/151

Static column decode,
Page Ntble Clocked Satà

MM2800 SERES

AAA1M100 SERIES

1MX1

100/120

20/25

190/220

Static column decode,
Page

VIDEO RAM MODULE

AAA1M104 SERIES

256KX4

100/120

20/25

190/220

M200 SERIES

1MX1

60/80

15/20

100/130

M204 SERIES

256KX4

60/80

15/20

100/138

256K AAA2800 SERIES

1M

1M

Static column decode,
Page
Static column decode,
Page Nibble
Static column decode,
Page

(Products marked * are currently under development.)

NMB Semiconductor Corporation

NMB Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

11621 Monarch Street. Garden Grove,

Attention Sales Department

Te1:714-897-6272

1580 Yamamoto Tateyama-shi, Chiba 29z Japan
Fax:714-891-0895

Tel:(0470)23-3121
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256KX8X2
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CA 92641, U.S.A.
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MB

SEMICONDUCTOR

Fax:(0470)23-2171
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devices have submicron design rules
and various elaborations, such as
countermeasures for soft errors from
alpha rays on the ever shrinking cell
area. There is also a diversity in
memory cell structure, including trench
and laminated types. Sample
shipments could begin next year.
Another topic is the progress being
made on the chip that is part of The
Real-Time Operating System Nuclear
(TRON) project, with a 32-bit processor
set to debut on the market this
December (see Computers and
Peripherals). The main participants in
the project are Hitachi, Fujitsu,
Mitsubishi, Toshiba, and Matsushita. It
is gaining momentum faster than
initially expected, and its future efforts
in the areas of personal computers and
office automation equipment will be
closely monitored.
There were several significant
announcements concerning
development of semiconductor device

technology this year as well, one being
the research in the area of 16-Mbit
devices. The approximately 0.5-µm
design rules in this class are inevitably
difficult to accommodate through the
existing processes and elemental
technology or even improved versions
along the same lines.

Solid State Conference
At the International Solid-State Circuits
Conference, Nippon Telegraph &
Telephone announced that it had
developed a 16-Mbit dynamic RAM by
employing element fabrication
technology with a design rule of 0.7
!£m. A high-performance on-chip error
correction circuit termed an error
correction code was incorporated as
an alpha-ray countermeasure, and a
new trench type capacitor was
employed as part of the technology to
shrink the memory cell area.
Although several problems must be
resolved before commercialization can

take place, this is the first such
development in the world and must be
considered important. Oki Electric also
announced that it had developed a 4Mbit pseudo static RAM by adding a
refresh function to a 4-Mbit dynamic
RAM.
This movement toward greater
scales of integration and higher speeds
for silicon devices is being paralleled
by that to raise devices employing
compounds for substrates to the level
of practical usage. Development here
has thus far reached the 4-Kbit static
RAM level. A higher scale of
integration and expanded range of
applications are anticipated with an
improvement in the quality of the
materials for substrates and for other
elements.
A notable item is the blue lightemitting diode developed by a research
group of the Tokyo Institute of
Technology this March. Its luminance
shows a remarkable improvement over

Focus on NMB Semiconductor
Founded in May, 1984, NMB Semiconductor is the only semiconductor
maker in Japan dedicated soley to
developing and marketing sophisticated CMOS memories. NMB's
state-of-the-art technology encompasses microfabrication of dynamic
random-access
memories
(256
Kbits, 1 Mbits, and 4 Mbits), static
RAMs (64 Kbits and 256 Kbits),
electrically erasable programmable
read-only memories (64 Kbits and
256

and

automatic photolithography system;
single-wafer plasma-etching equipment; a complete range of chemical-vapor deposition systems; and
high-performance test and measuring equipment.
NMB works in cooperation with
top manufacturers around the world
to develop the finest in semiconduc-

vide the market with tomorrow's
technology and products.

tor products. These activities have
resulted in such superb products as

DRAMs as well as other related
devices.
The company's Tateyama plant is

a 1-Mbit DRAM with a 60-to-70-ns
access time; the DRAM was devel-

the newest, most-advanced CMOS
circuit

companies.
NMB also does extensive innova-

production facility in Japan. Completely computerized, including robots in a Class 1 cleanroom, the

tive research on its own, which has
led to the creation of such original
products as a 4-Mbit video DRAM; it

plant can handle wafer fabrication
of circuits with 1-µm geometries.

is available now in sample quantities. The quality and originality of
NMB's products have made the

large-scale

4-Mbit

ue to work in cooperation with its
partners around the world to pro-

video

very

Kbits),

ture a 5:1 projection and exposure
system; a high-performance, fully

integrated

Leading-edge design, processing,
and testing technologies ensure the
total reliability of NMB's products.
NMB's microfabrication lines fea116

oped in cooperation with major US

company the only Japanese semiconductor maker not named in antidumping charges. NMB will contin-

Takumi Tamura, president
Electronics/September 3, 1987
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models announced previously. The
core technology is epitaxial growth
through metal organic chemical vapor
deposition with a semiconductor of the
Group II-VI elements (zinc selenium,

optical disks alone, whether ROM,
write-once read-many (WORM), or
erasable direct read after write
(EDRAW).
Investments on facilities from these

research has thus far been centered in
the big semiconductor manufacturers
and NTT, but the results are being
translated into commercial products by
Nippon Kogaku and Canon. Late last

zinc sulphur) on a gallium arsenide
substrate of the Group III-V elements.
The results have brought a blue LED
one step closer to practical use and

corporations make this a promising

year, Matsushita announced

field for the semiconductor
manufacturing equipment industry, at

technology for pattern formation using

least over the short term. As for liquid-

could therefore pave the way for the
incorporation of three-colored LEDs
into full-color displays.
This LED research is also expected
to quicken the tempo of research on

crystal display devices, the demand is
anticipated to steadily expand as
application broadens from pocket TVs

the stepper light source. And Canon is
working on X-ray sources and lasers.

an excimer laser (krypton-flourine) as

In short, development in the
semiconductor industry is generating a

blue laser diodes. Practical use here
would have a great impact on optical
recording, optical printers, and various

to office automation, factory
automation, and automotive fields in
the years ahead.
There are also extensive programs
concerning equipment designed for the

succession of new technology that is
gradually being placed on commercial
footing. This, in turn, is spawning new

other fields.

development or support of innovative

semiconductor manufacturing
equipment industry, which
consequently appears to be on the

semiconductor devices. In the

Manufacturing

equipment for mass production or
developmental support in the

There is also news on the

lithography field, X-ray and laser
sources are coming to the fore as

semiconductor manufacturing

replacements for the current ultraviolet

verge of a new expansion, provided the
right opportunities can be found and

equipment front. Obviously, this
industry has been placed in a difficult

light sources. X-ray lithography

exploited.

position with the restraints on
investment by its customers in the
semiconductor industry over the last
three years. However, it is attempting
to turn the mass production of new
devices and the improving market
climate into new growth.
In particular, the industry harbors
great expectations for the investment
that is becoming necessary as
production of devices in the 1-Mbit
dynamic RAM class begins to emerge
on afull scale. The related
manufacturing equipment may be
exemplified by steppers enabling
precise pattern formation through the
use of low-pressure chemical vapor
deposition systems needed for

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Future growth areas are
mobile phones, facsimile
Japan's communications equipment
industry has been rapidly developing

equipment market is expected to stay

over the past five years, but since the

telecommunications laws. And the
facsimile market ià also expected to

latter half of 1985, the business climate
has become quite unfavorable, due to
the rapid rise of the yen compared with

strong thanks to the liberalized

grow, as personal facsimile systems
come on the market.
According to the Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications, a wave of new

formation of quality thin-film for
demanding stepper coverage, and ion
and dry etching equipment.

the dollar. This makes exporting
unprofitable. Another factor is the

The industry is also making a push in
such fields as film fabrication
equipment related to the rapidly

industrialized countries.
And in general, the growth rate
projected for the next five years (see

expanding fields of optical disks and to

table) is quite low, despite some new

products is expected to flood the
market in the next five years.
•Marinet telephones are radio
communication telephones for use
within ports by small ships that don't

liquid-crystal displays, which have good
potential for future growth with practical

developments expected in the

have large, sophisticated radio
systems. These are expected to come

use of the active matrix, as well as

domestic market.
Although unfavorable export

inspection equipment. Users are
making increasing investments in these

conditions and increasing overseas
production will affect Japan's

fields. Altogether, several dozen
corporations are active in the field of

production of communication
equipment, the domestic telephone

Electronics/September 3, 1987

intensified competition from the newly

on the scene in April, 1988.
•Convenience radio phones are
simplified mobile telephone systems
that do not require a base station. This
service will be available to customers
117
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If you're talking top-quality, easy-access speech reproduction,
remember that the most sound solutions start at OKI.
Talk it over with your project team.
When you agree your system needs
both higher quality sound and simpler application, start talking to OKI.

and converters. And now, the first allin-one ADPCM speech processor, the
OKI 6258, which integrates your critical functions on a single VLSI chip.

World leader in speech technology
and solutions, OKI supports your
project with the most sound experience
today. Over 1000 designs in the past
two years alone. Satisfying widely
diversified applications with unique
options drawn from a still-expanding
product line: a family of synthesizers

To demonstrate its superb ADPCM
sound quality and ease-of-use, OKI
now offers you the 6258 DEMO KIT.
It's ready-to-go and specially priced
now, to get your system talking
sooner...and better!
Just call us.

New
Single Chip
Solution:

SPEECH FUNCTIONS

OKI's VLSI ADPCM
Speech Processor 6258.
Highly integrated ADPCM chip, adaptable for
two memory-storage options: either SRAM for
battery power, or DRAM for extended speech
time— up to 16 minutes using OKI's

high-

density SIMM modules.

MEMORY 4. SYNTHESIS

OPTIONAL
SOLUTIONS
FROM OKI:

+U+K

OKI
.
,";:,:ltRT NO.

5204
ADPCM

111

1111 III 1111
LSI SYNTHESIS WITH
BUILT-IN ROM

III

11111111

ADPCM
development
tools too!

OUTPUT

Whether you opt for the
do-everything ADPCM 6258
processor, or select other solutions from
our versatile speech product line, OKI has all
the technical assistance and development tools
you'll need in place. To simplify and support
your implementation, we can provide acomplete
prototyping system for editing, SAS-1 Memory
Processor. And for playback demonstrations,
the SAS-2 with built-in amplifier allows audio
review of your programming.

5218

5248
6296
6243
6212

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.

Oki Semiconductor

Electronic Devices Group
Overseas Marketing Dept.
Head Office Annex
10-3, Shibaura, 4-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan

650 North Mary Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A.
Tel: (408) 720-1900
Fax: (408) 720-1918
Telex: 296687 OKI SNTA

Tel: 3-454-2111
Fax: 3-798-7643
Telex: J22627
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Oki Electric Europe GmbH

Oki Electronics
(Hong Kong) Ltd.
16th Floor, Fairmont House,
8Cotton Tree Drive, Hong Kong

Niederkasseler Lohweg 8,
D-4000 Düsseldorf 11,
Fed. Rep. of Germany

Tel: 5-263111

Tel: 0211-59550

Fax: 5-200102

Fax: 0211-591669

Telex: 62459 OKIHK HX

Telex: 858-4312
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PROJECTED GROWTH RATE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY
1985

Product

1990

Compound Growth Rate
1985 —1990

Telephone equipment

369 (In Billion Yen)

420 (In Billion Yen)

2.6 %

Facsimile

308

391

4.9

New media equipment

16

24

8.4

PBXs

89

133

8.4

Other exchanges

214

267

4.5

Transmission equipment

346

463

6.0

Radio communication equipment

353

476

6.2

1,695

2,174

5.1

Total
Source: Computer Industries Association of Japan

sometime next spring.
•Closed-circuit radio station, which
uses micro power radio transmission
(below 0.01 W) for communication
within a factory site or a building for
telemeter/telecontrol systems, lowspeed data transmission, and insidepremise paging.
•High definition TV based on the
broadcast satellite BS-3 will start in
1990 when the satellite is launched.
The standard Japan is proposing is the
Multiple Sub-Nyquist Sampling
Encoding (MUSE) system, developed
at Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NHK), Japan's
Public Broadcasting Organization,
jointly with the US.

•Extended-definition TV, unlike highdefinition TV, is compatible with the

•Pulse code modulation audio
broadcasting will be conducted full
scale once the BS-3 satellite is
launched. Since 1984 it has been
conducted by NHK within the
framework of direct broadcast satellite
service.
The Shinkansen bullet train is also
scheduled to implement new
communication services such as
personal computer communication and
personal facsimile service taking
advantage of leakage coaxial cables
(LCX) to be installed by 1989.
In addition, two types of television
telephone systems (picture phones)
using ordinary telephone lines that

is estimated that there will be 1,150.
Currently, there are virtually no two-way
cable systems, but by 1991 they will
make up 17% of the total number of
cable systems. The number of earth
stations for satellite communications is
expected to grow from 96 in 1985 to
13,000 in 1991.
Two-way cable equipment such as
amplifiers are provided by Yagi
Antenna, Maspro, DX Antenna, and
others; Fujitsu developed a cable
system based on optical digital
communication.

New common carriers
In addition, new common carriers
started service in 1986 and their long-

send and receive still images and voice
transmissions have been developed by
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone and

distance telephone service to compete
with NTT is scheduled to start later this

•Facsimile broadcast, which is a

Sony and by Mitsubishi Electric.
The system by NTT and Sony, which

system superimposing such images as
photographs on TV broadcasting

year. In 1988, common carriers will
start service using satellite

costs 49,800 Yen is a 4-inch CRT and
video camera that attaches to a

communication technology.

signals, is being studied. A report is to
be issued by the end of 1988.

telephone. Transmission of video
signals takes 9 s, during which voice
communication is suppressed.

important segments for future growth,
specifically, portable pagers and mobile
phones. On the other hand, joint
research and development of space

conventional TV standards and will be
commercialized in 1989.

•FM multiple broadcasting, in which
text and images are broadcast on
audio subcarrier signals, will start after
the necessary legal procedures are
completed in 1988.
•AM stereo broadcasting is expected
to begin shortly after technical
problems are resolved.
•High fidelity digital audio broadcasting
being studied, with a report expected
in 1988 and commercialization to begin
in 1991.
120

On the other hand, Mitsubishi
Electric's system, which costs 198,000
Yen is a 3-inch CRT, video camera,
and telephone in which transmission of
the video image takes just 5.5 s.
Another area of expected growth is
in cable TV. Cable TV, two-way cable
TV, and satellite distribution of
broadcast programs are all establishing
footholds in large cities. In 1985 there
were 550 cable facilities but by 1991 it

Mobile communication is one of the

communication technology has begun.
A stationary space platform will house
large antennas, solid-state power
amplifiers, millimeter radio wave
transceivers, and satellite exchangers.
The participants in this project include
NTT, Kokusai Denshin Denwa, NHK
Engineering Services, Toshiba,
Mitsubishi, Hitachi, Fujitsu, NEC, Tokyo
Electric Power, and Toyota Motor.
Electronics/September 3, 1987
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COMPUTERS te PERIPHERALS

Decentralized processing is
the name of the game in computing
For the last few years, the prevailing
trend in the computer industry has
been the decentralization of
processing. It has been given further
impetus by the inroads made by Digital
Equipment Corp. and the introduction
of International Business Machines
Corp.'s Systems Applications
Architecture (SAA) to counter it.
The trend even holds true in generalpurpose computers, where
announcements of small systems have
come to the fore. Two stellar examples
include DEC's VAX and the IBM 9370.
The major Japanese representatives in
this market are Fujitsu's M730 and
NEC's ACOS 3300.
Small general-purpose systems are
aiming for a position in between large,
general-purpose computers and office
computers, to form the nucleus of
decentralized processing. Such models
are compatible with both the high- and
low-end models, and provide a
connection with personal computers
and work stations. In general, there is a
shift away from pyramids topped by
large, general-purpose computers and
toward peer-to-peer networking.

purpose machines and work stations or
personal computers; these office
processors also serve as host
computers for small offices. These can
be regarded as alternatives to IBM's
38/36 series and DEC's VAX series.
Systems are growing smaller in size
and offering higher performance as a
result of the increasing capacity of
semiconductor memories, the shrinking
diameters and higher densities of
magnetic disks, and the penetration of
32-bit microprocessors.
In addition to turnkey business
software, such systems offer an
abundance of capabilities on a par with
those of general-purpose machines,
such as Open Systems Interface
communications, multihost functions,
decentralized relational database
functions, and micro-to-mainframe
links, as well as functions for fourthgeneration language and electronic file
functions. In these applications, Unix is
the most widely used operating system.
The main products are Fujitsu's K
and R series, Hitachi's L-70/80, NEC's
System 3100, and Univac Japan's U
family.

personal machines is bound to spur
greater system decentralization.
The list of Japanese manufacturers
announcing 32-bit work stations and
personal computers includes Fujitsu,
Mitsubishi, NEC, IBM Japan, and
Hitachi. IBM Japan's product, called
the PS/55, is positioned as an SAA
model, and is likely to have a great
impact on products of other
companies, both in the US and Japan.
At the same time, attention is being
focused at Fujitsu's work station, the G
Series, for its accommodation of
System Integration Architecture (SIA),
which is one of the approaches of the
System Development Architecture and
Support facility (SDAS) announced by
Fujitsu in response to SAA. It is
equivalent to IBM's PS/2 or PS/55.

Unix
Unix is generally preferred as the
operating system for 32-bit work
stations. It is supplied with Fujitsu's G
Series and NEC's N5300AD, for
example. Things could change,
however, with wide-scale acceptance
of OS/2 and MS-DOS Version 5.0.

Minicomputers are generally not
found in Japanese offices, and the
need for office processors as nodes of

IBM's SAA announcement also
caused quite a stir among Japanese
mainframe manufacturers. Fujitsu was

general-purpose computers, with the
exception of Fujitsu's development of a

decentralized processing is only
expected to increase. This, in turn, is
raising expectations for enhanced

the first to respond (with its SDAS and
its SIA), and other mainframe and

new series. IBM continues to hold sway

communications capabilities. Closely

over this market, which is basically
awaiting the announcement of Summit

watched in this regard is the orientation
of IBM's Silver Lake, the successor to

(IBM's next mainframe for the world

its System/38 and /36 lines.

market), barring any major change in
the 3090 series.

The spread of the 80386, 68020, and
other 32-bit microprocessors is

However, there has been a great

becoming evident in the appearance of

Office processors
There have been no major new
developments in the area of large,

deal of activity aimed at the marketing
of what are termed office processors

new 32-bit work stations and personal
computers. An increase in the

as node computers linking general-

processing capabilities of such
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office computer manufacturers are
expected to follow suit with similar
announcements.
In addition to the growing usage of
32-bit microprocessors, a new trend in
the area of personal computers is the
addition of audio-visual functions in
popularly-priced models. The AV
touches of Apple's Macintosh II and
IBM's PS/2 led to arrangements for
richer display colors, fm sound, and
121
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other multimedia features as exemplified by Sharp's X68000,
NEC's PC88 Series, and Fujitsu's FM77 AV40. This trend is
likely to accelerate with the acceptance of CD-ROMs, CDvisual, and CD-interactive disks.
Minicomputers are in widespread use in turnkey systems
for engineering and factory automation applications,
particularly computer-aided design and manufacturing. A
recent development is the increasing popularity of DEC's
VAX for such purposes. Machines built with reduced
instruction set (RISC) architecture (Yokogawa HewlettPackard and Yokogawa Electric) are also on the rise.
Application of engineering work stations for engineering
purposes and software development is also going into full
swing in Japan. American manufacturers such as Apollo,
Sun, DEC, and YHP hold a big share of this market, while
Sumitomo Electric Industries (Ustation), Sony, Toshiba,
Hitachi, and NEC are attempting to build up theirs.
Particularly extensive inroads are being made by Sony's
NEWS product, which boasts an extemely good price
performance ratio. It is built around two 68020

WHEN YOU DESIGN
THERMOMETER, THER
AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL
SUPPORT YOUR PRODUCT WIT1\
THE NEW "ET THERMISTOR"
TEMPERATURE SENSOR
MANUFACTURED BY

microprocessors and costs under one million yen. It can also
be used as a VAX terminal, a feature that is helping it get
adopted in research and development laboratories.
The other manufacturers, and NEC in particular, are also
making vigorous efforts in this area. Fujitsu as well has, for
the first time, announced an engineering work station as the
high-end model for its G Series.

—

ISHIZUKA ELECTRONICS.
FEATURES OF THE ET THERMISTOR
The compact ET thermistor is manufactured on a
fully-automated production line, ensuring high reliability, consistent quality, and price efficiency.

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS (503ET-1)
R25
B

50k Q ±3°/0
3950 ±1%

HEAT EMISSIVITY CONSTANT
TIME CONSTANT

0.7mw/°C

0.7sec

Sainte
For details, write to us today.

Ishizuica Electronics Corporation
16-7, Higashikoiwa 3-chome, Edogawa-ku, Tokyo 133, Japan
Tel: 03-658-5111 Telex: J33324 IZECCOJ Fax: 03-671-9835
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Sigma and THON
The Japanese computer industry is bound to be greatly
affected by two projects now going on: Sigma and TRON.
The former is being promoted by the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry, and the latter on the private level,
headed by Professor Sakamura of the University of Tokyo.
The Sigma project is aimed at improving software
productivity as a means of meeting the software crisis. The
main elements are determining a common operating system
(based on Unix System V), preparing a Sigma work station,
and instituting a Sigma center to serve as a database tool
available to all participants. The scale of the project swelled
with the entry of IBM Japan as a participant last year.
Sigma work stations have been announced by Sumitomo
Electric Industries, Omron Tateishi Electronics, Ricoh, DEC,
and other major computer manufacturers. A Sigma in-circuit
emulator has already been announced for debugging and
testing in the microcomputer field.
The Sigma center is being equipped with four mainframes
from Nippon Telegraph & Telephone, Hitachi, Fujitsu, and
NEC. Testing is to begin at the center this October.
The objective of the TAON (The Real Time Operating
System Nuclear) project is the creation of a system of
computers with a man-machine interface so sophisticated
that compatibility ceases to be a concern. The system would
consolidate everything from microprocessors, work stations,
robot controllers, general-purpose computers, and network
controllers to communications equipment in the public
Electronics/September 3, 1987
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publishing by forming a Desktop
Publishing League with a group of 42
software houses and other companies

test machines and the related

domain in a single architecture.
A real-time operating system
(Industrial TRON or ITRON) has
already been marketed for controlling
robots. Development of a 32-bit
microprocessor is also moving ahead;
shipments of the processor developed
jointly by Fujitsu, Hitahci, and Mitsubishi
are set to begin late this year. Toshiba
and Matsushita are also developing
microprocessors.
NTT is leading the development of
Central or Communication TAON
(CIRON) as an operating system for
switching and communications control

operating system (BTRON-OS) in a
network type of file structure.
Desktop publishing is also catching

based on the use of NEWS, its
engineering work station.
Development and application of a

on in Japan. The problem is, however,
that the volume of data per document
in Japan is more than fifty times as
great as it is for the West, and the
characters themselves are far more
difficult to handle. For this reason, fullfledged desktop publishing is not
possible without powerful equipment
like high-speed 32-bit machines. These
same factors complicate software
development.

equipment in the public domain. An
announcement is expected in

Software development

conjunction with the inauguration of the
Integrated Services Digital Network.
For the project's work station and

It is also true, however, that NEC,
Canon, Fuji-Xerox, and numerous other
corporations are making great strides

personal computer (Business IRON or
BTRON), Matsushita is developing the

in software development in this field.
Sony intends to expand desktop

Japanese-language postscript is also
on the agenda of the TAON project.
The desktop publishing market may be
expected to expand further with this
technology.
The most notable developments
concerning peripherals are in the
printer market. The mainstream printer
for office use is currently the 24-pin dot
matric impact serial printer. The
dominant products are those from
NEC, Epson, Tokyo Electric, and Oki
Electric. Along with the spread of word
processors, however, the market for
thermal transfer printers has begun to
soar, and other non-impact printers

CRYSTALS FROM NDK
CRYSTAL UNIT FOR
RADIO COMMUNICATION
model

NR-2D

SURFACE MOUNT
CRYSTAL UNIT

•Miniature package (4.7mm
height)
•Covering high frequency
range with high stability
16-22MHz, 48-66MHz (3rd),
80-110MHz (5th overtone)
±5 x
-10-sec
W7.9 x La2 x H4.

•Very compact ceramic
package
•Available any kinds of
solder ng method
W12.5 xL5.5 x H2.5mm

C-MOS CLOCK
OSCILLATOR

OCXO FOR FREQUENCY
STANDARD

1300 series

model

28k-70MHz
±100 x 10 -`/0-7ec
fan out 2 or 5 TTL
W13.2 x L132 x H5.0mm

k *Off
NIHON DEMPA KOGYO CO.,LTD.

NSA-0149A

•Very low power consumption
•Compact size
•High reliability

•Compact & sealed in reliable
metal holder
•Wide frequency range
•Compatible to TTL/C-MOS
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3.58 23M Hz
±100 x

10MHz
Power supply 12VDC,
1.4W max.
Aging ±2 x 10 -1/day
W40 x L40 X 1438Mm

OVERSEAS SALES DEPARTMENT:
6F1.0dakyu-Nishishinjuku Building,
47-1, Hotsudai-l-chome, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 151,Japan
phone:03(377)2101 Telefax:03(375)9963 Telex:J24893
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such as the electrophotographic (which uses a laser light
source), and ink-jet printers are also becoming more popular.
Japan is the biggest supplier of laser printer engines, with
an overwhelming share of the world market. Up to now, the
chief vendors have been Ricoh and Canon, but their position
is being challenged by a host of companies that have
•

entered the market since last year.
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• APPLICATION
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TECHNICAL INNOVATION
EXPLORING INTO

Among them are Tokyo Electric, NEC, Kyocera, and
Casio, as well as copy machine manufacturers and
manufacturers of conventional information processing
equipment. The level of production technology is rising and
the price of controllers is falling, which means that the
thousand-dollar laser printer is on the horizon.
Ink-jet printers are steadily growing more reliable. Epson's
product has found wide acceptance where noise is a major
concern. A new type called a melting-jet printer is also
expected shortly.

Color printers
There has also been a stream of new full-color printers
employing thermal transfer, ink-jet, electrophotographic, and
silver chloride photographic formats.
An up-and-coming model is the culmination of thermal
transfer printer technology. It was developed jointly by
Dainippon Printing and Fuji-Xerox. And several other
companies including Hitachi are coming out with their own
versions. The main feature is the rich tonal expression, but
the printer needs to acquire greater precision and the
capability of printing on a larger scale.
There are also many other types of thermal transfer
printers, manufactured by such companies as Seiko
Electroinc, Shinko Electric, and Epson. Epson's product is a
resistive film type with the potential for high-resolution image
printing.
Many manufacturers have also come out with ink-jet
printers, the most unique of which comes from Canon—the
bubble jet printer. In operation, the printer forms bubbles in
the nozzle to force out any ink that accumulates. Its main
selling points are its high speed and quality printing.
Canon is also manufacturing a full-color printer using laser
technology that is capable of high speeds yet costs little to

For years, Nippon Chemi-con has continiously been developing totaly new pcoducts to help miniaturization, low cost, high
reliability and performance of consumer application as well
as of industria'
Nippon Chemi-con's products are always reflecting trends of
customers demands.
O

CHEMI-C
C
H

N

NIPPON CHEMI-CON CORP.

7. 8. Yutaka -cho 2-chome, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo
e(cia) 785 -1257, TLX:24618 KEMICON J

UNITED CHEMI-CON INC.
9801 W. Higgins Rd. Rosemont Illinois
60018. U.S.A.
2:(312)696-2000
TLX(230)283557 CHEMICON ROSM

142, Japan

SINGAPORE CHEMI-CON (PTE.) LTD.
17, Joo Yee Road, Jurong, Singapore
2261
eT268)2233 TLX(872)26391 SPOCHM

EUROPE CHEMI-CON
TAIWAN CHEMI-CON CORP.
(DEUTSCHLAND) GMBH
13th Floor, Jiing-Lurn Trade Bldg. No. 415
Trautskirchener Strasse 6, D-8500
Sec. 4, Hsin-Yi Road, Taipei, 106 Taiwan
Nurnberg 80, West Germany
R.O.C.
*(911)326470 TLX(41623754 CHEMI D S(2)709-1795 TLX:25326 TCC TPE
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operate. From Fuji Photo Film come silver chloride
photographic printers, which use LED exposure and thermal
development and transfer technology to produce outputs
with the quality of photographs.
In the area of storage devices, the notable trend is the
adoption of optical disks. This is being spurred by the
emerging use of CD-ROMs along with audio-visual
peripherals in personal computers and by IBM's decision to
use a write-once optical disk as external memory for its new
PS/2.
Although CD-ROMs were traditionally supplied by such
vendors as Sony, Matsushita, and Sanyo, the entry of the big
personal computer makers into the CD-ROM market has
raised the possibility of wide-scale acceptance of the CDROM as a peripheral for a personal computer. Extended
Electronics/September 3, 1987
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capabilities and wider usage is
expected with the availability of CD-V,

PATTERN RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY

CD-I, and digital video interactive disks.
IBM's adoption of an optical disk for
its PS/2 looms large and will
presumably lead to a string of products
from several manufacturers.
Nevertheless, many are of the opinion
that extensive penetration of optical
disks will have to await the
development of a viable erase-andrewrite type. Sharp, Sony, and Nippon
Kogaku bear watching here.
Image input devices are also making
increasing inroads, mainly as options
for portable word processors. Along
with the growth of desktop publishing
and the rise in the resolution and
number of colors of displays, usage of
scanners is likely to broaden from
personal computers to a variety of
high-end machines.

Enhanced capabilities
will stir up the market
Pattern recognition technology is a

improving the man-machine interface—

generic term describing equipment
used to recognize audio, characters,
and images. In Japan,
commercialization is in its infancy in all
three of these market segments;
sizeable markets have yet to be

a crucial item in the information
equipment industry's agenda.
By comparison with impressive
assortment of other information
processing equipment available, there
is little variety among pattern
recognition technology devices with a
data input function. Information

developed.
Nevertheless, an immense demand
is expected to emerge for such

Crystal Oscillator VCXO-102W
Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator
•Frequency Range :6-25MHz
•Frequency Stability: ±3Oppm

processing and memory devices offer a
wide diversity in functions and prices

products as a means of significantly

20 -70'C

•Frequency Deviation: ±100ppm MIN./ +2.5 ±1.5V
•Input Voltage/Current: + 5V'15mA MAX.
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•Output Level :LS-TTL 10
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Crystal Oscillator VC-TCXO-85C
7mm Hight Voltage Controlled TCXO
•Standard Frequency :12.8MHz, 14.31818MHz
• Frequency Stability: ±0.5ppm , - 10 -70 °C
•Frequency Deviation: ± 3ppm MIN./0 ±1V
• Input Voltage/Current :+5V 5mA MAX.
•Output Level: 2.5Vp-p MIN. (DC cut)
•Outline :20W x20L 7H

Crystal Filter MXF 45-30BF
Miniature Monolithic Crystal Filter, Fundamental Mode
•Center Frequency :45MHz
•Pass Bandwidth :3dB ±15kHz MIN.
•Stop Bandwidth :30dB ±45kHz MAX.
•Guaranteed Attenuation :80dB 400kHz - 1MHz
•Termination :1.2kQ
'Outline

:HC-R/U-D•T(2 pcs.)

Crystal Oscillator EXO-3C
Direct-drive C-MOS IC matching 8 PIN DIP package

Products Line: •Synthetic Crystals 'Quartz Crystals •Crystal
Oscillators • Monolithic Crystal Filters • Ultrasonic Delay Lines
• CCD Delay Lines

KINSEKI, LIMITED
8-1, lzumi-Honcho 1
-chame, Komae City, Tokyo 201, Japan.
Tel: (03)430-2271. Telex: 2422402KSS J.
Fax: (03)488-5763

•Frequency Range: 46.875KHz -20MHz

AMERICAN KSS INC.

•Frequency Stability: ±100ppm
• Input Voltage: +3-6V
•output Level :C-MOS level (LS-TTL 101

2620 Augustine Dr Ste 100 Santa Clara Ca. 95054 U.S.A.
Tel: 408-496-0577 Fax:408-727-5800
Telex:176069 XTALKSS SNTA

• Rise & Fall time :15nsec MAX.
•With Programmable Frequency Divider Terminals
90 Standard frequencies available
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What ever made it this
accurate before?

and also command great markets. It
can also be noted that the level of
sophistication of pattern recognition
technology has not been entirely
satisfactory in the eyes of users.
A major expansion in the range of
pattern recognition products is
anticipated in the coming years. The

4
1
r

market could expand substantially if an

illy-50110 SERIES
MUM COMPOREIIT

CHI

mountable from 2125 square chip to SOP, PLCC

111T-50110
Automatic SM for Electronic chi .s

Efficient enough to vie with large-scaled mounters.
*Board size
50 x50 —250 x330 mm
*Parts feed
8,12 and 32mm tape feeder,bulk feeder,stück feeder
*Mounting speed
0.8sec/chip (max)
*Controller
8-bit CPU, 40-key board,5"CRT,Built-M 5.25 -FDD

TENRYU

TECHNICS

CO. ,LTD

525 Zaimoku-cho, Hamamatsu-city,
Shizuoka-pref 435 JAPAN
TEL 0534-22-1110 FAX 0534-22-1232
TELEX 4225277 TENRYU J

improvement occurs in recognition
technology itself as well as in product
concept, design, and capabilities.
Basically, further advances in the
product and technological aspects of
patten recognition depend on the
degree of commitment on the part of
suppliers, who can look forward to
healthy expansion in this field. Trends
are begining to emerge in
commercialization of audio, character,
and image recognition technology.
Voice Recognition
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Prevent Dangerous Static Buildup
Evilon ® CM Hard, Conductive
PVC Sheet
°Ideally suited for vacuum-formed IC trays
and embossed carrier tapes.
°Integral carbon black filler will not bleed
or slough off.

In the U.S., audio recognition devices,
that is, those that recognize human
voices, have been marketed as
extensions of equipment for the
handicapped. In Japan, however, voice
recognition has been targeted for use
in office equipment as an alternative to
entering information with a keyboard
and in factory automation systems for
sorting and control functions.
Shipments of all suppliers are still on
a limited basis and the size of the
market does not exceed 1billion yen.
On the technical front, the
development of speaker independent
recognition devices, that is those that
can recognize anyone's speech, is still
in the experimental stage. The

Vacuum-formed Trays

• Features

• Ordering Information

o Electrical resistance of
10 4 — 10 8Qcm
o Highly rigid
o Self extinguishing (UL specification 94-VO for sheet thicknesses of 1.8mm and over)
o Easily shaped by vacuum
forming, bending, cutting, etc.

o Thickness 0.25 — 0.7mm
Available in rolls up to
1000mm wide.
O Thickness 0.7 — lOmm
Available in cut sheet sizes of
660X1460mm, 910X1820mm,
or 1000X2000mm.

products that are either being delivered
in sample quantities or are in full
production are speaker dependent, that
is the device needs to be trained to
recognize the voice patterns of only
certain people, and with a limited
vocabulary at that. Models that
recognize particularly small
vocabularies are supplied as either
chips or boards.
The list of Japanese corporations
active in voice recognition include such

Osaka Godo Co., Ltd.
1-43, Miyahara 4-chome, Yocbgawa-ku, Osaka 532, Japan
Telephone: 06-395-5100 Facsimile: 06-395-5115
Telex: J64327 OGOB
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names as NEC, Hitachi, Fujitsu Ltd.,
Kyosan Electric Manufacturing,
Matsushita Electric Industry Group,
Electronics/September 3, 1987
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Sanyo Electric, and Ricoh. NEC,
Sanyo, and Matsushita also supply
voice recognition chips, which are used
in low-performance products such as
games and high-tech toys such as
robots. Kyosan and NEC are offering

online character readers. The former
type can be divided into three

public institutions.
The market is currently estimated at

categories: (1) high-end models
capable of recognizing even
handwritten Kanji characters; (2)

15 to 20 billion yen. Dominating this
market are Nippon Telegraph &

voice recognition boards mainly as
enhancements for personal computers

intermediate models capable of
recognizing typed Kanji characters; and
(3) low-end models that can only

Telephone, Toshiba, NEC, Fujitsu,
Hitachi, and Sanyo.
All are deeply involved in researching
and developing the high-end models.

and for factory automation systems.

recognize typed alphanumeric

At the same time, the enormous latent

Character Recognition

characters.
As the ultimate OCR target in Japan,

demand in their business has made
intermediate models afocus of the big
computer manufacturers such as NEC,

Commercialization in this segment is
being pursued most energetically by
NEC, which is marketing a DP200
model and a high-end DP300 model.
Recently Ricoh has garnered attention
for its high-performance voice
recognition device based on fuzzy
logic.
There are two basic types of
character recognition technology
devices: optical character readers and

the high-end models are still in the
research laboratories. Intermediate
models now under development will be
aimed at applications in text input;
commercialization remains in its
infancy, with users awaiting products
with satisfactory performance and
price. Low-end products are becoming
widely used as input devices for data
from accounting slips or notes among
financial institutions, distributors, and

MASS PRODUCTION 5' 4"(130mm) WORM DISK

Hitachi, and Toshiba. NTT recently has
come out with a high-performance
device that boasts high-speed
generation while maintaining the
recognition level of conventional
intermediate models.
In the area of low-end models, there
is a rising demand from professional
users who are fully aware of the limits
of OCR functions. Low-end devices are

Available

Any Quantity, Any Time
"Chemitronics" combines advanced chemical and electronic
technology.

Our unique chemitronic technology

produces

optical recording disks with high reliability and low cost
volume production, and is used at our ultramodern Harima
plant to manufacture the optical recording disks (WORM).
We recently constructed the semi-production plant of MO
disk (ERASABLE) and started to supply the engineering
samples.
These laser-road large-capacity storage disks have many
information storage applications ranging from external memory
for computers to office automation to video recording and
herald a new stage in the information revolution.

DAICEL CI-EMICAL IMSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office: 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan
Phone: [031507-3112 [Optical Disk Division)
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL J Facsimile 1031 593-2708
Daicel [U.S.A.] Inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017, U.S.A. Phone: 1213) 629-3656/3657
Daicel [Europe] GmbH: kOnigsallee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
F.R. Germany
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being manufactured by NEC, Toshiba,
Hitachi, and Sanyo. Although models
equipped to recognize typed Kanji
characters are making their way into
this market, the performance level is
low and the mainstream application
continues to be alphanumeric data
input.
Online character recognition
technology is in the initial stages of
commercialization, with the market on
the order of 400 to 500 hundred million

yen. Participants include Oki Electric,
Tateishi Electric, NEC, and Matsushita.
Image recognition devices command
amarket on the order of 10 billion yen,
mainly in the field of factory
automation. There is awider range of
products as compared with voice and
character recognition devices, with
many products arriving from Western
Europe and the U.S.
In addition to devices offering ahighprecision recognition for use in the

integrated circuit and printed-circuit
board industries, the factory
automation market segment is also
seeing inspection-oriented devices for
food products, pharmaceuticals, and
springs or other components designed
to replace the human eye in such work.
Nevertheless, application of robot
vision has not occurred on awide scale

tablish a new
high-reliability
company was
8-inch disk in

low flying read-write head technology. High-speed data transfer requires thin film head and read-write
head circuit technology. Also, highspeed data access and high trackdensity recording require precision,
high-speed read-write head access
mechanisms along with control
technology.

in processing and assembly
applications because mechanical
means and one-dimensional sensors

in,ç_mu Ltd.
Fujitsu's first data-storage product
was a magnetic drum, first introduced back in 1959. From this beginning, the company expanded its
capability to where it now offers the
broadest line of storage systems, including magnetic tape devices,
magnetic disk' drives, optical disk
drives, mass storage systems, as
well as the broadest line of hardcopy output devices including band
printers, serial printers, and laser
printers.
Fujitsu's policies for development
are:
1. To be a total supplier who can
provide peripherals for the complete
needs of large super computer systems to the smallest personal computers.
2. Always challenge the state-ofthe-art technology and strive to
have unique advantages based on
advanced technologies.
3. Close cooperation and integration
of research, engineering development, and manufacturing in order to
insure high quality and manufacturability.

industry standard for
disk drives. Also, the
the first to adopt an
its Swallow disk se-

ries, which offers both a compact
design and higher performance.
Developing and manufacturing
magnetic disk drives requires a
large investment and expertise in a
variety of disciplines, including mechanical design, precision machining, fluid dynamics, materials science (including chemical, metrology,
lubrication materials), and electronics.
To be specific, high-density recording requires thin film media and

128

it has made significant progress. Fujitsu believes that this technology
will be used in actual products in
the near future.
Fujitsu envisions future products
being developed for two different
applications, such as high-performance disk drive systems or highcapacity, space-saving disk drive
systems with low cost-per-bit. In either case, look for the size of the
disks to get smaller and smaller.
In the area of optical disks, the
market will expand significantly
when the easily erasable optical
disk is available; currently available

As an example, in order to improve reliability, Fujitsu adopted a
new sealed disk enclosure that avoided the contamination problems
of previous systems. This led the
company to adopt a unique 10 1/
2inch disk diameter to reduce the
heat generated compared with 14inch models.
This new 10 1
2 -inch disk enclo/
sure, the Eagle series, helped to es-

However, one of the very interesting technologies for the future is
vertical recording. Fujitsu started research and development in this
area about 10 years ago. Recently,

disks are either write-once versions
that can't be reused or reusable
models that require and erase cycle
and a rewrite cycle.
Fujitsu plans to continue to provide various kinds of highly-reliable,
high-performance
data-storage

Tokio Tatsuta, director

products to its worldwide customer
base and to provide good service to
its customers.
Electronics/ September 3, 1987
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are already established as production
technology for positioning and other
operations. In addition, image
recognition devices are liable to
lengthen the tact time, the time it takes
for them to sense, considering the slow
speeds at which they currently operate.
In the IC area, image recognition
devices are finding use in inspection
equipment for photomasks and
patterning wafers. The major domestic
manufacturer in this area is Laser
Tech; the Hitachi Group and Toshiba
are also offering products, but mainly
on acaptive basis.
The image recognition devices
marketed for the production of printedcircuit boards are surface inspection
systems. Such products are
manufactured by Hitachi, Fujitsu, and
other Japanese manufacturers. The
rest of the market is dominated by
imports. The printed-circuit board
industry is flooded with small- and
medium-sized manufacturers, whose
needs for low prices create barrier to
the domestic image recognition device
manufacturers.
Fuji Electric is vigorously developing
products for other types of factory
automation systems. It has, for
example, developed products that even
encompass the construction of
production lines in cooperation with the

product technology departments of
food and pharmaceutical
manufacturers. While domestic venture
corporations are pushing their
recognition software, the keys to Fuji
Electric's success are its accumulated
store of hardware and other
commercialized technology as well as
its attention to customers after sales to
insure that the production line is
operating smoothly.
Other companies in this market are
DAK Engineering and Creative
Systems, both of which possess
sophisticated recognition software, and
NHK Spring, which has been
developing spring inspectors for its
own inhouse needs and now is now
selling its system in the open market.

Unfulfilled demand

surpass human levels of aural and
visual perception. This does not alter
the fact, however, that recognition
through such devices is on afairly
sophisticated level. Aside from better
performance, development should
probably be weighted toward the
design of new product features in
existing fields, i.e., OCRs, which are
now in wide use but restricted in
function, factory automation systems
supplemented by recognition functions
with hardware technology, and hightech toys, for which aprimitive voice
recognition is sufficient.
Although the market for pattern
recognition products is expected to
grow, the size of the market for each
type of product will not be great due to
the concurrent diversification, resulting
in amicro-mass structure. This outlook
is keeping the big electronic and
electrical machinery manufacturers

As can be seen, there is ahuge
latent demand for pattern recogntion
technology products, which has thus
far not been satisfied due to the fact
that the current state of product
technology does not meet user needs.
It can be said that what has slowed
commercialization has been
expectations that pattern recognition
devices could function as well as
humans.

operations. It can also be observed
that there are numerous business
opportunities dormant in the pattern
recognition industry, given the infancy
of the market. Depending on the level

Obviously, it would be difficult for
pattern recognition technology to

of its commitment, acorporation could
cultivate agreat market.

from entering the market. Instead, such
asituation favors venture corporations
or other companies outside those
industries attempting to diversify their

TEST &MEASURMENT

After asizeable decline, the market
looks bright for the long term
Electrical test and measurement
equipment is closely bound up with
advances in, most importantly, the
semiconductor industry, as well as in
new media equipment, computers,
information and communications, new
materials, and the aerospace field. It is
indispensible for improving the quality
and productivity of manufacturing and
helping to generate new technologies
Electronics/September 3, 1987

in these fields.
Over the ten-year period beginning in
1975, when the market actually
declined in the wake of the first oil
crisis, and ending in 1985, the market
for test and measurement equipment
grew at an annual rate averaging nearly
20%. However, 1986 production
amounted to roughly 243 billion yen,
representing asizeable 28% decline

from the previous year (see table). This
may be attributed to adrop in demand
as investment on plants and equipment
in the private sector contracted with
the semiconductor slump.
The picture brightened somewhat in
1987 as surpluses were shown by the
business results of large US
semiconductor manufacturers (one of
the major yardsticks applied in the
129
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PRODUCTION OF TEST AND MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
1983

1984

1985

211,867

289,453

338,695

243,051

6,156

8,642

9,124

7,627

22,285

26,028

27,723

19,522

N.A.

N.A.

1,857

1,700

2,939

4,652

3,759

4,117

Logic analyzers

N.A.

N.A.

5,294

4,159

Microprocessor development equipment

N.A.

N.A.

9,454

9,566

43,608

79,086

103,293

50,817

8,529

8,511

9,995

10,218

N.A.

21,348

25,741

31,460

Electrical Measurement Equipment
Total (In Million Yen)
Digital measurement equipment
(Voltage, current, and power)
Oscilloscopes
FFT analyzers
Distortion measurement equipment

IC and LSI test and measurement
Measurement systems for specific equipment
Optical measurement equipment
(including equipment for construction)

1986

Source: Ministry of International Trade and Industry and Optoelectronics Industry and Technology Development Association

negotiations involving the adjustment
of the yen and semiconductor trade
friction). In addition, the Japanese
semiconductor manufacturers readied
for an increase in investment for new
product development. The expectation
is that last year's stagnation will
therefore prove to be temporary and
that the 1987 market will show a
moderate recovery. The forecast is for
a steady growth over the medium and
long terms.
As one of the tools supporting
technological development, the
standing requirements for test and
measurement equipment are the
highest performance possible and the

equipment is already competitively
equal to or even greater than the US
counterpart on the world market.
Competition in this market is
intensifying with the influx of numerous
corporations attracted by its potential
for growth. Nevertheless, the demand
appears to be clustering around those
corporations with all-around
technological capabilities as products
grow larger in scale and are formed
into systems.
One of the latest trends in test and
measurement technology is the shift to
intelligent systems that apply digital

most advanced technology. The
forerunning position of the US for

signal-processing technology. These
are equipped with analog-to-digital
converters, microprocessors, or
memory chips for the storage,

innovative technology, particularly in
the field of microelectronics, is

processing, or analysis of the test and
measurement data of the main unit. In

reflected in the high share of the
Japanese market occupied by products
of such joint ventures as Sony-

addition to enhancing test and
measurement technology, these

to Hewlett-Packard's General-Purpose
Interface Bus (GPIB), which is a single
standard interface for connecting
equipment with peripherals or other
test and measurement equipment.
It has made possible the construction
of various kinds of systems, including
the connection of equipment from
different manufacturers. Coupled with
advances in the main processing unit,
this is resulting in a consolidated
operation from measurement to
recording, ushering in automation, labor
reduction, and a large cut in the time
required for testing and measuring.
As shown in the table, the following
three fields have steadily registered
growth even during periods of overall
decline:
•Microprocessor Development Support
Systems
•Measuring Systems for Data
Acquisition
•Optical Measuring Devices

Tektronics and Yokogawa-HewlettPackard.

devices also contribute to size and
weight reduction as well as improved
operation and reliability.

At the same time, the level of
technology available from domestic
manufacturers is rising along with

Another major trend is building
systems through the standardization of
interfaces. Confronted with increasingly

sophisticated microprocessors requires
software development on ever larger

increased productivity and quality. As a

complicated subjects and swelling data
loads, corporations are rapidly turning

diagnostics. Some of the devices being
supplied for this need are general

result, certain domestically produced
130

The development of equipment built
around increasingly high-speed,

scales and with more efficient defect
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10 years ago you asked us
for flat-panel displays,
and we delivered.
"Great!" you said,
"But can you make them...
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optical industry driven by optic

lwatsu Electric, Shimazu Seisakusho,

Such equipment is not used alone, but
is designed for expansion into a system

communications and optical disk
memories. Demand is growing for
equipment for the installation and

Japan Radio and a number of others to
enter the market.
In addition to the three areas

with computer-aided engineering or
design systems and engineering work
stations to create a broadly-based

maintenance of systems applying
optics and for the related mechanical
and material research.

outlined above, strong growth is also
anticipated for digital multimeters,
oscilloscopes, Fast Fourier Transform

environment applicable for concept
design, hardware design and
development, and software
development.

The production record for fiscal year
1986 is anticipated to show an amount
in excess of 30 billion yen. The
mainstays are optical loss

analyzers, and distortion measurement
equipment, all of which would be

The 1986 production of
microprocessor development support
systems was more than double that of
1985 on avolume basis, indicating a
surging demand, but stayed almost flat
on a monetary basis, amounting to
roughly 9.6 billion yen. The background
of this situation was the exacerbation
of competition as the handful of big
manufacturers in this industry found
themselves joined by roughly 40 others
as well as the drop in the price of the
equipment itself. The penetration of the
32-bit microprocessor is expected to
stimulate a large demand.
Data acquisition measuring systems
are dedicated systems for effective
measurement of the performance of
electroinc equipment and systems, with
a wide-ranging use in the related

measurement devices and optical time
domain reflectometers, both of which
are used for measuring the properties
of optical power meters and optical
fiber, as well as optical spectrum
analyzers.
Reflecting the high level of Japanese
optical technology, a sizeable share of
the world market for this equipment is
held by the domestic manufacturers
Anritsu and Ando Electric, which were
some of the first measurement device
manufacturers to venture into this field.
The market can be expected to register
even stronger growth with the wider
installation of optical local-area
networks for intelligent buildings and

development support units, logic
analyzers, and in-circuit emulators.

the penetration of optical memory
cards, laser printers, and laser sensors.
This prospect has lead Advantest,

endowed with high-performance
capabilities through application of
digital signal processing technology.
Integrated circuit testers, which
currently account for roughly 20% of
the total test and measurement
production total, are being developed
to accommodate the high-speed,
multipin LSI packages that house 32-bit
microprocessors and applicationspecific ICs. Demand in this segment is
consequently expected to expand also.
One of the crucial points for steady
growth in today's industry is an
accurate reading and analysis of
substantive information to generate
quality products. As such, the needs for
test and measurement equipment
offering more sophisticated
performance and functions to support
this effort are likely to only grow
stronger in the years ahead.

research and development,
manufacturing, and maintenance fields.
The types include general
measurement devices for
communications and for audio-video
equipment. The main representatives
are network analyzers and protocol
analyzers.
In 1986, the production of such
systems topped the 10-billion yen
mark. The main domestic
manufacturers are Ando Electric,

OPTICAL DISKS

Disk makers search
for standardization

Anritsu, Matsushita Communication,

According to the Optoelectronics

and Shibasoku. The demand for these
systems will presumably expand further

Industry and Technology Development
Association, Japan's optoelectronics

attracted numerous corportations to
enter the market, creating a harsh,
competitive business environment. The

with the inauguration of new
communications businesses such as

industry topped one trillion yen in 1986

world's largest CD manufacturer, Sony,

the Integrated Services Digital Network

(in terms of domestic production). One
of the greatest forces behind this

has plants in both Japan (CBS-Sony)
and in the US (DADC in Indiana).

(ISDN) and automotive telephones and
with the penetration of equipment for
satellite broadcasting, high-definition

expansion was optical disk products
such as compact disks (CD) and laser
vision disks (LVD). As the market

television, and other new media.
The demand for optical

grows, standardization is becoming an
issue.
The prospects for tremendous
growth in the optical disk market have

Together these two plants turn out
some 80 to 90 million CDs annually.
Sony is followed by PDO, the West
German optical disk manufacturer
established jointly by Philips and

measurement devices is steadily
building along with the growth of the
132

DuPont. The other major Japanese CD
manufacturers include JVC, Sanyo
Electronics/September 3, 1987

"Thinner?" we said. "Of course."
And while we made them thinner,
we also made them bigger.
And lighter.
And brighter.
"Terrific!" you said,
"But what are you going to do next?"

"We're so glad you asked!"
Fujitsu presents the future of flat-panel displays.
In the beginning, all you had to do to make a
good flat-panel display was to make it flat.
Not any more. Today's flat-panel displays are
bigger, thinner, lighter, brighter. With higher
resolution — and higher reliability.
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New Fujitsu

onvenlional
relresh-type
display
Only one line
lights up
al alure.
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lin, light up
simultaneous!,

The brightest ideas in
flat-panel technology,
gas plasma discharge
displays like Fujitsu's
FPF8050HFUG, give
system designers some
important extras, like
high-contrast, flickerfree screens, with wide
viewing angles.

Today Fujitsu's plasma flat-panel displays can
go almost anywhere aCRT can go. And do a
lot aCRT can't do. Which makes Fujitsu
plasma displays the right choice for all kinds
of applications: portable computers, electronic instruments, CNC control panels, automatic teller machines, just about any kind of
information display.

Our flat-panel display
designers are leading
the way in color plasma
display engineering.
Using new AC surface
discharge technology
and low power IC
drivers, we're on our way to color plasma
displays that will give you the same high contrast, flicker-free viewing you can find today
in our monochrome plasma displays.
R&D in new flat-panel display technologies is
just one of the ways we're working to give
you the newest, highest quality components
for your systems. From hybrid ICs to thermal
printers and color plotters, from keyboards
and displays to switches, relays, connectors,
magnetic bubble memories and more, Fujitsu
has the high quality components you need.

They're rugged, reliable, require very little
space or power. And, unlike LCD displays,
they come in lots of sizes, including extra
large. In any size, Fujitsu plasma displays
are easy to read under all kinds of lighting
conditions.
In fact, today's plasma displays are so good,
there's really only one thing left to do to
make them better.
And Fujitsu's doing it. Naturally.

FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH:
Arabella Center 9. O(3./A. Lyoner StraBe 44-48, 0-6000 Franklurt am Main 71, FR. Germany
FUJITSU COMPONENT OF AMERICA, INC.:
3320 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, California 95054-3197, U.S A.

Phone: 408-562-1000

And if you don't see what you need, just ask.
Chances are it's on its way.

Phone: 069-66320

Telex: 910-338-0190

Telex: 0411963

Fax: 0694.632122

Fax: 408-727-0355

FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS PACIFIC ASIA LIMITED:
805. Tsim Sha Tsui Centre. West Wing, 66 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong Phone: 3-7320100 Telex: 31959 FUJIS HX Fax: 3-7227984
FUJITSU LIMITED (Electronic Components International Marketing Div.):
Furukawa Sogo Bldg., 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chwoda-ku. Tokyo 100 Japan Phone National (03) 216-3211 International (Intl Prefix) 81-3-216-3211
Telex: 2224361 Fax: (03) 216-9771

FUJITSU

Circle 135 on reader service card
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Electric, and Denon, in that order.
Japanese manufacturers currently
account for approximately 40% of the
world CD production.
It is estimated that some 50% of
Japan's 1986 CD production was

three types (LVD, CD-V, and CD-digital
audio disk [DAD]).
Notable here are the activities of
Matsushita Electric Industry, the parent

tapes and impeding the growth of the
legitimate market. Given the lack of
quality rental shops, the Japanese
consumer is more likely to purchase
than rent video tapes.

of JVC, which developed the VHD.
Matsushita continues to produce and
sell the VHDs developed by JVC, but
has announced its intention of pursuing
the CD-V, with its introduction of optical
video disk players a certainty. The

expand greatly last year. A full-fledged
expansion of the business is likely to
require a greater variety of CD-Vs and

embarking on CD manufacturing even
in Japan, this year the focus has

dominance of the LVD would be

the establishment of the long-awaited

absolutely assured if Matsushita

shifted entirely to gaining production
facilities overseas.

video disk rental business.

decided to produce it.
Pioneer's LVD production of 12
million disks annually accounts for

The first product to apply write-once
optical disks (WORM) was Toshiba's
document storage system, which was

The reason, of course, is that the
strength of the yen has made it
increasingly difficult to supply CDs on

virtually the entire world total.
Mitsubishi Plastics and Kuraray have
also begun producing the LVD on an
OEM basis, and Sony and Hitachi also

unveiled in 1983. This product records
document data on optical disks in the
form of images. A 130-millimeter

an original-equipment manufacturer
basis from Japan in the face of the

have a limited LVD production
capability.

burgeoning production in the US and
Western Europe. Since the saturation
point of the Japanese market for

The video disk market is confined
almost totally to Japan; there have
been virtually no sales to the US or
Europe. Primarily two factors have
attributed to the early take-off of this
market in Japan.
Popularity of "karaoke." It would be

exported overseas, implying a total
production volume of roughly 100
million disks. While the hot topic up to
1986 was the stream of newcomers

Strong yen

musical CDs is estimated at roughly 10
million disks, no substantial increase in
production facilities and new market
entrants can be expected in Japan.
Acceptance of this fact is stimulating
interest in the CD-ROM market.
While opportunities are drying up for
prospective newcomers, those now in
the CD manufacturing business are
suffering from an erosion of profits due
to the deterioration of exports as a
result of the strong yen. The purchase
of the manufacturing facilities of such
corporations would provide a means
for major corporations to enter this
business.
The LVD has finally secured a
position in Japan's audio-visual market,
largely due to the efforts of Pioneer.

impossible to overlook the influence of
karaoke in the penetration of video
disks in Japan. Meaning literarily
"empty orchestra," karaoke systems
play a source (tape, CD, video disk,
etc.) on which only the accompaniment
of popular songs is recorded (not the
vocal tracks) for customers to buy and
sing along with. These systems can be
found in about half of all drinking
establishments in Japan. Use of video
disks began in connection with
karaoke, which still accounts for a
considerabe percentage of the total.
The second factor is the

Contrary to expectations, the
domestic video disk market failed to

product has now joined the 300-mm
disks.

Computer peripherals
Yet another market for write-once
optical disks is as external memory for
computers. The external memory of
IBM's new PS/2 computer, for
example, employs a 130-mm writeonce optical disk, supplied by
Matsushita on an OEM basis. The
product represents the first adoption of
the optical disk as a peripheral by a
major computer supplier.
IBM's move has had a great impact
on the industry, and has caused
particular commotion in the
International Standards Organization's
(ISO) SC23 committee deliberating
standardization of the 130-mm optical
disk. This encompasses
standardization of 130-mm WORM and
erasable disks, but agreement on a
single format for each is anticipated to
require considerable time (especially

The long-standing contest between the

undeveloped video tape rental

video high-density disk (VHD) and

business. Japanese VCR owners use

video disk formats appears to have
been decided with the LVD's

for the former) due to the great number
of companies involved in their

their systems almost exclusively for
time-shift recording; playing of

increasingly dominant position.

development and the conflict of
interests among them.

purchased prerecorded video tapes is

The position of optical LVDs is
expected to be made even more

far less common than in other
countries. As such, the video rental

With marketing of products
incorporating optical disks having

secure with the emergence of the CDvisual (CD-V) models announced by

business is undeveloped compared to
the US, for example.

Philips and Sony as single-type LVDs.
Pioneer is also directing its attention to
the CD-V, and has already come out
with a player capable of handling all

springing up lately, the industry still
harbors many illegitimate operations
renting mainly pornographic video
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While more rental shops have been

already begun by various companies,
most importantly IBM, the committee is
afraid that the issue will be decided in
the market before it can reach an
agreement.
Five main types of WORM recording
formats (and roughly ten types
Electronics/September 3, 1987
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altogether) are already represented on
the market. Differences in recording
materials have ruled out compatibility
among them. The products also differ

Theorectically, it would be possible to
manufacture a drive capable of reading

in regard to medium life and the

monitored.

all types of disks with this system. The
actual results are being closely

Another major focus of the
standardization committee is the
question of the tracking method. The
candidates are a sample servo method
and a continuous servo method; the

sensitivity of the recording layer.
The recording material with the most
extensive record of use for optical
disks is the terbium alloy used in the
pit-forming format manufactured by
Toshiba and Hitachi (with no physical
compatibility between the two at this
point). It is used for the optical disk
document storage system, which
debuted in 1983, and therefore has a
record of roughly four years use.
According to Toshiba, there has not
been a single case of user data being
destroyed as a result of a failure of the
recording medium. As others have
pointed out, however, oxidation
beginning from the exposed surface is
a real danger, since the terbium alloy is
exposed to the air after the formation
of the pit.

Alloy formation
As far as medium life is concerned, the
most effective recording format is the
alloy formation-type medium
manufactured by Sony. The recording
layer actually consists of four thin-film
layers. When irradiated by the laser,
the layers fuse into an alloy. Sony
claims a life of 20 years for this
medium, as compared with the ten
years for the media of other leading
manufacturers.
Other media on the market include a
type using the phase change of terbium
alloys (Matsushita), a pit-forming type
employing organic dye (Ricoh, Pioneer,
and TDK), and a type using the change
in the reflection factor corresponding
with the change in recording layer
shape (Plasmon and Kuraray).
Recording layer differences translate
into different reflection factors,
resulting in a loss of physical
compatibility between media with
different recording layers. The SC23

MATSUO OFFERS AWIDE SELECTION OF CASE SIZE OPTIONS IN
TANTALUM CHIP CAPACITORS FOR SURFACE MOUNT APPLJCAT1ONS
—

EIA SIZES; EXTENDED RANGE; SMALLER CASES FOR SPACE SAVINGS; LOW PROFILE —
ALL AVAILABLE ON TAPE AND REEL OR BULK PACKAGING

committee has consequently adopted a
system by which optical disk cartridges
are equipped with indentification holes
enabling the drive to automatically
detect the type of recording layer.
Electronics/September 3, 1987

MATSUO ELECTRIC CO.,LTD.
3-5, 3-CHOME, SENNARI-CHO, TOYONAKA-SHI OSAKA, JAPAN.
TEL (06)332-3871 FAX: (06)336-3485 TELEX: 5234164 MATSUO J
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two are mutually incompatible. The

The magneto-optical disk form is in the

former entails the use of a disk on

mainstream.
The committee has already opened

which sample signals have been
written in advance and perform the
tracking while following the sample
signals.
In the latter, the tracking is carried
out through the course of the head in
the groove. The selection also has
repercussions for disk manufacturing
processes and other aspects. The
direction in standardization here is
likely to become clearer sometime this
autumn.
Compared with the WORM, with its
plethora of recording formats,
standardization of erasable disks is
expected to proceed more smoothly.

deliberations on the optical disk, and
an agreement could be reached here
even before WORM standardization is
settled.
The pace of optical disk
development has run its course for the
time being, with sample shipments
scheduled to begin later this year. The
first are expected to come from Sony
and Sharp.
The products from both companies
employ the optical modulation format,
in which the head must pass over the
pit a total of three times in order to
erase tracks on which data has already

been written. In short, three phases are
required: erase, write, and verify.
Writing therefore entails an extremely
long latency time, a disadvantage in
the competition with hard disks. In
contrast to the 1-Mbyte/s for the 5.25inch hard disk, the transfer rate for the
130-mm erasble optical disk is roughly
500 Kbytes/s during read and drops as
low as half that rate during write
operations.
For this reason, one of the higher
priorities in optical disk development is
an overwrite capability. Overwrite calls
for either adoption of a magnetic field
modulation format or use of a duallayer disk, such as that recently
announced by Nippon Kogaku. The

Ictis on Nippon Electric Glass Co.
In the autumn of 1944, while Junichi

In 1951, the company developed

Nagasaki was working at the Nippon Electric Company's research

the Danner machine process to
form glass tubing for fluorescent
lamps, though closed pots were still
used for melting the glass. Around

laboratory, NEC decided to produce
glass for radio vacuum tubes. In
1949, the glass factory was spun off
from NEC as an independent company under the corporate name of
Nippon Electric Glass Co. Ltd. This
new company began with 90 employees, who worked by using
closed pots to melt the glass and
hand-blowing to form it.

that time, two competitors entered
the market with more cost-efficient
technologies imported from the US.
The only way to compete was to
enter into a technolgy exchange
program with a superior glass maker. Therefore, discussions were immediately begun with Owens-Illinois
and in 1958 an agreement was
reached in the field of glass tubing,
followed by an agreement in the
field of cathode-ray-tube glass bulbs
in 1965.
After concluding Nippon Electric
Glass Co.'s first agreement with
Owens-Illinois, the company had no
investment money left to import the
necessary equipment. Therefore,
the company decided to design and
produce all the equipment itself.
This was the beginning of a company policy that is still in effect. An
example of this is the press machine designed and built to produce
the 43-inch color TV faceplates.
Another company policy is to
avoid business segments in which

Junichi Nagasaki, director
1
38

Electric

Glass

develops

original

technologies and applies them to
commercial
products,
however
small or unprofitable the business
may look at first.
Glass ceramics is one field in
which the company has concentrated its efforts for many years. Neoparies, the glass ceramics developed for building materials, has
properties far superior to those of
natural stone and has been used for
exterior and interior walls and for
columns. Glass ceramics for surgical and dental prostheses is another field that Nippon Electric Glass
has given priority for development.
In addition to the glass tubing, TV
glass bulbs, and glass ceramics,
major Nippon Electric Glass products include glass fibers, a variety of
glasses, including powdered glasses
for integrated-circuit packages and
other electronic applications, thin
sheets for liquid-crystal displays,
heat-resistant glass ceramics for microwave ovens, radiation shielding
glass, and other blown and pressed
glass products.
In short, Nippon

Electric

Glass

will continue to develop glass prod-

others are already operating profit-

ucts that meet the wide range of
modern needs, while maintaining its

ably.

established management policies.

To create

products,

Nippon
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ENSURING SERVO-MOTOR
PRECISION

magnetic field modulation format is being developed by KDD
and Hitachi, among others. It appears to be comparatively
conducive to development, since it affords room for the
application of technology developed for rigid disks.
The format being developed by Nippon Kogaku, on the
other hand, enables overwrite by optic modulation through
the use of two recording layers with different curie points.
Erasure of previously recorded data is performed by an
advance head made of a permanent magnet. Many
problems still need to be solved here as well, such as a
stable manufacturing of the dual-layer film and the question
of countermeasures in the event the permanent magnet is
demagnetized.
As far as these manufacturers are concerned, the optical
disk technology acquired through the CD is an indispensable
tool for entry into the field of industrial equipment, and
especially computer peripherals; they are determined to
solidify their position in the peripherals market this way.
Behind this activity lies the sudden downshift from steep
to moderate growth in the home electrical/electronic
industry as a whole and the continuing healthy performance
of the computer industry backed by a strong domestic
demand.

COMPONENTS

Companies move
shops overseas

Sensitive Detection of Rotation and Displacement
NIurata's Rotary Sensors not only effectively ensure the accurate operation of servo-motors, they are also smaller and
easier to use than optical sensors.
And that means smaller
equipment that is easier to design.
These excellent sensors,
made of semiconductive magnetoresistors and permanent magnets, offer the size, precision and accuracy you require —
whether they are detecting stationary or high speed objects.
Contact your nearest Murata representative for details on
these and our wide range of other fine sensors.
111Applications: •Encoders for AC/DC servo-motors in robots •Encoders for AC spindle motors in robots and NC machines •Limit
switches: displacement, rotation and speed •Rotary encoders for FDD
and HDD

Due to the yen's recent rise against other currencies,
Japan's electronics components industry has been forced to
move production overseas, particularly to Southeast Asia.
No other sector of the electronics industry has more
experience with overseas production than the components
sector. The components sector makes up 52% of Japan's
electronics industry's total direct worldwide overseas
investment. And Southeast Asia accounts for 64% of the
component sector's total direct overseas investment from
1974 to 1984.

FRO5CM21AA

o

According to recent consolidated revenue and production

Southeast Asia. Taiwan and Korea account for 53% and
29%, respectively.
Overseas production is expected to accelerate in the
coming years, not just to Southeast Asia, but to the US and

FRO5CM42AA

ROTARY SENSOR
inuRithi

figures of major Japanese electronics components
manufacturers, 25% of all revenue is derived from overseas
production. And 94% of overseas production is done in

FR12AM21AA

MURATA MFG.CO,LTD.
HEADQUARTERS
26-10. Tenn, 2-chome.Negeokekyo. Kyoto 617 Japan
MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA. INC.

Phone075-951-9111 Telex 84270 MURATA J
Phone:404 ,4381300

TeNr542329

2200 Lake Perk Dnve. Smyrna. Georgia 30080-7604. US A
Phone 0911,56870

TeI.623763

MURATA ELECTROMOUE, S.A. (France)

Phone03-024-6767

Telex:699954

MURATA ELETTRONICA SPA. ((taly)

Phone02-007- 3786

Telex:330385

MURATA ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD. (Engle.)

Phone.0252-523232

Western Europe. Witness:
•TDK will produce ceramic capacitors in the US.

MURATA ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE (PTE) LTD (Singapore)

Phone 2584233

TAIWAN MURATA ELECTRONICS CO.. LTD. (UM.)

Phone042-91.4151

Tale. 27571

MURATA

MURATA ERIE MA- (NC (Taiwan Branch)

Phone02.582.4218

Telex 27571

MURATA

MURATA COMPANY LTD. (Hong Kong)

Phone 0.4892020

Telex: 58200

•The US will also be home to Taiyo Yuden, which will make

MURATA MFG CO., LTD Seoul Elmnch (Nor.)

Phone :730.78051730.7321

Toler 25858
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MURATA ELEKTRONIK GUSH (West Gen..)
Holbeinetranee 21-23 8500 Nurnberg 70. Wont Germany.

Te1.8581271
Teen:21127
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BREAKDOWN BY MARKET OF DOMESTIC COMPONENT SHIPMENTS
Markets

April-Sept 1984

Consumer

April-Sept 1985

April-Sept 1986

64.9 %

64.2 %

63.1 %

VCRs

21.3

21.9

20.0

Audio

19.1

17.2

17.5

TVs

15.4

16.3

14.2

9.2

9.8

11.3
24.2

Home appliances, etc.
Industrial

23.4

23.5

Computers and peripherals

7.7

8.5

8.2

Communication equipment

8.1

7.5

8.4

Office equipment

5.4

5.4

5.5

Test and measurement

2.2

2.1

2.1

Automotive

3.6

2.5

3.5

Industrial machinery, etc.

8.9

9.4

9.2

Source: Electronic Industries Association of Japan

chip capacitors.
•SMK will add mice to the list of
products made in the US.
•Alps will expand US production of
components and computers.
•Mitsumi will produce components for
TVs and video cassette recorders in
the US.
•Matsushita Electric Corp. will make
power supplies for photocopiers in
West Germany.
•Tabuchi will produce transformers
and coils in Mexico.

and usage of hybrid circuits is
increasing.
Fixed capacitors and resistors have
been the traditional items to be put in
surface-mountable devices, but now
semi-variable capacitors and resistors,
coils, transformers, filters, and quartz
crystal oscillators are all produced in
surface-mountable devices in addition
to the conventional packages. And
mechanical components such as
switches, connectors, and relays are

by the heat stress of the soldering
process. Omron has developed
surface-mountable relays by adopting a
new type of structure and new heatresistant materials. Omron's
development is also based on the finite
element method applied to the
relationship between stress and
distortion within the temperature range
of relay usage.
Optical devices are the next items
that will be housed in surface-

also becoming available in surfacemountable packages. Furthermore,
chip components with multiple

mountable packages. Matsushita

•Murata will make thermistors and
variable resistors in Brazil.
The markets for Japanese electronic
components is steadily shifting from

functions (such as capacitors and
varistors) have been developed.

interrupters, photo sensors, and
enhanced versions of light-emitting

consumer electronics to information
processing systems (such as

It has been difficult to house quartz
crystal oscillators in surface-mountable

diodes in the latter half of this year.

computers, communication equipment,
ano office equipment). The proportion
of the domestic shipments to major

packages since they are very sensitive

market segments for Japan's
electronics components industry is
shown in the table.

to the environment, such as humidity
and dust. The chip has to be kept
airtight and its oscillating section has to

Electronics (a subsidiary of Matsushita
Electric) plans to produce photo

Development and standardization of
surface-mountable devices has been
vigorous. Already, 35% of capacitors,
25% of resistors, and 5% of fixed coils
used today are surface-mountable

be kept suspended in midair. Kinseki

versions. It is reported that surface-

has developed surface mountable
quartz oscillators using ceramic

mountable devices presently account
for 5% of the components used in

packages and sealing it with glass frit
and polyimide-based conductive

Japanese assembly establishments
(7% in industrial equipment and 3% in

technology is serving a different role: to

adhesive to meet the stringint
requirements.

consumer equipment) and in five years
the proportion will be skyrocket to

produce densly packed printed-circuit
boards. Various types of components

Surface-mountable relays have also
been difficult to develop because their

are becoming available in chip form

operating characteristics are affected

about 40% (44% in industrial
equipment and 35% in consumer
equipment).

Chip components and surface-mount
technology were originally developed
for ease-of-use in automated assembly
operations. But now, however, the
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LS-2010 Composite Sealing Glass
Passes 270°C solder dipping test without preheating
Whether you're dealing with millions
of ICs amonth or just afew hundred,
when it comes to sealing ceramic
packages, the two most important
numbers are the sealing temperature
and flexural strength of the sealing
glass: 430°C and 720kg/cm 2 would
be excellent.
Where can you find numbers like
these? At Nippon Electric Glass, the

I
C
•

world's largest supplier of sealing
glasses and manufacturer of LS-2010
composite sealing glass.
LS-2010 also provides higher
hermeticity even after solder dipping at
atemperature of 270°C, and does so
without preheating.
More numbers to think about...a
short, 10-minute sealing time...a low
thermal expansion coefficient of 65

and alow dielectric constant of 12.5.
Together they add up to more consistent quality from lot to lot, higher
packaging yields, and superior
dependability and performance.
Contact NEG today We'll show you
how our numbers can help improve
your numbers—the ones regarding
package reliability.

For further information please contact the following:

Nippon Electric Glass Co.,Ltd.

Chicago Representative Office: 3158 Des Plaines Avenue, Suite 227, Des Plaines, llinois 60018. Phone: 312-297-7020 Fax: 312-390-0583
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More than just aword...

I

fone word could describe the corporate philosophy of Graphtec, that word would be quality.
From the preliminary design through to final delivery,
we know that the key to success is in making
equipment that works, perfectly. At every stage,
components are rigorously tested, performance is
carefully scrutinized and any parts less than perfect
are rejected. Why do we go to the trouble? Quite
simply, because our reputation is on the line with
every product you buy.
Nor does quality stop at the factory.
Our service and customer support

IvIS5100

personnel around the world are just as conscious of
quality as the people in the Final Inspection Department. Graphtec dealers are chosen for their integrity
and high standards of service.
Of course, the real proof is in our products. Three
superb new devices just released should convince you
that investing in Graphtec is awise decision. Call
your dealer and see for yourself the sophisticated
MS5100 Data Analyzer, the PD9111 Large Format
Plotter and the KD4030B Digitizer.
Our definition of quality stands up to
the most thorough inspection.

KD4030B
Note: Graphtec digitizersnot available in U.S.A. or Canada.

Recording the past

P r&

GRAPIÎTEC CORPORATION

U.S.A.: Western Graphtec Inc.

Mita 43rd Mon Bldg.. 13-16, Mita 3-choree,
Mioato-ku Tokyo 138, Japan
Tel. -03) 453-0511 Telex: 02422687 (GRAPH-11

12 Chrysler Street. Irvine, Calif. 92718-2086
Tel: Inside Calif. (8001624-8396, (714)970-6010
Outside Calif. (800) 854-8385

Europe: Graphtec Europe GmbH
Borsteler Chaussee 85-99A 2000 Hamburg hi
West Germany
Tel: (0401 511-5059 Telex: 2165630 GTEC O

Authorized Distributors: EUROPE Athens—Scientific Enterprises Co., Breda—Ankersmit Nederland BV, Bnesels—Ankersmit Ltd., Copenhagen—Paratron AS, Espoo—Oy Honeywell AB
Herrsching—Graphtec Gesellschaf tfiir Graphische Technologie mbH, Marcq-en-baroeul—AnIcersmit France, Milano —SPH Elettronica SPA, Nantufich—Environmental Equipments (Northeen)
Ltd_ Oslo—Seven AS, Stockholm —Kaliber AB, Teleinstnunent AB, Zürich—Seyffer & Co., AG, ASIA Bangkok —Trane International Co., Ltd., Hong Kong—S & T Enterprises Ltd-.
Jakarta
Supertone, Kuala Lumpur—Syscom (M) Sdn Bhd, Petaling Jaya —Mecomb Malaysia Sdn Bhd, Seoul—Kong Yeong Trading Co., Ltd., Jed Precision Co., Ltd.,
Singapore—Intemational Aeradio (Far East) Private Ltd., Systems Technology Pte Ltd., Taipei—San Lien Development Co., Ltd.,
in Yu Electric Co., Ltd., OCEANIA Sydney—MIA
Technology Group, Wellington—Leatham Electronics Ltd., NORTH de SOUTH AMERICA Ontario—Atelco Inc., Mesico D.F. —Mexitek S.A., Santiago—lvens & Cia Ltda.
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NEW PRODUCTS
ONE-CHIP WAVEFORM GENERATOR
CUTS PURCHASE PRICE IN HALF
HP EUMINATES FREQUENCY DRIFT BY SWITCHING FROM ANALOG TO DIGITAL
analog-compoBynentshunning
technology and inte-

thermore, three of the channels can be used to modulate
grating
waveform-synthesis
the primary channel.
functions onto a single chip,
Modulation capability is useHewlett-Packard Co. has cut the
ful in testing FM stereo receivcost of arbitrary waveform geners, for example, because the
eration in half and has immusignal has four components:
nized its new instrument to frethe 38-KHz subcarrier, a 19quency drift arising from temKHz pilot tone, the sum of 38
perature and humidity changes.
KHz and the left plus right
The HP8904A Multifunction
signal (that is, the monaural
Synthesizer tests FM-radio resignal) and the sum of 38 KHz
ceivers, touch-tone telephones,
plus the left minus right chanand a diverse assortment of
nel (the stereo information).
other electronics gear by mixAll of these signals are
ing digitally created wavesummed, and the result is used
forms. Unlike analog-compoto modulate the rf carrier signent-based arbitrary waveform
nal. When the receiver demodanalyzers that require the user
ulates all four of these signals,
to calculate the waveform and SYNTHESIS. The HP8904A dynamically combines four standard any phase or level errors ocstore it in the instrument's waveforms plus dc and noise to create complex signals on the fly.
curring in the process result in
memory, the 8904A generates
a loss of channel separation—
its functions instantaneously. Modifica- produce atriangular wave, for example,
that is, one channel's signal leaks into
tions can be made on the fly.
the PLA reads the counter value when it another.
Implementing the instrument on a has counted one fourth of the way to
An instrument that generates a test
100,000-transistor, L2-p.m n-MOS digital- completion, again at the halfway point,
signal to measure areceiver's ability to
signal-processor chip eliminates the need and again at the three-fourths point.
demodulate a stereo signal must have
for compensation circuits that prevent
The instrument has up to four chanflatness beyond 53 KHz—the sum of the
frequency drift in analog instruments.
nels, each of which can generate four 38-KHz subcarrier and 15 KHz—the
That saving, along with reduced costs
different waveforms—sine wave, square maximum audio signal used to modulate
for components and assembly, means
wave, triangle, and ramp. Noise and de
the subcarrier. It also must have no
the 8904A costs about half the price of can also be generated; a separate ROM
phase shift.
analog signal generators with compara- is used for the noise signal. Since all the
The 8904A has more than 65 dB of
ble capability.
standard signals are created from the
stereo separation, and the signals generSIGNAL BUILDER. The DSP orchestrates
same ROM, their relative phases are
ated by the synthesizer exhibit a flatwaveform generation through a pro- easily controlled relative to one another.
ness of ±0.009 dB up to 100 KHz. Most
grammable-logic-array state machine
"The power of the new synthesizer is special-purpose dedicated stereo composthat controls the operation of a 24-bit that it can vary the frequency, phase,
ite generators have 55 dB of stereo sepcounter and a 12-bit-wide read-only
and amplitude of every one of these
aration from 500 Hz to 5 KHz, but the
memory. The ROM contains pulse-code- four signals with digital precision," says
separation varies outside that band due
modulated data needed to construct a Kenneth Thompson, product marketing to frequency drift. These testers have a
sine wave. Driven by amaster clock, the manager at Hewlett-Packard.
signal flatness on the order of ±0.3 dB.
counter counts up to some value, over"No other instrument has this flexibil- EASY TO USE The user interface to the
flows, and begins again. Each value in
ity. An analog instrument providing this
instrument is friendly thanks to an onthe counter addresses a location in the same capability costs twice as much.
board Motorola Inc. 6809 microprocesROM. By reading the values from the
Moreover, the instrument, because it is sor. Displaying prompting messages on
register and applying them to adigital- digital, does not drift, nor change with
a liquid-crystal display on the instruto-analog converter, the PLA produces a temperature," says Thompson.
ment control panel, the microprocessor
sine wave. The output waveform's freThe 8904A produces sine waves up to leads a user through the setup procequency is varied by changing the step 600 KHz and triangle and square waves
dure for creating awaveform. This consize of the counter, which changes how
up to 20 KHz with less than -72 dB
trasts with conventional methods of profast the counter counts up.
distortion. It has afrequency resolution
gramming aseparate computer to drive
By reading different values from the of 0.1 Hz. In addition, the PLA can sum
an arbitrary-waveform generator.
counter, the PLA can create different the outputs of all four channels togethThe basic HP8904A costs $2,600 and
waveforms from the sine-wave data. To
er to produce a composite signal. Fur- comes with one synthesizer, which proElectronIcs/September 3, 1987
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duces a single output that is composed
of the four basic waveforms, dc, and
noise. It has all four synthesizers, but
firmware for only one channel.
Option 1costs $1,500 and provides the
firmware for the remaining three synthesizers. Option 1can also generate sequences of signals. This capability is
useful in testing communications signalling circuits found in phone pagers. Option 1can also be used to generate sequences of signals for testing equipment such as touch tone telephones.

Option 2 costs $1,200 and provides a
second synthesizer and asecond output:
a digital-to-analog converter, an output
amplifier, attenuator, and filters. With
it, the 8904A can precisely vary the
phase angle of each waveform from two
channels—a useful capability when measuring differential amplifiers and servo
systems. The instrument is available
now.
-Jonah McLeod
Hewlett-Packard

Co,

Inquiries

Manager,

1820 Embarcadero Blvd., Palo Alto, Calif.
94303

[Circle 380]

FAULT SIMULATOR SPEEDS
TEST DEVELOPMENT BY 70%
fault-test programs for model of the printed-circuit board and
Developing
printed-circuit boards can be speed- applied atest pattern at the input pins

ed up by 50% to 70% with afault simulator from Computer Automation that
tests multiple nodes concurrently, instead of by the conventional node-bynode approach.
The Sprint 3.0 simulator also can save
customers as much as $400,000 over other systems and their associated hardware, claims the Irvine, Calif., company.
This is because it was developed specifically for the test industry and does not
include functions the test designers do
not need. The company says tailoring a
simulator to the test function allows it
to be simpler, to create test programs
faster, and to be less expensive.
Most simulators for developing printed-circuit-board test programs have not
been updated since the 1970s and are
really either design simulators with
fault-simulation capability added, or
fault simulators with design-simulation
capability added. In either case, the test
engineer has purchased more capability
than he needs.
Sprint 3.0 boosts performance primarily with its concurrent algorithm. Previous-generation fault simulators introduced a single fault at one node in a

POWERFUL. Sprint 3.0 handles 1,000 gates,
8,000 signals, and 32,000 faults.
144

of the board. If an error pattern were
detected at the output pins, the pattern
would be saved; otherwise, it would be
discarded. The process is repeated with
the simulator introducing a fault at every node on the board and until a test
pattern is found for every possible fault
on the board.
A concurrent fault simulator, on the
other hand, divides the model of the
board into smaller sections. Then it introduces multiple faults into each section and applies patterns to the input
pins. The Sprint 3.0 simulator introduces
600 faults at atime. By finding patterns
that detect more than one fault and by
performing the simulation on several
nodes at once, the simulation time is
decreased and the size of board that can
be handled is increased.
Another strategy in reducing processing time is to simulate only activity that
is meaningful for the fault being simulated. Sprint 3.0 ignores so-called "don't
care" states in the logic of acircuit for
a given test pattern.

Using Computer Automation's dedicated test simulator in combination with its test programming languages can reduce test development
time as much as 50% to 70% over the
time required by other simulators, says
the company.
Sprint 3.0 and its predecessor product—Sprint—are the only state-of-theart concurrent simulators available exclusively for the test market, claims the
company.
Sprint 3.0 can handle 4,000 elements
(four elements make a gate), 8,000 signals, 1,000 I/O pins, and 32,000 faults.
That's a fourfold improvement over
Sprint, which could handle only 1,000 elements, 2,000 signals, 250 I/O pins, and
8,000 faults.
While the original Sprint was written
in assembly language, Sprint 3.0 has
been completely rewritten in C and exeTIME SAVER.

cutes in the Unix operating system
environment.
The new software is compatible with
the older systems. One version of the
Sprint 3.0—the Model I-200—costs
$82,000. It comprises the simulator software and the Mighty Frame multiuser
computer system from Convergent
Technologies Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif.
A smaller version of the simulator,
the Model I-210, costs $30,000. It comes
with aModel I-100 Unix Workstation—a
32-bit Convergent computer based on
Motorola Inc.'s 68010 microprocessor.
Besides the simulator software, the
system comes with high-level compilers,
the Majic Plus Programming language,
and text editors.
Also included are device-modeling languages, such as ICDL (Integrated Circuit Description Language), and various
library programs that allow storage and
modfication of test programs. All products are available now.
-Jonah McLeod
Computer Automation Inc., 2181 Du Pont
Dr., Irvine, Calif. 92715.
Phone (714) 833-8830

[Circle 381]

MICROCODE SOFTWARE
SPEEDS DEVELOPMENT
Trimeter Technologies Corp.'s Microcode Assistant speeds microcode development by unifying the coding, assembly, and verification functions into asingle software package.
Unlike other microcode tools that represent code as strings of ASCII characters, Microcode Assistant uses agraphical interface on Apollo Computer Co.
ork stations.
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Users create formats corresponding
to the target system's architecture and
give data fields symbolic names so they
can easily be called to the screen, edited,
and manipulated.
The software automatically creates
object code while source code is being
written, and object code can also be imported from other applications. The microcode program can be tested through
a register-level hardware-simulation
model.
Microcode Assistant is available now
and costs $16,100.
Trimeter Technologies Corp., 200 Hightower Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15205.
Phone (412) 787-8630

[Circle 385]
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Aviation Week &Space Technology and
Booz •Allen & Hamilton Invite You to Attend
A Conference of Critical Impor

AEROSPACE!

DEFENSE:or:
November 12-1311987
Vista Hilton International Hotel, Washington, DC
It's happening now! The aerospace defense industry of he 90s is already taking shape. And as the rules change the
scramble is on to keep pace.
Today's contractors face some awesome challenges. Shifts in the procurement process and advances in technology are leading to structural change.
Contractors are being asked to assume
agreater share of military development
costs ...learn to operate in an increasingly competitive environment, on lower
profit margins and with fixed price R&D
contracts... become sharper and more
creative financial managers. And that's
just astart!
Achieving stronger leadership is the
key issue.
AEROSPACE/DEFENSE: LEADERSHIP IN THE 90s will provide some
direction. This ,wo-day conference
sponsored by Aviation Week and Booz
• Allen & Hamilton is structured for top
level industry executives. The partici-

pants and speakers will deal with the
new challenges of the 90s to achieve
leadership.
Specifically, the conference will cover
such critical areas as:
Trends in aerospace/defense...the
outlook concerning defense budgets,
emerging new large programs, technology advances and competitive
requirements.
Procurement initiatives and implications...shifting policy and requirements
seen from a government and industry
perspective.
Structure and consolidation of the
aerospace/defense industry.., vertical
integration, diversification, and cost
reduction.
World marketing positions...new
consortiums in Europe and the U.S.
AERCSPACE/DEFENSE: LEADERSHIP IN THE 90s will be this industry's
premier event of the year. Changing requirements will demand bold new initia-

Aviation

eel
e

122:: enu-eof-the Americars
New York, NY 10020

Booz •
Allen & Hamilton

tives as we n-ove into the next decade.
To register or get more information,
simply complete and return the coupon
below to:
Mr. Alvin J. Babkow
Aviation Week & Space Technology
1221 Avenue of the Americas, 43rd Floor
New York, NY 10020
Phone: i,212) 512-2231

AEROSPACE/DEFENSE:
LEADERSHIP IN THE 90s
Vista Hilton International Hotel
Washington, DC
November 12-13,1987
Please make
tentative
reservations for me at your two-day
Aerospace/Defense Conference.
Just send more information for now.
I1
Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State
Phone

Zip

COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS

machine can put Cray-class simulation
resources into the hands of small engineering teams, according to the company. There are now 70 iPSC sites worldwide, spread among universities, government and defense establishments, industry,
and
application
software
companies. Simulation and modeling are
DIRECT ROUTING BETWEEN NODES CUTS DELAYS
the prevalent uses.
WHILE 80386 AND 80387 SPEED PROCESSING
The new systems are software- and
orhe second generation of hypercube form up to 1billion floating point opera- hardware-compatible with the old. Existconcurrent supercomputers from In- tions/s.
ing customers can upgrade the iPSC to
tel Scientific Computers runs up to 10
Direct-connect routing plays an impor- the iPSC/2 and during a 90-day period
times faster than its predecessors. The tant role in improving performance. It will receive full credit for their original
iPSC/2 boosts the power of the ma- reduces message delays by a factor of system purchase. The iPSC/2 systems
chine's node-based architecture by team- four and increases message speeds by a will ship to beta-site customers at the
ing Intel Corp. 80386 and 80387 proces- factor of 10.
end of October. Volume shipments will
sors with anew direct-connect messageIn the hypercube interconnect scheme begin in January. The iPSC/2 systems
routing technology.
used in the first-generation iPSC ma- are priced from $200,000 to $2,000,000.
Each node in the iPSC/2 has an 80386,
chine, many messages had to pass
-Tom Manuel
an 80387 math coprocessor, and 1, 4, 8,
through and be handled by a varying
Intel Scientific Computers, Customer Reor 16 Mbytes of 1-Mbit dynamic random
number of nodes, depending on how far sponse Dept., 15201 N. W. Greenbrier
access memory—plus a direct-connect across the cube the message was being
Pkwy., Beaverton, Ore. 97006.
router and a static RAM cache module,
sent. In the direct-connect routing
Phone (503) 629-7629
[Circle 340]
both of which are built in CMOS gate- scheme, messages are quickly and effiarray logic. Standard systems can have ciently handled by the direct-connect
32 to 128 nodes and amaximum memo- router in each node and the interconnecry of 1gigabyte.
tion system as if each node were directIn systems configured for vector pro- ly connected to all other nodes.
cessing, avector coprocessor is added to
The new routing and processors
each node. The system can have from 16 achieve ahigh measure of performance
to 64 such nodes. In its maximum con- improvement in the iPSC/2. For examhe 4793D color printer from Tekfiguration, the vector version can per- ple, a two-dimensional fast Fourier
tronix Inc.'s Information Display
transform—one of the most difficult Group combines 300-dots/in, resolution,
problems for hypercubes—is performed afour-pass printing system, and sophisat arate of 154 megaflops by a32-node ticated software to deliver color-matchiPSC/2 VX (the vector version), which is
ing performance in hard copy that cap10 times faster than a first-generation
tures the fidelity of high-end graphics
iPSGVX system. For artificial-intelli- computer systems.
gence applications, the standard Gabriel
Using a thermal-wax image process,
Triangle benchmark runs four times
the 4639D makes a separate pass for
faster on the iPSC/2 than on aCray is.
each of the three primary colors and a
This makes the iPSC/2 the fastest Lisp fourth pass for black to produce true
computer available.
blacks and deeper color saturation than
UNIX-BASED. A version of AT&T Co.'s
other color printing techniques, accordUnix forms the base operating soft- ing to the Wilsonville, Ore., company.
ware. The addition of adebugging pro- The 4693D also has two monochrome
gram provides users with a software- printing modes, one for 256 shades of
development environment. A vectorizing gray and one in black and white only.
compiler is available for the vector
To take full advantage of apalette of
processors.
16 million colors, Tektronix engineers
To speed the system's migration from developed anew dithering algorithm for
research uses in academic institutions mixing the colors to truly match the disinto engineering applications, the Bea- play colors on paper and transparencies.
verton, Ore., company has developed the The company has applied for a patent
Concurrent Workbench, aprogramming on this algorithm.
environment that gives multiple proTo speed overall system performance,
grammers access to the system simulta- Tektronix engineers added abuilt-in imneously from awork-station network.
"The iPSC has come of age for real
applications," says Justin Ratner, director of technology. "We have found that
there is a market for cost-effective supercomputing. The biggest market is for
speeding up simulation and modeling."
The most common installation of the Intel Scientific Computers hypercube is as
acomputational server in a network of
FAST. The iPSC/2 runs artificial intelligence
work stations and other computers.
FAST REPEATER. The 4693D prints one
programs four times faster than aCray 1S.
Because of its relatively low cost, the copy in 90 sand subsequent copies in 60 s.

INTEL BOOSTS HYPERCUBE
PERFORMANCE 10-FOLD

PRINTER DOES HI-FI
COLOR, 300 DOTS/IN.

T
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age processor to handle image preparation and relieve the work station of that
task.
Throughput is enhanced by integrating a built-in frame buffer for images.
The printer can be configured with one
to three 4-Mbyte frame buffers so that
the computer can send from one to
three complete images to the printer in
six seconds per image and then go
about its other business—leaving the
printer to process and print those images. The printer can process and print
the first copy of an image in 90 s. Subsequent copies take just 60 s.
FOUR-WAY LINK. The image-processing
and color conversions from display colors to printing colors are handled by a
Motorola Corp. 68020 microprocessor. In
addition to the buffer memory and processor, the system is equipped with a
four-channel multiplexer so that up to
four terminals, work stations, host computers, or persoanl computers can be
connected to the printer simultaneously.
"The 4693D's high resolution and true
color representation make it an excellent
tool for designers, engineers, scientists,
and other professionals in abroad range
of applications such as mapping, medical
imaging, technical data analysis, CAD/
CAM and graphic arts," says Rick Lada,
the product manager.
The 4693D can be driven by all Tektronix graphics terminals and work stations. Device drivers are also available
for Sun Microsystems Inc. work stations
and IBM Corp. Personal Computers AT
and compatible PCs
In a standard configuration with one
4-Mbyte frame buffer and an 8-bit parallel port, the 4693D costs $7,995. It is
available now.
— Tom Manuel

Here's the
data you
need on AC
power for ATE
systems, laboratories,
test facilities, robotics, quality control, data processing
and more. It's all in our new full color catalog that
features hundreds of AC Power Sources and Uninterruptible Power Systems. Call or write for your free copy.

(805) 684-8311 COLLECT

BEHLMAN
AFiskars Company

1142 Mark Avenue
Carpinteria, CA 93013
Circle
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What is aBest Western?

Tektronix Inc., P.O. Box 1000, MS-63-447,
Wilsonville, Ore. 97070.
Phone (800) 225-5434
[Circle 341]

GRAPHICS BOARD CAN
HANDLE 8 TERMINALS
A dual-processor VMEbus graphics controller board from Motorola Inc.'s Microcomputer Division handles high-resolution, bit-mapped displays for up to
eight color monitors at a cost of
50
per channel.
The MVME393 uses Motorola's 68010
32-bit microprocessor for multitasking
and windowing functions and Texas Instrument Inc.'s TMS34010 32-bit graphics processor for high-speed bit-mapped
display functions.
The board offers a palette of 4,096
colors. It can draw 48 million pixels/s
and render 64,000 vectors/s.
With the addition of the plug-in
MVME794-2 eight-channel transition
module, eight bit-mapped color displays
can be driven at aresolution of 1,024 by
256 pixels by 4bit planes.
Electronics/September 3, 1987

The right place at the right price.
Make reservations at any Best Western,
see your travel agent, or call toll-free

1-800-528-1234

6est
westem
INDEPENDENT
WORLDWIDE
LODGING
'Wor/d's largest chain of
independently owned
and operated
hotels motor inns and resorts"
147

The board supports GICS/CGI ›,()i _ware from Nova Graphics Inc., Austin,
Texas. The software is downloaded from
the host to on-board memory.
Available in the third quarter, the
board costs $3,295. The eight-channel
transition module costs $3,195.
Motorola Microcomputer Division, Marcom
Dept.-DW284, 2900 S. Diablo Way, Tempe,
Ariz. 85282.

Time Grey Shades
at High Speeds
for Less than $5000

Phone (800) 556-1234

[Circle 345]

PROGRAM TURNS DATA
INTO PS/2 GRAPHICS

Raytheon's TOC -850, fherinal Displa)

Engineering data created in avariety of
environments can be transferred to IBM
Corp.'s Personal System/2 environment
for graphical representation with the
CEC-Graph software package from Capital Equipment Corp.
CEC-Graph converts virtually any
data format to a PS/2-compatible format. A single command either displays
the graph on IBM's Video Graphics
Adapter or sends it to a plotter.
In addition to handling data files created on non-IBM computer systems, the
software also supports conversion from

Unit, produces photo quality ¡nages
on an Pe x200 ft. roll. The TDU-850
prints 16 shades of grey in less than 20
milliseconds per line; black and white
images at 5milliseconds per line. Price
per unit from $4950. depending on
interface and application. (Slightly
higher overseas). Discounts for OEM
large volume quantities. Fixed thermal
head assures perfect registration. Resolution better than 200-dotstinch. Direct
thermal technology requires no toners
or developers. Standard or custom. interfacing. For details, contact Marketing
Department, Raytheon Ocean
Systems Company. 1847 West Main
Rd., Portsmouth, RI 02871
Telephone (401)847-8000
Telex 092 7787

Raytheon
Circle 148 on reader service card
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Product Showcase
An exciting new marketplace of
products and services in full color.
Electronics' Product Showcase section is afast and easy way for you to:
a Obtain information on hew
products
a Find out about new capabilities
a Get aquick look at new
applications
148

• Send for new catalogs
II Request product literature
• Get free samples
And if you'd like to advertise your
company's products or services,
contact Carol Helton, Advertising
Manager, at (212) 512-2143.

Electronics
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RS-232-C serial inputs and data acquisition from Hewlett-Packard Co.'s GP-IB
instrument-bus format
A window command lets more than
one graph be displayed. Other features
include automatic scaling and labeling
and support for programs written in Basic, Pascal, C, and Fortran. Available ,
now, CEC-Graph costs $95.
Capital Equipment Corp., 99 S. Bedford St., I
Suite 107, Burlington, Mass. 01803.
Phone (617) 273-1818

[Circle 346]
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Nikkei-McGraw-Hill
Recent Ministry of International Trade and
Industry guidelines and the rising value of the
yen have created a$124 billion market for
U.S.-manufactured electronic products, amarket
the likes of which U.S. electronics manufacturers have never seen.
In fact, Japan's commitment to the development of supercomputers, 1-megabit DRAM
(dynamic random access memory) chips, DAT
(digital audio tape) recorders, and other
advanced equipment, has the demand for
electronic devices,
computers, and
measuring
instruments at an
all-time high.
And since the market embraces everything

A$124,000,000,000 market
in Japan
for U.S.-manufactured electronics.
And the way to cash in.

from consumer and industrial
products to electronic cornponents,
now's the timé for U.S. electronics
manufacturers to cash in.
All that takes is an ad that reaches its target
audience. That's where NIKKEI ELECTRONICS
comes in. Because 67% of all NIKKEI
ELECTRONICS subscribers are high-level
electronics engineers involved in research,
development, and design, experts who consider
NIKKEI ELECTRONICS their business
information source.
Indeed, for a piece of Japan's $124 billion
electronics market, a piece in NIKKEI
ELECTRONICS is all the U.S. electronics
manufacturer requires. That and agood
product is all it takes to cash in.

8i111.7113-n
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Exchange rate: US$1= Y145

Media Outline
•Japanese-language publication
•Published biweekly
•Available by subscription only
•Circulation: 53,062 (Japan ABC)

Affiliated Publications
Electronics, Data Communications and
Aviation Week & Space Technology

NIKKEI ELECTRONICS
NIKKEI ELECTRONICS advertisements are handled by sales staff for Electronics magazine.
Western Sales Manager: Paul C. Mazzacano, McGraw-Hill/
Electronics, 951 Mariner's Island Blvd., 3rd Floor, San Mateo, CA
94404, U.S.A. Tel 415-349-4100
Costa Mesa Office: Fran Cowen, District Manager, McGraw-Hill/
Electronics, 3001 Red Hill Blvd., Suite 222, Costa Mesa, CA 92626,
U.S.A. Tel 714-557-6292
Los Angeles Office: Chuck Crowe, District Manager. McGraw-Hill/
Electronics, 3333 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90010, U.S.A.
Tel: 213-480-5210
Englewood Office: Harry Doyle. District Manager, McGraw-Hill/
Electronics. 7400 S. Alton Court, Suite 111, Englewood, CO 80112.
U.S.A. Tel 303-740-4633
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San Mateo Office: Jeff Hoopes/District Manager or Rich Bastas/
Regional Sales Manager, McGraw-Hill/Electronics, 951 Mariner's
Island Blvd., 3rd Floor, San Mateo, CA 94404, U.S.A.
Tel 415-349-4100
Stamford Office: Al Liedel, District Manager, McGraw-Hill/
Electronics, 777 Long Ridge Road, Bldg. A, Stamford, CT 06902,
U.S.A. Tel: 203-968-7115
Tokyo Office: Tatsuo Ito, International Advertising Sales Manager,
1-14-6, Uchikanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101. Japan
Tel: (03) 233-8311 Telex: J29902 NKMCGRAW
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ing analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversions. This is auseful feature
in high-speed modems, which often must
slow transmissions to compensate for
poor-quality phone lines, says Mark
Stropoli, strategic marketing engineer
for linear IC products.
FAMILY LEADER. Fabricated in TI's 3-µm
TI'S 32040 REPLACES 6 TO 10 DISCRETE PARTS
CMOS silicon-gate advanced LinCMOS
AND PERMITS ON-THE-FLY FEATURE PROGRAMMING
technology, the 28-pin 32040 is the first
in afamily of DSP interface peripherals
An analog-interface chip for dig[Electronics, June 11, p. 23]. It is exDigital signal processors cuts DSP
pected to be used primarily with TI's
interface implementation costs by
TMS320 signal processors in smart,
about 50%, compared with boardhigh-speed modem systems and synthetlevel solutions using high-resolution
ic-speech applications. "About 5% of the
converters, filters, and other dis32040s are expected to serve other DSP
crete components.
applications in instrumentation and inTexas Instruments Inc.'s new
dustrial control," says Stropoli.
TLC32040 interface chip replaces 6
In addition to conventional codec-filter
to 10 parts. Just as important to
combos, the 32040 will compete with
DSP system designers, the chip also
AT&T Co.'s 7520 analog-interface peoffers a wealth of programmable
ripheral chip. TI linear officials in Dallas
features not found in the integratsay the 32040 contains more programed circuits that were originally demable features than AT&T's 7520, which
veloped for telecommunications apis focused on voice-processing markets.
plications but have been adapted to
The 32040 interfaces directly to several
DSP systems as front-end and backTI TMS320 DSP hosts. With two external
end peripherals.
serial-to-parallel shift-register chips, the
QUICK CHANGE. On-chip control logperipheral can be used with other DSP
ic can be programmed on the fly to STABLE. The 32040's converter has a14-bit dynamchips or first-in, first-out circuitry. It opchange sampling rates, filtering ic range and linearity over any 10-bit range.
erates with a ±5-V analog power supply
characteristics, or gain. In an asynand a separate 5-V digital supply. Maxi(Chebyshev/elliptic transitional) lowchronous mode, the chip is able to run
pass and high-pass filtering and a mum power dissipation is 250 mW.
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog
Commercial-grade parts, which operfourth-order equalizer. The filter may be
conversions independent of each other.
ate over 0° to 70°C, cost $26 each in 100switched out of the signal path when
Sampling rates can be programmed to
piece quantities. Industrial-grade chips,
filtering is not needed. The low-pass outhandle 7.2, 8, 9.6, 14.4, and 19.2 KHz.
which operate over —4cr to 85° C, cost
put filter is a seventh-order CC-type.
The chip's converter has a14-bit dynam$27 each.
—J. Robert Lineback
The 67,000-mil 2 chip has four microic range and 10-bit ADC or DAC linearTexas Instruments Inc., Semiconductor
processor-compatible modes for its seriity over any 10-bit range.
Group, P. O. Box 809066, Dallas, Texas
al port.
The chip's bandpass switched-capaci75380-9066.
The 32040 can also synchronize on an
tor anti-aliasing input filter comprises
Phone (800) 232-3200, ext. 700 [Circle 360]
incoming signal by incrementally adjustseventh-order and fourth-order CC-type

SEMICONDUCTORS

DSP INTERFACE CHIP
CUTS COSTS IN HALF

45-MHz FIFO MEMORIES
USE 80% LESS POWER
Integrated Device Technology Inc.'s
newest additions to its CMOS first-in,
first-out memory family boast speeds of
up to 45 MHz and power savings of up
to 80% over comparable bipolar chips.
The IDT72401 and 72402 are pin- and
function-compatible with the MMI67401
and 67402 bipolar parts from Monolithic
Memories Inc., Santa Clara, Calif. The
IDT72403 and 72404 are pin- and function-compatible with the same MMI
parts but offer an additional output-enable pin.
The 72401 and 72403 are organized as
64 words by 4 bits, and the 72402 and
72404 as 64 words by 5 bits. All four
parts come in 10-, 15-, 25-, 35-, and 45MHz versions and have typical power
consumptions of 200 mW.
Available now, the 72401 and 72403
cost $15 each, packaged in plastic DIPs
and purchased in 100-unit quantities.
The 72402 and 72404 in the same pack150

7terlit7

Designed for high-reliability tactical
military hardware that requires dense
memory systems capable of high speed,
the device is specified across the full
military temperature range of —55 to
+125°C and operates from a single 4.5-

ages cost $23 each in lots of 100. Other
packages are also available.
Integrated Device Technology, 3236 Scott
Blvd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95052.
Phone (408) 727-6116

[Circle 365]
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MILITARY SRAMS HAVE
100-ns ACCESS TIME
A 256-Kbit CMOS static random-access
memory chip from GE/RCA Solid State
Division targeting military uses offers a
120-ns maximum access time at 125° C.
The CDM62256C has a 100-ns access
time at 25°C. Organized as 32,000 8-bit
words, it also features a low-power
standby mode that consumes 350
Maximum operating current is 90 mA.

to 5.5-V source. It conforms to the MILSTD 833 Class B specification.
Available now packaged in a 28-pin
heremetically sealed ceramic package,
the chip costs $137.70 each in 1,000-unit
quantities.
GE/RCA Solid State, P.O. Box 2900, Somerville, N.J. 08876. Phone (201) 685-6132
Electronics/September 3, 1987

600-V RECTIFIERS
REDUCE TRANSIENTS

MOTION CONTROL PROBLEM
Combined high rpm motors, gears, clutches and brakes
are high in initial cost and maintenance.

Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.'s FRP Series reverse-recovery rectifiers cover an
operating range of 400 to 600 V and
boast amaximum reverse recovery current of 5A.
The 5-A rating is a key feature in
reducing electromagnetic interference
and voltage transients. Offering amaximum reverse recovery time of 75 ns, the
rectifiers target applications in highvoltage switching power supplies, unin-

THE SUPERIOR SOLUTION

AC Synchronous & Gearmotors
Reduce system costs with these permanent magnet, reversible,
slow speed motors having 72 or 200 rpmn at 60 Hz. Can be
stalled without winding burnout or damage to components.
Has the highest torque-to-mass ratio of any motor of its type.
Permanent magnet design allows the motor to function as a
frictionless clutch. DC power applied at standstill causes the
motor to function as abrake. Motors start, stop and reverse
within 5percent or 25 milliseconds. Available torque range is
25 to 1800 oz-in (25 ft-lbs). Full data on request.

e

..
terruptible power supplies, inverters,
and motor controls.
Two versions are offered. The 8A
FRP-860 is encapsulated in aTO-220AC
package. In the 16A FRP-1660CC version, two 8A dice are combined in aTO220AB package. Both versions are available now. The 8A version costs $1.80
each in 1,000-unit purchases, and the
16A version is $2.50 each.
Fairchild Semiconductor Corp., 313 Fairchild Dr., Mountain View, Calif. 94039.
Phone (800) 554-4443
[Circle 367]

SAMPLE-AND-HOLD ICs
RUN UP TO 35 MHz
A pair of high-speed sample-and-hold
amplifiers from Datel Inc. have dataacquisition times as low as 8 ns and
sampling frequencies up to 35 MHz.
Both bipolar parts are intended for
use primarily with analog-to-digital converters. The SHM-361 offers 8-ns, 35MHz operation and consumes 680 mW.
The SHM-360 offers 14-ns, 18-MHz operation and consumes 420 mW.
The chips come in 24-in. DIP packages
and target applications such as TV video
encoding, radar pulse analysis, infrared
imaging, and high-speed data acquisition.
Available now, the SHM-361 costs
$26.80 in single-unit purchases; the
SHM-360 is $18 each.
Datel

Inc.,

11

Cabot

Blvd.,

Mass. 02048.
Phone (617) 339-9341
Electronics/ September 3, 1987

Mansfield,
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The

Call 1-800-447-7171 today.
(1-800-446-6262 in Connecticut)

Superior Electric company

Bristol, CT 06010 • 203/582-9561 • FAX. 203/584-1483
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COMING IN OCTOBER

THE 1987/88

Electronics
Buyers' Guide
Order your copy today for the industry's most often-used
directory:
• It's three directories in one easy-to-use volume.
• Includes more than 4000 product listingL (approx. 700 pages)
• Contains over 5.000 company listings (approx. 400 pages) including:
• Company name, address and phone number
• Name and title of contact for sales information.
• Number of engineers at plant and number of employees.
• Annual dollar sales volume.
• Local sales offices and manufacturers representatives.
• Local distributors.
• Instant referral to company's advertisements.
• Offers FREE current catalog retrieval service (approx. 1300 catalogs)

Price:
$50 USA & Canada

Send order with payment to:

Regina Hera

le

$75 elsewhere (surface maii)Electronics Buyers' Guide Bali
$90 elsewhere (air mail)
1221 Avenue of tne Americas, N Y, NY 10020
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Integrating
CAD with ATE
adream come true?
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In the October 1st issue,
the editors of Electronics
magazine examine the new
technologies bridging the gap
between computer-aided
design and automatic test.
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up design and test.
There's more. Major coverage of

more than 131,000 technical

the continuing explosion in micro-

managers and senior engineers

controllers. Plus an exclusive look at

reading late into the night. And an

new single-chip micros targeted for

issue that will provide advertisers

specific functions and applications.

looking to reach them with adream

And that's not all. Our look at the

opportunity.

emerging to improve relationships

progress being made in ISDN, pre-

Ad Closing: Sept. 4, 1987

between CAD and ATE are no day-

dicted to be the next big commodity

Recruitment Closing: Sept. 11, 1987

dream. And they'll open your eyes

market, will really wake you up.

They reveal that new technologies

to anew generation of simulators
specifically geared at speeding
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by the Manufacturer
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To advertise call Carol Helton, Advertising Manager (212) 512-2143
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8 AND 16 BIT EMULATORS
HIGH SECURITY KEYLOCK SWITCHES
COLE Instrument Corp., joins with
MEDECO to offer high security switch lock.
The model shown offers a strong cam action
mechanical barrier, plus 2-stage electrical
switch — a MIL-S-3786 one half inch rotary
with varying key withdrawal positions. Lock
features ME'DECO's double action, BIAXIAL! (`
,1
angle-cut mechanism with ONE BILLION key
possibilities. Call for application ass:stance:
(714)556-3100: FAX!714) 241-9061
COLE INSTRUMENT

CIRCLE 264

• 64180, Z80, 8085, 8088, 8086, NSC800
• No Wait State, Full Speed Emulation
• 65,536 Hardware Breakpoints
• Units Priced Between $595 and $1395
• Symbolic Debug and Hardware
Performance Analysis Available
• 14-Day Money Back Guarantee!
Softaid, 8930 Route 108, Columbia, MD 21045,
301/964-8455 or 800/433-8812
SO FTAI D

CIRCLE 262

SCHEMATIC-CAPTURE SOFTWARE
HiWIRE' lets you quickly create and revise
schematics on your IBM PC. HiWIRE features
an easy-to-learn operation, an extensive library,
ana netlist, bill-of-materials, and smARTWORK"
cross-checking utilities. HiWIRE is $895 and
comes with a 30-day money-back guarantee.
Credit cards accepted. Wintek Corp., 1801
South St., Lafayette, IN 47904. (800) 742-6809
or (317) 742-8428.
WINTEK CORP.

CIRCLE 260

‘11111111111 11,1111111111W

IEEE-488 PRODUCTS FOR
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
•IBM PC/XT/AT and Compatibles
•IBM Personal System/2
•Industry standard GPIB software for MS
DOS and XENIX
•Co-developer of GPIB support for Lotus
Measure ASYST. LABTECH NOTEBOOK and
IBAS IC

ile

7 NATIONAL
INSTRUMENTS TM
12109 Technology Blvd.
Austin, Texas 78727-6204

Call for
FREE Catalog
(5 12 )250-9119
(800) 531-4742

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS CIRCLE 201
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VMEBUS POWER SUPPLIES -200-800W

PC-RISC SYSTEM: 40 MIPS

Specifically designed for VMEBusiEurocard
racks, POWER PAC's new line of AC-input,
multiple DC-output switching supplies comprises 104 models, 200-800 watts, wide choice
of output voltages, in both 3U & 6U heights.
Uninterruptible units (UPS) & DC-DC converter
modules are also in the line. All units are
available modified for universal mounting
outside the rack. Power Pac, Inc., PO Box 777,
Norwalk, CT 06856 (203-866-4484).

Fill your PC/XT/AT with 1to 6 PC4000 boards
for ahigh speed PC-RISC System and get up to
40 MIPS in your PC•Parallel operation• 1
2 MByte
/
per board * Each PC4000 is more than 2 x
speed of VAX 11/780 or 68020 • NC4016 RISC
Engine CPU • C(K&R), Assembler & Forth
available •Comes w/ dey software •2 weeks
delivery ARO • From $1,295 • Silicon Composers, 210 California Avenue, Suite I, Palo
Alto, CA 94306 •415-322-8763

POWER PAC, INC.

SILICON COMPOSERS

CIRCLE 261

CIRCLE 202
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ELECTRONIC TERMINATIONS

INTERCONNECT COMPONENTS

New 100 page Zierick Catalog 30 shows
thousands of male and female quick connects,
ring and spade terminals, PCB disconnect
tabs for loose piece or automatic assembly,
lugs, clips, brackets, clamps, binding posts,
eyelets, lockwashers, and MS Parts, in detail.
Get this comprehensive catalog from the
Quality Source, ZIERICK MFG. CORP., 82 Radio
Circle, Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549; (800) 882-8020; in
NYS (914) 666-2911; or FAX (914) 666-0216.

• PCB pins •custom-designed parts
• pin receptacles •ATE fixture pins
•solder terminals • IC socket pins
• wrapost receptacles & terminals

ZIERICK

MILL-MAX

CIRCLE 270

VLSI COURSES FROM
COLORADO STATE

Mill-Max is America's leading source for "loose
piece" interconnect components:

For their free catalog and design guide write
Mill-Max, 190 Pine Hollow Road, Oyster Bay,
NY 11771, (516) 922-6000.
CIRCLE 258

THE STEAM AGER, ANOTHER
B & G FIRST
A compact totally self contained Table Top
Model STEAM AGER, that will give you up to
40 hrs. of operating time without arefill. Micro
processor controled, Set time, Elapsed time,
Vapor density, Water level and overload
protection. Passivated stainless steel
throughout. Conforms to Mil-spec, 883C.
Contact B & G Enterprises at (408) 728-3638 for
more information.
B& G

CIRCLE 208

BIVAR PCB INSERTERS/EXTRACTORS

1800-WATT UNE CONDITIONER

Nine video courses by Dr. George Collins,
internationally recognized authority on VLSI
processes, brings semiconductor engineers &
technicians current on latest developments in
microelectronic film techniques — Plasma
Etching, Sputtering & Evaporation, Silicon
Materials & Wafer Preparation, Photolithography, Doping, CVD, Thermal Oxidation. CSU,
Cont. Ed., Ft. Collins CO 80523, 800-525-4950

Select 14 standard configurations for 1/16",
3/32" and 1/8" PCBs. Materials span 6/6 NYLON
(94V-2 rating per ASTM D4066 PA111), to 30%
glass-filled, flame retardant 94V-0 UL-rated
NYLON (ASTM D4066 PA111 G30F04). Leverage
rates up to 4:1 to ease large PWB and tightgripping edge connection removal and insertion,
protect boards from stress. Free spec/price
catalog. BIVAR, 4Thomas, Irvine, CA 92718 (714)
951-8808 FAX (714) 951-3974

Line conditicner keeps power constant whenever AC input power varies up or down!
Prevents damage and downtime! Maintains
constant output of 120V. This is a stepped
transformer system that has higher efficiency
than CVT's and gives lower waveform distortion. Built-in spike protection prevents costly
errors. INDUS-TOOL, 730 W. Lake St., Chicago,
IL 60606. Write or phone for free catalog...call
312-648-2191

COLORADO STATE VIDEO

BIVAR, INC.

INDUS-TOOL

CIRCLE 256

THE BETTER RAM TESTER M-6400
Tests most SRAMs or DRAMs up to 1 Mbit.
Automatically measures and rejects any out-of
tolerance device in power consumption or
speed. Software controlled edge deskew
feature generates the most precise timing
waveform for DRAMs testing. Functional test
with a group of test patterns to detect all
possible faults. RS-232C and IC handler interfaced. Price: 2,500.00. Information Scan Technology, Inc., 487 Gianni Street, Santa Clara,
California 95050. (408) 988-1908
INFORMATION SCAN
TECHNOLOGY, INC.
154
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CIRCLE 265

NOW — THE SOX° CRYSTAL
OSCILLATOR!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24 PIN CLCC OR TO-5
CMOS OR TTL COMPATIBLE HYBRID CIRCUIT
SIZE ONLY .4" x.4" x.06"
MIL TESTING AVAILABLE
FREQUENCY RANGE OF 10 kHz to 2MHz
SHOCK RATING IS 250g to 5,000g
LASER TUNING AFTER ASSEMBLY
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

CIRCLE 272

HERE IS AMAZING PROGRAMMING
POWER
• Three Levels of Programming Power
-28U UNIVERSAL 28L LOGIC; 28E EFJEPROM
• Over 900 devices from 24 device manufacturers
PLD's, EPLDS, ŒPDS, EPROMS, EEPROMS,
MICROS, BIPOLAR PROMS.
• No sacrifice in performance
-Vector testing with register pre-load, check
summing, with afootprint smaller than this page.

STATEK CORPORATION (a Technicorp Company), 512 N. Main St., Orange, CA 92668 (714)
639-7810

Inlab Inc. 1-800-237-6759, (303) 460-0103
2150-1 West 6th Avenue, Broomfield, CO 80020

STATEK CORPORATION

INLAB INC.

CIRCLE 267

CIRCLE 273
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AFFORD/du
ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE

(Ç,Çtt1CATALOG
AND APPLICATIONS GUIDE

ACNAP —

PC /MSDOS — Alocntosh —CP/N1

$125.00

AC Nero. Arlene
Consoonenl Lexones Mocros
AUTO Execute

octiAP

$
95 .00

—

DC Nee.. Anotxus Cornoonen1
Utprones. Moms. AUTO Execute

SPP

T.$25.00

—

Sxgnol Processing Ptoxgrorn
Alocros A1110 Execute. veln07mng

MATPRO —
Sc..° Drool, Pentrng
PCPLOT3

—

$72.95

Lau—

LC Freer Dann/Arrows

MP

895.00

—

Low Cowl Deegn ,AncsAus
moifivamst

_

$95 .00

Report ProcesoCet Program
Accrues 2200 Rules OS EngYsn

POP —
tentec
.

$95.00

Ploleng Program

.._ TEKCALC —
$95.uu Progrornrnoble scent&

$95.00

Coe..TO, Datancs Program

.,,..,
us
—
$95.0
Pool Locus Mayes
Moms AUTO Execute. Bow.

COMCMC —

LOCIPRO

—

,.„
u
$95.0

AciAre Leer Devon &nexus %mine.
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These waveforms show an
IS_SPICE
analysis of a
power supply
snubber.
Intu_Scope was
used for display
and computation
of power and
energy. The
output shown
used an
Intu_Scope
plotter utility

*95.00

Fire ExesotunOn GreePcs.
Screen once Pen. Groot, .

ACTFIL

Analog Circuit Simulation
Afull featured SPICE based simulator runs on
the IBM PC with interactive Input and Output

8 72.95

C
arsons euoget Coiculoicx
ono
cTosneet Ptogrorn

$95.00
%sneer iuncnon Anders
orb Om. 5,01.1«4

Engineering

le :IC

PILE SINCE, $200.00: Interactive control, Monte Carlo
Analysis, Optimization, libraries and parameter evaluation.
IS_SPICE, $95.03: Pertorrns AC, DC and Transient analysis.
Intu_960 1)4.1250.00: Displays, manipulates and plots data.
Programs are not copy protected, come with a30 day money
bad guarantee and require PC with 640K RAM, fixed disk,
coprocessor and CGA or EGA or Hercules graphics.

het

P'.'..^ffi so'twa ,e (714) 781-0252

• Control instruments and peripherals.
• Supports BASIC, C, FORTRAN, and
Pascal.
• Use with ASYSTTM
Lotus MeasureTm
• Fast and easy-to-use. Thousands sold.
• Hardware and software •$395 complete.
Capital Equipment Corp.
99 South Bedford St.
Burlington, MA. 01803

P.O. BOX 6607
San Pedro, CA 90734-6607
Tele: (213) 933-0710

INTUSOFT

CIRCLE 255

GP-IB, HP-IB CONTROL FROM YOUR PC

CIRCLE 229

Call today (617) 273-1818

CAPITAL
EQUIPMENT CORP.

Product Showcase

CIRCLE 241

ORDER
FORM

The best value for your advertising dollars.
For a 1/9 page ad, here's all you have to do:
1) Send a35mm color transparency of your
product (Black and white glossy photos
are also accepted.)
2) Include 10 lines of typed copy, no more
than 43 characters to aline. (Include
spaces between words and punctuation
in your character count)
3) Write a headline of 32 characters or less.

Name

Title
Company
Address

4) We do all the rest No production charges.
5) We also accept camera-ready art
Ad size: 21/
4"wide x3
2 "deep.
/
1

City

The more ads you buy, the more you save.

State

lx

$750

12x

$645

3x

$735

18x

$600

7x

$715

25x

$570

Electronics

Zip

Phone
Send this form with material to:
Carol Helton, Electronics magazine
Product Showcase Advertising Manager
1221 Avenue of the Americas, 42nd Floor
New York, New York 10020
(212) 512-2143
mi
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POSITIONS WANTED

COMPUTER

100Mhz Logic Analyzer Card
SPECIAL SERVICES

tml
$1199

-24 ChanneN at 25Khz •25 Mhz
-6 Channels at 100 Mhz
-Internal Clock up to 100Mhz
-External Clock up to 25Mhz
-Threshold Voltage TTL, ECL,
or variable from -10 to +10v
-Totally Software Controlled
-All Software Included

Confidential Design, prototype, short production run services. CAD PCB layout.
Micro-P Control Systems, Interactive Video,
Smart House, Telecom. Communications
Systems Labs, 23 S. Kam Hwy, #206,
Wahiawa, HI 96786 Telex 6502990026MCI
or Toll-Free 800-521-1364.

PAL/EPROM Programmer Card
For PC/XT/AT Systems

$399

Microcomputer Solutions —
Systems
Analysis, Database design, telecom, public
access (VAN) Programming, expert system
development. All microsystems. David Edwards (718) 768-0098.

-Programs All 20 and 24 Pin
MMI, NS, TI PALS
-Programs Eproms from 2716
to 27512 and 275100
-Software Functions Include:
Read, Write, Verily, Protect.
Edit, Print, and File Save
and Load of Program.
-All Software Included

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION (201)994-6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 4Sparrow Dr.,
Livingston, NJ 07039

Electronic Designer that can convert your
design problems into working solutions.
Flexible fees. 916-721-3020.

SPICE

up your PC

Z/SPICE professional
Full version $300

ZTEC
INVENTIONS WANTED

Inventions, ideas, new products wanted! Industry presentation / national exposition.
Call 1-800-288-IDEA. Canada, 1-800-5286060. X831.

circuit simulation
Student version $79

box 737, college place, wa 99324
(509)-529-7025

Circuit Simulation
SPICE
8/16/32 bit PC's
PC too slow? Need > Maxmem?
Northern Valley Software

fr

28327 Rothrock Dr. R.P.V.,CA.
(213) 541-3677
90274
RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2automates MIL-HIM-217D on your IBM PC!
Very easy to use. Demo package $25.

Business Department

Classified Advertising

For PC/XT, PC/AT Monochrome
Color Card Systems

Overseas — 75 Countries — Interviewing
now. All Fields — for Conn. interview. Send
resume: Global Services, (0) Clinton, CT
06413. Transportation not paid to Connecticut.

United Kingdom: Art Schaffer
34 Dover Street, London W1
Tel: 01-493-1451

David M. Yake
Business Manager
[2121 512-2627
Daniel McLaughlin
Director of Circulation
[212] 512-6598
Roseann Lehmann
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[212] 512-3469
Frances M. Vallons
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Ann Strignano
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Carol Gallagher
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Evelyn Dillon
Production Manager Related Products
[2121 512-2044
Postcards/Product Showcase
Carol Helton Advertising Mgr.
[212] 512-2143

MARKET PLACE

Electronic Engr, for hire. Microprocessor
based designs, controls, telecom. Contract
or per diem. Mr. Barry Masel, 718476-1516.

T CUBED SYSTEMS
1818)9+1-0057

TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER
ADS: Address separate envelopes (smaller than 11" x
for each reply to:

Box Number (As indicated)
Classified Advertising Department
Electronics
Post Office Box 900, NY 10108

31220 La Baya Dnye
110
Westlake VIllage CA 91362

HOT LINE
To place your
Computer Software Ad
Call Ilene Fader
212-512-2984

[212] 512-2556

Recruitment Advertising
Rosemarie Caruso
[212] 512-2787
[2121 512-2788
Subscription Sales
[201] 988-3258
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FLOPPY-DISK SALES:
MORE FOR LESS
Consumers in the U. S. are
buying more floppy disks,
but they're spending a lot
less for them. The International Tape/Disc Association
says U. S. sales slipped 10%
in 1986, from $476.8 million in
1985 to $427 million—even
though unit shipments rose
41% during the same period.
Leading the decline was the
51
/-in, market, which saw
4
unit sales rise 40% while revenue slipped by 16% to $330
million from 1985's $392 million. Unit sales of 31
/-in.
4
disks, meanwhile, grew a
whopping 140%, reaching 43.4
million units in 1986 from
only 18.1 million ayear earlier. Dollar volume, however,
rose only 73%, because the
average price of a 31
/-in.
4
floppy fell from $1.96 in 1985
to $1.42 in 1986.
FIRST-HALF PARTS
SHIPMENTS UP 5%
Factory shipments of electronics equipment, components,
and related products in the
U. S. rose from $102.7 billion
in the first half of 1986 to
$107.9 billion during the same
period in 1987—a gain of 5%,
says the Electronic Industries
Association.
The greatest
gains were made by components at 6.5%, and consumer
electronics at 9.6%, while communications gear posted only
a 4.5% rise. The Santa Clara,
Calif.-based group reports that
domestic sales of electronics
products and services totaled
$116.1 billion in the first half
of 1987, a 4.5% increase over
the $111.2 billion recorded last
year. Orders were also up:
$118.1 billion, compared with
$113.7 billion ayear ago.
MANAGEMENT BUYS
MOTOROLA UNIT
In a leveraged buyout, the
management of Motorola
Display Systems has acquired that subsidiary of Mot,orola Inc. The new company
thus formed, DisplayTEK, is
158

the largest U. S supplier of
CRT displays selling exclusively to original-equipment
manufacturers. It inherits
the staff and resources of
the Motorola unit but will
soon move company headquarters from Schaumburg,
Ill., to Elgin, Ill. Manufacturing operations will continue
at its Joplin, Mo., facility.
TEAM TO BUILD
SMART 31
/
2-in. DRIVE
Western Digital Corp. and
Tandon Corp. are about to
jointly manufacture and market 31
/-in. intelligent Win4
chester disk drives. The new
drives incorporate an interface controller into the drive,
instead of having the controller that interfaces the drive
and the central processing
unit reside on a separate
board in the computer. The
drives will be incorporated
into Tandon's personal computers and Western Digital's
storage products.
SURPRISE—IBM IS A
LOW-COST SUPPLIER
The Sierra Group, a Tempe,
Ariz., research firm, has prepared a report on the real
costs of computer systems,
and it turns out that IBM
Corp. doesn't make the most
expensive systems in town.
Sierra's second annual costof-ownership survey finds
that IBM's long-term costs
are lower than many of its
competitors. The report is
available from the Sierra
Group for $225.
US WEST EXPORTS
U.S. TECHNOLOGY
US West, one of the seven
regional Bell operating companies, is expanding its Project Export program, which
began in agricultural Nebraska, to the high-tech area in
and around Portland, Ore.
The program is aimed at
identifying products, such as
electronic components, subsystems, and software, that
are produced in the target

area and are ripe for export
to Europe and the Far East.
US West International will
help the smaller U. S. firms
with marketing, distribution,
and even sales negotiations.
386-BASED SYSTEMS
CAN DO X WINDOWS
Software that creates deviceindependent user interfaces
for most major work stations
will now be available for 386based personal computers too.
Apollo Computer Inc. has
signed a joint development
agreement with Graphic Software Systems Inc., asupplier
of graphics for IBM DOS and
OS/2 systems, in which GSS
will adapt the Chelmsford,
Mass., company's Open Dialogue software to 386-based
PCs running Xenix. Based on
the industry-standard X Windows, Open Dialogue currently runs on Apollo, Digital
Equipment, and Sun systems.
HP, SONY TO BUILD
DAT STORAGE UNITS
Hewlett-Packard Co. and
Sony Corp. will jointly develop arange of computer datastorage products using digital audio tape. The two companies plan to develop costeffective format-compatible
products having fast transfer
rates and a storage capacity
of 1.2 gigabytes. The fastsearch capability of DAT allows on-line inquiry with an
average access time of only
20 seconds, and the small
size of the tape cassettes
makes them attractive for
backup and archival use in
computer systems.
INDUSTRY TRADE
DEFICIT EASES
The trade deficit for the U. S.
electronics industry eased
greatly, with improvements
showing up in computers,
consumer, components, and
instrumentation segments, reports the American Electronics Association, Santa Clara,
Calif. Only in the communications segment did deficits

grow in the first half of 1987
over the same period in 1986,
spiraling from $900 million to
$1.1 billion. In computers, a
positive balance grew to $1.5
billion compared with $1.3 billion in 1986. The deficit in consumer products dropped to
$4.8 billion from $5.3 billion in
first-half 1986, and in components from $2.1 billion in 1986
to $1.9 billion this year. Instruments made slight gains,
as the positive trade balance
hit $1 billion this half, up
from $900 million last year.
3COM SIGNS NEW
TOKEN-RING PACT
Willemijn Holding BV has
granted afull license to 3Com
Corp. to use token-ring technology, expanding the terms
of a two-year-old limited license. Now 3Com can produce, market, and distribute
products based on the IEEE
802.5 token-ring standard
without restriction. IBM Corp.
also licenses the technology;
it is limited to using token
rings on its own machines.
3Com sells its token-ring
products worldwide through
dealers, value-added resellers,
and computer manufacturers;
the new deal permits dealers
and customers to use 3Com
products in both IBM and
non-IBM environments.
NEW TANDEM WORK
STATIONS DEBUT
A new family of seven MSDOS work stations has been
introduced by Tandem Computers Inc., Cupertino, Calif.
The PSX/300 and PSX/200
series machines can function
as stand-alone units or as
fully integrated terminals for
Tandem NonStop and LNX
systems. They range from a
high-performance Intel 80386based work station with a70Mbyte hard disk to alow-cost,
disldess work station based
on the 80286 that is connected
to a local-area network. The
machines' common chassis
measures 15 in. wide, 16 in.
deep, and 6 in. tall. Prices
range from $1,195 to $5,695.
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60-100 Watts
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• MTBF
75,000 Hrs
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—10 °C to +55 °C
No derating
• Efficiency 80-85%
• VDE 0871 class B
FCC 15-J class B

•

EAP%

quality for the future

•

orne people
are promising high-performance,
low-cost imaging systems
by 1990.

W' re

shipping
now.
At $4995, the MVP-AT is taking the market
by storm. Our new MVP-VME is about to do
the same. Now, both PC and VMEbus users
have alow-cost solution with ahost of
real-time imaging functions and extensive
graphics capabilities at their fingertips:

•Frame averaging, convolutions, histograms,
profiles
•Morphology —erosion, dilation, min/max
operations
.Pattern matching, color processing, feature
extraction
',Color and monochrome frame grab
•12-bit monochrome/24-bit color display
.0n-board Hitachi ACRTC

•
PC software support
IMAGER-AT — Matrox subroutine library
and interpreter for fast applications
development
Image-Pro — Media Cybernetics image
processing software package
And Matrox has incorporated additional
features into the MVP-VME to enhance
system development — all for $5995!

.Motorola 68000 CPU
.Downloadable user code with 512K RAM
.256K imaging firmware

A LEADER /N VIDEO NICROTECHNOLOCY

In Canada call (514) 685-2630. Image-Pro is aregistered trademark of Media Cybernetics, Inc.
Circle 902 on reader service card
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